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GUEST EDITORIAL

The Second European Meeting on the Applications of Polar Dielectrics was held
in April 1992 to celebrate the 25th Anniversary of the Dielectric Society. Recog-
nising the rising importance of thin films of ferroelectrics for a wide range of
applications, the meeting also incorporated the 1st International Workshop on
Integrated Ferroelectrics. To facilitate international participation the meeting was
held at Imperial College, London.

Over 150 delegates registered for the meeting from 27 countries. Unfortunately,
attendance from Eastern Europe was limited by the present economic and political
problems. However, the generous financial support provided by our sponsors en-
abled the organisers to assist the attendance of many from this region and to provide
reduced attendance costs for students.

Reflecting the current extent of interest in dielectric materials, 175 abstracts were
submitted. Topics ranged from stable ceramics for microwave applications to or-
ganic crystals and polymers with high non-linear electro-optical coefficients. About
one sixth of the contributions were concerned with the preparation and properties
of thin films, particularly those involving ferroelectric materials. A wide range of
sol-gel and vapour phase methods are still under development for piezoelectric,
pyroelectric, electro-optic and information storage devices.

In the case of thin films for electro-mechanical applications, processes are sought
which will yield multilayer structures that give large movements for small applied
voltages. For information storage, it is already possible to deposit high permittivity
layers on silicon, but it is proving more difficult to produce materials exhibiting
switchable polar states that retain this property after prolonged exposure to the
large variety of switching pulse sequences that may be experienced in storage
systems. The great improvements already achieved promise eventual success.

For electro-optical applications, the possibilities of non-linear behaviour have
been expanded by the use of organic compounds for which the Langmuir Blodgett
technique remains an important means of obtaining large areas of oriented mole-
cules.

The uses of ferroelectric ceramics in electro-mechanical transducers continue to
expand with, for instance, the possibility of efficient small motors based on surface
waves. New compositions offering improved electrostrictive and piezoelectric prop-
erties are being developed. The behaviour of domain walls underlying such phe-
nomena as the poling of ceramics and the changes in dielectric properties with time
are under scrutiny. Models explaining the interaction of lattice defects with walls
are increasingly successful. High permittivity dielectric ceramics that can be sintered
with base-metal electrodes in situ are being further improved by combining donor
with acceptor substituents so as to minimise the concentration of vacant oxygen
sites and thereby prolong life at high temperatures under high fields. High stability
dielectrics continue to be studied for microwave applications and thin organic
polymer films as constituents of silicon circuits.

The main objective of such occasions is the interchange of ideas between indi-
viduals and the encouragement of a feeling of common purpose among scientists

urn
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and engineers. This was enhanced by the informal atmosphere at the poster sessions,
the introductory buffet and banquet.

The organisers would particularly like to thank the financial sponsors (DARPA,
ONR Europe and Gordon and Breach Science Publishers) for their support and
the Dielectric Society for sponsoring and underwriting the conference, and allowing
the occasion of their 25th anniversary to be used for ECAPD-2.

Grateful thanks are also due to all those who gave their time in the organisation
and execution of the meeting and to their partners for patient forebearance and,
in many cases, active assistance on registration desks, poster assembly, etc.

Finally, the programme chair would like to add a personal word of thanks to his
friends and colleagues who assisted with the production of the abstract book and
spent much time refereeing and commenting upon manuscripts.

We all look forward to ECAPD-3, to be held in Germany in 1996.

J. M. Herbert
R. W. Whatmore
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STRONGLY TEMPERATURE DEPENDENT ELECTRO-OPTIC
COEFFICIENTS IN BaTiO3

F. ABDI, M.D. FONTANA, M. AILLEREE
Groupe Matriaux Optiques t Propriet6s Sip4ifiques-C.L.O.ES., Universit6 do
Metz et Supolec, 2 rue E. Bolin, 57078 Metz Cedex 3, France
G. GODEFROY
Laboratoire do Physique des Solides-UA CNRS 785, Universit6 de Bourgogne,
B.P. 138, 21004 Dijon Cedex, France

Astract : By means of a S6narmont set up and a very sensitive method, electro-
optic coefficients in BaTiO3 are accurately determined from the phase
measurement of the retardation r due to the electric field induced birefringence
of the crystal. Electro-optic properties are investigated as a function of
temperature around room temperature. A very large value of the coefficient r42
is found, in agreement with previous investigations. In addition, this coefficient
is shown to be very sensitive to temperature even for a very small change. The
importance of both the thermo-optic effect and the thermal variation of electro-
optic properties is pointed out for device applications of BaTiO 3.

INTRODUCTION

Perovskite oxide crystals are well known materials with large non-linear optical and

electro-optical (EO) coefficients 1. Among this family, BaTiO3 exhibits the largest EO

coefficient which has been detected 1. It leads this compound to be promising for

various optical applications. In particular, it can be favourably used for

photorefractive applications such as light diffraction, two- or four- wave mixing,

phase conjugating mirror2 , or for EO applications, such as bulk or waveguide

modulators or switches3 '4 .

EO properties are known to be strongly affected by impurities specially iron

doping4,5 or oxygen vacancies6 . The accurate determination of the EO coefficients is

needed for the various reasons as follows i) the knowledge of the figures of merit and

switching voltage4 ii) the relative contribution of electrons and holes in the

photorefractive properties7 iii) the influence of the nature and concentration of

defects7 . We have recently shown that the thermal variation of the refractive index

via the thermo-optic effect has to be accounted for in order to obtain correct values

of the EO coefficients8 . Therefore the result previously reported9 ,10 in BaTiO3 may

13131/1
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be questionable. Further the potential applications of BaTiO3 require that the

coefficients have to be independent of temperature.

Our study therefore concerns the accurate determination of the EO coefficients in

BaTiO 3 and their temperature dependence with a new and very sensitive method.

ELECTRO-OPTICAL EFFECT IN BaTiO3

Electro-optic properties in BaTiO3 (C4 v point group) can be described by the three

components r 13 , r3 3 and r42 of the £O tensor.

With the applied electric field E-(EIE 2 ,E 3 ) the optical indicatrix is given in the

principal axis system of the crystal without field by:

(1 ruj2 +(Ij+r13 3 JY2 +(+s~~ 2(I1 n. 1 (1)

+2rxzE, +2r2yzE 2 =1

where no and ne are respectively the ordinary and extraordinary refractive indices.

The EO r4 2 coefficient is determined in the transverse configuration when the electric

field is along the x axis and the light propagation along the y axis.

With E-(E,O,O), eq 1 becomes:

X2 y2 Z2

_- 2 +2rxzE =1 (2)
0  n. n.2

The indicatrix can be expressed in a new axis system (primed axes) by a rotation

through an angle 0 around the y axis:

XP2( 0)(P)/2 +4in2(%)- +2r.Ecos(6)sin(6)" Y/ 2 +

V 2Sin2(9,)// +coS2 (*)/ -2r42ECos(8)Sin(9)) +

2Xz~os()si(9n2.~ ,v ) +r.~E(cos2 (0) (3)

where the axis X',Y' and Z' are the principal axes of the indicatrix if the last term of

the right member of equation 3 is equal to zero, or if:

tan(20) - 2r,,4

1 1 (4)
n.2 n.2
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Introducing the condition eq 4 into eq 3, we obtain :

I[- +r.2 Etan(O)]X'2 +Y-' Ij -r 4Etan(9)]Z,2 =1()n.y2 I1. .

Since the rotation angle is necessarily very small, the change in the refractive indices

can be therefore written :

6n. (E)- nr.,'' n(E)0 ,5n-(E)
T22( (6)

.n n.J n.

Consequently, the phase shift between the x and z light polarization components is:

2,xL A., n +n! r4E2
2r.(E) -( 1). (7

where Ly is the crystal length along the laser propagation direction and X is the laser

wavelength. The phase shift induced by the external electric field is thus a function

which is quadratic in field magnitude. The r4 2 coefficient is determined from the

measurement of rzx (E) as function of DC applied voltage V-Ed, where d is the

electrode spacing.

EXPER&IMENTAL

The BaTiO3 crystals used for this study were grown by the Czochralski method.

Particular attention was paid in order to obtain single domain crystals with good

optical quality by the application of appropriate electric field and thermal gradient

during the cooling process through the cubic tetragonal phase transition. A nominally

pure sample of 4.15x2.96x2.07mm 3 size and a 0.135% iron-doped sample of

4.87x3.92x2.85mm 3 size were used. They were cut normal to the principal axes,

polished and electroded with evaporated gold.

EO coefficients were determined with a new method described elsewhere! 1

which is based upon the S6narmont compensating set-up. The optical transmission of

such a system follows the general law : I = Lo sin2 (r/2--B+w14) if the optical

absorption is neglected. In this equation Io and I are respectively the input and output

laser intensity and r the phase shift introduced by the sample. r can be caused by the

natural birefringence and/or by its variation due to a change of the temperature,

electric field or strain applied to the sample. The method consists of adding an AC
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voltage with a frequency f to the DC voltage and to measure the angle 02f of the

analyser corresponding to the detection of the output signal with the frequency 2f.

IELUML

The EO rc and r4 2 coefficients are determined in the *pure* and the iron-doped

samples for various modulation frequencies. Complete results are presented and
discussed elsewhere. Here we focus our attention on the r42 coefficient obtained in

the "pure" crystal as a function of temperature for a modulation frequency f-ikHz

and a laser wavelength )k633nm.

Figure 1 exhibits the value of the angle 02f(E)-r(E)/2 as function of the DC

voltage amplitude V-Ed. Data obtained for increasing and decreasing V are similar,

which is indicative that no memory effect or optical damage is induced by the field.

Fit of the data to eq 7 yields the value of the r42 coefficient for a given temperature.

The values of the indices ne and no are taken in Ref. 12. At 19.19C, we find the

value r42- 1776 pmV"1.

25$

++

++

1-26- +

++
S r

+

0 20 40 60 s0 100 120 140

Applied Voltage ( V )
FIGURE 1 Variation of the retardation angle 12f due to the applied DC voltage

To obtain the temperature dependence of the r42 coefficient, we repeat the

same measurements around room temperature. This requires a perfect stabilization of

the temperature for each data. Indeed the measured phase shift r includes the value

r(O) wich is due to the natural birefringence together with the value r(E) which is

induced by the field via the EO effect. It is necessary to discriminate between both
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these contributiom during he measurementa of r - 202f' particularly if each one
depends on the temperature. For the irst contribution we find S$2(O)/8T-167

degresC"1, which corresponds to a thermal dependence of the natural birefringence

of &An,,(O)/lT=l.42 10-4"C"1. This very large dependence determined from our

modulation technique is in good agreement with the results previously measured by

other techniques 13 . This shows that the determination of the r42 coefficient versus T

requires, for each temperature, the measurement of the difference between 60j2f and

420)., or the measurement of 020(E) after a perfect temperature stabilization. In

our data, the temperature is assumed to be constant within a 0.01C shift. The

temperatr dependence of the r4 2 coefficient is illustrated in figure 2. A very large

variation of the value of r42 is pointed out, even for a very small temperature shift.

A change of lC can thus lead to a multiplication of the value of r4 2 by two. A

smaller dependence was reported in Refs 14 and 15, when a wide temperature range

was considered. The understanding of such dicrepencies is actually in progress and

involves various elato-optic, thermo-optic effects.

2.S

2.2-

- I

ILS IL7S it L9.2S 19j

Temperature C )

FIGURE 2 Temperature dependence of the r4 2 EO coefficient of pure BaTiO3

The extremely large dependence on the temperature of both the natural birefringence

hazx(O) and the electric-field induced birefringence Anx(E) constitutes the main

resldts pointed out in our investigations. The first consequence concerns the necessity

to insure a perfect temperature stabilization for a determination of EO coefficients as
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well as for the use of BaTiO- in optical devices. Concerning the thermo-optic effect,
it could be compensated by associating with a first crystal of BaTiO3 , a second One
with the same dimensions but the axes crossed relative to the axes of the first

crystal16 . In fact, this possibility is doubtful from a practical point of view since a

temperature shift of O.1C between both crystals should be sufficient to lead a change

in the birefringence of 1.4 l10- while the same variation in An can be caused by an

applied electric field of 47.2 kY/r. The variation of temperature can be due to the

laser beam itself. Thus one needs to wait a sufficient time to obtain a temperature

stabilization after application of the laser. This was previously mentioned for 2 or 4

wave mixing experiments17 ' where only the thermo-optic effect was considered. In

fact, we have shown that the thermal dependence of the electro-optical effect causes

an additional problem. The determination of precise values of figures of merit of

BaTiO3 , for instance the driving voltage required in a switcher or modulator is very

delicate. This limits the use of BaTaO3 crystals for various applications in optical

devices.
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PHOTOCONDUCTING FERRCELECTRIC POLYMERS

K.A.Verkhovskaya, V.M.Fridkin, A.V.Bune

Institute of Crystallography of the Academy of

Sciences of Russia, 117333 Moscow, Russia

J. F. Legrand

Institute Laue-Langevin, B.P. 156X, 38042 Grenoble
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Abstract The new photoconducting ferroelectric poly-
mer s pered by means of dye sensitization of ferro-
electric vinylidene fluoride-trifluoroethylene copolymers
P(VDF-TrFE). The photoconductivity, the bulk photovoltaic
effect and photochromic effect have been observed in the
spectral bands connected with dye molecules absorption.
The new photoconducting ferroelectric polymer may be used
as the photorefractive material. By means of the photo-
chromic effect in the ferroelectric copolymer doped by
indolynospiropyran the transmission gratings were recei-
ved. At the ferroelectric phase transition the sharp chan-
ges of the dye energy level and oscillator strength are
revealed.

INTRODUCTION
Photoferroelectrics have been studied for the past 30

years.* One of the most remarkable phenomena in this

field is the bulk photovoltaic effect, that is a characte-

ristic of photoconductive crystals without the center of

symmetry.
2

The other important phenomenon is the photorefractive

effect.3

The investigations of ferroelectric polymers lead us

to design new materials - the photoconducting ferroelect-

ric polymers. This idea was performed in 1990 by means of

optical sensitization of the ferroelectric vinylidene flu-

oride-trifluoroethylene copolymers (VDF/TrPE). 4 Thus, all

known photoferroelectric phenomena, including the bulk

photovoltaic and photorefractive effects, may be observed
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in the photoconducting ferroelectric polymers. In 5 we had

really observed the bulk photovoltaic effect in VDF/TrFE,

doped by rhodamine dyes. Some recent papers 6-8 show the

possibility of the photorefractive films production by

means of photoconducting piezoelectric polymers.

This paper describes the properties of the polymer

photoferroelectrics, namely optically sensitized ferro-

electric vinylidene fluoride-trifluoroethylene copolymers.

In contrast to the homopolymer PVDF copolymers VDF/TrFE

show the ferroelectric phase transition below the melting

point. That makes it possible to study the influence of

the phase transition on the dye electronic absorption

spectra and to prove the effect of optical sensitization

for ferroelectric polymers.

EXPERIMENTAL

This paper reports results on two copolymers VDF/TrFE

(70/30 and 60/40 mol.%), which structure and ferroelect-

ric phase transition have been widely investigated9 ' 1 0 .

The raw material of copolymer was donated by Atochem Com-

pany, France. The sensitized copolymer films 20-30 ALm

thick were prepared from the solution of copolymer and

dye in acetone. Subsequent annealing was performed at

400 K in oder to eliminate possible remaining solvent.

The dye concentration in copolymer is equal to 1 wt.%.

The optical absorption spectra and their temperature de-

pendences were measured by means of spectrophotometer

Specord UV-VIS in unpolarized light. The accurancy of the

measurements of the band shift As)'u 5.10-4 eV and optical
density A D = 2-10-3.

The photoconductivity was measured by usual technique.

A two-electrode sandwich sample was used to determine the

dc conductivity change resulting from illumination with

a 500-W Xe lamp or an Ar-laser ( A = 51nam ).

Semitransparent gold electrodes were evaporated on the

film surfaces. The spe( -.,l distribution of the photocon-

ductivity was measured b7 :eans of a monochromator and
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and modulated light.

OPTICAL ABSORPTION AND PHOTOCONDUCTIVITY

The spectral sensitization and structural chromic ef-

fect were performed for VDF/TrFE (70/30) films, doped by

3',3'-dimethyl-1 '-( f -hydroxyethyl)-6-nitrospiro (2H-1-

benzopyran-2,2' indoline)(SP). SP is the photochromic com-

pound, which exists in two forms A and B. 1 1 The correla-

tion between A and B form concentrations changes under il-

lumination and depends on the polarity of medium. The cur-

ve 1 on Fig.1 shows the SP spectral absorption in the

ferroelectric phase of copolymer at T = 300 K. The absorp-

tion curve consists of two bands at 370 and 550 nm,

which correspond to the B form of SP. At the transition to

the paraelectric phase the dye form B transforms to form

A (curve 2, Pig.1). The absorption band at A= 370 nm

disappears and the intensity of the optical band at A =

= 550 nm decreases. At the same time the film is observed

to change color* The purple color of the film appears

again when the reversal transition to the ferroelectric

phase occurs. The observed struotural chromic effect in

the VDF/TrFE films, doped by SP, follows the temperature

hysteresis (Fig.2a). It is seen that B and A dyes corres-

pond to the ferro- and paraelectric phases of polymer. At

the ferroelectric phase transition there is the tempera-

ture hysteresis loop, where A and B fornis coexist. The

analogous temperature hysteresis in the region of the

phase transition is observed for the intensity of the ab-

sorption band at A. = 550 nm and connected with the tran-

sition B to A (Fig.2b). This hysteresis correlates with

the temperature hysteresis of the dielectric constantI 0

and confirms the existence of the first-order phase tran-

sition.

The curve 2 on Fig. 2a shows the temperature dependen-

ce of the SP dye spectrum in polar polymethylmethacrylate

(PhMA), which does not show the phase transitions. In con-
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trast to the ferroelectric polymer the temperature depen-

dence of the optical absorption spectrum is linear and

corresponds to form B.

The ferroelectric copolymer VDF/TrFE doped by SP re-

veals the photoconductivity. Fig.1 (curve 3) shows the

spectral distribution of photocurrent. The photoconducti-

ve sensitivity Jph/I = 1,7.10-8 A/W for A. 370 rm. The

spectral absorption of the nonsensitized copolymers is

shown by the dotted line (Fig.1). Accordingly there is no

photoconductivity in the copolymer in absence of the opti-

cal sensitization.

PHOTOCHROMIC GRATINGS

By means of the photochromic effect in the ferroelectric

copolymer doped by SP the transmission gratings were re-

ceived. Two coherent beams at X = 514 nm with equal in-

tensities of 5 mW-cm- 2 were intersected in the sample,

thus producing interference bands with spacing Anr15 jum.

The grating is caused by the photochromic effect in SP.

The light exposure time was - 30 min. The life time of
the photochromic grating was not less than 102 hours.

The diffraction was observed from the grating. The

application of the external electric field to the semi-
transparent electrodes leads to the change of A due to the

electrostriction in the ferroelectric copolymer. This

change is determined by the component of the piezoelectric

tensor e3 1 = I-10-9 mV- 1 and appears to be small.

These results show that optically sensitized ferro-

electric copolymers may be used for the optical processing

and optical storage.

THE INFLUENCE OF PHASE TRANSITION ON THE SPECTRA OF MERO-

CYANINES

The copolymers VDF/TrFE (60/40) were doped by mero-

cyanines with different number of conjugated double

bonds" 
2
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(CH3 ) 2 N (CH a CH)n Ci) = Cz CR1

"n COR 2
n = R . = OCH3 R2 = OCH3  (MC1)
n = 2 R = OCH 3  R2 = OCH 3  (MC2)

n = 3 R1 = OCH 3  R2 = OCH 3  (MC3)
n = 2 R a OCH3  R2 = CH3 (MC4)

It is known, that the merocyanines molecules exist in

two mesomeric forms, nonpolar I and bipolar II. In gene-

ral, in polar medium merocyanines exist in form II, its

absorption band is red-shifted with respect to the form I.
1/2-/?-RI + ,--R,

(CH3 ) 2N (CH=CH)nCH , .-- '(CH 3 ) 3 = (CH-CH) n= CH .

0 1/2-

I II

The copolymer films with merocyanines show the absorp-

tion bands in UV and visible regions. The absorption maxi-

mum changes with n and medium polarity (Table).

TABLE A max of merocyanines absorption bands, nm

Solvent, Material MC1 MC2 MC3 MC4

Toluene ( = 2924) 367 421 462 446

Acetone E m= 21,5) 367 433 471 458,476

Ethanol e & = 27,8) 376 456 493 490

Copolymer VDF/TrFE (60/40)

( E = 15) 370 450 507 476
Polyme thylme tacrylate

( 9 = 3.5) 367 433 471 458

For example, for MC4 the bathochromic shift of Amax from

446 to 490 nm is observed in different solvents (toluene-.

acetone -.- ethanol). This effect is connected with the

fact that the ground state of MC in nonpolar medium
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exists in structure I, but polar medium leads to the in-

termolecular displacement of charges and to the bipolar

structure II respectively. The absorption maximum of MC4

in acetone split in two, one is of shorter and the other

of longer wavelengths (see Table). This can be explained

by putting form I spectrum on the spectrum of form II.

Fig.3a shows the optical absorption spectra of copo-

lymer film doped by MC4 at different temperatures. At

room temperature the spectrum shows an absorption maximum

at 476 nm and a shoulder in the 450-460 nm region, connec-

ted with bipolar form II and nonpolar form I correspon-

dingly. For VDF/TrFE (60/40) the region of phase transi-

tion from ferroelectric (polar) phase to paraelectric

(nonpolar) & T = 345 * 365 K and temperature hysteresis

is - 10°. As seen from Fig.3a the transition from polar

phase to nonpolar in copolymer is accompanied by the re-

distribution of band intensities in spectra. We explain

this as being due to the increasing of form I and to the

decreasing of form II contributions, and therefore the

absorption intensity of longer wavelengths region changes.

Fig.3b shows the optical absorption spectra of form

II at different temperatures which are received by gra-

phic subtracting of the form I spectrum (curve 7, Fig.3a)

from the total spectrum. It is seen, that the intensity

of band absorption of bipolar form II changes with tem-

perature. Pig.4 shows the temperature dependence of oscil-

lator strength f of absorption of molecular bipolar

form at the phase transition. This dependence reveals the

temperature hysteresis.

Thus, the essential difference of merocyanine absorp-

tion spectra in polar and nonpolar phases of copolymer is

determined by the collective influence of the surrounding

molecules on the dye molecules. Unlike 4 ' 5 in the case of

dopping of VDF/TrFE by merocyanines the structural optic

effect appears as the change of oscillator strength f at

the phase transition in copolymer.
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The ferroelectric copolymers VDF/TrFE doped by merocy-

anines reveal the photoconductivity, which spectral dist-

ribution coincides with the dye absorption band. The pho-

toconductive sensitivity (J h/intensity) changes with n.

Jph/I = 2,5.10-5; 810 -8; 2-10-11 A/W for VDF/TrFE, doped

by MCI (n = 1), MC2 (n = 2) and MC3 (n = 3) correspon-

dingly. We observe the decrease of photocurrent by seve-

ral orders of magnitude with increasing n from 1 to 3,

e.g. with lengthening conjugated system of MC molecule.

The optical sensitization is confirmed by the crea-

tion of new absorption bands and photoconductivity ones.

The optically sensitized ferroelectric VDF/TrFS is the

new perspective photoconducting material and may be used

for creation of new photorefractive films and photovol-

taic elements.
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Abstract We describe our study of the spatial resolution of a phase-
conjugating ring-resonator (PCR) consisting of a Sagnac interferometer and a
phase-conjugating mirror (PCM) based on four-wave mixing in photorefractive
BaTiO3. The use of optical image processing systems depends on the amount
of information channels and the nonlinear coupling between the channels. We
examined the contrast function of a set of incoming signals which depends on
the gain of the PCR and the feedback ratio of the whole system. We obtained
about 10' independent channels within our system. Additionally, we tried to
investigate the transfer function of the system by comparing the power spec-
trum of the incoming signal and the output signal. By changing the geometrical
setup of the system it should be possible to observe a higher resolution. On the
other hand it is possible to control the coupling strength by varying the linear
feedback part of the PCR.

INTRODUCTION

For any application of an image processing system, the spatial resolution is one of the
most important informations to characterize the system. There exist many applica-
tions of feedback systems for optical image processing or optical computing. 3, 4
The advantage of an active feedback system is the possibility to exceed the losses of
the feedback path. Moreover, with a nonlinear feedback system like the PCR we are
able to use the nonlinearity for optical processing and we can vary it by changing
the feedback ratio.

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

We investigate a phase-conjugate ring resonator consisting of a PCM and a Sagnac in-
terferometer. The PCM is realized by four-wave mixing in a photorefractive BaTiO3
crystal, which provides phase conjugation and a high, nonlinear amplification. The
signal is focused into the crystal with lens L, (Figure 1). The distance between the
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crystal and the lens is approximately the focal length of the lens, so that the crystal
is working in the Fourier plane of the signal. With perfect alignment of the resonator
each pixel of the signal is imaged into itself. In this way, the phase conjugate ring
resonator is an active feedback system with a large image plane and high resolution.

s , BS PI1 FIGURE 1: Experimen-
tal setup of the PCR
with input il, output i2 ,

round propagating image
13, mirrors S1 and S2, and

3 beam splitter BS. L1, lens.

S2•:,

'2--

All experiments were performed using a TEM0o single-mode argon ion laser at a
wavelength of 514.5 nm. The stabilized output power was approximately 150 mW.
The reflectivity of the resonator was Rj., = 0.86; therefore an amplification of the
PCM of RpCM Ž! 1.2 compensates for resonator losses. In the experiments the am-
plification for small signals was up to 10.

THRESHOLD OF SELF-OSCILLATION

The ieflectivity of the phase-conjugating mirror (PCM) is given by 5:

RpCM= Reflectivity of the

1 = P, 2 l 12 (1+f2) crystal

RPCM -IP2(1-2)2-[- Ip+22 (1-_) I1p,1 2,1p21 2= Intensity of the
pump waves

with
C-= e~p( '(1p,12 + JS1 P)) 13, 12= Intensity of the

= ez(~OpI2 +Isi 2))signal wave

7/= Coupling coefficient
of the crystal

Without an external signal and the PCM gain high enough to compensate the reso-
nator losses, the effect of self-oscillation occurs and a pattern arises. It starts from
self-induced gratings in the crystal formed by scattered light from pump beams P1
and P2 . The threshold of self-oscillation 5 is given by
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Rpcm(1s1 -- 0) = 1 Rji= Reflectivity of the
-RC. resonator

which leads to

RRes =i [P(lt E))2

The self-oscillation pattern dominates in the resonator and destroys any information
given by an external signal. That means, for image processing the system has to be
under the threshold of self-oscillation. On the other hand, the amplification has to
be as high as possible. By varying the reflectivity of the Sagnac interferometer, it
becomes possible to use a large range of amplification of the PCM. So, we are able
to change the nonlinear characteristic of the PCR in a wide range.

FIGURE 2: Experimental
setup of the PCR with the
interferometer to produce
the phase grating.

PCM

To measure the spatial resolution of the PCR, we produce a variable phase grating
by the interference of two plane waves (Figure 2). First we estimate the smallest
structure which can be transfered by the system. The incoming signal is Fourier
transformed by the lens. The active region in the crystal is limited by the crystal'
dimensions and the diameter of the pump waves 6. Because of the high Fresnel-
number of our Sagnac interferometer (the smallest aperture is about 25 mm wide),
the limiting component is the interaction region of the BaTiO3-crystal. From the
Fourier transfomation we obtain:
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f: focal length

A: wavelength of laser

A = A: wavelength of the signal

structure (grating)

zl: position of the spatial
frequency in the Fourier
plane

With the data of our setup: f = 180 mm, x/ = 1.2 mm (diameter of pump waves),
A = 514 nm we get A ; 13 5•. That means, we are able to transfer about 10'
channels within our system.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The output signal of the PCR (i2 in Figure 2) was detected by a linear CCD array.
The camera consists of a CCD-line with 3456 elements and a distance of 10.7 pm
between each diode. The output was recorded by a PC. The amplification of the
PCM during all measurements was just under the threshold. The two pump waves
had an intensity of approximately 5 mW each, and the intensity of the signal beam
was about 0.7 pW.

I

0.9 FIGURE 3: Contrast func-
0. .- .tion of the output signal of

the PCR over the spatial fre-
quency of the grating of the

0.6- input signal. The gain of the
So.. PCM was constant.
0.4

0.3

0.2

0.1

2 4 6 8 10 12 1 4

Unes per mm
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I

09. FIGURE 4: Contrast func-
U -tion of the output signal of
07. the PCR over the amplifica-

tion of the PCM. The input
CL - signal was in the first case a
Sj phase grating with a period
0 , of 8.4 W• (the upper graph)

3 and in the second case a grat-

L -ing with 12.4 Wr (the lower
graph).

01

1 2 3 4 5 7
smpliicton

The contrast function is defined by K .-
The contrast function of the P+R with constant amplification (Figure 3)

shows that the limit of the resolution is in the range between 12 and 14
Wr.. Up to about 10 Lia the contrast is nearly constant. The sy-
stem is not able to amplify structures that are smaller than approximately
12 hn". Additionally to the contrast function, the Fourier transform of the output
signal is a good proof for the spatial resolution. In Figure 5 we see the powerspec-
trum of an output signal with 4.5 u-. There can be clearly seen a peak at that
value. In contrast the powerspectrum with 14 unu in Figure 6 shows a wide range
of spatial frequencies, only a small part of the power is contained in the peak of the
signal frequency.

0.7 0.7

0.6 .10,

03 1.3 0

4.2 02.

6.1 6.1

* 2 4 1 8 0 12 1 4 16 i 20 0 Z 4 6 10 12 14 16 s8 20

lines per mm

FIGURE 5: Powerspectrum of the output FIGURE 6: Powerspectrum of the output
of the PCR for a signal of 4.5 Wj of the PCR for a signal of 14 q
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CONCLUSION

We have shown that the spatial resolution of the PCR with our setup is about 13
Vm, which corresponds exactly to the calculated value. As a result we can see, that
the resolution is not limited by the crystal, but by the experimental setup at the
moment. On the other hand, it is not clear up to now, whether the calculated 106
channels are independent and how strong the coupling of the pixels is 7.
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CIRCULAR PHOTOGALVANIC EFFECT OF SOME OPTICALLY
ACTIVE CRYSTALS

H. TOMIYASU, Y. FUKUSHIMA and Y.UESU
Department of Physics, Waseda University,
3-4-1, Okubo, Shinjuku-ku, Tokyo 169, Japan
S.TOYODA
Electronic Materials Laboratory, NGK Insulators, Ltd.,
2-5-6, Sudacho, Mizuho-ku, Nagoya 467, Japan

Abstract The circular photogalvanic (CPG) effect was investigated on
three kinds of optically active crystals BiM2SiO20, Bil2GeO2O and
Pb5Ge3Ol 1. For this purpose, we constructed an apparatus which detects
the CPG current synchronously with the phase modulation of the inci-
dent light. The magnitude and direction of the current were observed to
vary depending on the polarization state of the incident light. Bi 12SiO 2O
and Bil2GeO2O produced the CPG current with opposite sense although
their chirality was same. In Pb5Ge3Ol 1, the sense of the CPG current
could be reversed by the external electric field.

1 INTRODUCTION

When light enters a crystal, an electric current is induced inside the crystal
depending on the polarization state of the incident light. I The current
density J is expressed by the following expression.

Ji= {Pijk ej ek* + i Yii (C X e) )I (1)

Here e denotes the unit vector of the electric field of the incident light, i, j,
k and I suffix representing the cartesian coordinate, Io the intensity of the
incident light. The first term represents the linear photogalvanic effect and
the coefficient p is the third-rank polar tensor, while the second term is

1335Y/23
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called the circular photogalvanic (CPG) effect and is characterized by the
coefficient y which is the second-rank axial tensor. According to the
symmetry of the coefficient y, the CPG effect is allowed only in gyrotropic
(optically active) crystals. According to Eq.(l), right-handed and left-
handed polarized light generate currents with opposite sense, while
linearly polarized light induces no current This phenomenon is promising
especially in the application to new phase-detectors of the light in opto-
electronics. Although measurements have been made on the CPG effect by
using several kinds of chiral crystals, 2,3 it seems to us that experimental
conditions,i.e., the power density of the incident light, magnitude of the
CPG current, wavelength dependence, etc., have not been precisely
reported. The main reason for the ambiguity of reports can be attributed to
the smallness of the effect; the usual photocurrent has a magnitude which is
104 times larger than that of the CPG effect. Then special apparatus which
can discriminate the extremely weak CPG current from the ordinary
photocurrent is necessary in the study of the CPG effect.

In the present study, we constructed an apparatus which realizes
accurate measurements of the CPG effect by modulating the phase of the
incident light and applied it to 3 kinds of optically active crystals;
Bil 2 SiO 20 (BSO), Bil2GeO2O (BGO) and ferroelectric PbsGe3Ol 1
(5P3G).

2. EXPERIMENTAL METHOD

The block diagram of apparatus for measuring the CPG effect is shown in
Fig. 1. The polarization state of the incident light from Ar ion laser (X=

C 0G\ P 'U T E R Power supply Reference Lock in Amp if ier

PG signal

Ar* LASER - ElectroopticaI S amp Ie
- modulator -

Fig. 1 Block diagram of the apparatus for measuring the circular
photogalvanic effect.
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488 nm, maximum power 60rmW) was modulated with a frequency of 70Hz
by exploiting the electrooptic effect of LiNbO3:MgO crystal. Then the
CPG current was detected synchronously with the polarization state of the
incident light by a lock-in amplifier as a function of the phase shift of the
lock-in amplifier. An examination was made whether this phase shift really
corresponds to the change in polarization state of the incident light, by
inserting a Babinet-Soleil compensator between the phase modulator and
the crystal: the additional phase shift of 180* produced by the compensator
changed the sign of the CPG current without change in its magnitude. We
also measured the circular dichroism (CD) of each crystal in the
wavelength region from 370 nm to 570 run to clarify the relation between
the chirality of the crystals and relative sign of the CPG current.

The dimension and orientation of the specimens are illustrated in Fig.2.
Transparent electrodes of In203 were sputtered on the surfaces of the
specimens.

[z;ý10 0]1t [100] z;o [01]

d d d
Bi 1 2 Si0 2() B iizGeOzo, Pb 5 G eO 1

d 0.55.. d 1.05.m d 0.932..

Fig.2 Dimension and orientation of the specimens used in the present
experiment.

3.EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

3.1. BSO and BGO
BSO and BGO belong to the same point group T-23 and have one
independent y tensor component y I,, which can be determined by
measuring the CPG signal along the [100] with the light incident along the
[100] direction. Results of the CD and the CPG effect are shown in Fig.3
and Fig.4, respectively. The CD spectra indicate that BSO and BGO used in
the present experiment were both laevo-rotatory. The CPG current was
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measured with an incident light power density of 400mW/cm 2 . Fig.4
clearly shows that the CPG signal induced by the incident light varies
depending on the polarization state of the incident light. It should be noted
that the sense of the CPG signal was opposite in BSO and BGO, although
the chirality of these crystals was same. The origin of the different sign of
the y tensor of these crystal is an open question at present.

-~ 40-

S~20

E -20-0- 
N

CV) 01
0 0

x BSO
-40 o BGO

-60 .
0. *0

-80,
350 450 550

Wavelength(nm)

Fig.3 The circular dichroic spectra of BSO and BGO crystals.

100
0000

0 00 0
0 0

.0 @ 0 0 0. 00
00-* . 0

.0 00

C0 0 0

o 000000 *BSO

o BGO

-1001 , ,

-200 -100 0 100 200

Phase shift (deg)
Fig.4 The circular photogalvanic effect observed in BSO and BGO crystals.
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3.2. Ferroelectric 5P3G

5P3G belongs to the point group C3-3 and exhibits ferroelectricity at room
temperature. We measured the CPG effect related to the Y33 component
with the incident light along [0011 direction and the CPG current along
[0011 direction. The chirality of 5P3G can be changed by the application of
an external electric field as shown in the CD spectra(Fig.5), and it is also
expected that the sense of the CPG current can change its sense by
accompanying the transformation of the enantiomorphic state by the
electric field. This phenomenon really occurred and the result is indicated
in Fig.6. We could reverse the sense of the CPG current under an electric
field of above 750V/cm. On the other hand, the virgin specimen did not
show the CPG effect, as it contained almost equal number of regions with
opposite chirality. This fact indicates that the CPG effect can be used as a
sensitive tool for discriminating the enantiomorphic state of crystals.

3-
CD of Dextrorotatory

2

ýA I
00

-21

380 400 420 440 460 480
wavelength(nm)

Fig.5 Circular dichroic spectra of ferroelectric 5P3G measured in the room
temperature. Sign of the CD spectra can be changed by the
application of the electric field.
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Fig.6 The circular photogalvanic effect observed in ferroelectric 5P3G.
The CPG current can be reversed by the application of the electric
field.
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EoP2$O
RECENT ADVANCES IN TRANSPARENT FERROELECTRIC CERAMICS
RESEARCH AND APPLICATIONS

ANDIIS STERNBERG
Institute of Solid State Physics, University of Latvia,
Riga, Latvia

Abstract. The studies of field-induced lattice rear-
rangement and field-induced phase transition (PT),
laser beam ettects in transparent ferroelectric ce-
ramics (TFC), dopant and radiation effects in PLZT,
Kerr ettect demonstration and application of an intra-
cavity matrix-addressed spatial-time modulator are dis-
cussed.

INTRODUCTION

Most of TFC, being typical relaxor materials have offered

opportunities for new methods (optical, electrooptical,

non-linear optical) in studies of ferroelectricity, provi-

ding as results essential for understanding the nature of

PT1 ,2.

STRUCTURE, PROPERTIES AND PHASE TRANSITIONS

A complex X-ray study of the crystallographic characteris-

tics of PLZT with respect to temperature, applied field and

kinetics are considered from a common viewpoint on the

9/65/35 compound as a test material 3 . Thus, the X-ray data

confirm a complete reversibility of the induced polar phase

at 22 0 C (Figure 1) and so the unpolarized state at 220 C

(from kinetic studies of the induced polar phase) is essen-

tially permanent.

Kinetics of the field induced PT has been studied

(with 8,5/65/35 compounds 4). Variation of the average size

and volume concentration of polarized submicroregions with

the field is obtained by two independent methods - IR

13411/29
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birefringence and scattering studies (CO laser; 1=5.56 pm).

Appearance ot quasi-single domain FE clusters is suggested

near the critical field.

To explain the memory effects observed 5,6 in PLZT

ceramics and its display in the behaviour of e*(•,T) the

distribution ot relaxation times in the region of diffused

PT is assumed to follow the Vogel-Fulcher law

E
Tcjut_oft•o exp T-Tg

the interaction with ultra-slow defects resulting in

gradual treezing of relaxators at T)Tlim (Fig.2) 7 . The

approach has allowed to do without proposed anomalies of

structure and static properties not observed in the region

of diffused PT and to explain the change of P(E) at PT in

PLZT X/65/35 ceramics with X>8 at.%.

The temperature vs.time rise profiles in the bulk have

been calculated (numerical simulation) 8 (Figure 3) from the

results of thermal self-focusing, self-deflection of laser

beams and induced transparency in PLZT ceramics 9 ; the

thermooptical constant has a rather high value in PLZT

(-10-5 cm2/W). A laser beam thermally induced PT from

strongly to weak scattering state (in coarse-grained PLZT

8/65/35) followed by drastic increase of sample

transparency has been achieved by Ar- and CO- lasers.
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'I

FIGURE 2. Distribution function of relaxation times g(i) at

ageing at T!Tm (E=O).

DOPING AND DEFECTS

Essential specific changes of structure and properties

(dielectric, optical, elastic) of the PLZT 8/65/35 ceramics

doped by 3d elements" 0 have suggested to undertake more

comprehensive examination of the materials to reveal the

micromechanism of dopant effects - ESM1 1 ' Raman scattering

(RS)12 and EPR 1 3 studies were provided.

The most essential contribution to the change of RS is

due to Jahn-Teller, i.e., d 4 of Mn2 + configurations.

Appearance of new bands about 660 and 960 cm- 1 is related

to localized defects like Mn5+-Ti 3 +, Mn2 +-Vo, Mn3+-La3+

a.o.

We identify the absorption in the region of O.1IBiO.2 T as

the spin transition -3/2-v -1/2 of Mn4 + (d 3 ) ions, and that

in the region of 0,251B10,40 - as the spin transition -

1/2 - 1/2 of Mn2 + (d 5 ) ions (Fig.4). It is reasonable

to assume the presence, along with Mn2 + and Mn4 +, of Mn3 +

(d 4 ) not detectable by EPR, particularly responsible for

the evident shift of Tm to a higher temperature 10 and

changes in RS.

We have detected significant alterations in the

optical and dielectric properties of PLZT X/65/35 and PSN
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FIGURE 3. Temperature rise protiles in the bulk of PLZT

9/615/35 sample. Ar-laser beam intensity - 1 kW/cm2; e_1

radius - 0,2 mn. Solid lines - transparent state; dotted

lines -strongly scattering state.

-4T)

FIGURE ~4. EPR spectra of Mn in PLZT 8/65/35+ X wt.lMn.

I - XwO; 2 - XzO.1; 3 - X=0.3; )63 cm; Tn200 C.
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FIGURE 5. optical density difference AD vs. wavelength:
a) of PLZT 10/65/35 irradiated by: 1 - neutrons (2"1018

n/cm 2 - electrons (8,4.10 electr./cm2); 3 -4 -rays

and neutrons (5"109 rad; 2.1016 n/cm2 ); 4 - t-rays (9"108

rad);

b) PSN: 1 - electron irradiated (fluence 8"4"1017

electr/cm 2 ); 2- annealed up to 150 0 C (2 deg/min.); 3 -

annealed up to 250 0 C.

ceramics, following irradiation by neutrons, electrons and

gamma-rays 14,15 The change in optical properties of PLZT

8-11/65/35 ceramics is mainly observed near absorption edge

- a characteristic maximum in the absorption difference AD

(prior to and after irradiation) at wavelength of 380-

390 nm is estimated, irrespective of the type of radiation

employed (Figure 5,a). Intensity of coloring (the value of

a D) depends on the type of irradiation and fluence.

Defects can be annealed at temperatures between 400-600 0 C.



In the case of electron-irradiated PSN ceramics

(fluence 8,4,1017 electr./cm2 ) - 4o maximum is observed at

-490 flu, however completely annealed at temperatures about

2300C (Fig. 5,b).

APPLICATION

PLUT frequency stifter (20 kllz) as well as a voltage-

controlled Pl.LI X/4 phase plate have been introduced in

the laser heterodyne interterometer for an automatic

displacement measurements with the accurancy t10 nm 16. A

low voltage PLzTr ceramics Kerr cell and computer controlled

DC and AC voltage sources are developed for didactic use

and classroom demonstration, for transfer of information by

laser beams 1

An intracavity matrix addressed (30x30 programmable

scanning elcments) PUT' spatial-time modulator is

demonstrated with a pulse YAG:Nd laser 18. Iitraction

limited beam quality and 10 ps direction exchange time have

been achieved.
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THE ANALYSIS OF ELECTRIC FIELD FOR A PERIODIC
ELECTRODE WITH A DIELECTRIC BUFFER-LAYER

GEN-SIN LINt, JANG-JENG LIANG*, WEI-YU LEEt
PING-OU CHEN AND CHI-CHIEN CHEN
t Dept. of Elec. Eng., Tatung Institute of Technology, Taipei, Taiwan
* Chunghwa Picture Tubes, Ltd.

ABSTRACT Several types of integrated optical modulating and switching
devices are based on the change of the refractive index while applying a
voltare between electrodes fabricated on the crystal. Many solutions of the
electric field are proposed. However, most of them focus on the single pair of
electrode. In this paper we analyze the periodic electrode with a dielectric
buffer-layer and successiully solve the potential's equation by DFT ( discrete
Fourier transform ). The DFT is a correct and simple technique for dealing
with the problem of periodic pattern. On the other hand, the method is
efficient for solving the differential equation directly. We present the results
of estimation for the electric field of periodic electrodes with a buffer-layer
(SiO2) evaporated on z-cut LiNb0 3 and suggest some considerations of
design for electrodes.

INTRODUCTION

For the z-cut LiNbO3 waveguides, we tend to use the largest electro-optic
coefficients, r33, so the electrodes are evaporated on the wave guides directly.
However, the metal-clad waveguide may lead to large attenuations [1]. In order
to reduce the attenuation, a dielectric buffer-layer is added between the
waveguides and electrodes, shown in fig.l. We can easily apply the conformal
mapping method to analyze the electric fields of the structure without buffer
layers, but can't apply that method to solve the fields distribution of the
configuration with buffer layers1. Another solution was proposed by means of
Fourier transform2 but it also resulted in some difficulty : requiring guessing the
potential on the electrodes surface in advance and repeating an iterative procedure
to approach the exact answer. Recently, a few authors analyze the electrode on
the dielectric waveguides by the method of line3' 4. However, they are also unable

[347]/35
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to deal with a periodical electrode pattern such as spectrum analyzer5' 6, tunable

polarization converterVS, wavelength filter9 etc..

In this paper, we make use of DFT to calculate the electric field distribution

directly through a series of matrix operations. Comparing the results of periodic

electrodes with that of a single pair obtained by conformal mapping method, we

show that the electric field intensity of the former is a little larger than the latter.

This is owing to the influence of periodicity and the simulation results also meet

our prediction. Frequently, we must trade off several factors such as the width of

a gap, the thickness of the dielectric buffer and the problem of fabrication etc. So,

we analyze the two most important parameters, the gap between electrodes and

the thickness of a buffer-layer and then suggest some considerations for the

optimum design of periodic electrodes.

ANALYZING THE ELECTRIC FIELD BY DFT

The electrodes are assumed to be infinitely thin compared to the width of gap, 2a.

One electrode is at zero potential while the other has applied an voltage , U, and

the z-cut orientation of the LiNbO3 crystal and TM mode propagating wave are

assumed, shown in fig.l. The changes of dielectric constants which are introduced

by the Ti-diffusion are small and can be neglected in the computations. The

electrostatic potential f is a solution of the differential equations216

2+ L_ )= 0 fory < 0 (La)
&A2 &f2

D20 +2 E8 2  fory>0 (1b)

According to our assumptions above, the cx and cy are the ordinary and

extraordinary dielectric constants respectively. Now, we transfer the problem to

another domain by DFT. First, we define the discrete Fourier transform as

#i(v,y) = *~i(x,y). exp( - v2 (2)

x
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where N is the period of electrode and v ,x - - N/2...N/2-1. The index 'i'
represents the region '1' , '0' or '-1'. The # denotes the DFT of the electric
potential # along the x-coordinate at y. Then, applying the boundary conditions
of Ex and Dy at the interfaces, we derive the potential in the substrate as below

€•(x,y) = j0i(v,d). exp( N ). exp( I - (y-d)• )(3)

and

.o(v,O) = 1.,(d){ I cosh(- I LI + e to h N) I l 1 j

If 4o(v0) can be found, Ii(vd) is easily calculated. So we must calculate #o(v,0) in
advance. Another boundary condition between air and buffer yields

1 I & -o(•,o). H(L). exp( 2 = o(()
I/

where
si h 2wd - 2 rd VIinh(-) =((N vi) + 0 cosh( NI +I ( (6)

H(v)= Eb cosh( 2d lv&) + 2wsinh(• d v))

and

(b

Once Io(vO) is found and then we use eq.(3) and eq.(4), the electric field in the

waveguide can be calculated.

SIMULATION RESULTS AND SUGGESTIONc
In this section, we simulate different conditions for z-cut LiNbO3 substrate with
dielectric constants fe=28 ,to=43. The wavelength A=0.6328 pm, N=80pm and
the electrode width 20man are assumed. The conformal mapping method is used to

to calculate the electric field of a single pair of electrode and is regarded as a
precise method'1 2. For the periodic electrodes, we may predict that the electric
field is larger than that of a single pair of electrodes because of the influence of the
neighboring pattern. In fig.2(a) and (b), we calculate the electric fields of the

S. .... .. .. .... . . .. ...... ...... .. ... .. ... . ... .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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electrodes separating from each other by 8 jAn at the depth y=-l.5 pm and it is
found that the electric field calculated by DFT is always a little larger than that
by conformal mapping method. It fits our prediction. So the DFT method is also
reliable.

For design considerations, we tend to place the strongest electric field on the

waveguides in order to obtain the best modulation effect. There are many facts
influencing the intensity of electric fields. It is easy to understand that the
waveguides near the electrodes edges have larger electric fields. The separation of
electrodes is one important fact decreasing the lateral and vertical electric fields.
It is obvious at the inner edges of electrodes. In order to get stronger electric
fields, the narrower gaps are suggested but it may result in the difficulty of
fabrication.

Another dominant fact is the thickness of the dielectric buffer-4ayer which
may considerately attenuate the electric fields. The distributions of Ex and Ey
electric fields are presented in fig.3 at the depth of 1.5 Pim with different
thicknesses of buffer layers ( d=0.05, 0.3 and 0.8 pan). The attenuation is obvious
at the electrodes gap, shown in fig.3(a). The changed effective propagation
constant b# according to the electric field is

60 = I ko. r33- ne3. Ey (7)

The decrease of b5 with increasing the widths of gaps and the thicknesses of buffer
layers at y=2/mn are shown in fig.4. This is a useful reference figure when we
design the electrodes. Because, frequently we need to trade off between the higher
electric fields for modulation and the thicker buffer to decrease the power
attenuations. If the thickness is larger than 0.4 on, the 6b is smaller than 3.5. 10-4

rad/cm. Then, a period of phase variation requires about a centimeter when we

apply 1OV. The smaller gap between electrodes tends to give a larger electric field
but is more difficult in manufacture. The optimum thickness of gap we suggest is
about 41,n because of easy performance and larger electric field.

CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have analyzed the periodical electrode pattern having a
buffer-layer and directly calculated the electric field by DFT. From our
simulation results, there are two important facts influencing the modulation effects
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- the width of gap and the thickness of the buffer layer. Some references of
design are suggested in this paper. Now, we are interesting in the attenuations of
the planar and channel optical waveguides for the metal/buffer/guide/substrate
four-layer structure which are generally used in integrated optics.
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A NUMERICAL TECHNIQUE FOR ANALYSIS OF ARBITRARILY
SHAPED INHOMOGENEOUS OPTICAL WAVEGUIDES

HUEY-MIN WANGt, WEI-YU LEEt, JANG-JENG LIANG*
AND SHUG-JUNE HWANGt

"t Dept. of Elec. Eng., Tatung Institute of Technology, Taipei, Taiwan,
R.O.C.

* Chunghwa Picture Tubes, Ltd.

Abstract A simple and efficient procedure for determining the propagation
characteristics of arbitrarily shaped inhomogeneous wave$ude is described.
This procedure was mainly based on effective-index methodl and
Ritz-Galerkin method. 2 Our procedure can be easily implemented on a small
personal computer. We compared the results with those obtained by other
method.3 It was shown that the results obtained for mode spectra and field
distributions are also accurate even in the cae dosed to the cutoff region.

INTRODUCTION

Dielectric waveguides are useful components for realizing integrated optical
devices. In order to properly design and use an optical channel waveguide link, the
propagation characteristics and field distributions of the guided modes must be
known.

Except for a few special refractive index profile shapes that allow explicit
analytic solution of this scalar wave equation (step index and parabolic index.
fibers4'5), the guided modes capable of propagating along the fiber must be

determined by approximation. However, due to fabrication techniques and other
applications, the methods which can cope with both the problem of arbitrary index
profile and arbitrary cross--sectional shape of the waveguide are required. We
mentioned here the finite elements and finite difference7 methods and
effective-index method'.

In this paper, we adopt Ritz-Galerkin formalism to extend Chiang's model
for arbitrarily shaped inhomogeneously optical waveguides. The results of our
procedure are accurate both in the low frequency and high frequency region. Even
for the fundamental mode with frequency very near to the cutoff value, the mode
still can be followed by our method.

[353y/41
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The mode field of the fiber satisfies the 2-D scalar wave equation:

S+ P I [ 2(x,y)X 2 -# 2 ] ÷ : 0, (1)
&2  ay2

where 0 is the field, r- is the wave number, 0 is the propagation constant, and
n(x,y) is the refractive index distribution. For weakly guiding fiber, the field can
be expressed as:

Oxy) = x(x). 4uxy(x,y) (2)

while 4xy(x,y) is assumed to be a slowly varying function of x.
Substite Eq. (2) into Eq. (1), neglect some terms reasonably in the process of

derivation, and define an effective index profile neu(x), we can obtain the followed
two 1-D scalar wave equations:

S+ 
Jn2(x,y)r.2  - n~ff(x)x]2J xy = 0, (3)

8y2

S+ [ nIf(x)K2 - lox = 0, (4)
dX2

Eq. (4) is just the scalar wave equation for an inhomogeneous slab waveguide with
index profile neff(x). This means that once the effective index profile neff(x) has

been determined, the propagation constant #i in the original two dimensional
waveguide can be obtained from a one dimensional waveguide with index profile
neff(x). Then the original 2-D problem is converted into 1-D problem. The
effective index profile neff(x) can be obtained by calculated propagation constant
0' = neff(xI)M at each point xi.

For arbitrarily shaped inhomogeneous optical waveguides, the effective index
profile nefr(x) must be pointwise determined. We used Rltz-Galerkin formalism2

to solve the problem of one dimensional waveguide with inhomogeneous refractive
index profile. The schematic representation of our method is shown in Fig. 1.

By Ritz-Galerkin method, the mode field 10.(x) was expanded by a suitable
finite set of known basis functions { o,u :
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FIGURE 1 The schematic representation of our method

N
%P.(x) = E CU IPo,u(x) (5)

u=O

where Cu are coefficients which are initially undetermined. The eigenvalue &= was
refered to the propagation constant for the mth order mode, Cu is the
corresponding eigenvector. Since the A. and the Cu can be obtained
simultaneously, the field distributions can be easily generated by Eq. (5).
Therefore we can obtain both the propagation constant fi and the field
distributions for the original two dimensional waveguide.

Because the effective index method is derived in the Cartesian coordinate

system, it can only be applied to waveguide modes which can be designated as Eij

(or EYj) modes. For these Ejj and E•j modes, the field configuration in each
coordinate axis is well discussed in Ref. 8. The general symbolic formula3 for each
ID process can be given as followed:

A =L) = TER-, , TM..,( n2lneffln2) (6)

fi(En) = TMn-l( n2jnljn2), TEM-I { J (7)

For a weakly waveguide, E-. and E-n modes are approximately degenerate,

the waveguide modes can be denoted as Ell and the general notation then
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becomes:

f(E = { TEU.-1jT , TE.--t( n2lneffln2 ) (8)

Numericl Results

In order to show the accuracy of the results of our method, we consider the circular
graded index waveguide with refractive index profile given as followed:

n2(r)-n& {1-2. A. f(r/ro)}, r <ro

- n$, r> ro

n 2 o--nl (9)2n2o
CO

where nco and ncl are the refractive indices at the axis and in the cladding
respectively, and r0 is the radius of the waveguide, for the waveguide of this kind
index profile possesses exact solutions for the propagation constant 0 of the guided

modes. 9 We use:
V = r. ro (n2C - 41l)1/2, N -- C/

nco = 1.4516
ncl = 1.4473

ro=5 x10-6 m.
The following notations will be used:

6th Theoretical value of 6. This is the exact analytical solution for this

geometrical shape and refractive index profile.9

hEVM Value of 6 obtained by Velde et al.3

bERG Value of 6 obtained by the present method.

The propagation constants of Eli mode and El2 mode for various V-number
are displayed in Table I and in Table II. In the Table, the error is called
procentual error 3 and is defined as followed:

percent error = 100 x (h--4pproximated) / &th (10)
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TABLE I Compariaso of the propagation constant I for Ef, mode

V Jth JERG JEVM E-4% ERROR
ERG EVM

1.25 1.447355 1.447309 1.447455 32 70
4.00 1.449482 1.449488 1.449393 3 60
6.00 1.450170 1.450170 1.450037 e 90

ex : the result is equal to the theoretical value of &.

TABLE 11 Comparison of the propagation constant J for Ef1 mode

V 6tL JERG 6EVM . E-4% ERROR

ERG EVM

3.50 Co co 1.447385
3.518 1.447300 1.447352 1.447392 35 64
4.00 1.447578 1.447619 1.447615 27 25
6.00 1.448757 1.448763 1.448760 3 2

co : the mode is found to be in cut off.

bapproxiatWd = 6EVM for Velde et al. method
= 6ERG for our present method

Discussion apd Conclusion

The effective index method itself has limitations and restrictions. Most of these
have already been mentioned by Chiang', and some of the important restrictions
are emphasized by Velde et al.3. One of them should be especially noted is the
intrinsic restriction which is due to the central assumption that Oxy is a slowly
varying function of x in the average sense. It implies that the mode field spreads
over the entire cross section of the fiber should let 8qxy/& and 02xy/& 2 become
negligible in comparison with d2o x/dx2 and 52xy/by2. Therefore for higer order
modes this assumption would lead to a decrease in the accuracy. If we choose one

frequency ( from V = 4.00, 6.00 ) and check the error of the results for Eh, mode

and Ef2 mode, we could find that our results meet the expected result of this
intrinsic restriction, however the results from Ref. 3. did not meet.

From Table I and Table II we could find that in the low frequency region our
results are better than those of Ref. 3., even in the region very near to cutoff ( V <
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1.5 ), this cannot be done by any other procedure. Also we found that as the
frequency is away from the cutoff value, the error of our results will become

smaller gradually. This means that in the high frequency region the accuracy of
the results can also be obtained by our procedure, but this can not be obtained by

Ref. 3.. Moreover we has led to an procedure to find the field distribution for
guided modes. Therefore our procedure is reasonable and powerful.
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LATTICE SITE OF TRANSITION NMTAL AND RARE-EARTH INPURITIES IN
LiNbO3 SINGLE CRYSTALS. AN EXAFS STUDY

C. Zaldo and C. Prieto

Instituto de Ciencia de Materiales de Madrid. C.S.I.C.
Campus Universitario de Cantoblanco. C-IV. 28049 Madrid. Spain.

Abstract: Extended X-ray Absorption Fine Structure (EXAFS)
spectroscopy has been used to study the lattice site of
impurities in lithium niobate single crystals. The determination
of the distances from the impurity to the first oxygen
coordination sphere and to the niobium nelghbours gives the
lattice site of the impurity and its displacement along the
c-axis of the lattice. In this wy ithas bten determined the
position of transition metal (Ni , Fe , Ti , Hf and Tas)
and rare-earth (Er 3 +, Nd3 *) impurities.

INTRODUCT ION

Lithium nlobate single crystals have found application in the

optoelectronic area as wavegulde subtrates, photorefractive devices

and solid state laser matrices. These applications are related to the

properties of the Impurities introduced. Waveguides are commonly

produced by diffusion of TI in LiNbO subtratet . Photorefractive3

properties are due to the incorporation of Fe and other transition

metal Ions . Nd and other rare-earth ions have been used to induce

laser action in LINbO3 bulk single crystals3 and waveguides4.

Irn spite of the important roles of the impurities in LiNbO3

their lattice locations have been ignored until very recently. The

reason of that fact has been that the first coordination sphere of the

three possible lattice locations (Li, Nb or vacancy lattice sites) are

rather similar.

EXAFS spectroscopy may provide direct information on the nature,

number and distance of the neighbors around of the atoms tested. From

this information the lattice site location of the impurity may be

inferred and compared with the information gi',en by the other

[359V/47
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techniques applied recently to investigate the lattice site of

impurities in LINbO3: Rutherford backscattering (RBS), Proton Induced
5 6X-ray Emission (PIXE)/channeling spectroscopies and ENDOR

PIAL TECIQS

Congruent LiNbO single crystals have been grown by the Czochralski3

method with different impurities of transition metals and rare-earth

elements. As a general rule, to obtain a signal to noise ratio which

allows us the analysis of the spectra a minimum of 0.5% molar

concentration of impurity In the crystal was required.

Fluorescence EXAFS spectra were acquired at room temperature at

the K-edge of the first series of transition metal and at the

L i-edge of the rare-earth and third series of transition metal ions.

We used synchrotron radiation emitted by the L.U.R.E. (Orsay) D.C.I.

storage ring running at 1.85 GeV, with an average current of 250 mA.

X-rays were monochromatized using a SI(311) double-crystal

spectrometer. Detection of the total fluorescence yield has been made

using a plastic scintillator attached to a photomultiplier.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The method for the analysis of the experimental data has been
. 7,8

described previously . The atomic Radial Distribution Function (RDF)

is related to the fourier transform of the EXAFS signal, X(k),

weighted by the third power of the photoelectron momentum, k.

As an example, Fig. 1 shows the RDF around the Fe3+impurities In

LiNbO . Peak I Is related to the first oxygen coordination sphere and

peaks II and III to the niobium neighbors. The contribution of Li

neighbors to the RDF has been ignored because of its low

backscattering amplitude. On the other hand the contribution of oxygen

shells different from the first one has been found to be minor

compared with the contribution of niobium7,8

In order to determine the actual distances from Fe to oxygen

and niobium neighbors we have fitted the experimental data with the

well known EXAFS expression 9
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N

XWk) - -1 exp(-2k exp(-r R /k) f Wk) sin(2kR +# (kW) [Mi
j kR i i j i

where j indicates different coordination shells. N Is thej

coordination number, R is the neighbor distance, v is the

Debye-Waller disorder parameter, f is the backscattering amplitude ofJ

the neighbors, r is related to the mean free path of theJ

photoelectron and #j Is the phase shift.

0.02

"p[

0.01

0.00
0 1 2 3 4 5 6S

DISTANCE . A

Fig. 1. Fourier Transform yf k3?(k) from k-4 to 10 V- of the
EXAFS signal of Fe in LiNbO

In the fitting procedure a filtering has been performed in order

to fit each peak of the RDF separately. Peak I has been fitted with

two different oxygen distances, though in most cases there was a

convergence to a unique one, on the other hand peaks II and III have

been fit with two different niobium distances. N was assumed

according to the expected coordination of the LibO3 lattice. The

values of R, r 2 and r obtained from the best fits are summarized in

Table I.

In order to decide the lattice site of the impurity and its shift

along the c-axis, the impurity-neighbor distances obtained from the

fits of the EXAFS spectra must be compared to those expected from the

LiNbO3 lattice. Fig. 2 summarizes the distances from the center of the
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TABLE I. Summary of results obtained from the fittings of the
the EXAFS spectra using Eq. [1].

Ion Pair N R(A) 2 (A2 ) r(A-2 ) 8(A) (site/technique)

Ml.' Ni-O 6 2.01 0.08 1.8 0 (Li/EXAFS)

NI-Nb 6 3.1 0.09 1.8

Fe-O 3 2.041 0.086 1.0

Fe 3' Fe-O 3 2.298 0.105 1.0Fe-Nb 4 3.199 0.06 1.0 - (LI/EXAFSPIXE)
Fe-Nb 3 3.398 0.049 1.0

TI4+ TI-O 6 1.97 0.08 1.9 0 (LI/EXAFS)
TI-Nb 7 3.18 0.06 1.9
+ tHf -0 6 2.065 0.094 2.2

Hf4 Hf-Nb 1 2.57 0.089 2.2 0 (LI/EXAFS,RBS)
Hf-Nb 6 3.30 0.085 2.2
Ta-0 3 1.93 0.08 4.75

Tas Ta-O 3 1.99 0.08 4.75 +0.25 (Nb/EXAFS,RBS)
Ta-Nb 6 3.68 0.09 4.75
Er-O 6 2.00 0.067 2.8

Er Er-Nb 4 3.05 0.105 2.8 0 (LI/EXAFS,RBS)
Er-Nb 3 3.60 0.022 2.8

Nd3 ' Nd-O 6 2.03 0.077 2.0 0 (Nb/7XAFS)

Nd-Nb 6 3.65 0.082 2.0 (LI and Nb/RBS)

6.0 6.0

6.0 ()5.0 (b)

-4.0 -- 4.0--

~3.0 3.0

2.0 - = 2.0

-0.76 -o.N 01. 0.75 -0.75 -0.25 o.26 0.75
swr izom TNz cmN3R I

Fig. 2. Impurity host ions radial distances calculated for
oxygens (dashed lines) and niobium (continuous lines) in the
lithium nlobate lattice as a function of the shift, 8, from the
centre of the octahedron. a) Li-site. b) Nb-site.
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oxygen octahedra to the oxygen and niobium ions. The distances are

given as a function of the displacement, 8, from this center.

From the inspection of Table I, it may be observed that the Li

site is commonly found for transition metal Ions with a valence equal

to or less than 4+. Only TaS+ replaces lattice niobium cations.

This experimental conclusion agrees with the theoretical
10expectation on the incorporation of impurities in LINbO03 . It has

been concluded that the incorporation of 2+ and 3+ Ions removes the

niobiums antisited In LI sites. However the rare-earth impurities do

not seem to follow this rule and they are found in Li and Nb sites.

Though our results indicate a well defined lattice site for the

impurities reported In Table I, a minor fraction of those impurities

in other lattice environments can not be excluded.

CIONCLUSIONS

We have shown that EXAFS spectroscopy may determine the lattice

location of transition metal and rare-earth tons in LINbO3 crystals.

For the impurity concentrations considered in this work (w 0.5-1%

molar) the impurities are found in a well defined lattice site.

Transition metal Ions with valence s4+ are found in the Li site,

however 3+ rare-earth tons (Er and Nd) are found in Li or Nb sites.
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NEWLY DEVELOPED MULTICOMPONENT PIEZOCERAMIC SYSTEM FOR
ALTERNATING PRESSURE SENSORS

S.A. GRIDNEV, N.G. PAVLOVA, V.V. GORBATENKO
Polytechnical Institute, Voronezh 394711, Russia

L.A. SHUVALOV
Institute of Crystallography of Russian Academy
of Sciencies, Moscow 117333, Russia

Abstract In multicomponent ferroelectric solid solu-
tion system based on PbZrO3 - (K 0 5 Bi 5 )TiO3 with pe-
rovskite-type structure, successful results s tch as
high piezoelectric modulus d , (120,- 200}.10"'" C/N,
wide operating temperature (2d - 300 C), suitable di-
electric constant (150 - 550) and high piezoelectric
modulus ratio d 3 3 /d 3 1 f (3.8 - 6.5) have been obtained.
Piezoceramics were used in diminutive sensors for the
measurement of dynamic pressures.

INTRODUCTION

In spite of a number of evident advantages, widely

used PZT ceramics (1] have some shortcomings which prevent

them from being used in special sensors. Namely, they very

associated with small anisotropy of the piezoelectric modu-

lus, low operating temperatures, low temperature stability

of piezoelectric modulus and high dielectric permittivity.

The aim of this paper is to show the experimental re-

sults of the piezoelectric and dielectric properties of

multicomponent system based on PbZrO3 - (K0.6Bi0.S)TiO3 and

to discuss the use of these materials in the alternating

pressure sensors.

1. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

1.1. Sample Preparation

All the starting oxide powders, in stoichiometric ra-

tio, were mixed in a polyethylene jar with agate balls in

distilled water for 16 hours. The mixed reagents were dried
2and pressed under a pressure of 1000 kg/cm . Having been

calcined at 850°C for 3 hours in air, the pellets were cru-

[365V53
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shed in a mortar and ball-milled in a jar. After drying and

dry-pressing, the samples were finally fired at 1050 C for

1.5 hours in lead oxide atmosphere. The samples were poled

at 1504C and d.c. field strength of u 30 kV/cm in polysi-

licone liquid medium.

1.2. Methods of Dielectric and Piezoelectric Measurements

Dielectric parameters ( C and tg6 ) and their tempera-

ture dependences were measured using the bridge method at

Qr1 kHz and measuring field strength a 3 V/cm, and over a

temperature range of 200 to 500*C.

Piezoelectric modulus d 3 3 w~s defined using the qua-

sistatic method (1] at ac 20 Hz but piezomodulus d 3 1 , elect-

romechanical coupling coefficient K and mechanical qualityp
factor Q were estimated from resonance and antiresonancem

frequencies.

2. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

2.1. Binary Piezoceramic System

The study of the (1 - x) PbZrO 3- x Ko0. Bi 0 .sTiO3 solid

solutions showed the morphotropic phase transition near the

concentration x m 0.3, in the vicinity of which the cera-

mic materials have good piezoelectric and dielectric pro-

perties (2]: d 3 3 ae (100 - 200).10°12 C/N, d 3 3 a (20 - 50) x

x 10- 1 C/N and c r a 600 - 2100. Such a combination of goodr

parameters is favourable for the use of the materials in

the piezoelectric sensors, since the materials with high e

are usually characterized by the negligible parameter

drifts taking place under the influence of great mechanical

stress. However the Curie points of this binary system are

not high (T = 140 - 270 0 C) that restricts the scope of the

piezoelectric sensor.

2.2. Ternary Piezoceramic System

To extend the range of working temperatures and to in-

crease the anisotropy of piezoelectric modulus, keeping the

high piezoelectric characteristics of the material practi-

cally unchanged, an addition of PbTiO3 was made to binary
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ceramic system.

In the (0.7 PbZrO3 + 0.3 K0 .sBi 0. 6 TiO3 ) + x PbTiO3 sys-

tem, where PbTiO3 content was changed in the range from

0.25 to 0.30 mol %, a morphotropic phase transition was ob-

served between the composition with the tetragonal struc-

ture at x > 0.30 mol % and rhombohedral one at x < 0.25

mol %. The experimental results showed the effect of the

third component doping on the increase of T up to 270 -

- 4104C, the decrease of E down to 157, the increase of

d 3 3/c ratio up to (4.56 - 11.95)-10" 1 C/N and d 3 3 /d 3 1

ratio up to 3 - 4. So, new piezoceramic materials of terna-

ry system are of a considerable interest for dynamic pres-

sure sensors.

2.3. Piezoelectric-Polymer Comaosites Based on Ternary

System

To be used in broadband electromechanical transducers

and in piezoelectric sensors with narrow beam, the piezoac-

tive materials must have high anisotropy of piezoelectric

moduli, low values of C, high hydrostatic piezomodulus

d = d 33 + 2d, 1 and high piezoelectric sensitivity to the

volume strain g = d /c
V v r

To improve the material characteristics mentioned abo-
ve, piezoelectric-polymer composites with connectivity 1 -

- 3 were developed.Such composites are based on the ternary

ceramic system (0.7 PbZrO + 0.3 K .sBi 0.TiO ) + 0.6 PbTiO3

and the epoxy resin as a binder. Table 1 shows the dielect-

ric and piezoelectric properties of the composites obtained.

Table I Properties of 1 - 3 piezoelectric-polymer
composites

Volume I d 3 3  d 3 1  d g

1 - ~ I- 0 V -1
fraction ir (xlO- ' X 1 2 (Xfrcin'F xO- (xlO (xlO"1 -xl

% ) C/N) ! C/N) C/N) C/N)

40 74 46 -5 36 0.49

55 160 57 -7 43 0.27

90 240 85 -11 63 0.25
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As seen, the piezoelectric properties of the composite

materials, such as dv, d 33 /d 3 1 and gS. were much higher

than that of the piezoelectric bulk ceramic. Because their

characteristics are better than that of PZT and epoxy resin

composites (Cre 300, g v 0.05-1012 C/N, d u 17-10"12 C/N),

therefore the developed materials are very useful for the

different applications.

2.4. Four-component Piezoelectric Ceramic System
With a view to developing a new material, the influ-

ence of PbNb 2 / 3 Zn1/303 doping on the electrophysical proper-

ties of ternary PbZrO3 - KO.sBi 0.sTiO3 - PbTiO3 system has

been studied. The main parameters of the ceramic system

studied are given in Table 2.

Table 2 Dielectric and piezoelectric properties of
four-component ceramics

33' ' d ' d ,' d
Dope T d 33 ' 31 : d 330 xlO C ' (x 1 2  -12' -12 -

(wt.%) ( K) ,tt' , '' , d3

C/N) ! C/N) C/N)

1 650 460 154 30 7,6 5,1

5 630 370 169 26 8,1 6,5

10 600 470 169 37 7,7 4,6

20 570 630 185 43 7,6 4,3

40 530 850 195 46 6,5 4,2

Note that the materials obtained are characterised by

large values of ratio d 3 3/d 3 1 = 3.8 - 6.5, high values of

piezomoduli d 3 3 a (125 - 200).10"12 C/N, d31a (30 - 47)-10 -12

C/N and d 33 //- (6 _ 8)_10-12 C/N.

3. DIMINUTIVE PIEZOELECTRIC SENSOR FOR ALTERNATING PRESSURE

On the basis of new piezoelectric materials mentioned

above, a diminutive sensor ( diameter 3.5 mm, length 10 mm)

has been worked out for the dynamic pressure measurements

( from 10"2 to 2.5 MPa) in suction and compression chambers

of compressors of refrigeration plants with operating fre-
quency (5 - 20)'103 Hz.
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*

FIGURE 1 The construction of the sensor for

alternating pressure

The construction of the sensor is shown in Figure 1. A

measuring pressure is acting on the thin membrane ( thick-

ness 0.1 an ) 1 and hemisphere element 2 which transfer

an alternating load to the piezoceramic disk 3. The hemi-

sphere 2 provides the uniform distribution of forces all

over the whole plate of the piezoelement. Piezoelectric

charge, proportional to the pressure applied, is removed

from the silver electrodes by a contact 4, separated from

the body 6 by the insulator 5 (6 is the second contact).

The signal obtained is subjected to some analysis by the

measuring apparatus.

Tests show that the temperature error at a temperature

change up to 600 K and a time error of piezoceramic alter-

nating pressure sensor is not more than 1 .
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Abstract 1.3.1 piezolectric-polymer composites are made on the
basis of non-mechanical contact between the polymer matrix and the
PZT rods within the transverse directions. The gh.dh hydrostatic
figures of merit lie between 10.10-12 Pa"1 and 27.10" 1 2Pa"I.
A gh.dh of 19.10" 1 1 Pa"1 is obtained with variations lower than 1dS
from the room pressure to 10 MPa. The great influence of the
uniaxial stress-dependence of the PZT longitudinal figure of merit
is analysed and is considered as the basis of the optimalisation
of the piezocomposite.

INTFAMUCTION - 1.3.1 PIIIOOOSWOSIT3E

The low hydrostatic coupling efficiency of PZT 3 PZT
is a well-known problem. Lead titanates,
modified lead titanates or lead metaniobates 2
are interesting solutions because of their high
hydrostatic figures of merit and their large P %
pressure stabilities. Piezocomposite materials, 1
despite their difficult elaboration, are even POYERM ETALLIC

more interesting because they reach very high MA1T PLATES

hydrostatic figures of merit with a reasonable FIGURE 1 :
pressure stability. The highest figures of A 1.3.1 composite
merit have been obtained by Newnham and device
co-workers on the 1.3 piezocomposite basis
Hydrostatic figures of merit up to 100.10"12Pa-lhave been reached with
complex 1.3 composite devices. Foamed polyurethane matrices2, matrices
with a single large void 3 or fiber reinforced matrices 4 are some
technical solutions to reach high hydrostatic figures of merit, but
all the previous rearizations are based on needle shaped PZT rods.
This fine rod shape, of which the fabrication is delicate, is the
solution for an accurate stress-transfer from the compliant phase to
the stiffer one. In order to make a 1.3 composite with a more common
PZT rod shape, a transducer was designed with the rod shape not so
much involved in the stress-transfer accuracy . This device presents
the general properties of a 1.3 piezocomposite but without lateral
contact between the polymer matrix and the PZT rods.No charges are
then generated by the lateral coupling of the PZT. The stress transfer

[371J159
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between the PZTand the polymer is carried out by two metallic armature
plates also used as electrodes. A 1.3.1 composite transducer is drawn
on Figure 1. The second number "1" in the "1.3.1" connectivity
designation stands for the air surrounding the PZT rod.

Three shapes of sample have been tested :
- 30x30 mm square, 5mm thick with 4 to 25 rods, each rod is

inserted in a 4 mm diameter hole ( perforated matrix type).
- 30x30 mm square, 5mm thick with a single 22x22 mm square

large void where the rods are inserted in (shell matrix type).
- 10mm in diameter, 5mm thick cylindrical sample with only

one PZT rod.
The polymer matrix is made with epoxy resin (Araldite D + HY956 from
Ciba-Geigy ) or polyurethane resin (Flexcomet 80 or 94 SA). The matrix
is cut to the desired size, the holes are then drilled as numerous as
it is necessary to get the right volume ratio.
The armature plates are cut in sheet steel of various thicknesses.
The piezoelectric rods, 2.7amm in diameter and 5am high are used. This
is the smallest size industrially manufactured in quantities for
impact high voltage ignitors. It is a Navy I type PZT : TDK FM91e

PZT-Spoxy composite realizations
Figure 2 shows the variations of the gh.dh figure of merit as a
function of the PZT volume fraction. These results are obtained with
square shaped samples for various plate thicknesses. The ratio of the
hole radius to the rod radius is constant and equal to 1.5 . Figure 3
shows the variations of the gh.dh figure of merit as a function of the
matrix hole diameter. The rod diameter is held constant and equal to
2.7 mm. These results are obtained with cylindrical samples for
various plate thicknesses. Very low pressure-dependences have been
measured on these samples presenting too low hydrostatic figures of
merit. Some variations have been observed caused by assembling
defects.

1,3.1 Cmponite: (30w30.3) - Ch.Db 13.1 CompoIeI (Cylinder I0 fmm) -- 05.0h --

P1t. t' iiekness 0:.
14000 ... 1 .0 do~letike - o 04m

P1--- ISIOI... 1 800.. o.,"4 7"0 m

T 0000 . -80

-" ----.---- : i .' -

0o-- - -"

*00o~. 404

0 2 4 a a I0 12 14 Is Is 20 3.5 3 35. 4 4.5 5 .5 a 0 .5

PZT volume fraction matrix hole diameter (mm)

FIGURE 2 Square samples FIGURE 3 Cylindrical samples
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PlT-Polyurethane coposite realisat Loe
in order t, increase the figure of merit, it is necessary to increase
the matrix hole dimter or to increase the polymer compliance. As it
is rather difficult to bond correctly the armature plates on a small
area of epoxy , we experimented with polyurethane resins. The results
obtained with the perforated type matrices are reported on table 1.
Sis the stress amplification ratio defined afterwards.

TARLE 1 PZT-polyurethane composite with a perforated matrix

P2T numb hole gh.dh A(gh.dh) 6(gh.dh) A(gh.dh) A(gh.dh)
Sample PU volume of 4 A to 103PA to lMHPs 35 cycles 35 cycles
number type % rode (-) Tpa-. to IOMP1 to 15HPa

3129 94SA 15.9 25 4 16.7 3.4 +0.75dB / / /

3150 80sA 15.9 25 4 24.0 4 +0.35dB -0.8dB / /

3155 80A 15.9 25 4 25.5 4.2 +0.41dB -0.9dB / /

3192 94SA 10.2 16 6 27 5.4 +0.0dB -3 dB -1.7dB /
3193 945A 15.9 25 4 15 3.3 +0.7dB ÷0.OdB -0.1dB /

3202 80SA 15.9 25 4 19.3 3.7 ÷0.6dS -0.2dB -0.1dB -1.2dB

The results obtained with the shell type matrices are reported on
table 2. As the bonding of steel on a polyurethane matrix is less
homogeneous than on epoxy, it was necessary t embed completely the
device in polyurethane resin to avoid oil pý-.netration between the
matrix and the plates. The first samples, not embeded, have been
filled up with oil during the first pressure testing cycles.
Hydrostatic figures of merit up to 27.10 12Pa" 1 have been reached.

TABLE 2 PZT-polyurethane composite with a shell type matrix

PZT numb gh.dh 6(gh.dh) A(gh.dh) a(gh.dh) a(gh.dh)
sample PU volume of a to 10MPa to 15MPa 35 cycles 35 cycles
number type % rods TPa-

1  
to 103Ps to ISMPa

3156 94SA 10.2 16 18.2 4.3 -1.9dB / / /

3157 94SA 15.9 25 15.3 3.1 +0.4dB -1.3dB / /
3158 94SA 22.9 36 10.9 2.3 +0.5dB +0.2dB / /

Figure of merit variations with the hydrostatic pressure
The composite pressure stability is evaluated as follows. At first, a
measurement under atmospheric pressure is made. The hydrostatic
pressure is slowly increased at a 7.5MPa/h speed until 1OMPa . It is
then symetrically decreased until the atmospheric pressure. Gh.dh
measurements are made continuously during this cycle. Another pressure
cycle until a 15MPa hydrostatic pressure is similarly driven. Then 35
cycles, 20 minutes long, are applied until 10 MPa followed by 35
cycles until 15 MPa. During these two tests the gh.dh measurements are
made on the highest and lowest pressure steps. These 4 tests are
separated by at least a 24 hours recovering period under atmospheric
pressure.The gh.dh under pressure are reported on tables 1 and 2 and
are expressed in dB relatively to the first gh.dh measurement without
pressure. Figure 4 shows typical variations for dh and ar as a
function of the hydrostatic pressure for a 1.3.1 piezocomposite.
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PET LONGITUDINAL CHARACT•RISTICS DEPENDENCE 00 UNIAIAL STRESS

As a result of the stress transfer, the longitudinal stress applied to
the PZT rods can be several times the hydrostatic pressure applied to
the composite. For the sample number 3192 under a 15MPa hydrostatic
pressure, a 81MPa uniaxial stress is applied to the rods along the
polarization direction. Then, the stress dependence of the PZT g93 .d33
figure of merit is the keystone of the composite hydrophone design.

2W 3"L• 3130 NVlOM ATIC PFAin W • GZ UN klL M OM~iij: OF TM nZT UK MI.

100, " 1

140

- -

110 2

&L ----- -- - 1100 0 40-j10

0 1 2 3 5 0 6 8 9 1O 0 20 40 60 so 100 120 140

HYDAOWTATIC PRISSJO ft.) tIAX1L STM T3 (i. )

FIGURE 4 pressure dependence of 'IGURE 5 Uniaxial stress depen-
the piezocomposite. dence of the PZT.

This stress dependence has been evaluated by Krueger5 for PZT-4, PZT-5
and PZT-8 materials. A special device allowing d 33and
measurements under high uniaxial stress is built and used to
characterize the PZT TDK FM91e. The g3 3 .d., changes are evaluated with
a slowly applied stress until 140HPa. The g,,.d., figure of merit and

T
.. versus the uniaxial stress T3 are plotted on figure 5. The PZT

figure of merit is also measured during multiple stress cycles up to
40, 60, 80 and 10OMPa. These repeated stress cycles proved that even
if the PZT shows a rather weak g,,.d.3 decrease during the first slow
stress cycle (corresponding to Figure 5), multiple stress cycles are
able at long duration to decrease it more significantly. Figure 6 is a
plot extrapolated from stress cycle measurements presenting the 9,d,,
changes versus the stress cycle amplitude. The continuous curve
corresponds to measurements made on the lowest stress steps (1 MPa)
and the dotted curve to measurements made on the highest stress steps
(40,60,80 or 100 MPa depending on the stress cycle amplitude). It is
noticed that the main decrease begins near 40MPa, the same stress
corresponding to the maximum of the g,,.d., versus stress plot. The
PZT material will then be considered as stable only until the stress
corresponding to this maximum, noted T3max, here equal to 40HPa.

PIESOCONPOSITE OPTIMALIZATION WITH PET TDK FK91e

Theoretical model for 1.3. 1 piezocomposites
The theoretical model is based on the following assumptions:
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"* No transverse stress applied to the piezoelectric rods
"* Cylindrical geometry of the assembly.

" Uniform strain of the polymer matrix.
"* Stress transfer assumed by the rigid plates.
"* Cylindrical symetric flexure strain of the plates.
"* The matrix-plate and rod-plate bondings are perfect.

The stress transfer is calculated for only one elementary cell: a rod
in a matrix hole. To simulate the hydrostatic properties of a
multi-rod composite, we formulated the assumption that an assembly
made with many cells presents the same behavior as one cell. The model
allows to calculate an amplification coefficient 0 which is the
uniaxial stress to the hydrostatic pressure ratio. As no transverse
stress is applied to the rods, the expression of the resulting gh.dh
can be summarized as follows:
gh.dh- 0z . g33 " d 33 v

where g., and d., are the PZT piezoelectric coefficients and v is the
PZT volume fraction.

Partitioning the plane defined by gh.dh and the PET volume fraction
Now the 0 constant locus in the plane d),'ined by gh.dh and the PZT
volume fraction is considered. It is a straight line. lcs slope in
proportional to 0 z. According to the PZT stability criterion defined
previously, a maximum useful hydrostatic pressure allows to calculate
a 1 mit value equal to T max divided by this maximum pressure (for
PZT TDK FM91e T max- 40MPa). By this way, the upper straight line on
Figure 7 corresponds to a maximum hydrostatic pressure equal to IOMPa
while the lower one is representative of a 15MPa limit. Above the
line, the composite transducer is unstable. Also plotted on Figure 7
are some of the experimental PZT-Polyurethane composite representative
points

x10"-1 PZT TDK FM91e / EPOXY COMPOSIE OPTIMAUSATION
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1.3.1 PZT-etcxy composite pressure-dependence optiimlination
Finally, the theoretical gh.dh versus the PZT volume fraction curves
given by our model are superimposed on figure 7. Those curveo are
calculated for idealized 1.3.1 composites ( the matrix holes, the
largest possible, are tangent to each other in a square arrangement)
and give an upper limit for various plate thicknesses. The maximum
gh.dh for high pressure applications are established near 25.10"1 2 Pa"1

for a 10 MPa use and near 19.10-12 Pa"1 for a 15 MPa use by the
intersections between the theoretical curves and the straight lines.
These optimums are obtained for a lmm thick armature plates and with
18% and 29% PZT volume fractions. Note that only theoretical plots for
PZT-epoxy composites are proposed because difficulties were
encountered to caracterize accurately the polyurethane resin. Slight
changes of these limits could occur when using polyurethane

CONCLUSION

It is experimentally and theoretically shown that no lateral contact
between the PZT rod and the matrix allows high hydrostatic figures of
merit without using very small diameter PZT rods. Industrial PZT rod
shapes permit a gh.dh equal to 19.10" 1 2Pa' 1 under a 15 MPa hydrostatic
pressure with a good stability. It is pointed out that the
pressure-dependence of those composites is directly connected with the
longitudinal stress dependence of the PZT. A characterization of the
PZT TDK FM91e rods under high stress established that a maximum
uniaxial stress equal to 40MPa must not be overtaken in order to
conserve a good stability along stress cycles. According to that
limit, the highest figure of merit with PZT TDK FM91e-epoxy composites
are 25.10"12 Pa-lunder a 10 MPa hydrostatic pressure and 19.10- 12 Pa" 1

under a 15MPa pressure. This simple 1.3.1 piezocomposite application
allows to approach the optimized figures of merit.
A similar calculation based on Navy III type PZT coefficients
dependence on the uniaxial stress showed the possibility to reach
higher figures of merit to an even higher hydrostatic pressure.
Further experiments are in progress to verify that point.
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Abstract Piezoelectric 0-3 ceramic-glass composites have been
developed by firing a mixture of modified Lead Zirconate Titanate
(PZT) and a lead based glass powder. Composites with 58 to 92
volume percent PZT were fabricated and their dielectric,
piezoelectric and hydrostatic properties have been determined.
The hydrostatic properties were pressure independent and the
material showed good mechanical stability. The measured
properties of the composites suggest that they could be useful in
hydrophones and also as acoustic backing material.

INTRODUCTION

Electroceramic composites are today being increasingly used as
transducer materials. By a suitable choice of the phases and
connectivities, the properties of the composites can often be tailored
to meet design requirements ' . The preparation and properties of a
large variety of piezoelectric ceramic-polymer composites have been
reported 2. However, the use of a polymer matrix restricts the use of
these composites to relatively low temperatures. Grain-oriented
glass-ceramics, based on fresnoite, have been developed for
piezoelectric applications 3 , but they show poor mechanical integrity
and their fabrication requires temperature gradient crystallisation
which is inconvenient. Conventional glass-ceramic processing has also
been used to fabricate piezoelectric glass-ceramics based on Lead
Titanate 4. We have used similar techniques to fabricate piezoelectric
glass-ceramic composites using a mixture of Lead Zirconate Titanate
and lead based glass powders and, in this paper, we report on the
dielectric, piezoelectric and hydrostatic properties of these
composites.

MATERIAL FABRICATION

The piezoelectric material chosen was a Navy Type V modified Lead
Zirconate Titanate (PZT) composition marketed by Sensor Technology
Ltd. as BI 532 material. This material has a high dielectric constant
(-3250) and good piezoelectric properties (da3 1• 580 pC/N). The glass
used in our composites is a proprietary lead based composition

1377]1/65
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developed by Sensor Technology Ltd. (BI1000) for the production of
polarisable glasses. This glass has a relatively low softening
temperature, which makes for easier processing; it is chemically
compatible with the ceramic particle and it has good electrical
insulation properties which makes poling easier.

The PZT and glass powders had a particle size of 2 to 4 #im. The
powders were mixed in the desired composition and the mixture was
milled in methanol for two hours and pan dried. A 5% solution of
poly-vinyl-alcohol (Air Products 107) was added to the powder as a
binder and discs, 25 m- in diameter and 2.5 a- thick, were pressed
at a pressure of 20 EPa. The binder was burnt out by heating at
5000C and the discs were fired at temperatures of between 550 to
6000C. These sintering Lemperatures were sufficiently low that no
additional precautions were taken regarding the atmosphere during
sintering; however, the firing was carried out in covered alumina
crucibles. The fired discs were ground to produce uniform dimensions
and a silver composition, with a low firing temperature, was applied
to form the electrodes. The discs were poled for 30 minutes with an
electric field of 5 KV/mm at a temperature of 1200C.

Since the properties of 0-3 composites are known to be a function
of their composition, a total of 6 compositions were fabricated with
their PZT content in the range of 58 - 92 volume percent.

EATERIAL PROPERTIES

The dielectric constant and the dissipation of our samples were
measured at room temperature and at a frequency of 1 Ulfz. Their
values are shown, as a function of PZT content, in Figure 1. The
dielectric constant is found to be much lower than the value for the
bulk PZT (- 3250) while the dissipation also is somewhat reduced when
compared with bulk PZT value (- 0.02).

The piezoelectric d33 coefficients of the discs were determined
by using a Berlincourt type d33 Neter. As shown in Figure 2(a), the
d33 values of the composites show a roughly linear increase as a
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o 600 o0.015

6 400 0 0.010 o-°-

o o
0~0- /

S200 0 0.005
0°

0 0.000
50 60 70 80 90 100 50 60 70 80 90 100

Volume % PZT Volume % PZT

FIGURE 1. The dielectric constant and the dissipation of the
composites as a function of PZT volume percent.
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FIGURE 2. The piezoelectric d83 coefficient and the coupling constants
of the composites as a function of PZT content.

function of the PZT content until the latter reaches about 80%; but
f or higher PZT content the d33 values increase much sore sharply to
reach a maximum of about 68 pC/N for the specimen with 92 volume
percent of PZT.

The thickness mode electromechanical coupling constant, kt, and
the planar coupling constant, kp, of the composites were determined
from resonance measurements, and the values are shown in Figure 2(b).

A technique similar to that developed by Sins and Ienriquez5 has
been used to measure the hydrostatic voltage coefficient, gh, of our

5 80
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FIGURE 3. The hydrostatic voltage coefficient, gh, and the figure of
merit, ghdh, of our composites as a function of PZT content.
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composites, at a pressure of 2 NPa, and the variation of gh as a
function of PZT content in the composites is shown in Figure 3(a).
The product of the hydrostatic voltage coefficient and the hydrostatic
charge coefficient, ghdh, is commonly used as a figure of merit for
hydrophone materials and has been determined for our specimens. As
shown in Figure 3(b), the best figure of merit has been obtained for
the sample with 85 volume percent PZT, for which ghdh is 68 x 10-16
m2/N. gh has been measured as a function of hydrostatic pressure and,
for pressures up to 14 iPa, gh has been found to be independent of
pressure to within experimental uncertainty.
The acoustic velocity and attenuation of the composites were measured
using standard transmission techniques. The discs were precision
lapped to provide good contact with the transducers and a standard
metal plate was used to calibrate the system. The results are shown
in Table 1 which provides a summary of the properties of the PZT- lass
composites; for purposes of comparison, the table also gives published
data on a few other types of composites and polar glass ceramics.

TABLE I Characteristics of the PZT-glass composites.

Vol 7, Diel. d33  gh ghdh Acoustic Attenuation
PZT Const. 10-3Vm/N Velocity dB/cm

10"12C/N 10-15.2/N n/sec

58 62 1.00 1.3 0.9

64 104 2.11 1.5 2.0 3395 26

71 183 5.5 2.6 10 3490 26

77 319 8.6 2.4 15 3520 27

85 598 33 3.6 68 3215 30

92 738 68 2.4 36 3340 30

0-3 ceramic-
glass comp.
with 49 vol. 52 8
% PbTi0 3.4

Polar Glass
Ceramics.8 ~10 ~8-10 83 747 -5000

0-3 PbTiD3 -
rubber 54 60 47 1000
composite. 7
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CONCLUSIONS

Piezoelectric 0-3 ceramic-glass composites have been fabricated by the
conventional firing of a mixture of powders of PZT and a lead based
glass. The best d33 values obtained were comparable to those of some
0-3 ceramic-polymer composites and were an improvement over the d3 3 of
similar composites made with Lead Titanate and those of polar glass
ceramics. The hydrostatic properties of the composites were pressure
independent and they showed good mechanical stability. This type of
ceramic-glass composite is easier to fabricate than polar glass
ceramics, their dielectric dispersion is less than that of polymer
based composites. They can also be used over a much wider temperature
range than polymer based composites since the elastic properties of

asses are much less temperature dependent than those of polymers.
addition to their possible use in transducers, the relatively large

acoustic attenuation of these materials suggests their possible use as
acoustic backing material.
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Abstract Five different composite films of
Polypropylene-Ceramic (both ferro- and antiferroelectric)
materials were prepared by introducing fine grain ceramic powder
In the matrix of polypropylene. The dielectric and charge
storage properties of these composites were studied. The
results show that an introduction of fine powder of
appropriately modified ferroelectric ceramics In a
polymer-ceramic composite enhances Its charge storage
properties.

INTRODUCTION

The use of polymer-ceramic composites which combine the superior

mechanical and electrical strength of the insulating polymer with the

advanced dielectric properties of suitable ceramics is considered to

be a possible approach to the high energy storage capacitors. The

manufacturing flexibility of the composite makes It possible to

produce thin film capacitors with high capability of energy storage

while this Is difficult to achieve with the multilayer ceramic

capacitors due to the complicated fabrication process and their

inevitable structural defects.

In the present work, several ferro and anti-ferroelectric

ceramic materials were introduced Into matrix of polypropylene. An

[383in71
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Investigation of the Influence of the ceramics on the dielectric and

the charge storage properties of the composites were made.

EXPERIMENT

Three ferroelectric and two antiferroelectric ceramic materials were

prepared (Table 1). BT and BST were produced by liquid phase

coprecipitation technique, while the other three by the traditional

ceramic preparation process. The ceramics were quenched from the

firing temperature and then milled with absolute alcohol for 72

hours. The ceramic powder of fine particle size was obtained by a

floating segregation method. The particle size of BT and BST were

0.05-0.5a, and that of the others was around iim.

TABLE 1 The Ceramic Materials for Composites

Code Specifications

BT BaTi03 doped by Nb205, Sb203

BST (Ba, Sr)TiO system3

PMN ModificA Pb(Kg,Nb)O3 system

PZSTN Pb(Zr,Sn,Ti)O3 doped by Nb 0

PZSTL Pb(Zr, Sn, Ti )03 doped by La203

The composites were prepared on a hot roller machine by mixing

the ceramic powder with prolypropylene (PP) polymer pellets at 400K

and then pressing into films of approximately 50 ;Lm thickness in a

temperature controlled hydraulic press as described in the previous
1,2work. The fraction of ceramics in the composites was 30 percent

by volume. After depositing an aluminum electrode on each surface of

the films, the samples were cured at 343K for 12 hours to release the

strain and electric charges accumulated in the process of their

fabrication.

The dielectric data were obtained in an evacuated measurement

chamber using a General Radio Bridge (Type 1621 with a 1238 detector
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and a 1316 oscillator) or using a Solartron Frequency Response

Analyser (Model 1250)

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In order to observe the effects of ceramics on the composites, both

high and low permittivity ceramic materials were selected for the

present work. Figure 1 shows the temperature dependence of

permittivities of the ceramics. BT Is modified by Niobium Pentoxide

and Antimony Oxide. PZSTN and PZSTL have the same antiferroelectric

composition Pb(Zr,Sn,TI)03 but doped by Nb*s and La÷3 ions

respectively. In the test temperature range, they behave like linear

materials only showing a slight increase of permittivity with the

increase of temperature. PHN shows a higher permittivity and a

larger variation with temperature, while BST gives a moderate

permittivity and limited variation with the temperature.

6

3

0BST

-20 0 20 40 60 Bo 100 120
TEMPERATURE (C0

Fig.1 Temperature dependence of permittivities
of ceramics f-1,O.O(Hz), V-l(V)

Figures 2 and 3 show the nature of permittivities and

dissipation factors respectively of the composites as a function of

the temperature. It is noticeable that the composite PP-PMN shows

highest loss factor (figure 3) but not the highest permittivity

(figure 2) as expected although PMN possesses highest permittivity

within the materials selected.
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Fig.3 Temperature dependence of dissipation
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Figure 4 shows the AC measuring field dependence of dielectric

properties of the three composites. The dielectric properties of the

composite PP-PZSTN is observed to be constant with the AC field. In

contrast, the composite PP-PMN shows a significant increase of the

dissipation factor with the increase of the AC field. It should be

noted that PHN has stronger ferroelectric characteristics compared

with other selected ceramics 3 , whereas P2STN behaves practically like

a paraelectric dielectric within the measuring range.
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The dielectric strengths of the composites are given in Table 2.

TABLE 2 The Dielectric Strengths of Composites

Composite Dielectric Strength(KV/cm)

PP-BT 800

PP-BST 750

PP-PMN 700

PP-PZSTN 650

PP-PZSTL 400

The composites containing BT and B3ST which were produced by

coprecipitation method and possessing ultra-fine particle size,

appear to have the higher dielectric strength than the other

composites.

The density of energy stored in a linear material J is given by,

J = 1/2c E E2  ..... (1)
0 r
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where c0 Is the permittivity of the vacuum, c the relative

permittivity and E is the electric field. whereas in a non-linear

material It is expressed by,

J J CoCrE dE ..... (2)

Figure 5 shows the calculated energy storage densities of the

composites as a function of the electric field, using equation 2.

The efficiency of energy storage In the composites appears to be

higher than that of Polypropylene.

-0.4

-PP-ST
-0.3

PP ZPSTNZ0.2

0.1

PP

0
0 200 400 600 £00

£LECTRI FELD IkV/cm.)

Fig.5 The properties of energy storage vs,
electric field Volume fraction of ceramics:
30%, T=20"C

The present results indicate that the ferroelectric ceramics are

more effective than the antiferroelectric ceramics to enhance the

energy storage capabilities of the PP-ceramlc composites. However,

appropriately modified ferroelectric ceramics should have fine

particle size to serve this purpose.
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MICROSTRUCTURAL DEPENDENCE OF PIEZOELECTRIC PROPERTIES OF
CERAMIC-GLASS COMPOSITES

L Pardo, F. Carmona, C. Alemany and B. Jimenez.
Instituto de Ciencia de Materiales (Sede A). C.S.I.C.
Serrano, 144. 28006 - MADRID (SPAIN).

Glass matrix composites of different connectivities have been prepared from Ca-
modified lead titanate ceramics and boron-lead glasses. Microstructural
characterization reveals that the processing methods minimize the chemical
interaction between the phases. Different microstructures are obtained by using
diverse processing methods, giving rise to related electromechanical properties
through the influence of the microstructure on the polarizability of the materials.

I. INTRODUCTION
The enhancement of the strength characteristics with respect to the ceramics

has been one of the reasons used to justify glass matrix piezoelectric composites
[1,2]. Also, the authors found recently that inorganic glass matrix composites are
potencially attractive as ultrasonic transducers at higher temperatures than their
polymer counterparts, since both types of composites have similar advantages
over ceramics [3].

The preparation of composites from boron-lead glass and Ca-modified lead
titanate ceramic was analyzed in a previous paper paying attention to the
influence of the crystalline anisotropy of the ceramic on the thermomechanical
matching of the composite phases [3]. Here a microstructurai analysis is carried
out on these composites to explain the differences observed in their piezoelectric
behaviour for the different processing methods, which give place to diverse
composite connectivities, i.e., number of dimensions in which each composite
phase is self-connected [4,5].

II. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
The piezoelectrically active phase of the composite is a Ca-modified lead

titanate ceramic with a ratio Ca/Pb=35/65 (PTC35) prepared by a reactive
process [6] and the matrix is a boron-lead glass( B20 3-PbO-Na
48/50/2 weight %).

Composites of 1-3 connectivity, according to the extensively used
Newnham's nomenclature [4,5], where the first digit refers to the piezoceramic,
were prepared. Deep groves were cut into the ceramic in two perpendicular
directions to obtain a regular structure of square pillars. This ceramic structure
was dipped into the melted glass (7500 C), that fills the groves, and quenched to
room temperature to avoid the reactions between the phases. Details of the
method are given elsewhere [3]. Ceramics with different densification were used
in this process.

Composites were prepared from ceramic particles [7] by mixing with finely
[389]f77
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powdered glass, uniaxial press moulding and further thermal treatments: a) hot
pressing and b) heating to melt the glass. 0-3 and mixed 0-3/1-3 connectivities
were prepared by changing the ratio G/t between the average particle size
(G = 1-2 mm) and the composite thickness, t [8]. When G/t< 1 particles are not
self-connected between the composite surfaces (0-3 connectivity), whereas when
G/t> 1 only a fraction of the particles is self-connected between the electroded
surfaces of the composite due to the random distribution of the particles in the
glass matrix (0-3/1-3 mixed connectivity).

Considered as 3-3 connnectivity composites, glass bonded ceramics of
PTC26 were also obtained by adding a 4% by weight of finely powdered glass
to the precursor ceramic powder, moulding and sintering.

SEM and compositional analysis by EDX were carried out on the composites
obtained. Cutting, lapping and polishing of the materials allowed the preparation
of composite disks of, typically, 10mm diameter and 0.5mm thickness, onto
which Ag vacuum evaporated electrodes were deposited. The composites were
poled at 30-40 KV/cm -120"C , cooling down to room temperature with the
electric field applied to the sample. Permittivity at 1 KHz, K3T, was determined.
Thickness electromechanical coupling factor, KN, frequency number, Nt,
mechanical quality factor, Om and acoustic impedance, Z,, were measured at
room temperature by the resonance method [9].

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Composites of 1-3 connectivity, prepared from PTC35 ceramics characterized

by their density and diameter contraction during sintering, which will be refered
to as dense and less dense ceramic, were analyzed. Microstructures of these
two types of ceramics are shown in Figures 1 (density = p = 6.18 g.cmf -

contraction - 15.2%) and 2( p = 6.10 g.cmrn - contraction = 11.5%).

Figure 1 Figure 2
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The formation of intermediate zones has been observed only when forming
composites from less dense ceramics. These zones are due to diffusion of glass
in the ceramic through the open porosity (Figure 3). A common fact in
composites prepared from the two types of ceramics is the appearance of a thin
(< < 1 pm) interphase between the ceramic and the glass (Figure 4). EDX analysis
of the ceramic and the glass in the intermediate zone as well as the interphase
is shown in Table I. The dielectric and piezoelectric parameters of the composites
in comparison with those of the ceramics are shown in Table II, where n. is the
volumetric fraction of ceramic in the composite and the rest of the symbols have
the ususal meaning, which has been explained in the text.

Figure 3 Figure 4
0-3 and mixed connectivity composites present different microstructures

when prepared by hot-pressing (15MPa-550°C) of the moulded mixture (Figure
5) or by heating at 6000 C. Less dense structures and crystallization of the matrix
is observed (Figure 6) when the second method is used. The results of the
characterization of these composites are shown in Table I1.

The 3-3 composites present the peculiar structure shown in Figure 7, which
is constituted by cubic shape grains surrounded by a continuous glass phase.
Dielectric and piezoelectric parameters of this material are shown in Table II.

IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
The results of the EDX analysis carried out on the 1-3 connectivity

composites (Table I) show that the glass diffusion into the porosity of the less
dense ceramic occurs during the composite preparation without a chemical
reaction between the two phases, and, therefore, leaves unchanged the
composition of the ceramic in the intermediate zone with respect to that found
inside the piezoelement of the composite.
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Figure 5 Figure 6

TABLE I

atom % Pb Ca T1 W Co Mn Na Ugt

(o,B,..)

1-3 COMPOSITES
FROM LESS DENSE
PTC35 CERAMIC

CERAMIC 10.47 5.58 16.27 0.41 - 0.31 - 66.96

CERAMIC 10.86 6.08 17.49 0.19 - 0.26 - 65.08
Intermediate zone

GLASS 5.76 0.14 0.255 - - - 2.05 91.79
Irtermedlate zone II

INTERPHASE 3.12 0.83 15.43 0.18 - 0.38 - 80.07

1-3 COMPOSITES
FROM DENSE PTC35
CERAMIC

CERAMIC 10.39 5.95 16.61 0.45 0.24 0.36 - 65.98

p20zoi125nn.
INTERPHASE 2.07 0.96 18.28 - - 0.,55 - 78.15

m
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TABLE II

Contr p PRESENCE OF n.o p T Kt Nt QM Z.
(%) cer INTERMEDIATE comp K33ZONE (%) (%) KHz.-m- (x10

g/CM3  g/cM3  Rayls)

DENSE ICERAMIC PTC351
15.79 6.27 - 468 54.3 2079 36 13.02

1-3 COMPOSITES

15.70 6.02 NO 24.69 4.91 152 21.7 2094 29 10.28

16.00 6.19 NO 25.77 4.97 152 10.5 2180 115 10.83

17.68 6.27 NO 28.47 5.04 154 28.4 2160 18 10.88
15.79 6.18 NO 35.00 5.12 161 11.3 12049 105 10.49

LESS DENSE CERAMIC PTC35 - -

12.53 6.29 - 432 55.3 1906 17 11.99

1-3 COMPOSITES

11.23 6.26 YES 18.63 4.87 78 28.8 2402 23 11.68

11.23 6.23 YES 23.27 4.94 92 30.3 2359 23 11.65

11.23 6.36 YES 31.11 5.11 117 24.8 1970 35 10.07
12.4 6.39 YES 38.09 5.25 151 34.0 1920 9 10.06

12.4 "6.29 YES 41.76 5.27 175 36.5 1858 41 9.79

TYPE OF COMPOSITE p(g.cn-3 ) K33T Kt(%) Nt (KHz.mm)
3-3 connectivity 5.0 130 ....
PTC26 + 41 glass

PTC26 ceramic 6.7 197 46.5 2158
0-3 connectivity 4.2 40 3.1 1971
PTC35 hot-pressed

0-3/1-3 mixed (G/t-2.3-3.7) 4.1 56 15.8 1908
PTC35 hot-pressed

0-3/1-3 mixed (G/t-1.2-1.8) 3.9 51 14.7 1940
PTC35 simply heated
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These results (Table 1) show also tha Composites prepared from both types
of PTC35 ceramics have present only a very thin Interphase, whose compositon
Presents a deficiency of Pb and Ca with respect to Ti. The preparation process,
therefore. minimizes the chemical interaction between the ceramic and fth glass
providing, in the case of the less dense Ceramics, a stronger adhesion between
phases through the formation of a Intermediate zone.

As shown in Table 11 all the composites present lowe density, and,
conseuently, lowe acoustical impedance, 4, and permittiit, Kýj, than the
corresponding ceramics.

tt is interesting tha 1-3 Composites prepared from the less dense PTC35
Ceramics present higher NS values. Polanizability of this ceramic is higher (101,
because their remanent porosity reduces intergranular stresses arising on poling,
allowing easier 900 domain orientations. The intergranular clamping effect that
appears in dense ceramics of high crystalline anisotropy is enhanced in the
composite, because the piezoelements of ceramic are surrounded by a stiffer
glass matrix (Young's Modulus = E (ceramic) = 100-150 GPa ;E (glass) = 50
GPa).

The decrease of the properties when the connectivity changes from mixed
0-3/1-3 to 0-3 by changing the ratio Oft [8] is dearly shown for the particle
Composites prepared by hot-pressing from results in Table 1I.

Similar 15 values were found (Table 11) for the mixed 0-3/1-3 composites
Prepared by hot pressing and simple heating. Since the ratio G/t is higher in hot-
pressed composites, higher 15 values could be expected. This leads to the
conclusion that composites Obtained by heating are more poiarizable. A similar
reasoning than the one used in 1-3 composites could explain that the less dense
structure, and, consequently, less dlamped, that is found in mixed connectiit
composites prepared by simple heating, results more polarizable.
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PIEZOELECTRIC 41CRO-MOTOR

Nunekazu KANNO, Hiroshi OKABE and Susumu SAKANO
College of Engineering, Nihon University
I .akagawara, Tokusada, Koriyama-shi, Fukushima 963, Japan

Abstract This paper describes a new piezoelectric micro-motor based
on a piezo - resonator and explains the mechanism of motion and the
motor's basic characteristics.

I NTRODIiCT I ON

Piezoelectric elements are expected to become increasingly popular
and to be used as actuators in fields such as medicine, precision instru-
ments and mechatronics. There are many Kinds of actuator elementsI, 3using
thermal strain, magnetic strain and electropneumatic power etc. However,
they have some problems with size, precision and motion response.

Recently, many studies4have been carried out on ultrasonic motors. These
are better than electro - magnetic motors for some applications in mecha-
tronics. An ultrasonic motor is driven by the friction between the rotor
and stator. Conventional ultrasonic motors use an ultrasonic wave of
20-50 kllz . Piezoelectric elements have many possible applications for

5.6small actuators and micro - actuator . Many studies on piezoelectric ele-
ments have carried out for actuators , but there have been no studies on
piezoelectric motors.

We have developed a new type of piezoelectric micro-motor. It can be
rotated clockwise or counter-clockwise by the piezoelectric element. This
is one of its main features. The principle of the motion is different
from the usual ultrasonic motor. The driving frequency of the piezo -
electric motor ranges from 130 Hz to 1500 Hz, and it can rotate smoothly

at low speeds.
This paper describes the new piezoelectric motor and explains its

mechanism of the motion, and gives experimental results for its dynamic
response characteristics and efficiency.

[3951W
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Mf.CHANIS4 OF THE MOTOR

Principle of Notion
Figure I shows the basic structure of the piezoelectric motor. It

consists of a piezoelectric reed, a trembler and a rotor. The piezo -

electric reed is made of a bimorph piezoelectric element. It is clamped

at one end and free at the other. The trembler is fixed to the free end

of the reed, and touches the rotor. Voltage from the power supply causes

the reed to vibrate. Vibration of the reed and trembler cause the rotor

to rotate.

Wave Generator

Bimorph Plezoele ic Elment Rotor =

Rotation

FIGURE I Basic structure of motor

Figure 2 shows the principle of motion. For example , if the rotor

rotates clockwise at the first resonance mode of the reed , then it will

rotate counter- clockwise at the second mode of vibration. The rotor can

be rotated clockwise or counter - clockwise by selecting the vibration

resonance mode.

Blmorph Piezoelectric Element

First Mode T•••

Rotor " Rotation

Second Mode

FIGURE 2 Resonance modes of piezoelectric reed
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Characteristics of Piezoelectric Element

The piezoelectric element is a bimorph PZT 28 a long x 10 am wide x

0.5 mm thick. Figure 3 shows its piezoelectric properties. A driving

voltage of 200 v produces 970 me of displacement and 55 g of power.

- -0 1000 a20800 V 800, 1•=28mm

600 600
U

400 4•0 40
.• 200 / 200i

CM,
S0 0100 200 20 40 60

Driving Voltage (v) Power (g)

FIGF;RE 3 Piezoelectric properties of element

PROTOTYPE PIEZOELECTRIC M0TOR

Figure 4 schematically shows a prototype of the piezoelectric motor.

The piezoelectric reed is supported by two sheets of acrylic resin plate.

and they are fixed by screws to the holder . The holder can move along

the x. v and z axes.

Wave Generator Bimorph PZT Reed
X-Y-Z Axes Micro Stage

26mm Trembler

Holder

FIGURE 4 Prototype of piezoelectric motor

The trmbler is bonded onto the free end of the piezoelectric reed. It is

a steel needle with a diameter of I am. The rotor is designed to be small

and light and require little driving force. The rotor is supported with

steel ball bearings to reduce friction as much as possible . The rotor

face is made of plastic, and is 18 me in diameter.
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Figure 5 shows the driving, control and measuring equipment. Three

types of driving voltage waves were used in this experiment , sine , tri-

angle and square waves. The wave generator has ranges of 0-15 V, 0-200 mA

and 0 - 20,000 tlz. The driving voltage of the piezoelectric reed is am-

plified by a booster amplifier.

Generator 1H Ampl ifier

[Oscilloscope I{{ahlee

FIGLRE 5 Block diagram of driving test

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Rotational Speed

The rotational speed of the piezoelectric motor was measured with a

noncontact tachometer. Figure 6 shows one example of the rotational speed

when driven at 40 V and in the frequency range 0-300 Hz. The rotor rota-

ted counter-clockwise at 133 Hz and clockwise at 1333 Hz, corresponding

to the first and second resonance modes of the PZT reed , respectively.

The maximum rotational speed was 1700 rpm clockwise and 500 rpm counter-

clockwise , and the shape of the driving wave , i.e., sine , triangle or

square wave, had little effect on the rotational speed.

2000{ Voltage:40V

, 1500-
-0

M 1000 _ _

00
-0

a 500

o L . O:Sine Wave
500 a:Triangle Wave

______ 0: Square Wave
0 1000 2000 3000

Frequency (Hz)

FIGURE 6 Speed of motor
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Torque Output Power and Efficiency

The output power was measured from the torque applied by the piezo-

electric motor to a weight hanging from a string attached to the motor

shaft. As shown in Figure 7 , there are differences in torque , output

power and efficiency between counter - clockwise (133 Hz) rotation and

clockwise (1333 Hz) rotation . This difference is drives from the number

of the contacts per second between the trembler and the rotor of the mo-

tor. The maximum efficiency was about 18 % for clockwise rotation.

150 1 Voltage:40Y Square Wave

rms

20

100 200 300 400 500

Rotation Speed (rpm)

FIGURE 7 Performances of motor

Motion of The Trembler and The Rotor

The motion of the trembler and rotor was studied with an ultra- high

speed video camera (Figure 8). The trembler touches the rotor and pushes

its surface in the rotational direction. This motion can rotate the pi-

ezoelectric motor steadily and its rotational speed smoothly.

Voltage:40V Square Wave Frame Rate:li/2056sec
No.1 1o.2 1o.3 No.1 No. 2 1o.3

TremblerI

Counter-Clockwise (133Hz) Rotation Clockwise (1300rz) motation

FIGURE 8 Motion of oscillating trembler
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Figure 9 shows a magnified view of the motion of the trembler tip . The

tip moves counter - clockwise at 133 Hz and clockwise at 1"D33 Hz, corres-

ponding to the rotational directions of the piezoelectric motor.

1-26mn Voltage:40Y Square Wave Frame Rate:1/2066sec

Tip of Trembler

0 5001a

Counter-Clockwise, (133Hz) Clockwise,(1300Hz)

FIGURE 9 Tip motion of trembler

CONCLUSIONS

A piezoelectric micro-motor has been developed. The rotor is driven

by a bimorph PZT reed with a trembler , which pushes the surface of the

rotor toward the direction of rotation . The motor can be made to rotate

clockwise or counter-clockwise ; the first resonance mode of the PZT reed

gives clockwise rotation and the second resonance mode counter-clockwise.

Rotation is smooth and steady. This micro-motor, which is small, is sui-

table for movable devices , such as a micro-mobile robot , a micro-robot

hand or a manipulator , which cannot use conventional electro - magnetic

motors. It shoud also be useful in micromachines where space is limited.
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THE ACTIVE CONTROL OF SOUND REFLECTIONfTRANSMISSION
COEFFICIENTS USING PIEZOELECTRIC COMPOSITE MATERIALS

A J Salloway, R C Twiney, R W Whatmore and R Lane*, GEC-Marconi
Materials Technology LAd, Caswell, Towcester, Northants, NN12 8EQ, UK
*DRA Maritime Division, Holton Heath, Poole, Dorset, BHI6 6JU, UK

Abstact An active noise control device has been fabricated using a 0-3 piezo-
composite sensor and actuator. This device has been used with a fast feedback
electronic system. The reflection and transmission coefficients have been
measured in a pulse tube. The energy was reduced by up to 0.5 in active noise
reduction mode and increased by up to 0.17 in active noise enhancement mode
from 1.5 to 8.5kHz. With an air backed noise control device, the echo
reduction was increased by up to 12dB from 1 to 8kHz.

INTRODUCTION

The principles of active noise control (ANC) have been known for many years (ref
Olson), but their practical application in-air was largely limited by the available
transducers and drive electronics. Major advances have been made in signal
processing electronics which combined with new transducer technologies has led to the
current emergence of a number of useable systems such as ear defenders using the
principles of ANC. In water acoustics, the application of the principles of ANR has
had similar problems. Relatively fast signal processing chips are now available, but
large area transducers suitable for conformally coating a surface have been 'icking.
Advances in piezoelectric materials have opened up the possibility of active control of
sound on relatively large area interfaces.

TRANSDUCER MATIEBIAL

For the sensor, a material is required which will respond to the sound pressure wave.
Thus, a material with a high hydrostatic voltage coefficient (gh) is a fundamental
requirement. Further, a material which will give an output only to a hydrostatic
pressure and not to other vibrational modes is important. 0-3 piezoelectric composite
materials are a good choice as their hydrostatic voltage coefficient is high and so well
suited to use with a head amplifier and their output due to flexure is low.

SYSTEM OVERVIEW

It is envisaged that the outside of underwater structures could be covered with the
noise control system to control the degree of reflection or transmission of sound. This
would require the structures to be conformally coated with the transducers. The
underwater sound would be detected by the sensors which would cause the actuator to
be driven. The system acts to modify the acoustic impedance mismatch at the
water/material interface and can work to either reduce or enhance reflected or
transmitted sound at the interface.

14011W/9
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SENSOR TRANSDUCER

The sensor was manufactured from 2 pieces of 0-3 piezocomposite material. A bilayer
sensor was formed with the poling directions opposed. The output has been measured
in water to be broadband with an output level of -201.SdB re IV gPa-t at 400Hz.

ACTUATOR TRANSDUCER

The actuator was manufactured with the same material and in the same way as
described for the sensor. The output in water has been found to increase with
frequency with an output level of 100dB re lI.PaV"1 at 2.5kHz.

NOISE CONTROL SYSEM

A noise control system has been constructed by connecting the sensor to analogue
electronics which provides a phase invertion, gain and stabilising electronics. The
phase of the system may be switched to allow either in phase or out of phase
operation.

NOISE CONTROL MEASUREMENTS

Pulse Tube Measurements

The noise control system has been measured in a 7.6m long pulse tube with a diameter
of 70mm. The sample was positioned half way up the pulse tube. A sound pulse was
generated at the bottom of the tube and this wave travelled towards the sample. The
reflected pulse was compared with the incident pulse to obtain the reflection
coefficient. Similarly, the transmitted pulse was compared with the incident pulse to
obtain the transmission coefficient. The reflection coefficient was measured with the
system off and operating in both phases. With the system operating in either phase,
the reflection coefficient was increased by up to 0.06 from 1.5 to 4.5kHz. Above
4.5kHz, the coefficient was reduced in ANR mode by up to 0.22 and increased in
ANE mode by up to 0.05.

The changes in the transmission coefficient were larger than those for the reflection
coefficient. From 1.5 to 9kHz, the transmission coefficient was reduced by up to 0.42
in ANR mode and increased in ANE mode by up to 0.22.

The energy, represented by the square of the transmission and reflection
coefficients, can be seen to be reduced by the noise control device in active noise
reduction (ANR) mode between -1.5 and 8.5kHz and increased in active noise
enhancement (ANE) mode over the same bandwidth as compared to the off state.
These results are presented in Figure 1.

The noise control device was backed with a closed cell foam so that virtually all the
sound would be reflected from the noise control device. Figure 2 presents the changes
in echo reduction achieved with the system off and in both ANE and ANR modes. An
active noise reduction between 4 and I2dB was observed from 1.5 to 8kHz and an
enhancement of up to 4dB between 2 and 9.75kHz.

The time responses showing the incident and reflected signals with the system off
and in ANR mode are presented in Figure 3. The reflected pulse can be observed to be
reduced by more than 6dB with the system operating.

CON1CLUSIONS1

A noise control device has been manufactured using 0-3 piezocomposite material as
both the sensor and the v'zi.. Noise control has been demonstrated in both the tank
and the pulse tube. The echo reduction has been increased by up to 12dB from 1.5 to
8kHz in ANR mode i a the pulse tube.
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Abstract : The theoretical energy conversion under uniaxial stress
is studied. A theoretical model is based on an electrical
equivalent circuit of the whole system. The experimental results
are compared to the simulated ones which show anomalously high
electromechanical values (d. 3 , I ,T @:3 ) and losses (tgg)
during the impact.

I - INTRODUCTION

Physical phenomena occuring during a mechanoelectrical conversion
are complex due to the simultaneous occurence of high stresses,
high electric fields and resonant phenomena in the case of dynamic
compression. The purpose of this paper is to present the modeling
of a piezoelectric spark generator using classical mechanoelectri-
cal analogies. Some fundamental aspects of a dynamic compression
(pulsed stress generated by impact) are analysed. experimental
results are compared to the modeling and discussed.

II - ANALOG HOWLS AN FIGURES OF UMT

II-1 0guivalent circuit for length expander bar with parallel -

chanical stress

The piezoelectric element (area A-5.72.10"- mi, length 4-5 m) is
assumed to be excited only on a longitudinal mode (L>>Diamster).
One face of the bar is in contact with a base having an infinite
stiffness and mass and the mechanical force is applied to the
other face (Fig.la).

, v.

b.
a.

FIGURE 1 a The piezoelectric bar and its equivalent circuit.

[405J193
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The equivalent circuit for the bar is developed using the
motionnal equation and the piezoelectric equation E1], E2] with

the hypothesis of a constant electric field in the bar (Fig.lb)

FlFs and u2 ,u 1  are respectively the forces and particle veloci-
ties on each face,

Mechanical force (F) Electric current (1) is the
N - - i h

Electric voltage (V) Face velocity 6u)

transformer ratio. All these terms can he expressed as a function
of the usual piezoelectric and mechanical coefficients EI]

e *3 3 A A d 3 3

"C -- 8Z" P v° it A

Both terms of the mechanical section can be further simplified

near the fundamental resonance corresponding to 4 a - (vibration4
node on face 2). They are equivalent to first order with lumped
circuit values given by :

C1 a '3La a .
M2A2 2

The equivalent network of the piezoelectric bar working as a
mechanoelectrical converter is given in Figs.2a and 2b after
transforming the mechanical elements L, and C1  across the

electrical side.
LL C* C

F, :. jv

a. b.

FIGURE 2 : Equivalent networks a) with and b) without the
electromechanical transformer.

The low frequency capacitance is CLF - Cm + C. with CM a k2 CLP
where k is the dynamic coupling factor.

11-2 Figures of merit in short and open circuit

The dynamic compression is generally achieved by the impact of a
masi). So the resulting frequency of the stress will be the whole
systt. r isonance frequency.

Under short circuit cogiAitions the electric charges are li-

mited only by the mechanical resistance R. in series in the mo-

tionnal branch a.i under open circuit conditions, the voltage is
controlled by botr of the mechanical resistance R. and the elec-
trical resistance R. (Fiq 3).
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SL. C.

V 
R-

a N

S.b. C.

FIGURE 3 : Equivalent circuits for : a) General came ; b) Short
circuit at f. ; c) Open circuit at fP

At the resonance frequency fs (LOC. w: - 1) th. electric
charges in short circuit are given by : Q -c = Qd 3 3 Ft.

The classical figure of merit d., iL multiplied by the
mechanical quality factor Q. " Lw, /R,

At the resonance frequency fP the output voltage Vo is given
by

V C 1 j + tg1  8

S ks tgB + (l+tg' $)Q- 1

where tg$ - (Ro Cc0 p )- WQ LM ..P /RM

The classical figure of merit g., is multiplied by an
expression depending on the loss tangent tgS and the mechanical
quality factor Q .

II - 3 ELECTRICAL EQ1IVALENT CIRCUIT EXTEEDED TO TEO• SYSTES?

In industrial applications, the piezoelectric ceramic is inserted
into mechanical environments in order to hold it correctly on one
hand and to produce the impact on it on the other hand.

The mechanical pulse is achieved by a spring loaded hamr or
a falling steel ball striking an anvil located at the top of the
ceramic, the bottom being clamped (Fig.4a). Taking into account
these new mechanical parts constituting the high voltage generator
a complete equivalent circuit is established corresponding to the
mechanical equations at the two interfaces (Fig.4b) E3].
Anvil-falling ball interface : F = ml x - -kM (x-y)

Anvil-ceramic interface : F4- FM - km (x-y) - Mx - k. (x-y)

The initial conditions are given by the initial velocity V. - ý0
of the mass m. which transfers its kinetic energy to the system.

x(o) - y(o) = 0, x(o) MV 0 , C (0) -0
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. L, C, 1 :N

;b.

FIGURE 4 Equivalent circuit of the spark generator

Finally, the equivalent electrical circuit of Fig.4b is given
in Fig.S in which the losses are introduced.

,.CO

FIGURE S : Electrical equivalent circuit of the whole generator

III - THUOE ML NboIi

III - 1 AL3UO

Usual networks resolution methods yield a differential equation of
nth order in the general case (here n - 9) describing the evolu-
tion of the S signal with the time at the ends of the piezo bar

n

a d' S(t) (
i-i dti

where a, are a function of network parts.
Laplace transforms have been largely used in order to solve

the differential equation (1). A computer program solving an nth

order s-polynomial expression has been performed using the mathe-
matical tools supplied by the MATLAB environments. The final
solution S(t) then can be written as a finite sum of exponential
terms (2).
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n

8(t) M AI exp (rj .t) (2)
i-i

where A, are the ith rank coefficients of the exponential
A, are a function of network parts and initial conditions

T, are the ith rank roots.

III - 2 PANTICULAR ThUS t AIM t

The description of pulsed stream phenomena can be split into three
distinct time intervals.
a- from t-O to t-t, , the hammer applies a force onto both anvil
and ceramic. The electrical equivalent scheme is given Figure 5.

The force applied by the hammer to the anvil reaches a maxi-
mum value then decreases until 0 at t-t,. The solution S3 (t) is
given by (2).
b- From t-t. to t-tt , no force is now applied to the anvil but
the piezobar keeps on being stressed by the anvil within a decrea-
sing force. (Fig.6b). At t-tZ this force F. equals zero. In this
time interval, the solution 5(t) has the sam expression as rela-
tion (2) where only the indices are changed.
c- At t>t 2 , as hypothesis we take into account the fact that no
tensile forces can be applied to the piezo bar. This yields a
third electrical equivalent scheme given Fig.6c.

L LM C. R.L a C M R_

-€oI ' COT..V IV. [T rIC.~F R JV.

b. C.

FIGURE 6 : Equivalent schemes at : b) tltct 1  c) t~t1

The solution S(t) is expressed by (2) where only the indices are
changed again.
Note : Both open circuit and short circuit conditions can be simu-
lated, short circuit conditions just being the limit case of open
circuit conditions when R. 4 0.

IV - EZXPERIITAL RE4SULTS AND DI8CU8SIOU

The pulsed stress is performed by a 21.6 g steel ball falling
from a 33 cm height on the anvil . The open and short circuit cha-
racteristics are recorded by a digitizing oscilloscope and loaded
by the computer. The fine adjustment of time and amplitude parame-
ters constituting the equivalent electrical scheme yields both ex-
perimental characteristics. Fig.7 shows the accuracy of the
simulation.
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0. OPEN CIRCUIT VOLTACE Sasp•le I SHORT CIRCUIT CURRENT S&MIG 9 12l 0 .01 l~ % 1 1 1
'a0-Experiment

0.5S

0 -i 0
0,5 0

00.? 0,4 0,6 0.6 1 1 .2 i .. 0,6 1 1.2 1. , .0,

TIME (S) TinE (s)

FIGURE 7 : Experimental and simulated characteristics

The mechanical and piezoelectric coefficients values measured at
low level (LL) following the IEEE standards [43 are compared to
those obtained by the simulation (HL). For samples # 1 and # 2,
the results are given in table 1. It shows that the real part of
T is largely increased as well as the loss tangent tgS. Moreover

the ratio d3 2 (HL)/d 3 (LL) may be greater than 2 and non lineari-

ties on the 533 coefficient are observed. By the same time, the
increase of the coupling factor is less in the case of sample # 1.

In terms of open circuit voltage Vo, available total charges
Q and energy W, it seems that large non linearities would yield
larger values of Q and W. However the voltage Vo is limited by the
large increase of the loss tangent.

d 7CN d d a tg8 tg8 eSs:
d33  pc/N d 3 3 d33  33r 33r k 3 3  33  %

s:3 : 10"12m2/N LL HL LL HL LL HL LL HL LL HL

Sample #1 245 410 930 2418 0.67 0.69 0.7 16.6 16.1 16
Sample #2 210 5501 714 1928 0.67 0.83 0.65 9.47 15.6 29.6

TABLE 1 : Mechanical and piezoelectric coefficients at low and
high levels

CONCLUSION
Using an analog model the experimental behaviour of a piezoceramic
subjected to a resonant uniaxial stress is fully described. It is
confirmed that both of the mechanical and piezoelectric coeffi-
cients and the loss tangent present very high values during the
compression.

1 W.P. MASON, Physical Acoustics, Vol.1, Part A (1964)
2 P. GONNARD, P. CHAMP, L. ZYRAUD, Power Sonic and Ultrasonic

Transducer Design, 25-40, Springer Verlag (1988)
3 H. OHANESSIAN, ThAse, LYON, France, N°89-ISAL 0020, 1989
4 IEEE Standards on piezoelectricity, ANSI/IEEE Std 176-1978
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LOW SIGNAL ANALYSIS OF PIZOELECTRIC TRANSFORMERS

R. PEREZ, L. BENADERO, A. ALBAREDA, M. TRESANCHRZ, J. A. GORRI and
J.L. VILLAR
Dept. Fisica Aplicada. E.T.S.E.T. Barcelona . U.P.C.
J. Girona Salgado s/n. 08034 BARCELONA (SPAIN)

Abstract

The transmission matrix, that depends on frequency, has been proved to
be useful to characterize piezoelectric transformers behaviour at low
signal. It shows at which frequency the device Is able to step up the
voltage and which parameters describe Its behaviour, taking into account
not only the voltage but also the output current.

In order to compare their performances, these parameters were measured
or computed for ceramic disc-shaped transformers, working In their first
or higher modes, and also for plate-shaped ones. Parameters Go and Z
allow an analysis of the suitability of a device for each application,
depending on Input-output impedance and voltage gain required.

An analysis of the validity boundaries of this model has been made,
taking Into account that mechanical quality Q falls down when stress and
temperature increase.

INTRODUCTION

Some types of the piezoelectric transformer have been proposed x'. The basic

aim of them was a higher voltage gain, not taking into account the load

current capability.

In this paper we propose the transformer analysis considering equally

both aspects. The use of the transmission matrix in order to describe linear
6behaviour has been proposed In a previous paper

In contrast to resonators, these bi-port devices have four characteris-

tic frequencies for each mode, instead of two. Each coefficient of the

transmission matrix becomes equal to zero at a different characteristic

frequency.

CHARACTERISTIC PARAMETERS

Maximum gain of the transformer corresponds to the frequency fA' at which

the coefficient A, of the transmission matrix, takes Its minimum value,

specifically the real part of A Is null and the imaginary one Is nearly

constant. This situation corresponds to resonance when the primary is shor-

ted and the secondary open.

[411..99
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Close to f coefficients B and C are almost purely Imaginary and they

obey the relationship B.C - -1. We define mean Impedance Z as the reciprocal

of the transadmittance modulus at frequency fA , Z 1 i/J.C.

If Z is the generator output impedance and Y is the load admittance,g 1

the voltage gain G - V /9, defined as the ratio between the output voltage

and the e.m.f. of the generator is:

i/G = A + B'Y + C-Z + D'Z "Y
1 g g 1

In the most advantageous case In which Z = 0 and Y = 0. we have:9 I

- Maximum gain G0 - l/= Ainj

Input Impedance Zin = n
- Output impedance Zout - Z.G

The bandwidth Af Is the allowed deviation from f without losing theA

gain. Reactive component of Y and Z can be compensated by properly shif-I g

ting the frequency.

Coefficient D, reciprocal of the current gain, ought to be small

IDj<<G0 in order to Increase the range of load impedances.

In order to decide the best electrode arrangement, all these parameters

can be obtained by numeric calculation using a simplified model. Here It is

assumed that the device is infinitely thin. The wave function is the super-

position of the two functions that we would obtain shorting the primary or

the secondary respectively. For both functions, primary and secondary char-

ges are calculated, which furnishes us the admittance matrix.

(X)MPARATIVE ANALYSIS AMONG DIFFERENT TYPES OF TRANSFORMERS

In order to compare them, we may represent each device as a point in a

log(G )-log(Z) plot that also gives us ZIn and Zout directly (see Figure 1).

The parameters G and Z must be related with the kind of transformer, the

characteristics of the material it is made with, the sizes and electrode

arrangement.

-Material characteristics:

G depends on Q (mechanical quality factor)

and on k2 (electromechanical coupling coeficient)

Z depends on c-1 (electrical pernitivity)

and on c"1/ 2 (elastic coeficient)
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-Sizes: (it depends on type of transformer)

For the Rosen-Jaffe transformer 1 :

G depends on the ratio L/t (length / thickness)
0

Z depends on the ratio L/w (length / width)

For a disc-shaped transformer working on its radial mode:

G does not depend on size0

Z depends on the ratio t/D (thickness / diameter)

and on the working mode.

-Electrode arrangement:

Both parameters depends on them, but the relation Is not easy.

Numerical calculation must be done in order to decide the

best arrangement.

Different transformers, with extremes sizes within each type of trans-

former, are described in the figure 1. Radial modes in disc shaped trans-

formers have been included, working in fundamental, first and second over-

tones. as will be described later. In all cases PXE41 material has been

used, because of its good quality factor.

@4

0 • . . . .. . . . . . ,. .

20g 30

Co

00

wing devices:
ROSEN-JArrE RADIAL lit MODE RADIAL 2on MODE RADIAL 3rd MODE

t L w t D t 0 t D

A31 '50mm mm I E2) T I 5mm 3mm "" mI m-I /)l I IA m E~m 2Ia 3a 5am ! 3a 5 L 3am 50amn

B3 I 50 5 F2 ) 1 50 J I 50 M2 ) I so
C') 10 50 25 G2) 12 50 K2) 1 10 N2 ) 1 16
D3l 4 2 H2) 1 4

1) Measured experimentally
2) Calculated from measures over similar transformers

3) Calculated theoretically from the model.
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USING HIGHER MODES IN A DISC TRANSFORMER

Mean impedance Z must be decreased when higher current Is required. This can

be obtained by increasing diameter/thickness ratio or by using higher over-

tones, due to their higher working frequencies. The decrease of Z in these

cases can be appreciated in the G -Z representation (see Figure 1).
0

Design of electrode arrangement must take into account the presence of

nodal lines which are characteristic of the higher overtones. Figure 2 re-

presents stress field as a function of the radius for the second overtone.

The primary electrodes must be split in accord with that line, and electric

Interconnection between the two zones must be inverted.

T

0 R r

Figure 2: plot of stress T r+T versus the radius r, and electrode arrange-

ment for the second overtone In a radial transformer.

In the Figure 2 the central zone is completely occupied by the seconda-

ry. This assignation is more adequate because stress is higher in that zone.

The stress is weaker near the nodal line, so a reduction in secondary elec-

trode extension could be convenient in order to maximize voltage gain. In

this case, the rest of the Internal zone could be used also as a primary.

The order of the mode is limited by the fact that wavelength must be

rather higher than device-thickness.

NON LINEAR BEHAVIOUR

In order to obtain a high voltage between secondary electrodes it is Inten-

ded to have an amplitude of stress T as great as possible. So, it will be

strong enough to produce non-linear effects. Then, the behaviour of a trans-

former can be described by the preceding linear analysis only as a first

order approximation
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Moreover, power dissipation can notably increase the temperature of the

ceramic. Both facts will decrease the mechanical quality factor Q, decrea-

sing the gain G . Furthermore, they modify the elastic constants, shifting
a

the optimum working frequency.

Stress strong enough to depolarize the ceramic must never be applied,

but the reasonable limit of T becomes from the stress dependence of Q.

Taking into account that E2 is proportional to E .Q(T). the relation between

E ( T/Q(T) )and E ( a T )can be obtained, as it is shown in Figure 3.1 2

a) b)

Q El

1s TWOPa) 1ee E2 (U/mm)

FIGURE 3: a) Stress dependence of mechanical qual'ty factor Q.
b) Dependence between the electric fields In the primary and
the secondary, EI and E2.

It can be seen that E cannot be higher than a saturation value Es In

spite of the increase of E . If a device must keep a high gain and low

dissipation power, the field E2 must be lower than Es.

Es is a characteristic value of the material, so the highest output

voltage is proportional to the distance between the secondary electrodes

(the thickness for the radial transformer).

The rate of heat generation is proportional to T9/Q(T), so it can be

strongly increased by a rise of stress T. The resulting temperature increase

Ae will produce an additional decrease of Q. Since AS depends also on the

external thermal conductivity, which is weak due to mechanical uncoupling of

the device, the time needed to reach thermal stability is often long (i0

minutes for a 3 mm. thickness device).
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According to that, two kinds of analysis must be done: the first one

can be applied just after turning on the transformer, when only a stress-

dependence of Q must be considered, and the second one must be applied at

the steady state, when the temperature effect is also important.

The working frequency shifting, due to the dependence c(T), force us to

use the transformer also as an oscillator. To serve this function, a third

pair of electrodes may be useful to feedback the oscillator circuit. The

dependence of the frequency with the amplitude makes unstable the optimum

point, leading to a frequency where performances are slightly worse than the

optima.

CONCLUSIONS

In the design of a piezoelectric transformer, it must be taken into account

the following facts:

The most appropriate working frequency In order to increase voltage, Is

f which corresponds to the resonant frequency when the primary Is shorted

and the secondary is open.

Linear behaviour is mainly characterized by the parameters G and Z,0

and also by Af and D.

Radial transformers are adequate If the required gain is not too high.

Output current can be increased using higher overtones.

Linear analysis cannot give the working boundaries of the device. Maxi-

mum output voltage depends on the distance between secondary electrodes and

on the function Q(T), characteristic of the material.

Heat dissipation must be considered in devices continuously working. It

will determine the working temperature and the value of Q.
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Abstract
The resonance method allows the determination of different
elastic, dielectric, and piezoelectric constants of the
material using an adequately shaped sample. The accuracy of
the relationships between the measured electrical Input
impedance quantities and the material constants Is of capital

importance. In the International Standards 1- these relations,
and consequently the derived formulas, are based either on the
exact one-dimensional expression of the input impedance of an
ideal lossless resonator, or on the simplified (Butterworth-Van
Dyke) equivalent circuit. In this paper, the accuracy of
equations frequently used gor the measurement of the longitudinal
acoustic velocity, v ,the thickness electromechanical

coupling coefficient, k ,and the mechanical quality factor, Qt a

are analyzed. The exact one-dimensional model of a thickness
expander piezoelectric resonator,with a rigorous account of the
internal mechanical losses, Is taken as a reference.

INTRODUCTION.

Disk shaped piezoelectric ceramics and composite piezoelectric

materials play an important role In the development of transducer

devices. The material constants of the piezoelectric resonator and the
9 3

'effective' material parameters of the composites (considered as a

new homogeneous piezoelectric material) are a key in the global

performance of the transducers. Some of these relevant constants and

parameters, can be obtained from the measurement of the electrical

Input Impedance of a material sample using an impedance analyzer.

Formulas relating the measured impedance quantities to the material

constants and parameters, are derived from the analytical expression

of the electrical input Impedance of a vibration mode assuming

different approximations.

In this work, the expression of the electrical input impedance of the
4

lossy piezoelectric resonator , shown in the Apendix (Eq. (Al)), Is

[417Y105
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taken as a reference In the analysis of the accuracy of

well-known characterization formulas. This expression is exact under

the following assumptions: linear theory of piezoelectricity,

one-dimensional mode of vibration and negligible dielectric and

piezoelectric losses. The complex propagation wave number (y /d) and

the complex electromechanical coupling coefficient kt account for the

mechanical losses. In the particular case of tan a - 0, equation (Ai)

reduces to the well-known expression for the ideal lossless
5

thickness piezoelectric resonator

The procedure used to analyze the accuracy of some frequently used

characterization formula, is as follows:

a) Assumed values of the parameters kt, Q o ,and f a v D / 2d,

are used to generate Impedance data using Eq.(Ai). These assumed

values are the "Input" or "exact" parameters.

b) The conventional material characterization formula are applied to

the previously generated Impedance data in order to calculate the
"approximate" values of the parameters.

c) The comparison between the "approximate" and the "Input"

parameters gives the accuracy of the characterization formula.

d) The percent of the relative error, with respect to the initial

"input" parameters Is taken as a figure of merit, defined as:

%( .) - 100 ("true" value - "approximate" value) / "true" value.

A similar procedure ,for the analysis of the accuracy of some

relationships between resonator parameters and Impedance quantities,
6 7

has been previously used by Martin6 and Shlbayama , taking as a

reference the expression of the input Impedance of the simplified

(Butterworth-Van Dyke) RLC equivalent circuit. It has also been used
8to test the accuracy in the determination of radial mode constants

In the following, an attenuation coefficient directly proportional to

the frequency, and consequently a mechanical loss tangent Independent

of frequency Is assumed. The case of small values of k and Q Is

specially considered.

MEASUREMENT OF v AND k
t t

In the International Standards 1-2 the equations for the measurement of
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the wave velocity vD , and the electromechanical coupling coefficient

kt *are both derived from the expression of the Input Impedance of an

ideal lossless resonator.

When the dissipative terms are null (tan 8 = 0 ,in Eq. (Al)). there

are only two single frequencies of interest around each resonance,

which correspond to the admittance and Impedance maxima (fI and f2

respectively). The following conventional equations are obtained from

zIn(fI) - 0 and YIn(f )2= 0 after the substitution of f for f and

f for f
p

v' - 2 f d (1)
t p

If (f -f )

k 2  u tan P (2)2f Zf
P 

P

being f the frequency of the maximum input resistance and f thep a
frequency of the maximum input conductance.

0.5 -

0
0 20 40 60 80 100

0m
FIGURE 1. Percent error X(vt) as function of Q

t

Figure 1 shows the percent error %(f ) when using Eq.(1) for the
Ddetermination of v, . This error depends only on the discrepancy

between fp and f2 , since the possible inaccuracy in the measurement

of the thickness d is not considered In this analysis. The percent

error , increasing with the mechanical losses, is less than 1.5% In

the extreme case of Q - 3. In addition the error Is independent of

kt.The deternination of fp from high overtone resonances Is sometimes
recommende• 3 being vD - 2 f(a) d / m , with a - 3,5,7 The percent

error in fp (and therefore in vt ) when using the overtone in5 is
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2.5X for % - 3 .The good accuracy of Eq. (1) can be noticed.

Figures 2.a and 2.b show the percent error X(kt ) when using Eq. (2)

for the determination of the electromechanical coupling coefficient.

The percent error Is function of both k and Q "input* constants. A

strong increase of the error in the case of high mechanical losses and

low coupling coefficient can be noticed (52X when kt 0.3 and Q - 3).

However, for a normal PZT ceramic material (i.e., k - 0.5. Q - 100)t. a

the error Is completely negligible (0.038%). In the case of a typical

ceramic-polymer composite (i.e., k - 0.7 and Q -20 ) the error O.16X

,is also very low.
"40 70 30 .

250

20~ 
40

30 30
5 15

10 - -20 -

1 015 10

0 5 10 15 20 0.2 0.2 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7

Om Kt

FIGURE 2. Percent error X(kt ) as function of the input

parameters. a) kt - 0.5 ; b) % Q 3 .

A frequency sweep with 1900 data points, In the frequency interval

(0.7f2 - i.Olf2 ) has been used In the computation of the percent

errors previously presented. The same frequency sweep will be used In

the following.

IEASJRDENEW OF Q

The mechanical quality factor Q is a parameter of key importance for

the piezoceramics characterization and, consequently, for the design

of ultrasonic transducers.. The accuracy of the following expressions

Is analyzed In this paper:

Q = f2 / (2 X f :Z : CT (f f )) (3)p 0 p S

Q - f / Af (4)

... .. ...
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where :Z : is the minimum of the impedance module at the fundamental

resonance, Co is the free capacitance, and Af Is the bandwidth at

half of the maximum input conductance. Eq. (3) 1s the expression for
proposed by the (1961) IRE Standards on Piezoelectric Crystals 2

Eq.(4) corresponds to the ratio of the frequency f to the power

bandwidth 1,9

Figures 3.a and 3.b show the percent errors X(Q ) In the determination

of the mechanical quality factor % when using Eq. (3). C has been0

determined from the computed input reactance at 1kHz.Figures 3.c and

3.d show the percent error in the determination of Q with Eq. (4).

After the determination of f ,the frequency intervals (O.5f 2-f ).

and (f -1.5f 21) with 1900 data points in each case, have been used for

the determination of the half bandwidth frequencies.

60 50
(a) (C)

40 40 (

530 1
0 2

2
0-2

-40 - 10

-60 , 0
0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8

Kt Kt

40 b) 47

20 46

0 45

~-202 
4044

-40

-60Ot4

-00 42

-1200- 41300 0 40 60 Go too 0 20 40 60 N0 !no
Om OM

FIGURE 3. Percent error %(Q ) as function of the input

parameters. ; a) Eq. (3) and Q = 20 ; b) Eq.(3) and k= 0.5

c) Eq. (4) and Qa = 100 ; d) Eq. (4) and kt = 0.7 .

A notable inaccuracy of the two characterization formula can be

noticed. In the two cases, the percent error increases strongly for
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materials with high electromechanical coupling coefficients. For a

typical ceramic-polymer composite (i.e., k - 0.7 and Q - 20) the

percent error is 45.4X with Eq.(3) and 46.2% with Eq. (4).

APPENDIX.

The electrical input Impedance of a thickness extensional piezoelectric

resonator, including the internal mechanical losses4 is given by:

1. tan (1 /2)

in( (W- (k- ta ( (Al)
J (7* /2)

where:

"k /( I + j tan 8)1 /2  (1 *J tan 8 1/2

t t

D VD D* 1/2

tan I/Q Im(c}D /Re(c3)
U U33 33

and where C is the clamped capacitance, d is the thickness of the

piezoelectric disk, k the electromechanical coupling coefficient, 0

the mechanical quality factor, vD the sound velocity, (c 33 ) thet 3

complex elastic stiffened constant, and p the density of the material.
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Abstract We describe a new method for determining the real and
imaginary parts of the material constants of piezoelectric
resonators. Our method is applicable to any of the common
resonator geometries, it is non-iterative and its accuracy is
comparable to that of other methods which are currently in use.

INTRODUCTION

The recent past has seen the introduction of new lossy piezoelectric
materials such as ceramic-polymer composites. The proper calculation
of the transducer transfer function of such materials requires the
determination of both the real and imaginary compbnents of the
material constants. The IEEE standard' on Piezoelectricity gives the
standard methods for measuring the material constants from the
electrical resonance curves, but these methods are of limited value in
determining the imaginary parts of the constants. Smits2 has
described an alternative method using an iterative* technique to
determine the complex material constants. This method is normally
very accurate and useful in research work. However, it requires the
udicious choice of three admittance or impedance data points and this
ecomes tedious when a large number of samples need to be evaluated.

Besides, around resonance, the low sample impedances may overload the
voltage source and distort the impedance data thus reducing the
accuracy of the measurements. Holland4  has shown how the
piezoelectric phase angle may be found by analysing the real parts of
the material constants obtained by using the methods of the IEEE
standard' or by applying the results of the gain-bandwidths method to
a Taylor's series expansion of the resonance equation. However, once
again the data has to be judiciously chosen and a complex equation has
to be solved so that the method is rather cumbersome to use.

In this paper we present a simpler technique to determine the
complex material constants for a piezoelectric resonator. Our
technique is easy to use and it only requires frequency data around
resonance and admittance or impedance data away from resonance.
Besides, the method only requires data at certain critical frequencies
and does not involve the experimenter in making a suitable choice of
data points. In an earlier paper we have reported on the application
of this method to the particular case of radial mode resonances.

[423)/1l1
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KTruOD

We illustrate our method by considering the thickness mode resonance
of a plate resonator of thickness t and electrode area A. The
impedance of the plate is given byl

Z(M) = (t/iW(5 A)[l - k v t/4f '(

where Es is the clamped permittivity, kt is the electromechanical
33

coupling constant for the thickness mode and fp is the parallel
resonance frequency. We define the parallel and series resonance
frequencies, fp and fs, as the frequencies which correspond to maxima
in the real parts of uZ(w) and Y(w)/v respectively, and not in the
real parts of Z(v) and Y(w) as in the IEEE method. Our
definitions are mathematically more correct since fp, for example, is
the frequency at which the expression in square brackets in (1) has a
maximum in its real part. The difference between the two definitions
is only significant for materials with a low mechanical Q which is
defined as the ratio of the real part of the elastic constant to its
imaginary part. Land et a17 have shown that the bandwidth at
resonance, defined as the frequency of maximum reactance minus the
frequency of minimum reactance, is related to the mechanical Q of a
resonator. Vhile the IEEE method uses critical frequencies from the
real impedance and admittance data, we have used Land et al's result
to define frequencies, with complex arguments, which combine the
critical frequencies from both the real and imaginary parts of the
impedance and admittance spectra. Thus, the first series, the second
series and the first parallel resonance frequencies are respectively
defined by

f P tP f -V 2
= f[ -f -1/2 41/ (2)

[ i # VI] -V2, (

- 2f] , (4)

where all the particular frequencies are shown in Figure 1.
The complex elastic stiffness is then given by

cD3  4p(fl) 2 t2/n, (5)
where n has the values 1, 3 or 5 for the first, the second or the
third resonance respectively. The complex value of the thickness mode
electromechanical coupling constant, kt, may be evaluated in one of
two ways. The first way is to follow the IEEE standardt but replace
fp and fs with 11 and fJ respectively, which gives

k2 _ r :istnr fp fall2 tan ft (6)

where the tan function may be evaluated using the identity
tan(a+ib) = (sin2a + isinh2b)/(cos2a + cosh2b).

Alternatively, kt may be determined using the technique suggested by
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4/w .X
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FIGMR 1. The critical frequencies determined from the modified
admittance and impedance locus diagrams which are plots of
D(m)/& vs. G(u)/u and of vI(u) vs. wR(m).

Onoe et all who have presented a numerical table of the coupling
constant k as a function of the ratio of the second series resonance
frequency to the first series resonance frequency. We have used a
least squares technique to fit their table to a polynomial of the form

k2 = ao+L+aN+ N +a- +asr, rs2 ral rs' rf

5 5 5

= 1 a.(r.)u = Xan(rs)' cos(nG) -i an(rs)" sin(nf), (7)

nGO 0 0

where rs = f! / fi is a complex series frequency ratio with m
representing the order of the resonance. The values of the
coefficients are shown in Table I. In the range 0 < k < 0.8 the
polynomial fits are valid to within an average error of 0.014% and the
fit has been illustrated in an earlier publication'. Onoe et al's
method and, hence, the above polynomial are applicable to the length
extensional and the thickness shear modes in addition to the thickness
extensional mode under discussion here. Table II shows the
relationship between the coupling coefficients in each resonance
geometry and the k given in Equation (7). In the thickness mode of
materials with large kt, sideband resonances are common and these
cause a shift in the critical frequencies which introduces a

TABLE I. Coefficients for the polynomial in equation (7).

f2 fl/f fdf/f
fs/fs

ao 2.6027556 1.3600551 1.2470973
a, -30.879689 -11.956448 -11.627842
a2 231.71003 140.14918 180.95922
a3 -925.12604 -1085.1453 -2121.5036
a4 1800.5885 3674.9833 10130.643
as -1463.0141 -5542.2805 -22071.221
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TABLE II. Formulae for calculating the elastic and electromechanical
coupling coefficients for the various resonance geometries.

Thickness Extensional

D 2 2 ri

Length Extensional

53= k33 = 'r tanD= 1 k2  = 2 p

4p1 2f2 p

Length Thickness Extensional

E 1ks, Tf I (fu -fs)8111 -p~j = 2F '1 tan 1 *1
4p11 1-k3 . f.

Thickness Shear

D~=pf k2  2[2 ~j 1
C55 4p212 k= k 15 = fttan .fp fpi

significant error in the argument of the tan function in Equation
(6)and hence an error in the value of k = kt obtained by using the
LEE equation, and so in this case the technique of Onoe et al is the

more accurate one. For materials with low kt, the sideband resonances
are insignificant and in this case the IEEE equations are adequate
when k is small. Onoe et al have found that their method is suitable
for the thickness shear mode and the thickness mode provided that the
length or diameter of the specimen is at least 10 times its thickness.
Table II shows all the equations required to find k by the IEEE method
as well as by using Onoe et al's technique.

With kt and fi known, the clamped permittivity es may be found33

by choosing one impedance data point Z(u) and rearranging Equation (1)
to give

ES = (t/iUAZ(m))[1 - k2 tan(u/4.I)I (8)

While there is no particular criterion for choosing the data point
Z(v), it is advisable. to avoid choosing a point near resonance where
small errors can get magnified in the analysis; we suggest choosing
the point at a frequency f = (n+l)fp so that it is between the
fundamental and the second resonance and so that the mode coupling
between the free and the clamped boundary conditions is complete and
the data is that of a clamped resonator.

The piezoelectric constant is given by'

e = kt(c DeS )V. (9)
33e33 33

SPECIAL CASES

For materials which exhibit a strong dielectric dispersion, such as
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polyvinylidene difluoride or some ceramic-polymer composites, the
value obtained for is at f = (n+l)fp will be different from the value

33
of is at resonance. To ensure that material constants are evaluated

33
at the same frequency, we suggest that, for these materials, the real
part of is derived at f =(n+l)fp be adjusted to give the best fit to

33
the imaginary data B(m) around resonance and that the imaginary part
of Es be adjusted to give the best fit to G(w). Alternatively,

33
equations (6) and (8) can be used to find the clamped complex
permittivity es:(&) as a function of frequency.

As we have mentioned earlier, Equations (5) and (6) were derived
from the piezoelectric-elastic term in brackets in equation (1) and
their derivation assumed that is is real, since a complex is shifts

33 33
the critical frequencies. For materials with low kt (kt < 0.3), the
seperation between the series and parallel resonance frequencies is
small and the shifts due to a complex is may introduce significant

33
Derrors in the calculated values of c33 ati kt. We have found that if

kg is low, or if the imaginary component of is is large, then a
33

second set of critical frequencies must be determined. The value of
Es found from the first set of critical frequencies, is used toi33'

offset the shift in critical frequencies by determining the new sets
of critical frequencies (fp, fp 2 , fP from plots of X'(i) vs.

RI'(m) and (f., f-,V2' f #) from pyots oV'B'(w) vs. G'(w) with the new

impedance and admittance functions being defined as

G'(w) = (G(o)is' - B()") / g(((5)2 + (:")2),
33 33 33 3

B,(,) = ((w)es" B(•)(s ) +x( ,,

z. (,) = ('(,) x, , (10)

X'(m) = (R(u)es" + X(u)es-')w
3 3 3 3

Z'(u) = R'(m) + il'(w)

Y'(,) = G'(,) + iB'(,)

In the above equations, I(u), X(u), G(u) and B(u) are the measured
resistance, reactance, conductance and susceptance respectively, while
es, and es, are the real and imaginary parts of is which has been

33 33 33
determined earlier. The calculation follows the method outlined

previously: fp is calculated from a plot of I"(u) vs.R" (u), fl, and fs
are calculated from a plot of B'(u) vs. G'(w) and these lead to new

values of c33, kt, is and e3 3.
33
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Finally, we note that when kt and q are both low, the seperation
between fp and fs is again small while fp and f. can only be measured
to an accuracy determined by q. So the larger error in fP-f$ will
produce a larger error in the calculated value of kt.

EVALUATION OF OUR METHOD

We have evaluated our method as follows. We have used the known
material constants of a niobium doped lead zirconate titanate (PZT),
taken from JaffelO, with the imaginary part of the piezoelectric
constant assumed to be e" = -0.02 el , to generate the impedance and

33 33
admittance spectra and we have then used our technique to determine
the material constants from these spectra for final comparison with
the original values. We have done this assuming two different sets of
values for q and for kt to check the accuracy under differing
conditions. We have also applied our method to determine the material
constants of a 1-3 ceramic-polymer composite and we have compared the
results with those obtained by using Smits' technique.

Case 1: Q = 50 and k, = 0.4807(1 - 0.02i)
In this case the dielectric dissipation is low enough and kt is hi gh
enough for the critical frequencies to be found directly from Y(w)/P
and wZ(w) and we have used the polynomial form of Equation (7) to find
kt. Our results are compared to the input values of the material
constants in Table III and we note that the largest error of 0.27
occurs for the piezoelectric constant and the coupling constant.

TABLE III. Comparision between the input material.constants
and the values derived by our method.

Material Input Calculated Error %
Constant Value Value from Real Imag

Y(w)/w and wZ(w) part part

it 0.4807(1-0.02i) 0.4818(1-0.02002i) 0.2 0.2

c3 3 (1O-'N/m2 ) 1.47(1+0.02i) 1.469(1+0.02000i) 0.04 0.04

Cs (109F/m) 7.345(1-0.02i) 7.349(1-0.01999i) 0.05 0.01
33
e 33(C/M2) 15.8(1-0.02i) 15.84(1-0.01999i) 0.2 0.2

Case 2: Q = 10 and k, = 0.04788(1-0.05990i)

In this case kt is low and the small Q implies that e' has a
33

significant imaginary component. As explained earlier, this requires
the determination of a second set of critical frequencies using the
set of Equations (10), and the results obtained by using this method
are shown in Table IV. The maximum error of 2.1% is to be found for
the imaginary component of the piezoelectric constant e33 and it
should be noted that, for real materials with such low values of Q and
kt, it is unlikely that the material constants could be determined to
such a precision due to the limited accuracies to which the critical
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frequencies could be measured. It should also be noted that had the
calculations been carried out directly with the first set of critical
frequencies, determined from Y(w)/w and wZg(), the errors in the real
parts of kt and e33 would be as large as 46% and their imaginary parts
would have even larger errors; however such a calculation would have

TABLE IV. Comparision between the input material constants
and the values derived by our method.

Material Input Calculated Error %
Constant Value Value from Real Imag.

Y'(u) and Z'(w) part part

kt 0.04788(1-0.05990i)0.04879(1-0.05934i) 1.9 1.0
Dc3 3(1O-1N/m 2 ) 1.47(1+0.10i) 1.454(1+0.10026i) 1.1 0.8

CS (10 9F/m) 7.345(1-0.02i) 7.359(1-0.01981i) <0.01 0.0133

e33 (C/n 2) 1.58(1-0.02i) 1.601(1-0.01932i) 1.4 2.1

D

given reasonable values of c33 and et . Thus our use of the second
33

set of critical frequencies yields much better results.

Case 3: 1-3 ceramic--polymer composite
We have used our technique to determiBe the material constants of a
1-3 connectivity ceramic-polymer composite with lead zirconate
titanate (PZT) as the ceramic material. Table V shows the data

TABLE V. Measured data for the 1-3 PZT-polymer specimen.

Diameter D = 0.03143 m. Thickness t = 0.00203 m.
Density p 4170 kg/M3  Z(3 MHz) = 2.27 + 29.34i ohms

Resonance f (kHz) f tV2(knz) f -V2(kHz)

First series 698.2 663.1 723.6
First parallel 895.4 878.8 911.3

TABLE VI. Material constants for the 1-3 composite calculated

by our method and by Suits' technique.

Material Constant Our method Smits' method

kt 0.6670(1 - 0.03516) 0.6681(1 - 0.08232i)
DC33(10O-0N/M 2) 5.49(1 + 0.0363i) 5.503(1 + 0.0370i)
CS (10SF/u) 5.336(1 - 0.0582i) 5.096(1 - 0.163i)

33
e33(C/M2) 11.4(1 - 0.0455i) 11.2(1 - 0.145i)
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measured by us for this specimen. Since the impedance spectrum was
clean and since there was no evidence of coupling to the lower modes,
we have used Equation (6) to determine kt. The material constants
obtained by the use of our method are shown in Table VI which also
gives the values of the same constants obtained by using Smits'
technique. Figure 2 shows the fit to the impedance data given by our
method as well as by Smits' method; both methods give very good fits
and their curves overlap for the most part. However, Smits' method
gave different material constants depending on the data points that

1000

0 data

800 - Slifits
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600 methodS600

0
400

200

0 -

1000000 1500000
frequency (l1z)

400

0 data.

200 S-inits

this
l 0method,

0

-200x

-400

0

-600
1000000 1500000

frequency (11z)

FIGURE 2. Impedance data points for a 1-3 PZT-polymer composite
compared with curves derived from the material constants
calculated by our method and by Smits' method.
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were used in the calculation; in particular, the imaginary parts of

kt, e3 3, and tS changed appreciably depending on the data points used
33

even though the fit remained good.
The three cases which we have evaluated show that our

non-iterative method gives unique values of the complex material
constants with an accuracy that is comparable to other methods
currently in use.
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Application of Plezoelectric Actuator to Buff-Free Blanking
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Abstract A high power, multilayer piezoelectric ceramic actuator has been
developed and has been appled to burr-free blanking of thin foa using the
reciprocating blanking method. A ternary system, Pb(Ni,,NbM)O3-PbZrO3-PbTiO3,
was selected for piezoelectric ceramics prepared using the conventional method.
The following results were obtained from this study.
(1) The maxinum force and displacement of the actuator (D=35mm) induced by
an applied voltage of 400V were 2.8x10WN and 50Cim respectively.
(2) It was possible to blank foil 13 - 80pom thick using piezoelectric ceramic
actuators with this method, and obtain burr-free edges.
As a result, it was confirmed that burr-free blanking of thin foil can be done
with a multilayer piezoelectric ceramic actuator.

INTRODUCTlON

The blanking process includes intrinsic problems of shear drop and burrs generated
during th shearing process. Many efforts'6 have been made particularly to suppress
or remove burrs, which have greatly influenced product reliability. Few reports, however.
seem to have been made on burr-free blanking or blanking equipment for foil less than
IOCzm thick.

To achieve bunf-free precision blanking of very thin metal foil (IO(/,m or less)
with the reciprocating blanking method developed by Madae. the authors have
developed a new system of blanking equipment which directly uses the force induced
by the electric field of piezoelectric ceramics as a shearing force and controls the
punch position with micron-level precision through generated strain.

Reciprocating blanking deforms foil to a certain extent with the first-process
punch and die; then does so again in reverse with the second-process punch and die.
When the proper penetration depth is obtained with the first-proess punch, the shear
drop remains on both sides of the sheared surface and no burr is generated. In this
process for thin foil, stroke control at the micron level during first-process punch is
essential.

This paper introduces the construction of the actuator and this new blanking
equipment and reports test results obtained for blanking of 13-80um stainless steel foil.

[433]/121
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CONSTRUCTION OF THE ACTUATOR AND EOUIPMINT

Piezoletric kmamics

A ternary system. O.5Pb(NANbd)O3-0.15PbZrO3-0.35PbT4O with perovskite stucture,
was selected for the piezoelectric ceramics, because it generates a fairly lag field
induced strain. They were prepared using the conventional method7 in which the
microstructure of the ceramics was controlled. The properties of the piezoelectric
ceramics are shown in Table I.

Table I Properties of piezoelectric ceramics

Coupling factor 0.60
Relative dielectric const. 5700 (at room temp.)
Mechanical quality factor 70
Piezoelectric const. d=(10-12nWv) 650

d31(10 Vrr) -280d= (lO-'=m/v -2
Young's modulus Y.E(101ON/m2) 6.8
Poisson's ratio 0.34
Curie temp. (C) 130
Density (103kg/mi) 8.0

Multilayer pimzoflectric a-uator
The multilayer piezoelectric actuator consists of 101 piezoelectric ceramic disks 0.7mm
in thickness and 20 - 60mm in diameter, and internal Ag paste electrodes aiternately
arranged and insulated by small gaps filled with epoxy resin and electrically connected
in parallel with an external electrode. The actuator makes use of strain in the thickness
direction induced by an electric field in the piezoelectric ceramics. Figure 2 shows the
construction and appearance of the actuators which we have developed.

Inactive layer

Insulator

Internal electrode

External electrode -
Active
layer< C

External insulation
Lead " layer

A • Lead wire

InU t iRe l2Cnr an c

FIGURE 2 C~onstruction and appearance of actuators
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Table 11 shows the proper ties of the multilyer plezoelectric actuator 35mmn in diamete
used in this study.

TABLE 11 Properties of muitilayer piezoelectric actuator

Diamete (mm) 35
Length (mm) 90
Max. frore (10'ý N) 2.8
Max. displacement (um) 50
Driving voltage M 400
Capacitance (uiF) 7.0

Figure 3 shows the relation between the voltage applied to the actuator and
diplceen. When the ctuator is mounted on the equipment a preloading spring is

-Aincroae to give a compression load to the actuator, but the relation between
aple voltage and displacement remains almiost the same. Hysteresis, an kIrrsi
property of piezoelectric ceramics, Is a big problem in servo control. Howeve, In the
case of repeated digital two-point positoning, It is enough to provide a displaoemen
sensor for the condition setting and Punch Position monitoring.

Figure 4 shows the relation between the force caused by the voltage applied
to the actuator and displacement. When the actuator is mounted on the equipment it
cannot be used in the range near the maxinium force corresponding to dislaSIcement
zero, so it is used at lees than hal of the maxinium force.

75

4 0 0 V

402 -2000

FIG. 3 Relation between applied FIG. 4 Relation between foD= and
voltage and displacement. displacemenL

construction and control of the PIEZOPRESS
The reciprocating blaning system has cylinders incorporating the above mnt~ioned
actuator and a preloading spring, which are arraned on the uppe and lower sides of
the blanking die. The actuator controls punche for the fis and second prOocsse
when the system is operated. We have named this system a PIEZOPRESS.
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Figure 5 shows the construction of toe PIEZOPRESS. To uicrease dispacment
two units of the actuator are arranged in series vertically. The stripper in the die is of
a movwable type usuing sinall mukiayer piezoelectric actuators, so the ectOmanef
noise source can be elimnidaed. resubng in a quiet. low-noise, high-precision blakwng
press. Figures 6 andl 7 show the appearance of the PIEZOPRESS.

An eddy-current type displacement meter provided in the cylirxder a used for
monitoring punch displacemenit. A high-speed control system where a sequencer and
power transistors are combined is used to control the voltage applied to the upper and
lower actuators and the movable stripper. Figure 8 shows a typical examp~le of the
punch action and operation sequence.

SpwV

MDVSWOWN ~ ks1

FIUR. Cnsrutin f IEOPES

FIG. RE 6 Appar nceoftheusytemn FIG 7 IneEvewof OPES
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Fol

Lower P,ý

Lowerpuc

FIGURE 8 TypIcal punch acinand operation sequence

BEsuLT OF RECIPROCATING~ BLAMING- ANM DISCUSIO

A reciprocating blanlcg I"s w~s caried out usin stainls stee foil 13 - 8C0arn thic
and 20mm wide as sample nmateral ad a blaning circle with a 10mm dameter. Die
clearance was less than 10% of fog thVcimms for both the upper and lower dies. The
mnuber of basImng strke per minute depending on foM feed speed. was set at about
60 in the test Single blankirg was carried out under the same condfitions for the
purpose of comrperlson.

Figure 9 shows a typicl sheared surafac obtainved with the blanked samples.
The singl blanking sarrnple(a) shows that only one edge drops smnoothly andl, therefore,
it is probable a burr will be left on the opposite Side Of the edge. On the other hand,
the reckmrcain blanin sample@~) shows that both edges drop smoofth and tha a
burr is prevenited from occunin. We obtane the same results on the blanking of
other samples 13 - 8Cpm fthc.

(a)(b

FIGURE 9 Typical sheared surfaces. (Stailess steel foil 50ym thiCk)
(a): Single blanking (b): Reciprocating blankin
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Figure 10 shows a sectional view of a typical half-blanked sample taken out
to determine the degree of penetration after the first-process punch- The samples were
plated with NI for the observation.

Figure I11 shows the sheared surface of stainless steel fo0l 13jim thick. In this
case, we used reciprocting blanking with slight vibration, because die clearance
became more than 10% of foil thickness. No burr can be observed on either edge.

FIG. 10 Sectional view of half-blanked FIG. 11 Sheared surf~ace of stainless

sample. (5C0im thick) steel foil. (1 3,ir thick)

CONLCLUSION

This paper describes the construction of a piezoeleictric actuator and a new type of
blanking equipment, PIEZOPRESS. In this system, the reciprocating blanking method is
applied to obtain burr-free blanking of thin metal foil. A force induced by the electric
field of piezoelectric ceramics is used directly for the shearing force, and micron-level
punch posit=o control is obtained with generated strain. A burr-fre blanking test with
stainless steel foil 13 - 801im thick confirmed that reciprocating blanking is practicable
with this system.

The new equipment is characterized by high precision, smail size, and
cleanness. Therefore, It can be built in a precision device assembly line. We also
expect that new and unconventional uses will be found for this equipment.

From now we will try to hImprove the actuator and equipment and also
investigate the optimium punch stroke for the first process and die clearance matching
materials, to enhance the equipment's reliability.
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PdP1$2
THE INFLUENCE OF THE ELECTRIC STIFFENING ON THE RESO-
NANT FREQUENCY TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCE OF QUARTZ RESO-
NATORS

Jiri ZELENKA
Technical University of Liberec, Halkova 6, Liberec
Czechoslovakia

Abstract Holland Sinha and Tiersten, Lee and Yongroposed a new method for the more precise determina-
ion of the temperature dependence of the resonant

frequency of quartz resonators in the period from 1976
to T984. The method is based on the proposition that
the small vibrations of the quartz plate are super-
posed on the large thermally induced deformation. The
extension of the Lee and Yong's method is explained in
the paper. The piezoelectric properties and the
temperature dependence of the piezoelectric constants
and permitivities are considered by the description of
the modified method.

INTRODUCTION

Lee and Yong presented 1 one set of the first temperature
derivatives C 1) and one set of the effective second tem-

pq
perature derivatives C"I of quartz. The mentioned sets of

Pqthe first and second temperature derivatives were calcula-
ted from the temperature coefficients of the frequency mea-
sured by Bechmann, Ballato and Lukaszek2 . By the derivation
of the temperature derivatives C'") Lee and Yong considered
the linear field equations for small vibrations superposed
on thermally induced deformations by seeady and uniform
temperature changes. They derived the deformation caused by
the temperature changes from the nonlinear field equati-
ons of thermoelasticIty in Lagrangian formulation. The in-
clusion of the nonlinear effects to the expression of the
thermally induced deformation makes it possible to describe
more precisely the resonant frequency temperature behaviour
of the quartz resonators.

When Lee and Yong derived the sets of the temperature
derivatives cc") they neglected the influence of the pie-

pqzoelectric properties of the quartz plates on the resonant
frequency. As it was shown by Zelenka and Lee 3 neglecting

(4391/127
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the piezoelectric properties of the plates and bars caused
in some cases a large difference between the calculated and
measured values of the resonant-frequency-temperature cha-
racteristic of the quartz resonators. To remove the discre-
pancy the modification of Lee and Yong's procedure is given
in this paper.

INCLUSION OF PIEZOELECTRIC PROPERTIES TO THE EQUATIONS OF
MOTION FOR SMALL VIBRATIONS SUPERPOSED ON THERMALLY-INDUCED
DEFORMATION

We will consider, similarly as Lee and Yong, three states
of crystal:

(1) A natural state when the crystal is at rest, free
of stress and strain, has a uniform temperature Tr. Let tv
denotes the position of a generic material point, pa the
mass density, C.jh, C jL. , and CjkL the second,
third, and fourth order elastic stiffness of the crystal.

(2) An initial state when the crystal is now subject
to a steady and uniform temperature increase from T0 to r,
and is allowed to expand freely. At this state, the positi-
on of a material point is moved, due to the thermal expan-
sion from 0 to y, (yL= *+ U,), where U, denotes initial

displacement.

(3) A final state when small-amplitude vibrations are
superposed on thermally induced deformations. The position
of the material point is moved from y, to x, (N= s Y-01
where u is the incremental displacement due to vibrations.

The behaviour of the crystal in the initial state can
be described by the same set of equations as in Lee and
Yong's paper (Eqs.(1) to (8)). The additional stress
appears in the crystal caused, due to its piezoelectric
properties by the changing of the thermally-induced defor-
mation. But if the temperature changes very slowly, the
additional stress will be very small and in the steady sta-
te diminished (the electrical charges which caused the
additional stress reach zero).

The governing equations in the final state are given
as follows:

T. + UL = 04. 
.
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r 1~ U * e
r~~~j "£ " j I(j.+ •.+ •.,:J),

÷ jO a r eO , r+ Ii.'

= Cjj(bj+npq L•) an Sq 8 1

$9L + .LOOr i + 7% .I. = a ( )

- ej'j kW"j"W-k (1)

where 1.L , 'w. 7%j, P. and W are total displacement,
strain, stress, traction and potential respectively.

The incremantal strain (#,j), stress (t j), traction
(p,) and potential (p) give the governing equations for in-
cremental fields:

0 1
=2• 2 (tlj.,+ '4,.j+ U,.j.'g,,+.k.0,•.j).

t -, = (CP, ,9 +9 1 +q•to j kJm Ean 2" C2 LJ.i pqEm Epq

+ t o 1. to e )+ (0.e +
2 P ?kt10P*,kL+ 0 2 ipLjkLkL)

+ ý 1, J ,. ,

(t Lj+ tj kU ,r+ j•, L).J = 0o.,1,,

t= j(tL j+ tjhU•L.+ rjk1.) on S,

+ O Jh)e L, + O + O. h )E j

(,+ 2gj *).j+ (6%j+ 2o.j )j 'j (2)
ii ! ,i kus 2s. k pJko

The material property-temperature relation can be ex-
pressed as follows

ce 9 +( +
LJhLk!, = C~JhtLJIL, ,IF, tu '

,JkLIBpq C LJkLS, '

Li 'Li +L
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S+ )
Li , LJ 4

S J1 , .J18,m

BeJ (3)Lik - lj1

where CB are values of the linear thermal expansion

coefficient, *e and &. denote linear and quadratic
piezoelectric stress tensor components and a 61 and . jk' are

the components of the tensor of linear and quadratic
permitivities.

The plate in the initial state is at rest and allowed
free expansion, that is

j.• L U 4.j = S• OPP•j

j 0, 'UL = O, t, L = 0. (4)

The substitution from relations (4) into (3) gives the
incremental strain-displacement relations

1 . 1. ( J. + U ), (5)
L3 2 (u.iL k hi LiJ hk iji

the stress-strain-temperature relations

tL41 = (CL L + Dk)#)t + (*j ir''kS) c

(6)

the charge equation of electrostatics

(*e'i j+ toLjL )'•, - a 0, (7)

and stress equations of motion
(t ,1+ CLS tj ). i = , (8)

P= Z %J (t+•, htjo ) on S, (9)

where
Dt I) L ! i) t+ C L k, s •(11

D( ))

DI;JkL = CJkL jCLu t'

(, , 2 ,LJLU +&L
)L ) + C 0 0)

Cj• * U-CL" =uf÷ c, =l '" (10)
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1PJ can be expressed from Eq. (7)

j .j, = 0 j(to • + *a a ) 0 (11)

where p- are the components of the tensor of linear im-
permeability.

By substituting Eqs. (6), (10) and (11) into Eq. (8)
we obtained the incremental displacement equations of
motion

GLjk*A , j I PoA,, (12)

where

= C 12 +() S + G(2) 02ýJ l M, +J L 0?j P 1JIL, 0, AJk, '

G(1)L = (C +P 2  o(1) + C* ,(1) + D(1) +
Li J j 7 1 JOL to tJk L

+ (P 2 (1) + 3(1) (13)(IJLoj)r 2 PIJ,,J TLJ , J L

and Ga2 ) is the same as in Lee and Yong's paper.

CONCLUSION

The piezoelectric terms in Eqs. (13) are necessary to
be considered only when the guided displacement u, of the
vibrations is coupled to the electric field.
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PIEZOELECTRIC PROPERTIES OF
Pb(Znl3Nb23)O 3-PbTiO 3 PREPARED BY HIP
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Facid(y ofSdence and Technology, Science University of Tokyo,
Nod, Chiba-ken, 278 Japn
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Abstract. Piezoelectric properties of the solid solution, (1-x)Pb

(Znl/ 3Nb2/3)O 3 - x- PbTiO 3 (PZN-PTI00x), synthesized by hot isostatic
pressing (HIP), are intensively studied from a standpoint of applications to
piezoelectric actuator materials. Electromechanical coupling factors and
piezoelectric strain constants are reported on the perovskite-type PZN-PT
ceramics. For example, coupling factors, k33-0.455 and k3 1-0.148, are
obtained for PZN-PTO (PZN) ceramics. The data are comparable with those of

the single crystal. The value of d33 for PZN-PTl2 (HIP) is 235x10-1 2 C/N.

INTRODUCTION

Lead niobate relaxor family such as lead magnesium niobate, Pb(Mgl/3 Nb23)O3

(PMN), lead zinc niobate, Pb(Znl/ 3Nb2/ 3)0 3 (PZN) or lead nickel niobate,

Pb(Nil/ 3Nb2/3)0 3 (PNN), give growing attractive interest for electronic applications

such as piezoelectric actuators and multilayer ceramic capacitors 1,2. Among the family,

PZN3 ,4 is known to form only the pyrochlore structure when sintered as ceramics under

atmospheric pressure, though perovskite PZN single crystal with high piezoelectric

activities can be synthesized by a PbO flux method3 ,4 . Also perovskite-structured PZN-

based ceramics can be stabilized by substituting for 6-7 mol % BaTiO 3
5 or for 10 mol %

KNb3 3
6 . Single crystal data on solid solution7 ,8 of PZN and lead titanate, PbTiO 3 (PT),

shows remarkable enhanced dielectric and piezoelectric properties at a morphotropic

phase boundary (MPB) with 10-12 mol% PT content. Perovskite PZN-PT ceramics of

low PT content including the MPB composition, however, are difficult to obtain by the

usual sintering process since the pyrochlore formation is mainly recognized during
calcination and sintering under conventional conditions.

Recently, we reported9 , 10 a two-step process for fabricating perovskite PZN

[445/1133
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ceramics. The first step is to calcine the mixture of component oxides with the pyrochlore
structure by the usual conditions. Secondly, the pyrochlore PZN is converted to the
perovskite phase by using hot isostatic pressing (HIP) under 200 MPa at 1150 IC for I h.

In this paper, we utilize the two-step process9 ,10 for fabricating perovskite-type

(1-x)Pb(Zn1/ 3Nb2/ 3)0 3-x.PbTiO 3 [PZN-PTIOOx ] solid solution ceramics.
Piezoelectric and related properties of the PZN-PT ceramics are discussed as compared
with the results of the single crystal data and the conventional method.

EXPERIMENTAL

Perovskite PZN-PT ceramics were fabricated by means of the two-step process,

described in detail elsewhere 9,10 . The first step is the formation of pyrochlore PZN-PT
powders under atmospheric pressure with 5 wt% excess PbO by the conventional
ceramic technique from reagent-grade starting powders of PbO, ZnO, Nb2O5 and TiO2 .
The second is the conversion-step of the pyrochlore PZN-PT to the perovskite PZN-PT

by applying high pressure (150-200 MPa) at high temperature (1150-1200 C) using a
commercial HIP (Kobe Steel Ltd.). Conventional firing (CF) ceramics were also
prepared for comparisons to the HIPped samples.

The characterization of the pyrochlore to perovskite transformation was carried out
by X-ray powder diffraction (XRD). The ratio of the perovskite phase to pyrochlore
phase present in a specimen was defined as the ratio of the respective intensities, I, of
the main peaks in X-ray patterns for both phases as follows.

Perovskite content (%) - I(110) (I 0)perovskite x 100
eI (II0)perovskite + I (222) pyrochlore

Au-sputtering was used as electrodes for the measurements of the dielectric and

piezoelectric properties. Temperature dependences of dielectric constant, es, and loss

tangent, tanb, of unpoled samples were measured at 10 kHz, 100 kHz and IMHz by a
multifrequency LCR meter (YHP 4275A). D-E hysteresis loops were observed by a
standard Sawyer-Tower circuit at 50 Hz.

Specimens for piezoelectric measurements were poled at 25-50 °C in a stirred

silicone oil bath by applying a dc electric field of 3 kV/mm for 5- 10 minutes.
Piezoelectric properties were measured by the resonance-antiresonance method on the
basis of IEEE standards using an impedance analyzer (YHP 4192A). The
electromechanical coupling factors, A33 and 13 1, were calculated from the resonance
and the antiresonance frequencies using Onoe's formula.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The perovskite phase of the obtained (l-x)Pb(Zni/ 3Nb2/3)O3- xPbTiO3 [PZN-
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PTI00l system was confirmed by X-ray diffraction patterns. Figure 1 shows X-ray

diffraction patterns for (a) perovskite PZN-PT20 with tetragonal symmetry, (b)

perovskite PZN-PTIO with rhombohedral symmetry and (c) pyrochlore PZN-PT10,

respectively. Figure 2 shows the effects of HIP processing on the perovakite formation in

PZN-PT system. The perovskite content of the HIP treated and the normal sintered

ceramics are evaluated as a function of PT content where 1HP conditions are 1150-1200

"C and 200 MPa for I h. Addition of 5 % excess PbO enhanced the perovskite contents

of PZN-PT10 ceramics to almost 100 % while the content of the ceramics without excess

PbO was 82 %. Excess 5 wt% PbO was used to compensate the loss for the evaporation

of PbO during sintering. Figure 3 shows the unit cell parameters of the PZN-PT as a

function of PT content. The morphotropic phase boundary (MPB) between the

rhombohedral region of PZN side and the tetragonal region of PT side was confirmed to

lie around 12-13 mol% PT content. This composition shifts slightly to PT side as

compared with that of the single crystal data 7TA. The lattice constant, a - 4.06 A, of

PZN-PTO (PZN) presents a reasonable agreement with the result of the single crystal4, 7 .

Amount of the perovskite present in the PZN ceramics after the post-hip heating 9

changed from 96 % without heating to 95 %, 92 %, 42 % and 2 % under heat treatment

at 700, 800, 900 and 1000 °C, respectively. The heating treatment converted the

(1101) PZN-PT20
(Ol ) / (Perovskrett gnasl)

(11I0)

o • (l 110) PZN-PTI0

_.A A

(222) PZN-PT1O (Pywblor)

_J _- . -I , -1 1. - I,

20 30 40 50 60

20 (deg) [Cu:Ka]

FIGURE 1 X-ray diffraction patterns for (a) PZN-M20 (perovskita/tetragonal),
(b) PZN-PTIO (perovskite/rhombohedral), and (c) PZN-PTIO (pyrochlore) of the

(14-) Pb(Zn t3Nb2/3)O 3 - xPbTiO3 [PZN-PT100x].
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100 *; _ 0.42

g I c-axis
0 0 0 0I 0.1 - b

10 20 Ho o so o 5 ri 1

20PT contet (mol%)

FIGURE 2 Effects of the HIP on the FIGURE 3 Unit cell parameters of the
perovskite formation in the PZN-PT PZN-PT solid solution as a function of
system as a function of PT content. PT content.

perovskite phase to the pyrochlore phase. This means that the perovskite phase in PZN
ceramics is essentially metastable.

Figure 4 shows temperature dependence of dielectric constant, es, of perovskite-
type (a) PZN (HIP) and (b) PZN-PT12 (HIP) and PZN-PT1O +MnCO3 (3 wt%) (CF).
The values of es in PZN and PZN-PT12 near the MPB measured at 1 MHz is about 800
and 1420 at room temperature and reach 7110 and 10730 at 175 °C and 222 °C -f the
respective Curie temperature, Tc. The Tc of conventionally fired PZN-PT10+!O4iCO3

(3 wt%) with 5 wt% excess PbO (CF) is 173 *C. Single crystal data3 ,8 show the Tc of
PZN and PZN-PT12 are 140 °C and 192 °C, respectively. On the other hand, the Tc of
the high-pressure-synthesized PZN3 ,4 was 188 "C owing to Zn-rich ratio of Zn/Nb while
it was estimated 3 to be 170 °C for stoichiometric Zn/Nb ratio (--0.5). The higher value of
Tc in the high-pressure-synthesized PZN by about 30 "C compared to the single crystals
data seems to be caused not only by a slight variation3 '4 in the atomic ratio of Zn/Nb but
also by an internal stress. For example1 1, a pressure effect on the transition
temperature,To, for strontium titanate, SrTiO 3, indicates that the shift of Tc to higher
temperatures is proportional to the magnitude of applied pressure above 150 MPa.

D-E hysteresis loops could be easily observed, as shown in Fig. 5. For example,
the loop of PZN-PT12 has a remanent polarization, P r=16.9 JiC/cm2 and a coercive
field, E c=9.8 ky/cm. Smaller Pr than that of single crystal may be caused by the lower
density ratio, Po/Px, to the theoretical density because the loop has no saturation owing
to the breakdown.

Table 1 summarizes the results of piezoelectric and related measurements of PZN-
PT ceramics prepared by HiPping. The electromechanical coupling factors, k33 and
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FIGURE 4 Temperature dependence of dielectric constant,
es, of the perovskite-type PZN-PT ceramics.

k3 1, in the longitudinal expansion and the transverse modes, of PZN are 0.455 and
0.148, respectively. The values are almost the same as those of the expected values
which are estimated from the single crystal data. Piezoelectric strain constants, d33=155

and d31 =49.4 x10"12 C/N, can be calculated from the values of a free permittivity,

e33T/1 0=690 and the respective coupling factors. Piezoelectric constants, d33=235 and

d31=135 xlO 12 C/N of PZN-PT12 near the MPB were about twice higher than those of

CF PZN-PT10+Mn (3 wt%) with excess 5 wt% PbO. However, the values were slightly

lower than the expected values from the single crystal data because of the lower coupling

factors.

CONCLUSIONS

The two-step pro -ss for fabricating the perovskite-type (1-x)Pb(Zn1/3Nb2/)O 3-

x-PbTiO3 [PZN-PT100x ] ceramics was developed by using hot isostatic pressing

(HIP) under 150-200MPa at 1150-1200°C for 1 hour. PZN-PT10 ceramics containing

82% perovskite phase were obtained without excess PbO. Addition of 5 % excess PbO

enhanced the perovskite contents to almost 100 %. The MPB between PZN and PT solid

solution was found to lie the composition between 12 mol% and 14 mol% PT content

Coupling factors, k3 3 =0.455 and k3 1=0.148, of the perovskite-type PZN are

comparable with those of the single crystal. However, the composition near the MPB,

PZN-PT12 gave slightly lower piezoelectric constants, d33 =235 and d31 =135 x 10-12

C/N, than those of the single crystal because of the lower coupling factors.
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D Future work is needed to obtain the
..P.r.i 6. 9 

1 C"cm' th e r m a lly s ta b le P Z N .P T s ol id so lu tio n

. .with the MPB composition. Also, the
detailed relation between the Curie

temperature, Tc, and the ratio of Zn/Nb

E to Ti should be investigated.
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GIANT ELECTROSTRICTION OF FERROELECTRICS WITH DIFFUSE
PHASE TRANSITION - PHYSICS AND APPLICATIONS

V.V.Lemanov, N.K.Yushin, E.P.Smirnova, A.V.Sotnikov,
EoA.Tarakanov, and A.Yu.Maksimov

Physical-Technical Institute, 194021 St. Petersburg,
Russia

Abstrast Giant Electrostriction (GE) of disordered
ferroelectrics such as Perroelectrics with Diffuse
Phase Transition (FDPT) is noteworthy for application
and basic researches, We present experimental data on
the electrostrictive strain in FDPT. The description
of the peculiarities of the electrostrictive strain
is given. Some possible applications of the materials
with GE are reviewed.

INTRODUCTION

Electrostriction means the appearence of the strain of the

sample under action of an external electric field, the

strain being proportional to the field squared. This ef-

fect is observed in all solids including centrosymmetric

ones in contrast to piezoelectric effect which exists only

in noncentrosymmetric crystals, the piezoelectric strain

being linear function of the field. For linear dielectrics

the electrostrictive strain has value of 10-8 for the

field E about 10 kV/cm. The electrostrictive strain is

described by

S a Q.9,' (1)

where P is the electric polarization of the sample, Q is
electrostrictive coefficients. Since P - XE (here x is

the dielectric permittivity) the electrostrictive strain

S grows due to increasing ) near the ferroelectric phase

transition. In FDPT for a wide temperature interval the

strain can achieve the value of 0.1 % for the field E

[451Y/139
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about 10 kV/cm.In addition to the large value the strain
in PDPT is characterized by a very slim electromechanical
hysteresis loop S(E). Therefore we can speak about GE in
such materials.Cross et al1 have been the first to pro-
pose to use the GE for practical devices.

The aim of this report is to present the data on GE
strain and to discuss possible technical applications of
these materials.

EXPERIMENTS ON THE ELECTROSTRICTION IN FERROELECTRICS
WITH DIFFUS, PSE TRANSITION

The most part of the experiments on the GE was performed
for the lead magnesium niobate, PbMg/ 1 3 Nb 2 /30 3  (PMN),and

its solid solutions.
The temperature dependences of S(E,T), H(T), and re-

sidual strain Srare shown in Fig.1 for PIN-PSN solid so-
lution (PSN a PbScl/ 2Nb11 20 3 ). Here H is the value of the
electromechanical hysteresis introduced by Uchino 2 . One
can see the wide temperature interval of coexistence of
the large strain S(E) and the small hysteresis H along
with the negligible residual strain Sr.When the tempera-
ture goes down parameter H becomes as large as in piezo-
ceramics.

It is very important to note that the experimental
S(P 2 ) dependence shows a complicated shape 3 , only for
small P and high T the strain S being proportional to P2

(see Pig.2). The S(P) dependence can be described by poly-
nom:

S(P) M Q 9 +Q p4 +Q p6 ,(2)

where Q2 and Q3 are the forth and the sixth order nonline-
ar coefficientsrespectively, Since S(P) is even function
of P (the strain is not changed when the field is in-
versed), only even powers of P have been taken into ac-
count in Eq. (2). It should be noted that the nonlinear
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coefficients Q2 and Q3 become negligible for the temper-
atures higher than the mean Curie temperature TM ( Tm
25 C for this PUN-PSN solid solution )3. It means that for
these temperatures Eq. (1) is practically valid."0. SO O0.

6. 0a'@

4' 9 4 a 55 10C
+*" 29"C 4*-4C-2 .. r 2eC I-55

"40 -20 0 20 40 oo.02 O.o0 0.0 o 00

T, c P C2/M4

FIGURE 1 S(E), H, and FIGURE 2 S(P2) vs P2for
Sr vs T for ceramics various temperatures
O.55PMN+O.45PSN. EmlOkV/cm shown by numbers 3 .

PHYSICAL MODELS OF GIANT ELECTROSTRICTION

PDPT were discovered about thirty years ago4-6. Here we
omit the discussion of physical models of FDPT to refer
to Refs. 4-13

On the basis of these models we propose that the elec-
trostrictive strain is due to pure electrostriction of the
disordered matrix and the structurely ordered microregions
7-10, the reversible changes of polar clusters consisting
of groups of strongly correlated polar microregions, the
spontaneous strain induced by phase transitions in the
ordered microregions, and the rearrangement of ferroelec-
tric domains appearing in homogeniously ferroelectric
ordered structure which can be created by field cooling.
These types of the strain give various contributions to
the total effect for different temperature intervals 13 .

As far as the nonlinear dependence S(9) is concerned,

it could be explained as follows. In the experiment only
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values of P averaged over the sample can be measured ,

but the total strain is the sum of the local strains, each
of them being proportional to the local electrostrictive

constant by the local polarization squared (according to
Eq. 1). It is clear that the total strain <8) is not

equal to the average electrostrictive coefficient (Q> by

square of the average polarization •P>, i.e..(S> =SQ-)>0
<Q<P) 2 . It should be pointed that the nonlinear coupling
between 4P> and E is the reason of the nonlinearity of
S(E 2 ) 3.

ELECTROSTRICTIVE DEVICES

The applications of the materials with GE include mainly
actuators for deformable mirrors for adaptive optics and

lasers, precise displacement micropositionere for scan-
ning microscopy and lithography, linear and rotational
motors for machine tools and electric contact systems,

impact devices for a printing head matrix, etc. 1 4

The electrostrictive actuators are widely used in var-
ious devices. We have studied static and dynamic characte-
ristics of different types of actuators. The stack-type

actuators provide displacements up to 100pm under the
control voltage 800 V, loads up to 1000 kgf, the hystere-
sis less than 2 %, a time response shorter than 1 msec,

and no residual strain. As far as the thickness of the
layers is concerned, the compromise must be found between

lowering of the driving voltage and increasing of the
electric capacity of the actuators. The bimorphous and

multimorphous actuators give chance to obtain displace-
ments to several hundreds pm, but with a noteceable

hysteresis, worse time responces, less loads.

The linear motor involves a number of electrostrictive

stack actuators which sequential elongations/restorations
give a step-by-step motion in accordance with the control

electric pulses rnplied to these actuators. The pass dis-
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tance of the motor is to several cm with accuracy of the

installation about 1)Am (it is possible to use an additi-

onal actuator for precise correction), the step frequency

is up to 30 Hz, the loads are up to 100 kgf, the velocity

ia up to 0.5 mm per min.

The goniometric devices with the electrostrictive

actuators were proposed for driving systems and angular

measurement systems adopted for coaxial mounting. Absolute

accuracy of angular measurements in 0 ... 3600 range is de-
fined by the accuracy of the angular sensor, while the

minimum linear step is not more than O.01.O m, the maximum

rotation speed is 40 deg. per min.. on 30 cm diameter base.

Another valuable application of GE ceramics is in de-

formable adaptive monolithic mirrors. For such mirrors it

is very important to have no residual strain after switch-

off the driving voltage because it is difficult to use

any feed-back electronics to suppress the hysteresis phe-

nomena. There are two types of these mirrors. In the mir-

rors with integrated electrodes the mirror surface is

changed as. a whole.For example the Fig. 3 shows the change

of the focus distance R of the mirror with uniform

electrodes as a function of. the voltage. In the mirror
R, m with N separate electrodes

800 \one can control the local

position of the mirror sur-

400 face beneath the electrode

applying the driving voltage

___ _ Lto it. The 52 mm diameter

200 400 V. VoKS mirror with 97 electrodes

FIGURE 3 The focus R has provided the local displa-

vs voltage V for the cement up to 4$m for the

60 mm mirror, voltage less than 600 V and
no mechanical resonance up

to 10 kHz.

The electrostrictive ceramic precise micromanipulators

can be used in the tip of scanning tunneling microscopes.
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The hysteresis-free motion of the needle increases the
resolution of the devices. We have a success in using
PMN-PSN ceramics in the manipulator of the microscope
which can resolve the carbon atoms on the graphite sur-
face.

The main advantages of the electrostrictive devices
in comparison with piezoceramic ones are smaller electro-
mechanical hysteresis, higher temperature and temporal
stabilities and absence of aging. Using materials with
GE in all tipea of the microdisplacement devices allowes
to shorten response times of the system, to simplify the
control electronics, to avoid the deterioration in the
characteristics after high-temperature heating and during
the operation.
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MAXIMAL ELECTROMECHANICAL COUPLING IN PIEZOELECTRIC CERANMCS
- ITS EFFMCTVE EXpLOITATION IN ACOUSTIC TRANSDUCERS

WALLACE ARDEN SMITH
Ofce of Naval Reserch, Materals Division. Arlingtn. Virginia 22217
Naval Research Laboratoty, Underwater Sound Refeance Detachmen, Orlando, Florida 32856

Abstract The stress pattens-two shears and one direct stress-tha- ame maximally coupled
to the electric field in piezoelectric ceramics arm identifed. This is achieved by a simplifying
initial choice of coordinate axes in the ceramic's thermodynamic phase space and by a
subsequent sequence of elementary coordinate changes-rotations and scale changes; simple
physical arguments lead to the new coordinates. The utility of this Ferspective is pointed out in
two important applications of piezoceramics in acoustic transducers: naval hydrophone sensor
and pulse-echo ultrasonic transducers used in medical diagnostic imaging.

INTRODUCTION

Moe than fthee decades ago, Baerwaldl 2 presented an incisive analysis of elctromechanical coupling
in piezoelectric materials. Baerwald's essential point was that in all piezoelectric materials there are
three stress pattern which couple to the electric field--called piezoelectrically 'live'-and three stress
combinations which only have an elastic effect-called piezoelectrically 'dead'. Despite the
considerable use of piezoelectric ceramics in applications, only modest attention has been paid to this
insighte perhaps because the analysis was presented in a mathematical language of symmetry group
invarats not commonly spoken by scientists and engineers concerned with practical applications of
piezoelectric ceramics. While isolating the maximally coupled stress patterns is quite complex for an
arbitrary piezoelectric material of low symmetry, the high symmetry--axial eo---of piezoelectric
ceramics allows one to proceed using elementary mathematical methods.

In the next section the constitutive matrix for a piezoceramic is explicitly reduced to a standaidized
form by elementary rotations and comodinate scale change This process yields the desired maximally
coupled stm paterns. The concluding section presents examples involving the conventional
piezoelectric ceramic PZrTSH First we point out what limits its performance in hydrostatic and pulse-
echo applications, and then show how structures have been designed using PZTSH which overcome
these limitations &-d provide excellent electromechanical coupling in both naval hydrophone sensors
and pulse-echo ultrasonic transducers.

ELECTROMECHANICAL COUPLING IN PIEZOELECTRIC CERAMICS

As formed, piezoelectric ceramics are macroscopically isotropic, nonpolar naterials; their microscopic
polar regions point in random directions. A macroscopic polarization is produced by applying a
strong electric field to orient the microscopic polarizations preferentially along a fixed direction in
space-the direction of the poling electric field. Perpendicular to this poling axis, even the poled
ceramic is macroscopically isotropic. The piezoceramic's e-m mam opic symmetry si.aplifies
consideraj.y cataloging its propertiesI The conventional choice is to align the 'z-axis' or '3-axis' of
the coordinate system along the ceramic's polar axis, thereby exploiting the symmetry in physical
space to minimize the number of independent material paraneters. For the thermodynamic
coordinates the most natural choice is the extensive thermodynamic parameters-the components of
the stress, T, and electric field, &•. Using these coordinates, we can expand the internal energy, U, as,

[457Y145
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2 I.J.13 ,.•.•.3 2 j.1.

where s5 is the elastic compliance, d~i are the piezoelectric coefficients, and e, is the dielectric
permiuivity. The abbreviated matrix notation is used to index the six components of the sess tensor
with one index. The elastic, dielectric and piezoelectric properties are usually summarized in a 9 x 9
constitutive matrix shown in Figure IA. This choice of coordinates-based on the ceramic's
symmetry in physical space--yields a constitutive matrix populated mostly by zeros. The thrust of
this section is to show how this matrix can be simplified even futher by changes in the coordinates,
and thereby provide insight into the fundamental electromechanical coupling. The first step is to
rearrange the order of the coordinates to produce the matrix shown in Figure lB. This makes evident
that first, the shear in the horizontal plane, T6, has no electrical interaction-it produces no electric
tesponse amd no electric field can produce such a shear, second, the vertical plane shears, T 4 and Ts,
couple to electric fields in the horizontal plane, E2 and Et, which lie in the plane of the respective
shears; and third, the direct stresses, Tt, T2, and T3, couple to a vertical electric field, E3.

An instructive digression at this point is to rescale the lengths of the coordinates, namely, set
tj = (s#)PT,, and I- = (&r.)*E 1 , yielding the matrix shown in Figure IC, containing one's along the
diagonals, the Poisson's ratios, o12 = -s', Isl and oj = -s92] (4l s". and the electromechanical
coupling constants, k3l = d31/(s0811 E),, kss = d33(sf, ef)*, and k, = dlsI(sL er)". Normalizing out the
elastic and dielectric response of the medium, reveals that the electromechanical coupling factors
measure the true strength of the piezoelectric interaction.

The ceramic's isotropy perpendicular to the polar axis helps us isolate the one direct elastic
deformation that couples to E3. Namely, both the stresses T, and T' produce the same electric effect,
if one has an opposite sign to the other, they just cancel out, producing no electric effect. Thus we
choose new axes in the T1-T2 plane rotated by 450. defining, for the uncoupled coordinate,
To = (TM-T2•2', and for the coupled planar coordinate, T, = (T1 +Ty2W, to yield the constitutive matrix
given in Figure ID. This is not a rotation in physical space; El and E2 do not change; the rotation is
carried out in the thermodynamic phase space of the system. The resulting constitutive matrix makes
clear that only the isotropic component of the planar stress has an electric -'Prsct, the anisotropic
component produces an elastic deformation only. Normalizing the coordinates, i'o = (sl -sf YAT, and
fp =(s1f+sf,)'/"T,, casts the constitutive matrix into the form shown in Figure IE. This
renormalization brings out two important material parameters: the laar Poisson's ratio,
of = oaA21(1-o&), and the planar electromechanical coupling factor, ke =

In typical piezoelectric ceramics, the sign of kp and k33 are opposite, so an appropriately weighted sum
of an isotropic planar stress, T,, and axial stress, T3, will cancel each other out and produce no
electric effecL The reverse combination of a planar stress with sign opposite to the axial stress then
provides the maximal coupling to E4. This coordinate change can be done in three steps. First. rotate
by 450 in the t,4-3 plane. This produces a constitutive matrix with a zero in the place of of, but
changes the diagonal elements from one. Next. renormalize the diagonal elements to one, making a
total coordinate change to t. = ct,4+t,) JZFp , and t- = (t-t)40+ 2. Finally, rotate by a,
where tam = [(k, + kn)/(k,, - kj)l[(l + oaf)t(1 - 0 pf)]u, and reverse the sense of the maximal axis (to
conform to convention), to yield the final axes, t. = t+cosa + t- sina, and t. = t.sia - t-cosa.
This produces the final constitutive matrix shown in Figure IF, where the maximal coupling factor,

-= [(k,, + kn' + 2or•k, k3)/Y( - or,)I'A, links t. and E,.

Thus, we have an explicit route to construct the three maximal coupling stress patterns in a
piezoelectric ceramic. These are the two vertical plane shears, T4 and Ts, which couple to the
horizontal electric fields, E2 and El, respectively, with strength k,,=kj 1 =kW2=kU,, and
1,, = (kplký,) ;ST +4, T,+ (k033/3) •'•3 T3 which couples to the vertical field, E3, with strength k,3. Other
stress patterns, the horizontal shear, T6, the anisotropic horizontal direct stress, To=(Tj-T~yV2•, and
t. = (k,,4-ko,")1:;-•, i ki]S 1+Sf, T,-K[(,Ftk+k,),4i !,7k3NJ T, - all these three have an elastic
effect only. Any arbitrary stress pattern has an electric effect only to the extent that it overlaps the
maximally coupled stresses. Such a general stress will have a lessened electromechanical coupling
coefficient to the extent that mechanical energy is wasted in its purely elastic compont.nts.
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A. CONVENTIONAL FORM D. ROTATE 450 in T1-T2 PLANE

T, T 2 T3 T 4 Ts T6 El E2 Es TO T, T3  E3 T4 E2 Ts EI Ts

sf, s812 A1 . . . d,, S 11-S 2. . .
sf2 sf4 sf3 . . .+.d-lsfa f s d. .

sf4 s, sfs.. . 2.s .d... .

13 2''1 & / du .. . . .d . . SH .4 d. 4 d s 5  . .

* L . .4 . dis ell

** . . .d. d5 CIr

d31 d31 d3,..... ... C .r . . . .46

B. REARRANGE COORDINATE ORDER E. NORMALIZE ROTATED COORDINATES
Tj T2 T3 E, T 4 E2 Ts E1 T6 t0 t, P3  3 t4 l2 t$ t 1 t 6

s4 sf2 s4 d3. ................... 1

41, 4, , d, -A 1 k,,

d31 d31 d334 3 . ....... k£ k13 I .

Ci ds . k5 1.
.. . . dts jer kts I1

sf dis I Akts

ds E T k's I

C. NORMALIZE COORDINATES F. 443-, TRANSFORM; RENORMALIZE

kl t 2  t 3  4 t 4  tS t, t 6  tO f. t.. t4 t2 1P -, f 6

-l, -kt.......I.........s12s 13 k..k

1 k1  . . . 1 kis

1 ~ .I . ... .. ..Ik 's I k Is1

FIGURE 1. Reduction of the constitutive matrix to a standardized form by a succession of coordinate
transformations. In each step the coordinates we given as a row vector, then the constitutive matrix; a dot
denotes a zero matrix element and s4 = 2(s4, -l ). (A) The conventional form of the constitutive matrix.
(B) Coordinates listed in a new order to make explicit the decoupling of the shear and direct components of
stress. (C) Coordinates normalized to show the significance of coupling coefficients. (D) Unnormalized coor-
dinates rotated by 450 in the T1-T2 to uncouple the mitsymmetric planar stress from the symmetric planar
stress and axial stress that couple to E,. (E) Normalized rotated coordinates. (F) Transformation to final
coordinates and final renormalization: the maximal stress, t., which couples to E3 is isolated explicitly.
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EXAMPLES

To make concrete these rather abstract coordinate changes, this section considers a specific

piezcelectric ceramic, Verniron's PZT5W whose properties ae listed in Table I. This material is
typical of the lead zirconmie utitaae ceramics; in particular, all the primary coupling factors have
magnitudes greater than 65% =id fall in the sequence, A3 = kt > Ai = 1:5 > I41.

Figure 2 illustrmes the final coordinate change in the T,-T 3 plane to the new axes, t., a stress pattern
having no piezoelectric coupling, and '., the stress pattern having the strongest electromechanical
coupling factor, 4 3, linking it to the electric field along the polar axis, E3. Both T3 and T, have
appreciable overlap with T." and, consequently, have electromechanical coupling factmors, k,3 and c,,
respectively, whose magnitudes are substantial.

A hydrostatic stress pattern, T 1 =T2=T 3, lies along the axis labeled Th in Figure 2. This axis is nearly
collinear with the uncoupled T. axis having only a modest overlap with the maximally coupled stress
pattern, T.. This is reflected in the fact that the hydrostatic coupling constant, k,, in this material is
nearly zero; lead zirconate utanate ceramics are, by themselves, not very effective transducers for
hydrostatic pressures.

The other direction depicted in Figure 2, labeled T,. corresponds to the stress pattern in the ceramic in
pulse-echo ultrasonic transducers where thin plates are used near their thickness-mode resonance to
generate or detect high frequency sound waves. The plate's thickness dimension lies near the acoustic
wavelength, while the plate's lateral dimensions ae much larger than that wavelength. Because of
this large lateral dimension the plate's lateral motion is effectively inertially clamped, namely, in one
acoustic cycle the plate simply does not have time to expand or contract laterally. In such
transducers, the incoming pressure wave, an applied suemss T 3, causes the plate to oscillate in its
thickness direction. The lateral inertial clamping results in an oscillating internal stress, T,, in the
plane perpendicular which is in phase with the applied T3. The ceramic experiences both the applied
and internal sess, so T, has components along both T 3 and T,. The precise magnitude of the
internally generated stresses in the plane of the plate depends on the electrical boundary conditions; in
Figure 2, T, corresponds to the open circuit, D 3=O, case, in which
T,=T2=-(sf3 -dildn/eLY(sfi +sfa -2dI/eL)Ts. The electromechanical coupling factor for the
thickness mode oscillation is appreciable, approximately 50%, but still has room for improvement.

Tm T31 Tti Th

oTn• 'I

------- T p

FIGURE 2. The T,-T3 plane for PZr5H piezoceramic showing: (a) the Ta" axis that represents the stress
pattern with maximal electromechanical coupling; (b) the T" axis that represents a stress pattern with no
electromechanical coupling; (c) the Th axis that corresponds to the hydrostatic stress pattem; and (d) the T,
axis that corresponds to the stress pattern for thickness-mode oscillations in a plate with open circuit
electrical boumday conditions.
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TABLE 1. PZTSH Mateia Parunelera'

sf, (10O 1'n"N) 16.5 dua (10Y2CIN) -274 u-0.389
sf 2 (l02=1m~N) -4.78 dia (1CF 2 CIN) 593 i,0.751
rft (10' 1 m2 IN) -8.45 dus (10-'2CIN) 741 =u kit 0.675
4t (l0r'zm2 /N) 20.7 il0.761

stA (l0r'2 n2 IN) 43.5 CS 0.290 k, -M653
3130 a6 0.457 k~b 0.081
3400D~ 0.767 k.0.505

FIGURE 3. Cut away dvpiclien of a miniaure composite hydrophone morconsistint of a Piezocerauni
disk. electroded on its faces and paled through its thicknans, sandwiched between two Sclud metal dishs.
When subject to a comnpressive hydrostatic stress the metal disk not only comprs fth CCruni where they
touch it on its rim, but also pus radially outward on the ceramic disk.

To fully exploit lead zircoate titanates ceramics in hydropone transducers, structures have been
devised to redirect the hydrostatic stress. Figur 3 illustrates a recent umvaioJ '. that incorporates
the principle of macroscopic flextensiotial transducers-devised for high power actuamors--into small
hydrophone sensors. In this design, the metal disks transform the vertical, Ts. component of an
external hydrostatic compressive stress into an tensile isotropi planar stress that overwhelms the
external compressive isotropic planar stress, T,. The net stres on the piezoceramic disk is then a
compressive T3 transmitted directly to the rim of the disk, plus a tensile T, acting throughout the disk.
Since the coupling factors, ks, and 4., have opposite signs, the electrodes on the disk faces sumn in
unison the charge from these two opposite stresses-one compressive, the other tensile. Moreover,
the electrical response is indeed appreciable since both coupling factors arm large in magnitude.

To enhance the performance of lead zironate titanates in pulse-echo applicatons, composite materials
have been devised which combine the piezoceramic with a passive polymer. Figure 4 illustrates a 1-3
or rod piezocomnposite material design that has seen practical commercial applicatimn'o in the
ultrasonic transducers used in medical diagnostc imaging. In the rod pieocomnposite plates the thin
rods can expand or contract laterally at the expense of the surrounding softer polymer even though the
plate as a whole is laterally clamped. The resulting thickness-mode coupling constant of the composite
exceeds that of its constituet ceramic, ranging up to nearly the ceramic's k33. The resulting increased
bandwidth and higher sensitivity are important advantages for pulse-echo transducers used in medical
diagnostics.
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FIGURE 4. Schematic representation of a 1-3 or rod piezoelectric composite plate, consisting of long thin
piezoceramic rods, poled along their axis, held parallel to each other and perpendicular to the faces of the
plate by a piezoelectrically passive polymer. The soft polymer allows the piezocerainic rods to expand and
contract laterally when the plate is used nw its thickness-mode resnuace, thereby yielding au enhanced
thickness-mode electromechanical coupling factor.

CONCLUSIONS

The explicit identification of the stress patterns that provide maximal electromechanical coupling in
piezoelectric ceramics provides insights into how these materials have been used effectively in
hydrostatic sensors for naval hydrophones and in pulse-echo transducers for medical diagnostic
imaging. Moreover, this perspective can guide our thinking in fruitfully exploiting piezoelectric
ceramics in future acoustic transducer applications.
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EFFECTS OF DOPANT NbV ON LEAD ZIRCONATE-TITANATE

TERUMASA KATO, NORIAKI YAMADA and ATSUO IMAI
Nagoya Municipal Industrial Research Institute, electrical
Division.
Rokuban-3chlome Atsuta-ku, NAGOYA, 456, JAPAN

Abstract Impurity effects of Nb"s dopants were Investigated on optimum
calcination temaratures and grain growth in sintering process. As the
amount of Nb dopant Increased, optimum calcination temperatures
Increased. Grain sizes In sintered ceramics decreased in Inverse
proportion to the amount of Nb4s. Experimental results were expressed in
terms of the volume ratio between grain boundary region and grain.
Thickness of grain boundary region is estimated to be about 40 A, that
corresponds to about 10 lattice layer.

1. INTRODUCTION

Lead Zirconate-Titanate (PZT) with composition near the morphotropic phase

boundary are Important ferroelectric ceramics, which are widely used for

piezoelectric devices." Defect structures in PZT have been reported upon the

effects on electrical properties and sintering kinetics. 2' Several workers reported

electrical resistivitles for PZT ceramics containing various metal oxides as

dopants.4 -'*" Gerson and Jaffe" proposed that the p-type electrical conduction in

PZT resulted from vacancies on the lead sites, which were caused by partial loss

of lead during sintering process. In this report, the effects of Nb*5 dopant have

been Investigated on the synthesis of the perovoskite structure during the

calcination process and grain growth during the sintering process.

2. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

The reagent grades of PbO, TIO, ZrO2 and Nb2O, were used as raw materials.

[463Y/51
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Starting materials, in proper ratios corresponding to the compositions near the

morphotopic phase boundary, were mixed in a ball mill with water for 20 hours by

using nylon bails as grinding media. The dry powders were press-formed into

pellets of about 3 mm thick and 20 mm in diameter at 1 ton per cm 2. After
calcining, the samples were milled in water and dried. The dry powders were

again press-formed into pellets of about 3 mm thick and 20 mm in diameter at 1

ton per cm 2. All sintering runs were conducted at a constant heating rate of
300OC/h to the sintering temperature of 1280°C. Samples were held for 3 hours at

the sintering temperature and were cooled at the natural rate of the furnace. The
high vapour pressure of PbO made It necessary to use multiphase pellets, lead

zirconate-titanate plus 50 mol% PbO, to keep a PbO atmospheres during the

sintering process.91-111.) Samples were always sintered with the multiphase pellets

in the container to maintain the PbO vapor pressure for the samples. Grain sizes

on the ceramics were observed with Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM).

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Although it has been discovered that the fabrication process determines the

electrical properties,12) phenomena involved in the process of calcination have
not been fully understood. It is necessary to distribute ur"-.ýrmly elements of the

composition in this process. Figure I shows the relation between the calcination

time and changes In the rate of the pellet's diameters with Nb*' concentration

20

Nb*' 1. 0 1.5%

10 -

00 0 ........ . .. . ........... . . . . . .

U-10

-20 .. . . . r . . . .I .. . . . .I.. . . .

0 5 10 15 20
T13I (hour)

FIGURE 1 Relation between calcination time and changes of pellet's

diameters in the case of calcination at 8000C.
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In the case of the calcination at 800C. Diameters changed with amounts of Wb
dopant, but those did not change so much In the time region over 10 hours. This
shows that most of the raw materials are reacted with a short time. Figure 2
shows the X-ray diffraction patterns of powders calcined at 750C, 78WC and
800C for 20 hours. Figures 2(a) and (b) show that calcination powders consist
of the tetragonal phase (PbTIOJ) and the rhombohedral phase (PZT). However,
figure 2(c) shows that the sample almost has the single rhombohedral PZT phase.

calcinmation Powder

(a)Wb 014 r

3 20 20

FIGURE 2 X-ray diffraction patterns of Intrinsic PZT powders that were
calcined at several temperatures (a) 750*C, (b) 7800C, (c) 8000C.

Thus the optimum temperature for calcination of un-doped PZT was determined
to be 800C. Optimum calcination temperatures of Nb*' doped PZT were
determined by the same manner as the un-doped PZT's. Figure 3 shows that the

Caloinatio.2 temperature of PST doped by Nb*'

~103( 0 PZT
100( X P?(+PZT)

0

00ii; ____L_-------_______o------______-- ---

'3 0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0
a mole peroent of dopant Vb*'

FIGURE 3 Relation of optimum calcination temperature to obtain the PZT
single phase and amounts of Nb46 dopant.
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optimum calcination temperature increases linearly with amounts of Nb*6 dopant.

Relation between T,, the calcination temperature and Xmol% dopant Nb"$, can be

formulated as follows;

T. -8+100X. (1)

Figure 4 shows the microstructure of ceramics sintered at 12800C for 3 hours.

Grain sizes were measured from Figure 4 and plotted against amounts of Nb*4

dopants in Figure 5. Grain sizes were In Inverse proportion to the amount of the

dopant. It Is possible that when the samples were heated to the sintering

temperature, the high vapour pressure of PbO created Pb vacancies near the

surface of each grain. For compensating the Inbalance of the ionic valence, Nb*5

Ions substituted for Zr" near the boundary surface of each grain.")

30m

FIGURE 4 Microstructure of PZT ceramics doped Nba

Here It Is assumed that the diffusion rate of NbV, which Is substituted for Zr" in

each PZT grain, Is low and then Nb45 Ions localize at the grain boundary region,
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of which the thickness is Indicated by 8. If grain boundaries are surrounded with

PZT substituted by Nb*6 ions, vapour pressures of PbO might be decreased and

grain growth should be Inhibited. One lead ion vacancy corresponds to two NbW

ions subsUtuting for Zr 4 ions. As a result, Pb%1,, .•Nb,)TIO•O phase is formed In
the surface region, of a sintered PZT grain. If Nb4 Ions substitute for all Zr 4 in the

surface region with thickness 8, the relation X, 8 and grain diameter D Is
expressed as

X --6x100 8/D. (2)

In figure 5, the grain size data at each amount of dopant Nb+4 was fitted to

20

10
16
14 - CaluIaltd Cwnw

1 12-0-0- Grain elze measured from SEMd

06 0

4

0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 1. 2.0
ft6b' X (%)

FIGURE 5 Relation of grain sizes and amounts of dopant Nb4s.

equation (2), and grain boundary thickness was determined to be 40 A. That
corresponds to 10 unit cell distances. The real thickness of the region containing

Nba may be larger than 8, because residual Zr"4 Ions exist even at the grain

boundary region.

4. Conclusion

The optimum calcination temperature Increases linearly with amounts of Nb+4

dopant. Nb"4 dopant obstructs the progress of reaction steps. Relation between

T,, the optimum calcination temperature and X mol% amounts of dopant Nb+4 , can

be formulated as follows;

T. =800 +100X.
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According as the Increase of the dopant amounts, grain sizes of sintered ceram-

Ics were decreased.

Grain surfaces Include lattice defects and lost balances of ionic valence

between cation and anion. Amounts of the dopant can be related to ratio of grain

boundary volume and grain volume on the assumption of lead vacancy and Nb*'

In grain boundary region. Thickness of the grain boundary corresponds about

40 A, that Is about 10 lattice layers.
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FREQUENCY DEPENDENCE OF THE PIEZOELECTRIC OW COEFFICIENT

AS A FUNCTION OF CERAMIC TETAGONALITY

J.M. VICENTE(*) AND B. JIMENEZ(+)
(*)DPft, do Ffskca. Un&erskiad do A"cad do Henaes 28801. Madrid. Spain.
(**)/nto. Glencla do Matedales. Sede A Serrano 144.28006 Madrid. Spain.

ABSTRACT
Measurements have been made of the complex peeecrccoefficient (031), by
a quasistatic method, so as to determine its real and imraginary comiponent as
a function of frequency (f = 1iO3 _ 103 Hz) and temperaftur. Results obtained
with Ca-modified lead titanate and lead lanthasrn um tnate-zirconate ceramic
samples reveal the existence of relaxations at a very low frequency for the former
and at frequencie of tens of hertzs for the latter. Tetraonal distortion and polar
microregions could be considered as the respective causes of such relaxation
processes.

1I.-INTRODUCTION
Some technological applications require peeecrcmaterials in which the

ratio of eletromechanical couplin factors Q(N/K) is high. Such Is the case, for
instance, in echographic imaging, as regards the himprovement of resolution.

The direct relation tha exists between K.p and thepeo ecrc coefficient d3,
has promoted manry studies aimred at understanding the behaviour of dý, and its
influence on VK.. The materials that have been mainly studied are those with a
small Ksuch as samarium-modified lead titanate (PTS) and calcium-modiedW
lead titaniate (PTC)(1), and lead-lnthanum tianate-zirconate (PLZT)CO. In thes
materials the pizeeti coefficient, d3, can be written in the form0):

d-31 = d31' + A41~' -jd3 l " (1)

[469Y/157
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where d'3, coresponds to values of the coefficient at frequencies well over

relaxation, and is the intinsic contribution of the piezoelecmc material. The term

A 3,' is the extrinsic contribution from several types of effects that, in some

cases, can be of the same order as d' 3, and of different sign.

The relwxation character of the extrinsic contributions through the terms A d34'

- j d0," has been confirmed, both in some piezoelectric polymers and in single

crystals of Rochelle salt(4) and silver-sodium nitrite).

In ceramics, there are no ciear results as to the existence of relaxation in

some frequency region. In the present work, a study Is made of the coefficient

d3 , as a function of frequency between 5*103 and 103 Hz, and as a function of

temperature for several frequencies, so as to gather information towards a better

understanding of the piezoelectric relaxational processes, and of the extrinsic

factors contributing to the final values of d4,. The materials that have been

studied are lead-calcium titanate and lanthanum-lead titanate-zirconate ceramics.

2.- EXPERIMENTAL METHOD

2.1.- Plezoelctrlc ceramics

Ceramics of nominal composition

Pb,.xCax(Co.06W.0Ti9 )O3 + MnO(1%) (PTC)

with x = 0.20 and 0.30 were prepared by a reactive chemical method, as

described elsewhere".

Ceramics of composition

Pb0L0Ir 5 .35)O 3  (PLZr-8)
were obtained by coprecipitation from alkoxides, synthesized at 750 °C and

afterwards sintered at 1250 *C. From these ceramics pieces of dimensions

13x5x0.5 mm were cut; electroded with silver paint, sintered at 600 C and

polarized to saturation at temperatures 1200C (PTC samples) and 80CC (PLZT

samples).
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2.2.- 1lezoelSectlc cuwrnt

The equivalent circut of a piezoelectric material sue to a sinusoidal
mechanical stressr' is shown in Fig. 1, with an impedance Z and a phase such

that

Fs& 1.- Eqsivatmt circui

IZ = RJ(1 + 2 Cx2 R•)'1 2 tg b = 1/(1 RXCJ (2)

The piezoelectric current is given by:

ip = S (dD/dt) = d3 l (dT1/dt) = w d3, T10 sen(wt+8) =i, sen(wt+O) (3)

Between the piezoelectric current iP and the mechanl stress T, there is a

lag 0 such that the real and imaginary components of lp can be written as

iPRs = io cos h ipnm = i. sin 0 (4)

and, from the relation between ip and d3, £P a d3,(cdT 1/dt)) we have:

d31' - iP 4lo - i p Im (5)

Now, the current amplifier also introduces a lag y, and thus the total lag

between T, and ip measured by the osciloscope is 0 = 0 + 6 + y, and must be

taken care of by a previous calibration of the system. This calibration has to be

done for each sample. The error in the measurement of 4 is of ± 10.

Measurements of io as a function of temperature were made with the sample

in an electric oven up to 150MC. The temperature of the sample was measured

with a chromel-alumel thermocouple with an error of ± 10C.

3.- RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In Figs. 2 and 3 we shows the results obtained, for the real and imaginary

components of coefficient d3 , (or, rather, peak values of iP/W I which are

proportional to d3,) with PTC and PLZT ceramics, as a function of frequency.
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A marked increase of d3 l components is observed, in PTC ceramics, for

frequencies under I Hz. In turn, PLZT shows a slight and gradual increase, down

to the limiting frequency (5*10'S Hz).

Tashiro et al." have studied the transverse mechanial displacement in PTC

24 (c/a = 1.039) and in PZT (c/a7 .1.002) as a function of time for different values

of an applied DC field. The results of this study show that Ca-nodfe ceramics
behave according to a transverse displacement mechanism, with long relaxation

time, that does not exist in PLZT ceramics. The d, coefficient in PTC 24

depends on the amplitude of the AC electric field. The time that PTC 24 ceramics

take to reach the equilibrium value is larger than 60 sec. In PZT the equilibrium

is reached almost instantaneously.

The results of Figs. 2 and 3 show a behaviour of d3, (d3l', d3") in dear

agreement with those of Tashiro"s. The strong increase of these components in

PTC -mainly in PTC 20 (c/a = 1.045)- in the very low frequency region suggests

the existence of a piezoelectric relaxation below 10.1 Hz. The behaviour of PLZT-

8 is in agreement with that of PZT in ref. (8).

Figures 2 and 3 also show relaxations for PTC-30 and PLZT-8 at frequencies

of the order of tens of hertzs. According to the relation d" = d3j'+ A d31'- j d3 ",

these relaxations can be ascribed to extrinsic contributions of defects (A d31'- J

d3 l"). 900 domain walls have been claimed as being responsible for this

contribution(3) but they would probably have a relaxation frequency higher than

those obtained in this work.

A possible explanation for the piezoelectric relaxation observed in PLZT-8

(Figs. 2 and 3) could be the contributions to d3 , of polar microregions('10 ) that

exist in ferroelectric materials with a diffuse phase transition (which is the case

of PLZT-8). These microregions could also explain the behaviour of the

components of PLZT-8 with temperature that is shown in Fig. 4. The temperature

for a maximum of piezoelectric losses is lower than that corresponding to the

disappearance of the real part of d3, (ferroelectric transition temperature). This

result is also in agreement with the behaviour of relaxor ferroelectrics as a

function of temperature. The apparently anomalous thermal variation of the real

component (which decreases with increasing temperature) is very similar to that
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of remanent transverse deformation vs. electric field derived from butterfly loops
in PiZr ceramics(")~. The variation of the components of d3l with temperature for
the PTC-30 ceramic (a continuous increase with change of sign of the real
component) is similar to that of PTC and PTS ceramics 1 2 . Studies of the
components of d3, vs. frequency above the temperature where d'31 = 0 in PTC
ceramics are in progress to understand the extrinsic contibutions.

4.- CONCLUSIONS
The relaxationai behaviour of the piezoelectric coefficient d3 , has been

determined by quasistatic measurements. The relation between transverse
deformation, tetragonal distortion and d3, could explain the very low frequency
relaxations of PTC ceramics. Polar microregions in PLZT could be responsible

for the thermal relaxe~ on behaviour of this ferropiezoelectric ceramic.
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PROPERTIES OF SUBSTITUTED PbNb 2 O6 CERAMICS AND MEASUREENJT OF

THEIR LOW ELECTROMECHANICAL COEFFICIENTS

ROLAND BRIOT, NEJIB GLISSA, MICHEL TROCCAZ
INSA, Laboratoire de G6nie Electrique et Ferro6lectricit&,
69621, Villeurbanne, FRANCE

Abstract Ceramics of the PbNb2 06  type with substitutions on Pb

and Nb sites are studied. The firing conditions - various cycles
of temperature and time - are carefully examined. The main elec-
tromechanical coefficients are given. The weak Q and k coeffi-

cients are calculated from a method perfected in our laboratory.

In the last few years, materials of PbNb 2 06  type have been developed

for electroacoustical applications, because these piezoelectric cera-
mics have the advantage to exhibit a large anisotropy in electromecha-

nical coupling factors between thickness mode kt and planar mode

(the largest possible kt/kp ratio with a kp factor as low as possible)

and simultaneously a low mechanical quality factor Q. These compounds

seem promising if the relatively difficult manufacturing process can

be properly controled. In addition, the measurement of their very low

coefficients poses problems.

Tetragonal Niobium metaniobate can present
two crystallographic forms at room

temperature, a rhombohedral one

(non ferroelectric), and an ortho-

rhombic one (ferroelectric). In or-
125 , , der to obtain polarisable samples,

indeed crystallised in the ortho-

", \rhombic phase, the sintering tempe-
ratures must reach at least 1250°C1 .

,P For the ferroelectric material the
structure is tetragonal above the/ - -,70o • S

• 57 T Curie Point (5700C) 2 , but the pre-
TC paration of the polarisable mate-

rial becomes complicated owing to

2 M 25oc the reversibility of the transition
Rhombohedral Orthorhombic ferro-non ferroelectric for tempe-

FIGURE 1 Schematic diagram of the ratures not much higher than the

PbNb 2 0 6 transformations Curie temperature.

[475Y/163
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These transformations are summarized in Figure 1. Apart from this

condition on the sintering temperature, the difficulties encountered

during the preparation of PbNb 2 06 type ceramics are closely related to
the tungsten bronze structure and the weak diffusion of niobium oxi-

de : that is to say the lack of homogeneity, densification and aging.

All the tests have been carried out with a 5 % Sr substitution on

the Pb site in order to obtain better piezoelectric characteristics

without increasing the Q factor.

PREPARATION OF HOMOGENEOUS SINTERED CERAMICS

As reported by Roth3 , six coumpounds are known to exist in the system

PbO-Nb 2O5 : P3N, P5N2. P2N, P3N2, with a pyrochlore structure and PN,

PN2 with a tungsten bronze structure (P - PbO, N - Nb2 O5 ).

However, except for P3N2 and PN, results concerning composition

and crystallography of the various compounds are conflicting . For a
mixture corresponding to a ratio PbO/Nb 2 O5 - 1, the more stable pyro-

chlore phase formed is P3N2 and rhomboedral PbNb 2 06 would be formed

via the process :
500-7000C

3 PbO + 2 Nb20 - 3 PbO 2 Nb2 0 5  (1)
fast

750-1000oC3 PbO 2 Nb205 sluggish- 4 PbNb 2 O6  (2)

According to Yamaguchi4 PN2 can be formed from 6000C and combines
with P3N2

700-9000C
3 PbO 2 Nb2 0 5 + PbO 2 Nb2 05  - 4 PbNb 2 0 6  (3)

Another reaction can also occurs if an excess Nb.0 5 exists

> 9000C
PbNb 2 0 6 + Nb 2 0 5  - PbO 2 Nb 2 O5  (4)

X Ray analysis performed on powders fired at 6500C and 1000WC du-

ring 10 hours confirms these results (Figure 2)6,1

"* At 6500C, presence of P3N2 phase according to (1). PbNb 2 0 6 is al-

ready formed, at a lower temperature than that given by reaction (2),
perhaps through the reaction (3), although the diffraction lines of

PN2 don't appear on the pattern.

"* At 10000C, the pattern corresponds only to the rhombohedral phase

PbNb 2 06
1

Tests carried out at temperatures between 650 and 1000IC show the

progressive decrease of the P3N2 phase and never the diffraction li-

nes of the PN2 compound.

So in order to obtain homogeneous sintered ceramics several kinds
of firing at 1000 0 C were performed, summarized on Table 1.
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2Nb205(a) 

650 *C/1.Jh

L 

LW b1 

1I

28 90 80 70 60 50 40

(b) 1000C/lOh

I I I I I

S90 80 70 60 50 40

FIGURE 2 X-Ray powder diffraction pattern at various temperatures

TABLE 1 Conditions of firing and resultant characteristics

Firing 1000°C/10 h 1000-C/20 h 1000*C/40 h 2 x (1000°C/10h)

White
Powder White White Whiteyellow traces

appearance not compact not compact compact
not compact

Sintered
sample inhomogeneous inhomogeneous inhomogeneous homogeneous

It seems that a second rise in temperature at 10000C finishes the

reaction (3) or (2) without going through the reaction (4). A test ma-
de with a powder containing 0.01 mole excess Nb2 O5 , which leads to in-
homogeneous ceramics, confirms this explanation.

INCREASE OF THE CERAMIC DENSITY - AGING

A notable improvement of the density of the sintered samples is obser-
ved when some compounds are added in small amount to the firing powder
before grinding, for example MgF 2 or CaF2 . This improvement occurs
without changing the piezoelectric characteristics.

Other additives, such as BaF2 , NiO, W03 , have been tested but

the samples recrystallize very easily to form coarse-textured cera-
mics. Sintering tpsts with glasses have also been performed. Unfortu-
nately the sintering temperatures are too low, and so the well sinte-
red ceramics obtained are not in the ferroelectric state.

The operations of mixing and grinding the powders have been first

carried out in agate jars with ethylic alcohol. It can be observed in
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Figure 3 that the dielectric
€260 losses (tan6) have doubled one
C

0 220ach month after the ceramic polari-S,• o alcohol

[ 10-- zation. The other dielectric
* water

S140 properties are not modified. On
o the other hand if the operationso 100 A1 "0 -.- 4-_.--4-- + I are performed with water as the

0 20 40 60 80 100 120 dispersing medium, tan& remains
t(days) stable with time (Figure 3).

FIGURE 3 Time dependence of tan6

SUBSTITUTED COMPOSITIONS

Several tests have been performed with various substituting ions on
the B site, such as Ni 2 ÷, Fe 3 +, W6÷ but the piezoelectric coefficients
are too weak because of the difficulty in poling these ceramics.

On the other hand it is possible to prepare well sintered cera-
mics, easy to pole, with a Ti4 ion substitution or an addition of
Nb5 + ion. The following formulae have been manufactured and their main
characteristics measured (Table 2).

A Pb 0 . 9 5 Sr 0 . 0 5 Nb2 06
B Pb 0 . 9 5 Sr 0 . 0 5 (Nbi. 9 9 Ti 0 . 0 1 ) 05.995

C Pb 0 . 9 5 Sr 0 . 0 5 (Nb 1. 9 8 Ti 0 . 0 2 ) 05.99

D Pb 0 . 9 5 Sr 0 . 0 5 (NbI. 9 7 Ti 0 . 0 3 ) 05.985
E Pb 0 . 9 5 Sr 0 . 0 5 Nb2 . 0 2 06.05

It can be seen that until a 2 % Ti substitution the electromecha-
nical coefficients are unchanged. Moreover this substitution allows a
decrease of the sintering temperature, an easier poling and results
are more repetitive.

Ceramics with a Nb excess (E) are quite good, but show some inho-
mogeneities certainly due to the presence of the PbO 2 Nb2 05 compound
which is also ferroelectric with a tungsten bronze structure.

TABLE 2 Main characteristics of substituted PbNb 2 0 6 samples

Sample Dopant % p T, C r tE 6 t d3 3 pC/N kp Q kt Q,

A 0 5.9 1290 242 4.5 72 0.037 10 0.28 8

B 1 Ti 5.6 1270 240 2.6 70 0.048 10 0.27 10

c 2 Ti 5.9 1270 236 2.6 74 0.063 11 0.36 8

D 3 Ti 6.1 1250 345 2.5 72 0.114 24 0.34 23

Z 2 Nb 5.7 1270 240 1.8 70 0.069 11 0.33 7

p - density (10 3 Kg.m' 3 ), Ts - sintering temperature (time - 6 h)
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EXPERIMZNTAL DETERMINATION OF ELECTROMECHANICAL COEFFICIENTS

The characterization of piezoceramics with low electromechanical cou-
pling coefficient and high mechanical quality factor Q is largely des-
cribed in IEEE standard on piezoelectricity

The lead metaniobate structure studied in this paper present high
mechanical losses with very weak electromechanical coupling especially
in radial mode. The experimental method for the determination of elec-
tromechanical coefficients derived from G. Martin6 has been described
by R. Briot 9 .

A piezoelectric ceramic without dielectric losses can be repre-
sented by an equivalent electrical circuit consisting of a series con-
nection (motional resistance R, motional capacitance C. and motional
inductance L.) in parallel with a capacitance at constant strain Co.
The admittance IYI for this circuit may be written as a function of
the normalized frequency x = f/fs (fs is defined as the frequency of
maximum conductance), the capacitance ratio r - Co/C, and the quality

factor Q9.
For each pair (r, Q) selected, it is possible to calculate the

ratio IY.J/iY.J and f./f. where 1Y.1 (resp. IYI) represents maximum
(resp. minimum) of admittance for the frequency fe (resp. fn).

The experimental method consists in measuring from a network ana-
lyser HP 4194 A, tYml, IYnI, f. and fn.

A computer program has been developed in order to calculate r and
Q. Then the electromechanical coupling coefficient can be determinated
according to the vibration mode :

Radia oe 02 fs
Radial mode 1/k; - 0,395 - + 0,574

f P- fp 2

Thickness mode.- 2 f an(w2 T

where f is defined as the frequency of maximum resistance of piezo-
electric ceramic for this vibration mode : f2 - f2 (1 + 1/r - 1/2 Q2 ).

From the network analyser it is also possible to evaluate f. and
f and to calculate the electromechanical coupling coefficient, but
for lousy material the determination of Q is very difficult.

Figure 4 represents with good accuracy, experimental (points) and
simulated electrical (solid line) admittance against frequency.

Experimental and simulated phase curves show the validity of this

experimental method which is based only on two experimental points mea-

sured from the electrical admittance.
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2.5
Sample 5 ý,ampie E

* 2.4 - S • 4

V 2 ,I3.

2.2 2

2.1 2.1
1.2 1.25 1.3 1.35 1.4 1.2 1.25 1 3 1.35 1.4

frequency in Hz xl O5 irequt.-w:.i in Hz xl05

90 90
SSample B Sample E

84

821

1.2 1.2• 1.3 1,3,5 1,4 1.2 1 . 1r 1 , _1,-5 1.4

fr,.=,,|i.wncy in Hz x 0I f~eq- i',, it., HZ Xl105
FIGURE 4 Resonance curves - Admittance and phase - versus frequency

CONCLUS ION

A manufacturing process of PbNb206 type ceramics has been performed.

Samples with 5 % Sr and various amounts of T1 substitutions have been
prepared and studied. The main characteristic coefficients are presen-
ted, in particular the low electromechanical coefficients Q and k
measured with a method described in this paper.
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STUDI• S ON FLAWS IN PZT CERAMICS USED IN UNDERWATER DETECTION
TRANSDUCERS

MARIE MADELEINE GUILLEMOT-AMADNI, PAUL GONNARD, MICHEL TROCCAZ
INSA, Laboratoire do G6nie Electrique et Ferro6lectricit6,
69621, Villeurbanne, FRANCE

Abstract Experiments on a piezoelectric Tonpilz power transducer
show the importance of the quality of the ceramic active material.
In order to determine if internal defects appear in PZT ceramics
owing to the working of the transducer, two methods of investiga-
tion are proposed : an electrical one by measurement of the ad-
mittance versus frequency and an ultrasonic one. These two methods
lead to identical results for eliminating defective ceramics.

INTRODUCTION

Most of the transducers well suited to underwater detection use the

piezoelectric effect to convert an electric signal into an acoustic
wave. During the last years many studies have been carried out on so-
nars in order to lower the working frequencies for an increased detec-
tion range and also to increase the radiated power and the working du-
ration. For this purpose we studied a Tonpilz type transducers which
has a configuration depicted in Figure 1.

c a b a de

FIGURE 1 : Schematic representation of the studied Tonpilz

transducer

(4811/169
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It is a longitudinal vibrator consisting of :
- a piezoelectric ceramic stack (a) made of 7 independent pairs (ex-

ternal diameter 50 mm and a 15 om diameter central hole). In each
pair, the piezoceramics are organizal with opposed polarities and
electrically driven with parallel connection

- a nodal electrode (b)

- a head mass (c) made up of a light material which is in contact with
water, the propagation medium

- a tail mass (d) made up of a heavy material in order to absorb the

back vibration.

The whole device is glued and held in position by a pre-stressing
rod (e) which imposes a 300 bars pre-stress.

The electrical, mechanical and thermal characterization of this
transducer has been carried out in air, with the aim to research and
identify the different sources of losses and working limitations 2

- losses are due to the assembly itself
- but for repetitive tests performed on the same transducer, different

results have been obtained. As the only active elements are the
piezoceramics, we were induced to study and test these materials.

The ferroelectric compositions used for transducers working under
high acoustic load and therefore high electric field are "hard" PZT
ceramics. The main characteristics at low level of industrial "hard"

PZT ceramics axe the following
Er - 1200

tg& (%) 0,2 - 0,4

k3 3 - 0,62 - 0,66

d3 3 (pc/N) - 230 - 270

The study was carried out as follows
"* test of each piezoceramic ring
"* assembly in the transducer
"* operating (nominal speed 0.16 m/s at 3 kHz in the center of the

head mass)
"* test again of each ceramic element after the disassembly.

Two methods of investigation are used in order to check the state
of the ceramic rings : an electrical and an ultrasonic one.
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• LZCTRICAL MEASUREMENTS

Using a HP Analyzer 4294 A, the admittance curve of each ceramic is

drawn versus frequency under low electric field (1 V/cm). The first

resonance in radial mode lies about 35-45 kHz. The typical curve of a
good ceramic is given on Figure 2. Figure 3 shows the admittance of
two bad ceramics : interfering resonance frequencies appear which can
be due to microcracks in the ceramic. These defects are found again on
resonances at higher frequencies.

SI (MnS)

10

0.1

0.01

36 38 40 kHz

FIGURE 2 : Admittance versus frequency for a good ceramic

IYI (mS)

10

b

0.1 _

0.01

36 38 40 kHz

FIGURE 3 : Admittance versus frequency for bad ceramics:
a) small defect
b) important defect
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ULTRASONIC ANALYSIS

The principle of the measurement method is the well known immersion

technique.

The piezoceramic is placed in a tank filled with water. The ultra-

sonic beam passes through the ceramic and this beam which has co

through the thickness of the ceramic will be representative of its in-

ternal state ; for instance if there is an horizontal microcrack the

part of the beam which will reach the backwall will be attenuated. For

example, using an on-off method to measure the echo amplitude it is

seen on Figure 4a that the defects are located

- n* 1 along a radius and around the central hole

- n° 2 along two radii.

Another method, taking into account a greater number of threshold

values, gives the mapping of the ceramics as shown on Figure 4b.

2 3
Centra hole

n° I n° 2

!I 1

fects - -

FIGURE 4a FIGURE 4b

FIGURE 4 : Ultrasonic visualization of defects
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With the help of the ultrasonic apparatus, the position of a de-
fect found with the electrical method is located, and a slice of the

ceramic is sawn. Then an optical photograph of the microcrack is made

as shown on Figure 5.

FIGURE 5 : Photograph of a microcrack

ORIGIN OF THE FLAWS

Two main causes can be distinguished

- Defects due to the piezoceramics
4 ' 5

- Defects due to the assembly and working of the Tonpilz transducer.

1) Flaws can occur during the fabrication process. Local stresses are

developed near discrete defects, such as impurities, porosity or

too large grains, and these are responsible for microcracks located

near these defects. Microcracks can also appear during the polari-
zation treatment. All these flaws are distributed at random in the
volume or at the surface of the ceramic. Other defects are created

in the course of machining during the grinding and polishing of
the surfaces and the drilling of the central hole.

2) Some systematic studies have been performed with the Tonpilz in or-

der to test the influence of the pro-stress and to measure the maxi-

mum dynamic stress :
- a pro-stress of approximatively 300 bars is applied on the cera-

mics, and after the Tonpilz has been working, it can be seen

* if ceramics are good ones, nothing happens
* if ceramics are bad ones, as verified by electrical or ultraso-

nic method, the defects are amplified

- the maximum dynamic stress of about 100 bars peak is weak and has

no effect on the ceramic quality.
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Defects on ceramic materials influence the properties of the Tonpilz

transducer causing :
- a bad matching with the power supply because the characteristics ha-

ve changed
- an increase of mechanical losses, hence a decrease of the transducer

efficiency.
However neither the static nor the dynamic stress seem directly

accountable for the flaws achieved after working. But the stress can
amplify the defect if it is already present in the piezoceramics. The
smallest fault on the admittance curve may be the evidence of flaws
into the material which will increase during the transducer's working.

So, before utilization it is very important to test the piezoce-
ramics by using one of the two methods described. Nevertheless with
ferroelectric materials the electrical method is easier to implement.
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PIZOBLICRIC =MOBNIC8 FOR HIGH-TUPIRATUME
TROBA UCUS

L. AOUWOVA
Riga Technical University, Riga, Latvia

Abstract The ferroelectrics of the Aurivillius fami-
ly having Tc>7000 C are investigated from the point of

view of their application as high-temperature transdu-
cers. The value of piezoelectric modulus d33 and its

stability are the basic parameters determining the ran-

ge of application.

The bismuth-containing layered perovakite compounds of
the Aurivillius family and of a general formula
Bi 2 An.lBn03n+3 are distinguished by a high value of Tc
(n is the number of BO6 octahedra in the perovskite-like

layer).'

There is a series of bismuth layered compounds with an
even number of layers, the T. of which is beyond 7W00C.
It includes familiar compounds of n-2: Bi 3 TiNbO9

(Tc=9WO°C), Bi 3 TiTaO9 (T=87O0 C) and CaBi 4 Ti401 5 (T-7900)

with n=4. 2 We have obtained 5 new bismuth layered com-
pounds with n-2 the Tc of which is between 720 and 750OC:
Bi 2 K1 A5 Bi 5 A ,Ti 4 / 3 W2 / 3 09 , Bi 2 KA1 B5 A TiNbI2/1 3 W1/0 9 ,
Bi 2 KABi5,ATiTa 2 / 3W1 / 30 9 , Bi2Pbl/Bi 2 / 3Ti'4,W 2/ 3 09 and
"Bi lI/-3B12/- 3 Ti1b 2 /P-W1 / 3 0 9 . 3  They have been produced by
solid state reaction between two bismuth laminated com-
pounds of different number of the perovskite layers n, and
by iso- and heterovalent ion substitution in A and B sub-
lattices of the perovakite-like layers. Besides, we have

found the Tc for compounds CaBi 2 Nb 2 O9 ,CaBi 2 Ta 2O9 ,SrBi 2 Nb2 o 9 ,
SrBi 2 Ta 2 0 9 with n=2 and SrBi 4 Ti'4 O1 5 (n=4). Their Tc values

reported by Subbarao 4 are related to the first order phase
transition, the nature of which is not clear. The true

1487V175
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values of T. for these ferroelectricsare considerably hig-

her and, according to our data 5, equal to 8250C for

CaBi2Wb2 0 9 , 810 0 C for CaBi 2 Ta 2 O9 , 77500 for SrBi 2 b 2 9 ,

73&0C for SrBi 2Wb2O9 , 73000 for SrBi 2 Ta 2 09 and 7750C
for SrBi Ti'O 1 5. The temperatures have been determined
from dielectric permittivity maxima measured at 1 k~s fre-
quency and dilatometric experiments (Figure 1).

E ton5
500.1.0 a

250 0,5

1.00

200-

I I

0 200 400 600 800 T,*C
FIGURE 1 Dielectric properties (a) as function
of temperature and dilatometric curve(b) of SrBi 2Nb2O9
ceramics: 1-dielectric permittivity, 2-dielectric
losses.

The piezoactivity of CaBi2Nb 2O9 and CaBi 2Ta 2O9 ceramics
is rather low - the value of piezoelectric modulus d 33

equals 3,3"10-12 C/N and 1,5-10-12 C/N, respectively. It
is an order higher in the case of SrBi 2Nb 2O9 ,
SrBi 2Ta 2O9 and SrBi 4 Ti'4 O1 5 ceramics - 11-10-12; 12,5.10-12
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and 11,2"10"12 C/N. However, because of rather a low sta-

bility of d 3 3 these compounds cannot be used to make ele-

ments for high-temperature transducers (Figure 2).

12

I

2--a

b

o400 800o T, C
FIGURE 2 Thermal behaviour of piezoelectric modulus
d33 of SrBt2Wb;Og(a) and SrB14Ti4O15(b) ceramics:

1-the first cycle, 2-the second cycle

For the same reason the new layered compounds mentioned

above can neither be used though amongst the known ferro-

electrics of Tc>700°C they are distinguished by the high-
est values of the piezoelectric modulus d3, ranging from

14'10-12 to 24'10-12 C/N. 3

Modification of layered bismuth compounds by various oxi-

des and substances may essentially improve the whole com-
plex of electrophysical properties of the ceramic materi-

als. Thus, an over-stoichiometric amount of Bi2WO6 of 7-
10 wt % and 0,2 wt % of Cr 2 0 3 in CaBi 4 Ti 4 0 1 5 has re-
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duced the sintering temperature, broadened the operating

range and, most important, increased the value of d 3 3

from 4,4"10- 1 2 up to (10-14)-10O12 C/N it's stability be-

ing improved (Figure 3). The material is stable up to

7000C.

3310
C/N 11

6r4 I I

0 ACO 80 T,oC

FIGURE 3 Thermal behaviour of piezoelectric modulus
d33 of CaBi4Ti4015 ceramics modified by Bi2W and

Cr2O3 : 1-the first cycle, 2-the second cycle.

To develop piezoelectric elements operating at the tempe-

rature of 80000 and higher, Bi 3 TiNbO9 has been used.7,8The

value of the piezoelectric nodalus of the Bi3TiNbO9 cera-

mics is 5"10"12 c/H, reversible change of d3 3 comprising

75 %, irreversible - 25 % at 4000 C.

The piezoelectric Bi3TiNbO9 ceramics modified by cbromium,

bismuth, molybdenum or antimonium oxides is more resistent

to high temperature and pressure (Figure 4).

Properties of materials obtained by conventional ceramics

technology at sintering temperatures 1040-10600 C are gi-

ven in Table 1 and Table 2.

An increased stability of ceramic polarization at high

temperature and pressure is due to lattice distortion of

bismuth titanate-niobate caused by over-stoichiometric

amounts of introduced ions resulting in an enhancement of

the internal field of polarized ceramics and the stabili-

ty of electrophysical parameters.
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0 0oo 80o T.oc

FIGURE 4 Thermal behaviour of piezoelectric modulus

d33 of Bi3TiNbOq-(1) and Bi3TiNbO9 ceramics modified

by Cr 2 03, MoO 3 , Sbp02 -(2)

TABLE 1 Properties of modified Bi 3 Ti~bO9 ceramics

Range of ope- Plezo- Change of d33odfier ating tempe- modulus at Tmax,

rature d 3 3 .10 12, rever- irrever-
33* sible sible

Cr 2 0 3  from +20_0 C
to +8000C 12,0 18 8

Cr 2 0 3 +Bi 2 0 3  from +20 0 C
to +8000C 14,0 6 1

Cr0+O from -186°C
C2O3+o0 3  to +8500C 15,2 10 5

Cr 2 O+o0+ 0ofrom -196+0 C 14,7 6 4
Sb20303 + to +8560C 8 4

TABLE 2 Piezoelectri~odulus d33 of Bi TiNbO9 cera-

mics modified by Cr203 and MoO 3

TC 25 0 -25 -50 -100 -150 -196

d3 3 .10 12, 15,2 15,3 15,4 15,5 15,7 15,9 16,0
C/N
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These materials may be used for different high-tempera-

ture piezoelectric sensors of vibrations, shock, trans-

aitters of acoustic signal and other devices.
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THE TRANSIENT PIEZOELECTRIC RESPONSE OF IMPACT

LOADED PZT CERAMICS

JULIAN A.CLOSE, R.STEVENS

Division of Ceramics, School Of Materials, University of Leeds,

England.

Abstract Samples of commercially produced, poled lead zirconate titanate
piezoceramics were subject to impact loading by a free falling striker.
Samples were sandwiched in-between a split Hopkinson pressure bar which
allowed for characterisation of the tailored, planar strain wave, 20-80s in
duration. The piezoceramic was discharged onto a relatively large capacitor
ie:under short-circuit conditions. From these data, a value of the
piezoelectric charge coefficient, d" was derived and compared with that
derived via the conventional method. Early results indicate that values
obtained from the impact rig are substantially higher than those quoted in
manufacturers data. It is proposed to analyse a range of materials in an
effort to predict behaviour in relation to impact duration, magnitude and
resulting deterioration of poling.

INTRODIUCTION

A study is made of the transient electrical response of commercial lead

zirconate titanate (PZT) piezoceramics, subject to rapid impact loads. The

objective is to draw a distinction between these results and those derived

from conventional "resonant" characterisation methods. Four PZT

compositions are under test, namely: PC4, PC4A, PC5 and PC5H."

The data derived from the study are relevant to situations in which

piezoceramics are utilised as high voltage generators, in active automobile

suspension systems and in impact detonation devices.

"Materials supplied by Morgan Matroc, Unilator Division, Ruabon, Wrexham,

Clwyd, LL14 6HY.
[4931/181
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EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIOUE

The "drop weight impact" testing rig comprises a free falling striker, running

on an air-bearing providing an impact of approximately 20/us duration (This

can be controlled within certain limits by altering the striker length, whilst

the rise time can be controlled by altering the geometry of the striker facing).

The piezoelectric device under test (DUT) is situated in a vertically mounted

split Hopkinson pressure bar (SHPB) arrangement instrumented with

miniature foil strain gauges. The 'train gauges monitor the passage of the

ensuing stress wave after the striker impacts the top of the "impact" bar and

its subsequent passage into the "receiver" bar. The two strain gauge signals

received from the SHPB are sent to a custom made high frequency

(approximately 2.5MHz bandwidth) virtual-earth pulse amplifier. The

amplifier output is then appropriated for analysis by a PC controlled digital

storage adaptor (DSA). The two "captured" waveforms allow examination and

comparison of the stress wave before and after transmission through the

DUT.

A schematic diagram of the impact testing rig is illustrated in Figure 1.

EN24 Steel
Striker
on air :

bearing

-Silicon Nitride facing

Platter

Rubber '0, Tint supportM

Silicon Nitride Impact bar-:

Discharging piezoelectric samople
EN24 steel mounting stub aut

ENZ4 steel receiver bar- 0r.2m foil
Strain gauges

FIGURE 1. Impact testing rig setup
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PLATE 1. The SHPB and striker

PLATE 2. The impact testing rig
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The electrical discharge from the DUT (in the range of 2-3kV) is transferred

to a capacitor large enough so that discharge under short-circuit conditions

may be assumed, as is the convention for charge output characterisation of

piezoelectric devices as it makes no assumptions about permittivity or

capacitance changes in the sample during the experiment.

A high frequency 100:1 attenuating oscilloscope probe delivers the charge

stored on the capacitor to the DSA for analysis.

INTERPRETATION OF RESULTS

From the "captured" data, it is possible to correlate both the amplitude and

duration of the piezoelectric output from the DUT with that of the stress

wave passing through it. An estimation can therefore be made of the

piezoelectric charge coefficient (d,, CN") and also the conversion of input

mechanical energy into electrical energy ie: k., the coupling

coefficient.

viz:

and

2 (osowu electical energy)
k33  w mechanical enery)

where D is the dielectric displacement, X is the stress, the subscripts E and

T denoting constant field and temperature respectively, whilst "33" indicates

the direction of applied stress and that of the charge flow ("3" being the

polarisation direction in the ceramic device).

For each composition, two sample thicknesses (2mm and 5mm) are tested

with a view to verifying suspected thickness effects arising from stress wave

reflections. An aim of the study is to quantify the finite time taken for the

onset of charge flow after application of stress to the DUT ie: t,, the
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"relaxation time" due to domain mobility effects.

Ageing rcsulting from decay of polarisation can be monitored by the

influence on the piezoelectric coefficient values of repeated impacts. An

examination by scanning electron microscopy might also reveal microcracking

at grain boundaries leading to short-circuiting within the DUT and

consequently to a drop in electrical output.

REJULIS

Results obtained from the SHPB rig are shown in Figure 2 and are typical of

the responses gained; the upper curve is that of the strain "seen" in the

receiver bar whilst the lower is that of the electrical output from the DUT.

The evident time difference is due to the time taken for the'stress wave to

reach the strain gauge, remote from the DUT, on the receiver bar. It is

straightforward to compensate for this lag. Preliminary calculations from

these data suggest that the PC5 DUT used, (5mm thick; 10mm diameter) was

subject to a stress of 54.04 MPa and developed a charge of 16.8 #C.
[TRA=CHI :2004. 1 [T)B=CH2 :28•m [ThB28uS :SROFF Iil T

I I . . .

.. .. . . .. . . . . . . . ... . . . ..

'_ J

FIGURE 2. Results gained from the SHPB and PCS sample

The upper curve is a measure of the strain in the sample, the lower, the

output from the DUT.
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Using these data the "33" charge coefficient for the PC5 material is estimated

to be:

d33 = 3.96 nCN"

Compared with 340 pCN` derived from conventional measurements.

UNDERLYING THEORIES

The theories below are based on the assumption that the system obeys

the laws of linear elasticity ie: that initial and final body configurations are
identical. The duration of the impact is dependent on the time taken for an

(acoustic) stress wave, travelling at a speed C, (where C, is the longitudinal

acoustic wave velocity in the material), to traverse the striker twice"' and the
rise time of the stress, by the geometry of the striker facing. The stress wave

originates from a point source producing a radial wave, but as this propagates

down an impact bar of specific aspect ratio, the axial stress wave assumes a
planar, one dimensional profile"2 . The stress pulse duration as already noted

is solely dependant on the striker geometry (neglecting dispersive effects,
which are negligible), though the pulse length is intrinsically dependant on
the value of C. in the SHPB. The stress wave passes through the DUT with
minimal reflection at the interfaces and is passed into the receiver bar. From
the signal picked up by the strain gauge on the receiver bar, a measure of the

stress put on the DUT can be derived. The axial stress on the DUT, X, is
directly related to the strain, x, measured in the receiver bar and is obtained
from the balance of the total force between the sample and the receiver bar31.

ie:

where A, is the area of the cross section of the sample and A, is that of the
receiver bar whose Young modulus is E,.
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"In situ" calibration of the SHPB is also to be carried out by using X-cut

quartz discs of known characteristics in place of the piezoceramic specimens.

The DUT itself cannot be strain gauged directly due to extremely adverse

effects arising from capacitive coupling between the discharging piezoceramic

and the strain gauge filameiL.

CONCLUSION

From this experiment the following will be examined.

1) The relationship between values of d" and k,3 derived from impact testing

and those obtained from conventional methods.

2) The effect of impact duration, energy and repetition on the performance

of piezoceramic devices.

3) A microstructural analysis to assess the degree of damage generated by

the impacting process.

"This work is supported by the National Physical Laboratories, Teddington,

Middlesex, England. TWiI OLW.
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THIN-FILM PYROELECTRIC INORGANIQORGANIC COMPOSITES

C.E. MURPHY, T. RICHARDSONa, G.G. ROBERTSb
Department of Engineering Science, University of Oxford, Parks Road, Oxford,
OXI 3PJ, U.K.

Abstract Current methods of pyroelectric composite production are incompatible with
microelectronics fabrication techniques. Thin-film (1-5jun) irganic/polymer composites have
been produced using a spin-coating method. In the thickness range attaminable a qua'i-wave cavity
for the enhanced absorption of infra-red radiation may be formed. Barium titanate. lead titiate,
PZT and lithium tantalate have been incorporated as inorganic dispersoids. A vinylidene
fluoride/trifluoroethylene copolymer acts as the host matrix. After the requisite poling procedure
the thin film composite materials exhibit pyroelectric coefficients significandy greater than that of
70.30mo!% vinylidene fluoride:trifluoroethylene copolymer. They also possess low values of
relative permittivity due to the low volume percentages of inorganic material incorporated. As a
result the dielectric noise figure of merit is greatly enhanced over conventional polymer
pyroelectric materials. These materials are therefore suitable candidates for use in an integrated
thermal imaging device.

1. INTRODUCTION

Pyroelectric materials have been extensively investigated recently for use in
integrated thermal imaging devices. Inorganic single crystal and ceramic materials1

possess large pyroelectric coefficients, but their overall performance is limited by high
relative permittivity and thermal conductivity. It is also difficult to produce optimum film
thicknesses due to the mechanical properties of the materials. Ferroelectric polymers,
including polyvinylidene fluoride2 and associated copolymers3, possess moderate
pyroelectric activity, but have low relative permittivity and thermal conductivity. It is
possible to produce thin films using these polymers of the optimum thickness for infra-
red radiation absorption. In order to overcome the limitations inherent in these single-
phase materials, composite materials were proposed whose properties are described in
terms of the connectivity concept'. Thick film composites consisting of a ferroelectric
ceramic powder phase dispersed in a host polymer matrix (0-3 connectivity) have been
produced5-7. These composites contain a large percentage of inorganic material and are
fabricated by tape-casting or hot-pressing methods. This results in film thicknesses from
50gm to 500tim. The pyroelectric coefficients are large compared to polymers and the
relative permittivity values small compared to ceramics. Therefore the figures of merit are
enhanced over conventional single-phase polymer materials.

In an integrated thermal imaging device the pyroelectric material is in intimate
contact with the readout and analysis electronics in the form of an integrated circuit The
processing of the pyroelectric material must therefore be compatible with microelectronics
fabrication techniques. This paper describes thin-film composite materials which have
been produced by a spin-coating method. This technique is regularly used to yield
polymer films in the thickness range 0.lp1M - 5pm. By producing pyroelectric composite
films of this thickness a quarter wavelength cavity for the enhanced absorption of infra-
red radiation may be realiseds. In a staring array of pyroelectric elements the low thermal

a Dr. T. Richardson is now at the Depment of Physics, University of Sheffield, Sheffield, U.K.

b Prof. G.G. Roberts is now Vice-Chancellor at the University of Sheffield, Sheffield, U.K.

5011/189
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conductivity of the matrix polymer phase will effectively reduce pixel crosstalk to an
acceptable level.

The polymer utilised as the matrix phase is a 70:30mol% vinylidene
fluoride:trifluoroethylene copolymer (Attochem, France). This polymer may be spun
effectively to form highly uniform films and has been extensively studied as a
ferroelectric material. Barium titanate (TAMTRON X7R422H from TAM Ceramics, Box
C, Bridge Station, Niagara Falls, N.Y. 14305, U.S.A.), lead titanate (Aldrich Chemical
Company, The Old Brickyard, New Road, Gillingham, Dorset, SP8 4JL, U.K.), lead
zirconium titanate or PZT (Ferroperm, Stubbeled 7, DK-2950 Vedbaek, Denmark) and
lithium tantalate (Johnson Matthey, 78 Hatton Garden, London ECIN 8JP, U.K.) were
incorporated as the inorganic ferroelectric phase. We describe the preparation and
assessment of test structures made with these new composite materials.

2. EXPERIMENTAL

2.1Fabiaion
The thin-film pyroelectric composite material is incorporated as the dielectric into a

capacitor device structure. Glass microscope slides are ultrasonically cleaned in a
detergent solution (Decon 90) and then in high purity deionised water (Millipore Milli-Q
system). An aluminium substrate (typically 100nm thick) is thermally evaporated onto the
glass slide at a pressure of -10"6mbar.

A matrix polymer solution is produced from 2.1g 70:30mol% vinylidene
fluoride:trifluoroethylene copolymer [70:30 p(VDF:TrFE)J pellets dissolved in 20mn
butanone (ethyl methyl ketone). This solution is magnetically stirred at room temperature
for 12 hrs. A predetermined volume percentage of the selected ferroelectric inorganic
powder is then added to the polymer solution. The resulting suspension is agitated
vigorously for several hours to ensure homogeneous dispersion of the powder in the
polymer solution.

A thin-film composite is then produced by spin-coating the composite suspension
onto the Al/glass substrate using a photoresist spinner. Typically a rotation speed of 2000
RPM and duration of 100 seconds has been used. The resultant composite film thickness
was measured by a scanning optical microscope (Lasertech) in comparative reflectance
mode.

A pattern of gold top electrodes (typically 60nm thick) was then thermally
evaporated onto the surface of the thin-film composite to produce the desired capacitor
structure.

2.2 Ferroelectric Poling
In order to impart a macroscopic electrical polarisation to the composite material, it must
be poled such that the dipolar entities are aligned perpendicular to the substrate plane of
the film. In this work a DC therml poling technique has been utilised.

The sample is heated to a temperature of 373K on a hotplate using heatsink
compound to provide an effective thermal contact. A DC voltage (typically E=20-30
V/tm) is then applied between the device electrodes via tinned copper wires attached by
air-dried conducting silver paint (Acheson Colloids Electrodag 915). The sample is held
at elevated temperature for a specific period (times used were 20min and 165min), then
fan-cooled to room temperature. When the sample has returned to room temperature, the
applied voltage is removed.

2.3 Dielectric Measurements
The capacitance and dielectric loss tangent of the composite device structure are measured
using an impedance analyser (Hewlett Packard 4192A). The frequency range scanned
was 200Hz to 1MHz. The relative permittivity is then calculated using the active upper
electrode area and film thickness.
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2.4 vMelectric Measurements

The pyroelectric activity of the composite materials is determined using the quasi-static
measurement method. A triangular temperature profile of amplitude 0.5"C is applied to
the sample via a Peltier therwoelectric heat pump and the resultant current is measured by
an electrometer (Keithley 614). The temperature of the pyrolecric material is detected by
a thermocouple affixed to a dummy substrate adjacent to the device under test.
Temperature and current readings are plotted as functions of time on a chart recorder.

FIGURE I Photograph (50 x magnification) of BaTiO 3 (8% vol)/70:30 p(VDF:TrFE) thin-film composite

(thickness = 1.7 pim) with Al base electrode (at left) and Au top electrode. (See Color Plate Ii).

3. RESULTS

3.1 Structural Analysis
Optical microscope studies (Figure 1) showed that composites containing barium titanate
powder exhibited good dispersion with a fine particle size (material specification indicates
an average particle size of 1.3gim). PZT / 70:30 p(VDF:TrFE) composites showed a
lesser degree of uniform dispersion. Composites incorporating lead titanate exhibited a
certain amount of particle agglomeration. Those composites consisting of lithium tantalate
in a 70:30 p(VDF:TrFE) matrix showed severe non-uniformity due to the broad particle
size distribution of the powder (0.2gtm - 30gim).

3.2 Dielectric Results
Figure 2 shows the relative permittivity and dielectric loss tangent spectra from 200Hz to
100kHz of two barium titanate/70:30mol% vinylidene fluoride:trifluoroethylene
copolymer thin-film composites. A significant reduction in the relative permittivity after
poling is apparent from the 8% inorganic composite data. According to these results the
dielectric constant after poling appears to scale linearly with volume percentage of
inorganic phase.

3.3 Pyroelectric Results
Figure 3 illustrates the effect of poling field on the pyroelectric coefficient for two thin
flit, %nposites with barium titanate as the inorganic dispersoid. The composite with the
greacr inorganic volume fraction exhibited the higher activity. The pyroelectric
coefficient increases as the electric field increases for both materials and tends to a limit at
higher poling fields. The maximum field applicable is limited by electrical breakdown of
the fdim.

All composites examined displayed a large temperature dependence of the
pyroelectric coefficient. The pyroelectric coefficient rises sharply as T increases from
room temperature.
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FIGURE 2. Graph of dielectric constant and dielectric ks tangent versus frequency for two (8%
and 15% by volume) BaTiO3 70:30 p(VDF:TrFE) thin-film composites at T=293K.

Table 1 displays pyroelectric performance data for various thin-film composites
which have been produced. The dielectric noise figure of merit, FD, is quoted since the
greatest noise contribution is due to the dielectric loss of the material. This is given by

FD = (1)
( er tan8 )1/2

where p is the pyroelectric coefficient, er the relative permittivity and tan8 the dielectric
loss tangent of the pyroelectric material. For a pure 70:30 p(VDF:TrFE) film of thickness
1.6pm the corresponding values for the dielectric noise figure of merit are FD(200Hz) =
86 and FD(IkHz) = 82. The poling field for the copolymer film is 150 V/lLm which is
substantially greater than the fields used to pole the composite materials.

4. DISCUSSION

4.1 Poling Considerations
The poling procedure must be designed such that a large fraction of the applied field is
dropped across the inorganic dispersoid and sufficient ferroelectric domains align such
that a large stable, macroscopic polarisation is achieved.

At elevated temperature the matrix polymer phase exhibits increased conductivity
and therefore a significant fraction of the applied electric field is dropped across the
inorganic dispersoid phase. This results in more effective poling of the inorganic material
than at room temperature w,.re there is a large mismatch between the respective
resistivity values. At 100"C tlh ponymer is well above its glaw nnsition temperatur, Tg
(-40*C), but is still below its melting point, Tm (~150'C). In this region the polymer is
'soft', that is its chains are free to move, and thus the orientation of sub-micron inorganic
particles under the influence of the applied fiev - i facilitated. The matrix polymer is also
affected by the poling field. Orientation of chains occars and a reduction in relative
permittivity is observed due to an induced increase in crstalfinity9 .
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FIGURE 3. Graph of pyroelectric coefficient versus poling electric field for barium itmate I
70-30 p(VDF:TrFE) thin-filn composites at T=293K.

Inorganic MaWWia BATIO3 BaraO3 Pb(Zr. r0)03  PbTi03 LIAT03
(VolumePrcentale) (Svol) (15% vol) (7.1% vol) (8% vol) (6% vol)

p ( IfCm-2K- 1) 42.9 43.4 51.0 50.3 59.6
at T - 293 K

Poling Field (V/fpni) 25 20.8 25 62.5 22.2

Film Thickness (n) 1.7 1.8 2.8 0.8 1.8

E 8.37 16.8 20.3 8.26 12.4
f= 200Hz trn8 0.0150 0.0145 0.0217 0.0196 0.0180

lb 121 87.9 76.8 125 126
end 8.23 16.5 8.10 12.2

f = I kHz Iu,8 0.0206 0.0186 0.0236 0.0220

lb 104 78.3 115 115

TABLE 1. Pyrocc coefficie, dielectric data mad pyroeectric figure of merit for inorginic
70.30 p(VDF:TrFE) thin-film composites.

A poling duration of greater than 104 seconds is required in order to obtain a stable
polarisation. This is due to the existence of a broad distribution of particle and domain
switching times in the inorganic phase' 0 . Long-term poling results in the majority of
domains being preferentially oriented and stability is then maintained by co-operative
alignment. In short-period poling stresses due to non-aligned domains force aligned
domains to relax to their initial positions resulting in a reduction in polarisation. It may
also be speculated that polymer/particle interactions lead to enhanced polarisation and
stability.
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The poling field applicable is limited by electrical breakdown of the thin-film
composites. The inherent inhomogeneities, air trapped at interfaces, absorbed moisture
and grain boundaries all represent low strength electrical pathways. Increased fractions of
incorporated inorganic powder also result in a greater frequency of low field breakdown.

4.2 Dielectric Ressxse
All of the composites display similar dielectric spectra. The general form is compatible
with a Debye-type dipolar relaxation mechanism. However, since the materials are two-
phase composites it is more likely that the response is due to interfacial polarisation as
described by the Maxwell-Wagner effect1 1.

The values of relative permittivity are smaller than expected. This may be due to
errors in the thickness determination or an uncertainty in the thickness due to a high
degree of surface roughness. A tnore likely explanation of the effect is the existence of
the thin layer of native oxide on the aluminium base electrode and the presence of some
trapped air within the films.

The reduction in relative permittivity on poling is probably due to an increase in the
polymer crystallinity and alignment of the low permittivity inorganic polar axes.

The dielectric loss tangent of the materials is dominated by the loss mechanisms of
the matrix polymer phase. For the low percentages of inorganic powder used here there
is not expected to be any marked effect due to the losses in the particles.

5. CONCLUSIONS

Thin-film composite materials have been produced by a spin-coating method. This
technique resulted in robust, good quality films with thicknesses from 0.5pim to 3a=m.
This is in the correct thickness range for optimum absorption of infra-red radiation. The
composites consist of a highly active, ferroelectric inorganic powder dispersed within a
70:30mol% vinylidene fluoride:trifluoroethylene copolymer matrix. After poling the
materials exhibit pyroelectric activity which is appreciably greater than that of the pure
70:30 VDF:TrFE copolymer at room temperature. As a result the dielectric noise figure of
merit for the pyroelectric performance is up to 45% greater than that for the pure
copolymer material. Therefore thin-film pyroelectric composites are good candidates for
possible use in an integrated thermal imaging device.
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PyCIs

PRNUlUCT3IC PIUTIM Or' RAPID OWN A17 CITIAIS

YANG CR4AUIEI, VAN QINWlU, 3B O I rU11LAND MIN
lstitute of Crystal Materials, Shandong Uviversity

Jiasa 260100, P.. Chias

Abstract The growth rate of modified TU((ATOWF)erystal has

beae increased frem Im/day to Im/day by itcreas iag the
stability and quiekeaiag the oeavectioa of the solutioa. The
pyroolectrie, dielectrie sad ferroeleetric properties of tie
rapid growth ATOS? crystals have beet measured. The quality of
the crystal is good. The pyroelectric figure of merit of AlES?
crystal grown by rapid growth rates is the same as that of

slow growth crystal. However the rapid growth crystal has nore

L-alaniis content aid lower taa1 than that of the slow growth
crystal and it has very high bias field (1b).

I. latrodactioa

L-alaaiae aid phosphoric acid doped TG8 Crystal (ATOOP)is the
modified TO8 Crystal with excelleat properties. It khg high
pyroeleetric coefficieat p aid latoratl bias field (L), aid can

lock the polarilatioa. Its pyroeleotric figure of merit Is higher
thai that of TOS crystal"' So AfES? crystal is as optimal

material for the fabricatioa of 11 detectors and vidieot target

surface.
This crystal is cultivated it aqueous solutioa. Geaterally,

tie growth rate of ATOOP crystal along the polar axis ( b axis)
directie Is oily Im/day. With the fast developmeat of ilence

aid teceaology, tkere is at urgeat demand for sach doped TO
crystal with a large (SX Sem) seetion. Aecordiag to aermal
growth rate, It will take as long to several moiths to flaish a

Supported by thetl tionmi Natural Sole..e Poudatios of Chiat
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growth period. which Is far from satiefylag tie demaid for the
quickly developing 11 devices. Therefore, the research of the
rapid growth of doped TOO crystals has an Important practeal
sigaificnoa and alse becomes an important research direction for
water soluble Crystals. 1

This paper reports, for the first ties, the results of the
studies of rapid growth of ATSP crystal. By iaereasing the
stability sad quickeming the coavection of the solution, the
growth rate of ATOSP crystal has been increased from Iml/day to
more thna 5i/day.The pyroeleetrie, dielectric and ferroelectric
properties of rapid growth ATOEP crystal have been determined
systematically. It is found tiat the rapid growth ATOSP crystal
has note L-alanine sontent than that of slow growth AITSP erystal.
Moreover the rapid growth crystal has very high interail bias
field and very low dielectric loss. These all have important
significance in the fabrication of high quality I1 devices.

I Experiments &nd lesults:
1. single Crystal growth

The starting materials are made up according to the following
ehomieal equation :
3 [(M NI-I.)NH9CCOHCIIx CHl) CMO1f + (i-y)BH9 O4 +yHaPO4=

I [I0H12 0W i--. (cMsCH ON) COOl .1 a (82SO4) 1--, 0SP04)

where zuvif yu$O. The PH value of the solution is 2.4. The
crystal growth conditions are the same as those of pure TOO. The
crystal seed was prepared by cleavage of am ATOSP crystal with
good monodomain characteristics. The area of the seed sectioa is
5X 5 em'. The rapid growth of doped TOO family crystals has been
realized preliminarily by using unidirectional growth technique
under the conditions of fixing the seed without rotation and by
increasing the supersaturation and convection of the solution.
The growth rate along the polar axis increased from lnm/day to
5mm/day. By adopting this technique, we can make the crystal
grow by pushing forward along (010) or (01h)face. The area of
crystal thus grown is not decreased obviously.

2. The measurement of properties
The samples used for measurement were cleaved from the rapid

growth and slow growth ATOS? crystals respectively. The section
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areas of the crystal slices processed were about 40ug" and
thickness O.Imm. Alumiaium electrodes were evaporated on thmn

The pyroolectric coefficient of ATOSP crystal were measured
by charge integral method. "3 The temperature-rising rate was
1 /min. Fig.l is the temperature (T) dependence of pyroelectrie
coefficient P of the crystals grown by different growth rates.
from Fig.1 we can see that the pyroelectrie coefficients of the

a.14'

12. Fig. I Temperature T dependence of
10o pyroeleetrie coefficient P
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crystals grown by different growth rates are identical at room

temperature stage. When the temperature is higher than 301C, the
P of the rapid growth crystal is slightly smaller than that of
the slow growth crystal. At Curie temperature, the peak value of

the former is evidently smaller than that of the latter. When
temperature is higher than Te, the decreasing of P of the rapid
growth crystal becomes slower and it decreases to zero at 701.
Whereas the decreasing of P of the slow growth crystal is rather
quick, it decreases to zero very quickly at temperature higher
than 65C. This is decided by the different bias field of these
two crystals.

The electric hysteresis loop of the crystal was measured by
using Model TIC-I psudo-static electric hysteresis loop meter.
This meter was designed on the basic of Sayer- Tower circuit
principle and has very high measuring accuracy, "' The electric
hysteresis loops of the crystals grown from the same solution

(containing 106i L-alanine) by different growth rates are shown
in Fig.2 . It can be seen from this figure that the internal

bias field 1b of the slow growth (lUm/day) crystal is about
1. 2kv/em while that of the rapid growth (5am/day) crystal is as
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high as llkv/m. This is becae the magaitude of lb is
preportional to the ceateat of L-Alaaiae is the erytnlt phase. "'
From analysls, it is fetid that the L-alasiae ceateat in rapid
growth crystal is mere thes 5SO higher thea that ia the slow
growth crystal.

P' PI

(a) ENId 4

fig. 2 Hysteresis loops of the different growth rate crystals

The dielectric constant a and dielectric less tan 8 were
measured by using HP4274A Bridge at frequency 10 UH. The

electric field exerted on the samples war less than 6V/cm. The
results of measurement are shown in fig. I and 7~g. 4, Frem z - T
curve in Fig. ,we can see that the z's of slow growth crystal
and rapid growth crystal are approximately the sme at rem
temperature stage. Vhen the temperature is higher than 01oC, the

t of the latter begins to decrease and its value becomes smaller
than that of the former. The closer the temperature towards Te,
the more evident is the difference of e between the two crystals.
Moreover, the Te's of the crystals grown by different growth
rates are also different. The Te of the rapid grown crystal is
50.GC, which is slightly higher than that of the slow growth
crystal (whose Te=49. 31C). From Fig. 4, it ean be seen that the
dielectric loss of the rapid growth crystal is smaller than that
of the slow growth crystal. In the vicinity of Tc,tan8 of the
slow growth crystal has very large peak value while that of the
rapid growth crystal is rather samll. These results are quite
contrary to that of pure TGS crystal. 183 The c and tea 8 of
rapid growth pure TGS crystal are all larger than those of slow
growth pure TOS. This difference is attributed to the high
internal bias field existing in the doped crystal cad its belag

completely moaodemainsed.
for the convenience of comparing the pyroolectric preperties

of ATUFP crystals grewk by different growth rate, we sumerize
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dielectaic constante of tanB

the results of measurements in Table 1.

Table 1. Pyroelectric properties of the different growth rate

ATGSP(25C)

Growth rate Tc c tan P Eb M( p/ E)

(VC) (lO-*e/co • K) (kv/ce) (10o/oulK)

lmn/d 49.3 30 0.004 4.3 1.2 1. 43

Sm/d 50.6 238 0.0021 4.0 -10 1. 42

From the above table, we can see that the pyroelectric figure
of merit of the rapid growth crystal is basically the same as
that of the slow growth crystal , but it has a far higher
internal bias field and a far smaller dielectric loss. The rapid
growth crystal is completely in monodomain state. The

modification of these properties plays an important role in the
improvement of the quality of the I devices.

There is evident difference between the properties of the
rapid growth doped TOS and pure TG8 crystals. So far as the
latter is concerned, the dielectric constant z and dielectric
loss tan 6 are all Increased, while those of the ATUSP crystals
are all decreased.This is owing to the fact that the rapid
growth rate leads to the inerease of L-slanins content in the
crystal and increased monodomainisation of the crystal.
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In order to prevent depolarisatioa of the crystal, it usually
demands that the coateat of L-alaaiae is the solutioa should
keep at about 201. The higher the coteat of L-alaaiae is, the
more difficult is the crystal growth. Howver, after we adopted
the rapid growth method, it is possible to grow crystal wkieh
has higher internal bits field from the solution doped with loss
mount (101 Uof L-alaniae. This results in the prevention of
dopolarization. The technique of rapid growth sad the

comprehensive appraisal of its influence on crystals will be
reported in another paper.
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PyP214
INFLUENCE OF SURFACE LAYERS AND E RoTHERmAL COUPLING

ON DIELEUCRIC LOSS OF THIN CHIPS MADE FROM MODIFIED
TIUGLYCINE SULPHATE

NOUB•T NEnUANN and GONTM HOFtMA NN
Technische Universitit Dresden, Institut ftr lt..irperelekunnik,

Dresdner Institut fur angewandte Sensonk (DIAS),
0-8027 Dresden, Mommsenstrale 13, Bundesrepublik Deutschland

Ahdtr Dielectric loss an6 is an essential source of noise in pyroelectric detectors. In reflecting
on the dielectric loss of thin chips made from modified triglycine sulphate (TOS), it has been
found out and experimentally shown that surface effects and electrothermal coupling effects cause
a considerable increase in dielectric loss. The publication gives data on temperature and frequency
dependence of dielectric lIs, depending on mounting, chip thickness, surface treatment regime,
and electrode patterning technique.

I=LRODUQILON

Modified TGS (deuterated, doped with L-o-alanin or L-a-alanin+Cr 3+ respectively, and -y-irradiated) is

applied preferably in pyroelectric sensors because of its favourable pyroelectric and dielectric properties

of attaining high sensitivity and a high signal-to-noise-ratio.

The dielectric loss tanzp of the sensor element plays an important role as a source of noise within

the frequency range from 10 cps to some 1.000 cps. With a large number of certain data available, the

temperature and frequency dependences of the permittivity's real part c' are understood, while the

behaviours of the permittivity's imaginary part e" and the dielectric loss tand=e"/c' are less known,

particularly within the mentioned frequency range.

Of the various mechanisms contributing to the dielectric loss the influence of surface layers and

electrothermal coupling effects will be considered. These mechanisms appear much stronger than for

instance dc conductivity, parasitical parts of sample impedance, domain wall motions, soft mode, and

piezoelectric resonances, if measuring conditions and sample preparations are chosen accordingly 2

SURFACE LAYER

It was found out that the dielectric loss tarip of pyroelectric elements, made from modified TGS is

heavily dependent on element thickness? This fact is also true for the complex permittivity of BaTiO3 4,

the real part c' of TGS 5 6, spontaneous polarization, and coercive field strength? It can be explained on

[513]1201
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the basis of a model where the sample is considered as nonuniform and the properties of surface layers

are different to the bulk values 8

A simple model of surface layers, consisting of ferroelectric bulk and thin nonferroelectric surface

layers with low permittivity (a B-type layer 8), is also able to reveal the thickness dependence of tadS.

Figure I shows the simplified model of a pyroelectric element with surface layers on both sides.

1 1

d Cton~J a, Cs tan 68

IURo I Simplified model of a pyroelectric element with surface layers and equivalent circuit

With

A
Cs = ds (1)

A
CB = e o Bd (2)

from the equivalent circuit, the dielectric loss is obtained

ej dB ( I + tanb)

, + c' ds( I + tan2 ) +' t5 B

tanb ej dB (1 + tan2,) (3)

l + ds (I + ta )

Provided that magnitudes tj/ds , tanbs and taz4 are independent of temperature, the loss dependences

on temperature and thickness can be calculated. Figures 2 and 3 show the calculated temperature and

thickness dependences of dielectric loss of DTGS:L-A for tanSB = 0,001, cj = 7, tans = 0,1 and the

parameter ds. On the given conditions, three limitations can be deduced from Eq. (3), premised that

tan2 , 4 1:

1: dB tan,(
I: -- tanB( 1 + tan:tan 5 =ta (4)

__ _dB tanb , f d B 1 (5

" I (l+tan2,) ' ds tanB(1+ tanT6) 'Z6 B j• + tanbs (5)
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ell: (1 + (=26s) tara M tuns (6)

These limitations are illustrated in Figs. 3 and 4. At Curie point temperature, where values of 103-106

for ej are measured, or if the quotient Jds8 is small, surface determines total dielectric loss, whereas at

low temperatures or with a large quotient d4/ds bulk determines loss. In some case, the temperature

dependence of l/ei - rrc -1" typical of ferroelectrics involves just such a one of l/tarb.

Iwo

50500

0 so Oc V0 19"3 10"1 W0 am •

FIMURE 2 Theoretical behaviour of anb as a func- FIGUn 3 Theoretical behaviour Of lb a I•am-
tion of temperarur (pameter ds/nm; ds - 20pm) zion of thickness (parameter ds/un; 0 - 25 'C)

In Fig. 4 this is illustrated by samples of TGS prepared in various ways. Samples 1,2, and 3 were made by

cleavage and treated by glow discharge before depositing the electcrodes by high vacuum evaporation.

The unfavourable effect of glow discharging on the TGS surface is clearly visible . Indeed the adhesion

on untreated TOS surfaces, of metal layers deposited by high vacuum evaporation is, t satisfactory. An

alternative method was found by cleaning the surfaces with ion beam milling, which was used for sample

4. Interpreting the ascent, one obtains an effective thickness of surface layer ds/ej of about 6 nm for

sample 4, compared with about 40 rm for the glow discharged sample 2. Applyinge; = 7,9.10 one arrives

at a thickness of surface layer dVI2 of about 20 nm, which shows the superiority of ion beam milling.

If the sample surface is treated by glow discharge before evaporating electrodes, the thickness

dependence of dielectric losses of TGS.y and DTGS.y shown in Fig. 5 is observed in contrast to the

DTGS:L-A-samples treated by ion beam milling. The thickness dependence that was measured on

samples with surfaces treated by glow discharging can be clearly attributed to the influence of surface

layers, wich confirms Eq. (3). With dp > 100 ,m, the value tan% of I...2-10"4 of bulk determines the

measured loss tanb of ion beam milled chips.
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FIRB 4 Dielectric loss vs. temperature of sam- Fxxm 5 Dielectric loss vs. thickness of samples
ples with various ways of surface treatment with various ways of surface treatment

Figure 6 shows the frequency response of a freely suspended sample of TGS.L-A+Cr + for various

measuring conditions. There is a typical minimum of loss between 103 cps and 104 cps; its value is

determind by crystal growth and samples preparation. The increase found at lower frequencies is due to

the transition from adiabatic to isothermal measuring conditions."

.- Vacuum

2--2
10-3 -- - -

10-4-- In

V 2 5l1' 2 S 15r 2 5 2  10V
f-rn

IjUR 6 Dielectric loss vs. frequency of samples of TOSi-A+Cr+ measured in N2 and high

vacuum

In high vacuum there is no thermal conduction to surrounding gas layers and so the increase found at

lower frequencies is not so pronounced. The frequency response of complex permittivity caused by
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thermal conduction between sample or sensor element respectively and surrounding can be calculated, in

regarding the pyroelectric as a thermodynamic system in stms-free staoe:

" " .ej) - T -'•--' TRW (7)
*i~=Tci,.T w (C)

where in contrast to Stokowski 12 the complex normalized current responsitivity TR(jw) 13 is used to

describe the thermal conduction between chip and surrounding. Hence the dielectric loss caused by

thermal conduction with the surrounding is

tanh -•'= k7 I( TR(j) 1 (8)

with the electrothermal coupling coefficient

k=• (9)

In Fig. 7 the measured and calculated dielectric losses tab are represented as a function of frequency for

two different arrangements. The measurement of dielectric loss was not only taken directly by a capaci-

tance measuring bridge HP 4275 but also indirectly by pyroelectric sensors in determining the normilized

noise voltage with Eq. (10)

Wnb ji. 2 2 -jý.2 -jý.2) (Cp + cr) 2
( -ii)R 4kT Cp (10)

where Urn is the normalized noise voltage of the sensor, k.iR, '- . and i.,U are the normalized noise

voltages caused by input resistance, current and voltage noises of the preamplifier integrated in the

sensor, and Cp and Cip are the capacitance of the pyroelectric element and the input capacitance of the

preamplifier- and in measuring the phase shift ro and amount of normalized current responsitivity rraI

with Eq. (11)

tan6T = Wr sinso rr.1 11

The complex normalized current responsitivity TR(jw) is calculated on the basis of the thermal conduc-

tion equation of a sensor with layer structure. The part ta*r can be determined with the help of Eqs. (8)

and (9).14 In both variants of mounting, an increase in dielectric loss tar is found at lower frequencies;

it is pronounced with element 3 T3 . The very good coincidence of measured and calculated values of

sample 3 T3 shows that Eq. (8) ca be applied for calculating the part of loss tuaur at frequencies

f - WdOl (.up =(jlap)i'. a, ...thezt I.iP'assivity of the pyrocectric), where a homogenous ch!pg of

the pyroelectric's temperature can be bVosed. Also with the freely suspended chip5.r4 the surrouning

gas layers and the carrier made of a polymer cause the loss part taiSr at f - 10 Hz to be dominant.
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2

lossw

layer an eleftuothera coupD Sl -sno lmn oning effct canunc cauesapinrese in dieliectriclosThtinetepy-

electric chip is, the stronger both effects will appear. This has to be taken into account in design and

production techniques, since thin pyroelectric chips with low losse are preftred for pyroeliectric snos

Dielectric loss can be influenced not only in TOS, but also in other pyroelectrics, for instance thin ferro-

electric layers on substrates.
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FYMIMLECTRIC RESPONSE OF PIEZOELECTRICS

Yu.M. POPLAVKO, M.E. ILCHENKO, L.P. PEREVERZEVA
Kiev Polytechnical Institute, 37 Pobedi ave. Kiev
Ukraine 252056

Abstract It has been originally shown that uniform
elastic or thermal perturbation may induce volume
piezoeffect or pyroelectricity correspondingly in all
20 piezoelectric classes of crystals if they are
partially clamped. The last of these effects may be
named "thermopiezoelectric" response - TPER. It has the
same value of magnitude as the usual pyroelectric
response but TPER can be essentially amplified in the
vicinities of SHF-electromagnetic or (and) electrome-
chanical resonances. Piezoelectric crystals significan-
tly extend the choice of pyroelectric materials and the
possibilities of its applications. For instance, the
semiconductors of GaAs type gives rise to a new genera-
tion of pyroelectric sensors being microelectronics
processors in which thermal transducers, amplifiers and
commutation system could be integrated in the space of
the same crystal.

INTRODUCTION

The extraordinary pyroelectric responses have been observed
in piezoelectrics2 - 3 and even in pyroelectrics in the direc-

tion perpendicular to the unique axis 4 .5 . As a rule these

responses were associated with temperature gradientl. 6 and
explained as tertiary pyroelectricity2 . Linear electrome-
chanical response (piezoeffect) may be considered as the

linearization of electrostriction by intercrystal electric
bias depending from polarity6 . The intrinsic polar structure
is noncompensated in 10 pyroelectric classes of crystals

but is exactly compensated in the other 10 piezoelectric

classes.

For Instance, planar neutralization of intrinsic pola-

rity takes place In crystals of point group 32 such as

quartz. It has three polar axes of two-fold symmetry cross-
ing at on angle of 1200 and being perpendicular to the non-
polar axis of three-fold symmetry. The spatial self-compen--
sation of electric polarity can be observed in cubic crystal

[5192
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classes T3m and 23 point groups. Thay have four polar axes

of three-fold symmetry crossing at on angle of 1090. That

is why piezoelectrics could be described as "antipyroelect-

rics". Prefix "anti-" acquires sense only if the compo-

nents of electric polarity can be detected.

TABLE 1 Charge separation phenomena in insulators.

The type of charge response Elastic constraints
according to the crystal symmetry of samples

1.UNIFORM CHANGE OF TEMPERATURE
1.1. Primary pyroelectricity - thermal From completely

disodering and the change of spon- free to totally

taneous polarization in 10 polar clamped crystal
classes of crystals.

1.2. Secondary pyroelectricity - Stress-free
piezoelectric transduction of crystal or
thermal strain in 10 pyroelectric partially

(polar) classes, clamped one
1.3. THERMOPIEZOELECTRICITY - piezoelec- Partially

tric transduction of anisotropic clamped crystal
limited thermal strains in 20 non- solely

centrosymmetric classes of crystals

2. GRAD IENT CHANGE OF TEMPERATURE
2.1. Tertiary pyroelectricity in 20 non- Spatial

centro symmetic crystals nongomogeneously
2.2. Thermopolarization in any dielect- stressed

rics noticeable when 8 = 103-104. crystal

But it is well known that uniform change of temperature

can not generate any charge in "antipyroelectrics" because
piezoelectrically transduced thermal strains are compensated

totally. Nevertheless recently we have found the conditions
in which scalar (uniform) thermal or elastic influences
induce pyroelectricity or volume piezoeffect in all 20 pyro-
electric classes of crystals3 . It is anisotropic limita-
tion of thermal strain that we propouse to prove the polar
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motivation of piezoelectrics = "antipyroelectrics". As shown

further, partially clamping may be realized.

This new THEUHOPIKZOKLZCTRIC RESPOtSZ (TPKR) gives "pyro-

coefficient" p = (1O-0-1O-8)C U-2 K- 1 in various piezoelec-

trice. The TPKR has been confirmed by experiment in SiO2,

NH4H2PO4 and BiUzGeOao crystals3 . The place of TPKR amidst

the related properties is shown in the Table 1.

The secondary pyroelectricity looks like thermopiezo-

electricity but it is inherent only to 10 pyroelectric clas-

ses. It may be observed both in partially clamped condition

and in stress-free crystals. Apparently, it is the spontane-

ous strains that plays a part of "partial clamping" in pyro-

electrics. Both TPKR and secondary pyroelectricity are im-

possible in totally clamped crystals.

The special interest is to compare TPKR and tertiary

pyroelectricity. Both of them are inherent to piezoelectric

classes of crystals and may be excited by elastic stresses

which are thermally induced. Nevertheless, the reason for

the tertiary effect is the spatially nonhomogeneous tempe-

rature distribution while the source of TPKR is the aniso-

tropic boundary conditions. The last leaves the possibility

of only one type of thermal strains, Just in the direction

of a piezoelectric axis. The other strains are forbidden.

BASIC RELATIONS

To obtain the formula of TPER coefficients we used thermody-

namic equations of a short circuited piezoelectric crystal 7 :
ZT OCT,

dSn = an dT. + -n dT, (1)

T
dPi =din dTn. , i=1,2,3, m,n=1,2,...6,

where Z- electric field, T- temperature, Pi- electrical po-

larization, Sn and Tm - the components of strain and stress
tensors, S T, dT and n'-Z the components of elastic comp-

liance, piezoelectric strain coefficient and the thermal

expansion coefficient respectively.

The solution of these equations depends on crystal sym-

metry and the partial elastic constraints. There were consi-
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dered: tangentially clamped plate and longitudinally clamped

rectangular rod.The following boundary conditions were used:

1.Very thin but "endless" plate of piezoelectric crystal,
which must be cut perpendicularly to one of the crystal polar
axis, then covered by electrodes and stuch to the substrate.
The plate's thickness has to be much less then the thermal
diffusion wave lengh so that the temperature gradient is neg-
ligible and tertiary pyroelectricity is practically absent.

No-bending comparatively thick substrate obtained from
the SiO2 glass for instance, must be characterized by very
small thermal expansion coefficient to provide the tangen-
tial clamping of the plate. But the plate is free to expand
in the normal direction corresponding to the polar i-axis.
At such condition the TPER coefficient pi for piesoelectrics

of trigonal and hexagonal systems equals

dP±i d11( C(1s33 -P( v313
P= - - (2)

dT a s2

where i=1 for the 32 and 6 point group of symmetries and i=2
for the 6m2 and 6 groups.

The crystals of cubic system of 43m and 23 point group

of symmetries shows

2-r' d 14 C-
4s + 8s + s

11 12 44

2. Thin but very long rectangular piezoelectric rod may
be clamped by the longitudinal electromechanical resonance.
The piezoactive facets have been covered by the electrodes.

In this case the TPER coefficients equal
d1 4 (o *2 cc.~)

p 1  5 +5 +S +2s (for 622 and 422 groups),
11 a8 44 1s

d,6 Oe + ()fo
P =a + + 2s + s (for 42m and 222 groups),

11 22 12 s

and p d at a- (for 4 group of crystal symmetry).
snd P 1 1 d
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EXPERIMENT

Partial clamping which causes the anisotropic limitation of
thermal strains may be realized:

-in static experiment by fastening a thin plate of
piezoelectric crystal on a stiff substrate which restricts

the planar strain components but leaves free the thickness

strain;
-in the dynamic case one may use the electromechanical

resonance clamping in piezoelectric transducer such as a
thin disk or long but thin rectangular rod.

In both cases the allowed part of elastic strains must
correspond to one of the polar axes directions. It is trans-
formed to unique polar axis. Consequently, the partially

clamped piezoelectric crystal decreases the symmetry of its
response and acquires pyroelectricity and volume piezoeffect.

The temperature dependence of such artificial
pyroelectric response was used to obtain the components of

intrinsic polarisation PL which is totally compensated in
a free piezoelectric crystal. For example, quartz has 6l'i =

0.2pgC cm- 2 at 300K which linearly decreases with temperature
(Pi -%(e - T) and vanishes at o( -. transition (0 = 846K)).

So due to partially clamping we obtained one of three compo-

nents of intrinsic polarization &Pi.

Above the Curie point piezoelectrics of KDP type shows
another temperature change of intrinsic polarizations 4P-

(8 - T)2. Here e is the point of the high temperature
transition (0 = 484 K for KH2PO4, 428 K for RbH2PO4 and 398 K
for KD2PO4). When T = 0 the dielectric permitivity & in
these crystal decreases approximately two timess. In ADP

crystal the low AP rv(S - T)2 is Justified with e = 680 K.

APPLICATION

The value of TPER coefficient of piezoelectrics is the same

magnitude as in usual pyroelectrics. For instance,at 300K

ADP has ps=17 10-* C m- 2K-2 , BiizGeO2o has 30 10-6C m-2 K-'.
In berlinite pi=5.3 10-6, quartz 2.7 10-6, gallium arsenide

has 1.5 10-6 C m-2 K-1 and so on. In the vicinity of electro-
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mechanical resonance with the quality Qm TPER can be ampli-
fied proportionally to Qm% 103-10. We have shown that it is
possible to excite SHF electromagnetic resonance in TPER ele-

ments simulteneously with the electromechanical ones. The re-
sult is the additional increase of detector sensitivity. In
non-polar piezoelectrics microwave dielectric dispersion is
absent and loss tangent tang.m0-4 unlike a ferroelectric
pyroelectric with microwave tan87 0.1 - 1.That provides the
high electric quality of such piezoelements as SiO2, GaAs,
Bi4(SiO4)3, Bi22GeO2o which are characterized Qoi=(tang )-1:

= 104. It is possible to create one-crystal pyroelectric
infrared sensors using piezoactive semiconductors such as
GaAs. Their voltage sensitivity S = 0.01 - 0.1 V M2 J-1

corresponds to pyroelectric one. There could be a new
generation of uncooled wideband pyroelectric sensors.
Their main advantage is the possibility to manufact the TPER
transducers, amplifires and commutation system in a single
semiconductor. Nothing but microelectronics technology can
guarantee the same properties of each elementary cell of
such transducers containing 102 - 106 cells. As a result
high uniformity and resolution can be obtained.
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Abstract: The specific heat and the pyroelectric coefficient of a
TGS crystal doped with L-alanine are measured. With the data the
electrocaloric coefficient is obtained. The behaviour of the
crystal is similar to he behaviour of TGS under an external elec-
tric field. The results are compared with the thermodynamic
theory.

INTRODUCTION

Since the introduction of the ferroelectric triglycine sulphate

(TGS) as a pyroe-ectric material a great part of the work on
1pyroelectric detectors has been based on it . The major disadvantage

of using TGS is the possibility of a single crystal becoming multido-

main or depoling in use. To avoid this the crystal is grown from a
2solution containing L-alanine . The introduction of L-alanine molecules

in the lattice of TGS (LATGS crystals) causes an internal bias field
3

which makes the crystal permanently single-domain

Since the parameters involved may differ from sample to sample, it

is important that all measurements are performed on the same sample.

In this work we have measured the specific heat and the pyroelectric

coefficient of a sample and with the data we obtain the electrocaloric

coefficient.

EXPERIMENTAL

The sample, 0.8 cm2 in section and 3 mm high along the ferroelectric

axis, was cut from a single crystal of LATGS grown in water solution

of TGS containing 1 mol of 1-alanine per 8 mol of glycine. The

experimental device is based on the rotating disc method and the

4
growth procedure is described elsewhere

Measurements of the specific heat were taken by means of a con-

duction calorimeter designed for the study of ferroelectric materials
5under applied electric field . A constant power is supplied to two

heaters during a period of 9 min. A stationary regime is obtained in

which the sample reaches a uniform temperature. T 11e power is then cut

[5251t213
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off for a second period of 9 min., during which the e.m.f. of a

thermopile (96 thermocouples of chromel-constantan) caused by the heat

flux exchanged between the sample and the calorimeter block is

measured with a HP Data adquisition system. The e.m.f. is previously

amplified by a Keihtley 148 Nanovoltmeter.

The pyroelectric coefficient was measured by a mnamic method. The
6

experimental cell for the measurements was used previously . A block

of aluminium holds two rectangular surfaces of brass, each containing

an electric heating element. The temperature is measured by two

platinum thermometers. The output of one is directed to a Stanton-

Redcrof temperature programmer which enables us to work with a thermal

rate of 1 K/min. The pyroelectric signal was measured with a Takeda

Riken TR-8651 electrometer. The other thermometer and the electrometer

were connected to a HP-Data acquisition system.

RESULTS

In figure 1 the pyroelectric coefficient p=(dP/dT)E and the

specific heat (C) are shown versus the temperature. The maximum value

of the pyroelectric coefficient (.7 PC/cm 2K) and the maximum specific

heat jump (- .16 J/g.K) are lower than in pure TGS (-"1 uC/cm 2K and

.28 J/g.K). This effect is due to the internal bias field (B=311V/cm,

measured by hysteresis loop) induced by the L-alanine molecules inside

the crystal 3 ' 7 .

According to the thermodynamical model of an uniaxial ferroelectric

crystal the following relations can be obtained:

-T.p (1)

p.C-

l/e= P + co. ( A.(T-T) + 3.Y.P 2)/A.P.T (2)

Where e = (dT/dE)S is the electrocaloric coefficient, p the

pyroelectric coefficient, p the density of the crystal, T the critical
0

temperature, A and F are coefficients, C the specific heat and C the
0

non singular part of the specific heat. The values of the polarization

3P are obtained from the state equation E = A(To-T).P + F.P . The
electric field acting on the crystal is E E e + B, where Ex (0) is

the external applied electric field and B is the internal bias

3associated with the L-alanine content

The magnitude of B shows a remarkable temperature dependence 6 ' 8
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within *1 K of T . In this region B decreases in the form B=a.(Tf-T)1/2

T fis a temperature slightly higher than T . In this case the electro-

caloric coefficient is:

1/e = A.P +Co". A.(T-To) + 3.V.P 2)/(A.P-dB/dT).T (3)

In figure 2 the electrocaloric coefficient obtained from (1), (2)

and (3) are shown versus the temperature. We have used the values:
3 3 5 3

p= 1.69 g/cm , T = 322.6 K, Tf = 323.5 K, F= 6.25xlO Vcm / C
1/20 3 -1 -1

a= 220 V/cm K , A= 4.2x10 Vcm/ C.K., Co= 1.33 J.g- K

The behaviour of the electrocalorta coefficient of LATGS can be

explained by the fenomenological theory of ferroelectricity using the

equivalence between the internal bias and an external electric field.

Near T the experimental values of e are higher than that predicted0

by equation (2). The discrepancy is solved using the fact that the

internal bias decreases near the transition and then the equation (3)

must be used.
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FIGURE 1 The specific heat and the pyroelectric coefficient
of a LATGS crystal versus the temperature
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FIGURE 2 The electrocaloric coefficient of LATGS:
+) Experimental data eq. (1).
-) Theoretical results eq. (2).
.) Theoretical results eq. (3).
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S(Pbi_.xGdx)(Zr 6Ti 4 ) 0 was prepared using the
solid solution echfilque withf diiferent Gadolinium ratios
(x-0.0 & 0.5); variation of Dielectric constant of the
pellets prepared from these powders was studied as a
function of temperature and frequency. The results on
piezo- and pyro-electric coefficients, after suitable
corona poling, are encouraging. The X-ray diffraction
patterns were studied and the results are included in the
paper.

Introduction
A considerable amount of work is being done on

Ferroelectric Ceramics both on preparation and
characterisation becau qof their use in piezo and
pyroelectric devices I. Poling is an important
criterion for their device applications. Lead Titanate is
a highly anisotropic material but its device application
is restricted due to the difficulty.n poling the ceramic.
This is because of high c/a ratio (PJ in PbTiO3 . Normally
solid solutions of PbTiO3 with PbZrO3 are made with
different amount of lanthanum doping. The lanthanum doping
has a marked effect both on the dielectr~ip constant and
ferroelectric coefficients of PZT ceramic M.]

In the present work, PZT has been doped with
Gadolinium. (Gd). The preparation technique, pyroelectric,
dielectric and structural characteristics of Gd doped PZT,
are reported. Gd is a member of the Lanthanide series and
is expected to yield interesting results.

Exnerimental:-
The Chemical formula of the ceramic is (Pb1 _ Gd }

(Zr. 6 Ti .) 3 Where x - 0.0 & 0.5. This substitution is
assumed* to occupy vacancies in the Pb position, so that
the structure would be electrically neutral. The starting
materials were PbO, ZrO2 , Ti02, Gd203 obtained from
Aldrich Chem. Co. USA. These oxides were mixed in
stoichiometric proportions. Extra lead oxide (4% by weight
to the lead oxide required to form stochiometric ratios)
was added in the mixture before calcination. This is to
avoid lead losses during calcination and sintering. It was
then dried and calcined at 800 C for two hours. To the
calcined powder 4% by weight Polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) was

[5291/217
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added as a binder and mixed thoroughly. The mixture was
compacted to form pellets of 1cm diameter, using a die and
hydraulic press, under a load jf 10 tons. The pellets were
then sintered at 950 C, 1150 C and 1250 C in different
batfhes. During sintpring the samples were heated upto
600 C very slowly (3 C/min) to aviod bending or cracking
of the samples. The samples were then taken, to final
sintering temperature at a heating rate of 5 C/min and
were maintained at that temperature for two hours. The
sintering was done in a closed Alumina crucible in lead
atmosphere. PZT samples were also prepared in the same
way. The dentities of differtnt samples were:

(950 C) (1150 C) (1250°C)
PZT 6.47 6.625 6.984
PGZT 5.57 5.797 5.912

As the density of samples prepared at 1250 C is
maximum the data given is for these samples unless
otherwise me tioned.

The X-Lay diffractograms of these samples were taken
using Cu K. radiation on a Rigaku diffractometer. The
voltage and current ratings used for the present
experiment were 40 KV and 30 mA respectively. X-ray scan
speed was 10 /minute. Dielectric measurements were done
using a Hewlett-Packard impedance analyser model no.
4192A. Quick drying silver paint electrode was used for
these and other electrical measurements. Samples were
corona poled at a corona voltage of 7 kV and current 50 uA
for pyroelectric coefficient measurements. The
pyroelectric current was measured at a heating rate of
4 C/min on a Keithley 610C electrometer. The pyroelectric
coefficient was calculated using the relation:

P = (I/A)/(de/dt)
Where I is the pyroelectric current; A is the sample
electrode area; de/dt is the heating rate.

d 3 3 measurements on the corona poled samples were
done on a Pennebaker Model 8000 Piezo d33 tester. The dh
measurements were done on an indegeniously designed d
measurement assembly. It has a hydrostatic pressure vesse2
containing the sample holder. The charge that develops on
the sample charges a standard capacitor (.lpF). The
voltage on the capacitor is recorded on an Omniscribe
recorder and the corresponding pressure change is
monitored on a manometer.

Differential scanning calorimetric thermograms of the
samples were taken on a DuPont DSC meter.

Results A Discussion:
Representative X-ray diffractograms of PZT and PGZT

are shown in Fig.1 and 2 respectively. PZT and PGZT plane
giving rise to diffraction peaks are also identified in
these figures. The presence of well resolved peaks due to
(002) and (200) plane indicates that the material is in
tetragonal form (-J. The c/a ratio for PZT and PGZT was
found to be 1.02 and 1.01 respectively. No appreciable
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rig 1. X-ray diffractoqram of PZT
ceramic.
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Fig 2. X-ray diffractogram of PGZT
(5% Gd doped) ceramic
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change in the peak positions was observed. The absence of
any new peak in PGZT indicates that Gd goes into the lead
vacancies without distorting the PZT lattice. Here it is
pertinent to note that although 4% by weight extra lead
was introduced in the sample before sinterinq, we cannot
rule out the possibilities of lead vacancies due to the
evaporation of lead.

The Differential scanning calorimetric thermogram of
PGZT sample is shown in Fig.3. The curie transition
temperature oj the sample is as indicated by Fig.3. is
around 323.97 C. The curie temptraluje for 60:40 ZrTiO *
PbTiO3 composition is above 400 C L"J. This suggests t;at
Gd doping decreases the curie transition temperature of
PZT. Similar results were also observed in La, Sm doping
in PZT

The representative curves showing dielectric constant
g' versus frequency at Room temperature (30 C) for both
PZT and PGZT are shown in Fig.4 , while the variation of
4' with temperature at 1 kHz is shown in figures 5 & 6.
The effect of sintering temperature on E'io also shown in

300 Pyro oc eflcent (uC/K/m)

250

PQ•r
200"

IS.IG 7. variation of pyro@l*ctcic

coefficient of PZT and PGZT With

tooeperature

50

35 45 56 65 75 85 95

Temperature C

these figures. It can be seen from these graphs that the
variation of dielectric constant with temperature and
frequency shows normal behaviour of a dipolar material and
is sijailar to PZT in this temperature and frequency
range tJ. The value of dielectric constant of the Gd doped
PZT is lower than that of undoped PZT. This could be due
to the smaller tetragonal distortion in PGZT samples
compared to PZT, which may lead to lesser dipole moment of
PGZT unit cell. Moreover, the lower density of PGZT may
also contribute to the observed low value of E' compared
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to PZT. The effect of density on 9' is evident from the
increase in E' with the increase in sintering temperature.

The variation of pyroelectric coefficient with
temperature for both PZT and PGZT is shown in Fig.7. It
was found that the pyro coefficient increases with the
increase in temperature. The piezoelectric d 3 and dh
coefficients of PZT were found to be 125 an2 15 pC/N,
while for Gd doped PZT these values were 200 pC/N and 26
pC/N respectivily. The voltage sensitivity gh for Gd doped
PZT was 12x10- Vn/N which is higher than tait of undoped
PZT.(5.64x 10-3 Vm/N). This suggests that Gd doping
facilitates the poling of PZT. The results are compared
with Lanthanum doped PZT in table 1.

Table 1. Comparison of PGZT with PLZT*
----------------------------------------------------

j ' pi nC/cm2 /K pi/E'Eo dh gh dh'gh

PZT 826 8.20 1.154 41 1.34 54.94

PLZT( 7 ] 1200 17.4 1.638 40 3.76 150.49

PGZT 521 20 4.332 21 15.23 135.93
\-----------------------------------------

* The unit for dh is pC/N3
gh is x10- Y11ym
d is X10- 1h-gh is x10 m /N

It can be concluded on the basis of these results that
Gd doped PZT is a better material than PLZT for the
development of pyroelectric devices. The above result also
indicates that the piezoelectric figure of merit is
comparable with that of PLZT and hence a good candidate
for its use in piezoelectric devices.
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CHARACTER1ZATION OF FERROELEC7RC UTzO 3 THIN FILM

A.KANDUWER, DJ 4NDRINO, MLKOSEC, P.PANJAN,
and B.B.LAVRENCIC

J.Stefan. Institute, University of Ljubijana, Ljubljana, Slovenia

£Acn Ferroelectric urao3 thin .ams wer grown using an RF
spuring method from a monocrystalline target on heated substrates of
Li'ao 3, silicon and sapphire. The strutmre and compition of obtained
films were checked by means of XRD, AES and RBS-specr pies The
analysis of results showed that the films were prefrent ialy k -oiente with
the c-axis perpendicular to the surface of substrites and st

I[TMODU"TION

For sensitive pyroelectric detectors, crystalline LITaO 3 is a material of choice due
to excellent figure of merit and other desirable fabrication 1hracteri'i.-2 With

the advances in the methods of deposition of thin film ferroelectrics, the situation

should be reconsidered. The main thrust of research in thin film and integrated

ferroelectrics has been directed toward the nonvolatile ferroelectric memories,
which do not require the preferentially oriented material as it is the case with

pyroelectrics.3"4 For this orientation requirement the reactive RF sputtering

deposition method has been selected. Ideally, one should aim for the perfect

epitaxial film growth with the figure of merit equal to the bulk crystalline material.

Excellent thin film pyroelectric detectors have been obtained by Takayama

et aL5, made from La-modified PbTiO3, deposited on oriented Pt film and cleaved

MgO. On the other hand, reported LAba0 3 detectors have been made from
polycrystalline flLs.6-7 Their perfomance so far does not match comparable
detectors made from thinned crystalline material.

While there are reports on the growth of oriented UNb0 3 film, there is

little on IiiaO3
8-9 , which has similar properties. It may not be always the case as

[535/223
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far as the film formation is concernedY1 The emphasis of this report is on the
growth of UiTaO3 thin films on various substrates and their structural composition.

EXPERI AL

We employed the RF magnetron reactive sputtering method (see conditions in
Table I). For the target we used monocrystalline LiTaO3 block of 45 mm diameter
and 8 mm thickness. The substrates used were (111) silicon, fused sapphire,
metallic Pt, and (001) LiTaO3 and deposition was made on cold and 600 "C
heated surfaces.

Due to our target - substrate separation, the RF power was important
parameter. Lowering the power tends to increase the quality of filmsIo until
reaching the range of nonstoichiometry. The structural characteristics and
compositions were checked by means of XRD, AES, RBS and SEM methods. The
thickness of films were checked by means of a profilometer and were measured to
be 200 - 250 nm.

TABLE L. Deposition parameters.

Parameter Value

Target dia. 45 mm
Separation 20 cm
RF power 350 W
Pressure 02 4-4.6x10 4 mbar
Pressure Ar 2x10"3 mbar
Deposition rate 60 nm/h
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The degree of crystallinity and orientation was checked by XRD. Fig.1 shows the
film deposited on the cold (111) silicon and then thermally treated for I hour at

600 "C. The film was amorphous after deposition and dearly reverted to
polycrystalline form after treatment with the residual amorphous phase that is

rather weak. The analysis of this spectrum shows identical peaks with the single

crystal powder result. The (006) peak is much smaller that the (104) peak. We
have also tried various heat treatment regimes as well as the deposition on

sapphire substrate. The resulting XRD peaks were slightly shifted from the powder

diffraction peak positions due to internal stresses. The treatment used in FIg.I

showed the least deviation from the single crystal powder.

V)

t=,,.

r--

U,

i-ia~ I AAI15 20 25 30 35 -40

e (degrees)

FIG.1. XRD diffraction spectrum of I.'aO..ý polyystaline
annealed film grown on (111) silicon.
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The film obtained on the 600 *C heated (111) silicon produced XRD
spectra as shown in Fig.2. Comparing this result with that of Fig.1 we find that the
spectrum exhibits only prominent peaks at (104) and (006), thus indicating the
preferred c-axis orientation of grown film perpendicular to the surface of the

silicon. It should be noted the markedly different peak ratio as obtained in Fig.1.

Now the (006) peak is very prominent. The spurious e = 13.5 e peak (labeled with
X) has been discussed earlier10 and was then attributed to silicon substrate. We
have found this peak in the case of both silicon and (001) LlTaO3 substrates.

CL

15 20 25 30 35 40

0 (degrees)

FIG. 2. XRD diffraction spectrum of IATaOh oriented film grown on(If 1) silicon at 600 C.

Due to reports on possible stoichiometric composition problems9 "10 we

performed careful checks on the films deposited on cold and heated silicon
surfaces. Fig.3 shows the Auger electron spectroscopy (AES) depth profile for the
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latter surface. The result shows that the obtained film had the ratio for LI:Ta.'O

calculated to 1:1:3 by taking into account the relative Auger sensitivities of the
elements.1 1 The same result was obtained also for the unheated surface. The

depth profile indicated homogeneous composition throughout the thin LiTaO3

film as well as the residual carbon impurities.

To further determine oxygen and tantalum contents the Rutherford
backscattering spectroscopy (RBS) with 1.3MeV hydrogen ions was used, Fig.4.

The spectrum sh ws strong tantalum and much weaker oxygen peaks (lithium
could not be resolved). The solid lines represents the model calculation from
which we could determine that the tantalum vs. oxygen ratio should be placed

between 1:2.5 and 1:3.

100 * oxygen

c tantalum
x lithium

80 a carbmn
a silicon

A

-6 60
LJJ

'"40

20

0
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 110

Milling time [mini

FIG. 3. AES depth profile obtained from LTýaO 3 thin film deposited
on (111) silicon at 600 "C.

In conclusion: we have grown the polycrystalline and oriented tI'aO3 thin
films with a good stoichiometric composition. At presently it is not entirely clear

why such composition is found with single crystal targets while in the case of usual

powdered onesm0 the excess of Li2 0 was required.
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FIG. 4. RBS spectrum obtained from UTAO3 thin film deposited on
(111) silicon at 600 *C. The solid line represents the model

calculation.
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EFFECr OF MOISTURE ON THE ELECTI=CAL P)R1IES OF BIAXLAILY
STRETHMED POLYVINYLIDENEFUORIDE 0PVDF1 FILMS

PAULO ANT6NIO RIBEIRO, M. RAFOSO and J. N. MARAT-MENDES
Faculdade de Cienctas e Teenologla #. Universidade Nova de Lisboa.
Tom. 2825 Monte da Caparica- PORIUGAL

hhAc Films of biaxially stretched Polyvlny•denhuaoride PYVD?) polymers
were charged by corona discharge under humidity controlled atmospheres. The
surface potential builup Is observed to have a first increase followed by a plateau
like region, after which a later stage the surface potential grows again reaching
a maximun value and decreasing again slowly. The maximum value reached
depends on the humidity content. The higher the humidity content, the lower
the value of the maximum observed. This behaviour Is explained In terms of
protonic motion due to water absorved In the bulk of the sample.

The effect of moisture in the electrical properties of polymer films has been

reported before. It was shown, for a- PVDF samples. that the evanescent transient

current in step-voltage measurements1 and also the buildup potential in corona

charging measurements for a and.6 jpVDF2 -5 are str l dependent of moisture. The

results were partly explained by the drift of charges generated by the ionic

dissociation of the absorbed water molecules in the bulk of the sample.

A sistemnatic study of the potential buildup curves of constant current charging

biaxially stretched PVDF samples in different humidity atmospheres was first

carried on 5 . The presence of a saturation voltage maximum and a subsequent slow

decay was attributed to Ionic conductivity due to water dissociation and the

equilibrium of water molecules and its ionic species. In this work we studied further

the humidity induced conductivity in PVDF samples.

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

Figure I shows the corona triode we have developed In order to study the buildup

of the surface potential of samples charged with a constant corona current for

various degrees of humidity.

# and Centre de Fisica Molecular das Unversidades de Lisboa (1NIC)

i541i i2i
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RigVS Vc

FIGURE 1 Schematic cicult, of the corona tride for charging samples with
constant current. Vg and Vc are high voltage power supplie.

The triode: is basically formed by a corona point. a metallic plate and a grid In
between. A guard ring on the plate prevents the surface currents from reaching the
measuring electrode (plate). The grid is a stainless steel mesh of 750 pm spaced wire of

160 pm in diameter. The grid to point distance was II mm and the distance plate to

grid was 2 mm. The plate current lo, was kept constant by means of a proportional

integral controller driving the gird voltage Vg, and the corona current c, was allwayp
kept at 4 pAby the supply Vc.

The sample potential Vt}. is determined by means of the grid voltage using the

equation 6 :
V(t) =Vg(t -Vr (1)

where Vg(t) and Vr are the grid voltage and the potential difference across the air gap.

respectively. For each set of experimental conditions - values of Io, Ic. humidity
content -Vr was determined before the dharin process with a bare sample old( i

this case. Vr-Vg}.
The samples were 12 pmi thick, circular foils of biaxially stretched PVDF film

manufactured by Kureha Chemical Industries Company Ltd. The foils have a degree of

crystallinity of about 50% with cristalline parts consisting of nominaly equal

amounts of a and .S phases. Circular aluminium electrodes of 15 mm diameter and

500 A thick were vacuum evaporated on one side of the samples. The samples were

kept stretched with the help of a metallic ring (holder) during the charging process.
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Figure 2 shows typical curves of the potential buildup versus te of po@sitl

charged samples In dry air (0 % H.RJ and in various degrees humidity atmospherfes

with a constant current density of Jo a 17nA/cm 2 . Each sample was previously

charged in a dry air and afterwards its surface charge was neutralmed by expsinlg the

sample to the corona tons of opposite polarity, then it was submited to a new

charging process in the required humidity content. Similar results are obtained for

negatively charged samples.

7 
;

4 30%
3 0-.-•% 50%.

07o
0 1000 2000 3000 4000

flme to]
FIGURE 2 The buildup of the surface potential for samples positively charged

under different humidity conditions. Prior to the measurement, each sample was
previously charged under dry air with negative corona.

Dry air curve plainly shows the ferroelectric behaviour of PVDF sample . One

can distinguish three distinct regions: I} a Initial fast increase of the potential

associated with the capacitive behaviour of the sample; 11) a plateau like region due to

dipole orientation and in) another region of fast potential increase since the dipoles

had already been oriented.

By opposition curves of potential buildup In humid air present lower values of

the potential for similar times and a maximum potential value Vm is attained. Also a

slow decay is observed after this maximum.

Since no surface current is observed or charge Injection from the corona wind

species5 it should be concluded that the effect is due to ionic conduction.

This decrease on the saturation of the surface potential with the humidity

content is interpreted as an increase in the conductivity of the sample, which should

be linked to the conduction due to the presence of the water in the bulk of the polymer.

This can be clearly seen if one writes that the total current density Jo, which is

constant during the charging process components:
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Jo + + Jc. (t)

where e and an the diplaceme currentm due to fiee

charge and dipoles and Jc(xt) is a conduction current through the sample. The
dlsplac-nerIt terms explain the continuous increa of the surface buildup potential

regions and the plateau like region In dry ar. where no signikcant conduction Is

taking place. On the other hand for PVDF charging in humAd air a conduction current

term is necessary to explain the saturation of the surface potentiaL

It has also been observed that a strait line is obtained if one plots the

maximum surface potential values versus the chamber relative humidity content.

F~gure 3.

14.5

3.5

. • Negativ

2.5 ..... *.... P...it...
1 .5 10 20 3 0 W G 0 SO

Relative Humkl" PQ

FIGURE 3 The maximum voltage, Vm. attained during the charging process
as a function of the relative humidity.

This effect is similar to that occuring in porous ceramics where the electric

resistivity decreases lineary with relative humidiy 7 ,8 . As in ceramics the increase

of the conductivity may be related to the water adsorbed In the walls of the pores of the

materiaL The dissociation of the water u ilecules into H+ and OH' ion may lead to an

ionic conductivity process.
In the polymer the water molecules may be adsorbed on the interfaces of the

lamellar folded crystalline chains of the polymer and with increasing humidity.

further layers of water are adsorbed and dissociated.

The conductivity should then be due to proton exchange according with the

equation:
lH0' + H20 ++ H20 + K300 (3)
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This process has also been suggested for ceramics 7 and is a characeristic

conduction fenmna in a medium where water Is present.

This one carrier transport process is compatible with the sentlarity of the
sur potent buidup curves for positive and negative charlgng as reported 4.5.

Since surface buildup curves are similar for samples charged either positively

or negatively, we believe that we are in the presence of one carrie conduction proceys

associated to a proton tranfer In the sample.

Protonic conduction in PVDF has been reported before9 . Accordng to this

reference. it has been suggested that protons generated by dissociation of adsorbed

water molecules penetrate in the polymer. Since PVDF charging In a dry atmosphere

of 7.5% hidrogen. 92.5% nitrogen does not show charge Injection 5. the proton trader

must be associated with the water of the sample.

]ZttCtal ]•nldUD Curves for Differente •stuh UlWa

We also studied the effect of the charging current on the buildup of the polymer

surface potential at constant relative humidity. Figure 4 shows results for negative

charging of PVDF samples In 60% H.R.

4 ..

'1

0
0 1000 2000 3000 4000

Tlime Is]

FIGURE 4 The buildup of surface potential for negatively charged samples with
different charging currents under 60% RH. atmosphere.

As usual these samples were previously charged in a dry air atmosphere. Results

for positive charging are similar.

if one plots the maximum of the surface potential attained in each charging

process versus current, a square root dependence is found for both positive and

negative charging processes2 ,6 , which means a process of exeess of charge carrier

transport. Calculations of the carrier mobilities under 60% H.R., give values of 4.8
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-110- 16 w2 lVs and 3.5 .0 IY16 mz2IVs for pouitve and negatve chargiag VRP 0 P

respectively The s03aliauty of tes values support the one carrier Idea.

The authors are grateful to Junta Nlaclonal de Investigacfo Cientifica e
TecDo16gica 6.JmCT-Portuga) for the &szMla support.
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INTERACTION OF CORONA DISCHARGE SPECIES WITH TEFLON-FEP

-ROP IZNE) FOILS

MARIA RAPOSO. P. A. RI•D•ER and J. N. MARAT-MEIN)ES
Faculdade de Cintclas e Ticnologa 4, Universidade Nova de Lbes.
Tom. 2825 Monte da Caparica. P.

&&astMt Negatively corona discharge Is a practical method of Introducing electrical
charges In dielectrics to produce electrets. Results have shown that the Teflo-FEP
(fluoroethylenepropylene) electret charge stability Is dependent on the corona
atmospheres. We have carried out charging experiments on atmosphere of CO2 . 02. N2.
dry air and humid air. The charge stability has been studied by surface charge and
thermally stimulated discharge (M8D) measurements. The corona process produces
electrons. Ions and neutral species. The charged specks transfer their electrical charge
to polymer surface traps. The activated neutral specke interact with the polymer surface
creating new traps or modIflg the preezIsting onces being responsible for the decreae
of the electret charge stability. This effect Is strongly dependent on the corona
atmosphere and charging time.

Corona charging In air Is one of the most used methods for Introducing electrical charges

in polymers to produce electrets1 .2 . The charges are known to remain at the polymer surface or

near it 3 . Studies of the electrets charge stability using thermally stimulated depolarization

current measurements (M50) of Telion-FEP (fluoroethylenepropylene) polymers 4 . show that the

corona polarization time and current influence the charge stability and therefore the electret

lifetime. This was attributed to the molecular species, formed the process of in corona

discharge. impinging on the surface of the polymer. In order to further understanding this

process it is necessary to study the effect of the Interaction of the various corona molecular

species with the polymer surface.

In this way we carried on corona charging experlments'of Teflon-FEP samples In various

controlled atmospheres (N2. CO 2 . 02. dry air and humid air)5 . Thermally stimulated

depolarization current measurements of these samples show that different molecular species

formed in the corona discharge have an effect on the polymer modification of surface states In

different ways.

EXPERMENTAL SETUP

A special corona setup was developed for discharges under controlled atmospheres. This

setup is schematically represented in Figure 1. It consists essentially of a cylindrical vacuum

and Centro de Fisica Molecular das Universklades de LIsbo (INIC)

[547JtM5
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chamber 50 cm high and 30 cm in di-meter. The chamber is connected to a high vacuum

system, with a link-up for gas admittance. A horizontal flange. with connections for high

voltage, current, a humidity sensor. heating resistances. electrical motors and fhedthmughs for

thermocouples. Joining the bower and the upper parts of the chamber. This flange also holds the

mechanica supports for a corona trode. a fan, and a shutter. The corona triode is composed of

a flat. horizontal metallic plate (sample holder). 15 mm in diameter, electrically isolated from

the chamber, a grid 30 mm in diameter, made of a mesh of 750 pm spaced steel wres of 160 Wm.

and a corona Up made of a stainless steel sewing needle (Figure 1). The distance between Up to

grid and grid to sample Is 6 mm and 5 mm respectively. The triode was used in the constant

voltage mode as indicated in Figure 1. with a negative high voltage regulated power supply

connected to the Up. A voltage of 350 V was applied to the sample holder. All the charging

experiments were performed under 1 atm pressure.

b 2
a) b)

a
2 3 3S-6-

FIGURE 1 a) - The Corona Chamber. l-manometer. 2-Corona tip (sewing needle): 3-
Metallic Grid: 4- Electret : 5-Metallic sample holder (Back electrode): 6- to vacuum pump and
gas inletf 7- Horizontal flange. b) - The Corona Tode.

A metallic shutter operated by remote controle Is placed between the grid and the sample

to allow the control of the charging time. A gas flux with a speed of 5 ms- I could be forced

between the grid and the sample, when required. by a fan conveniently placed inside the

chamber. Samples were films of Teflon-FEP (Dupont). 12.7 pLm of thickness, with a 15mm

diameter 500 A vacuum evaporated alumintum electrode in one side. The films were kept

slightly stretched by two concentric stainless steel rings with an internal dismeter of 25 mm.

The unmetallized surface was exposed to the corona discharge. Measurements of the sample

surface potential were performed with a electrostatic capacitive probe. Trek Model 344-3 at a 2

mm distance from the sample. TSD current measurements were performed with an air gap.

using a low noise system. This set up is enclosed in a long and heavy metallic cylinder with the

connection to the electrometer far away from the heating source. An heating rate of 3.5 C/rmin

was used. The distance between the sample and the upper measuring electrode was I mm.
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Samples of Tefo-PP were corona charged, with a suface potential of 350 V. under

atmospheres of N2. CO2 . 02. dry air and humid air for various time periods. Negati e

currents of 20 piA were used In all experiments. Reisuts of charge stability, obtained by the

thermally stimulated depolarization technique of samples charged under different

atmospheres durng 10 seconds and 30 minutes we shown In iures 2 and 3. naepecflwely.

0.8 . 0.7

Air Air
--- N2 0.5 N2

0.5 --- Dry Air Dry AirS........... C 02• C02

.......... ..0.3

00.2 0.1

-0. . .. 0.1 /
70 110 150 190 230 70 110 150 190 230

Temperatura rC] Temperature [1C]

FIGURE 2 7W results of Teflon- FIGURE 3 SD results of Teflon-
FTP samples charged during 10 seconds FP samples charged durn 30 minutes
under various gas atmospheres under various gatmospher

These results show that for short charging time (106), independently of the corona

discharge atmospheres. all thermograms present a single curnrt peak centered at 2001C. This

current peak Is interpreted by assuming the release of electrical charges from the surface traps

during the heating process. The existence ofa single current peak means thata single type of

traps is Involved. Calculation of the activation energies, using the Initial current rise

method 1 .2.6 give a value of 1.9 eV. For longer charging times, only for polarization under N2

atmosphere the thermogram presents the single current peak. while for the others

atmospheres, the thermograms present new peaks. Therefore the atmosphere of corona

charging has an influence on the charge trapping by the samples for longer exposure times. For

charging in CO2 during 30 minutes the results show a clear peak with a madmum at 1201C. to

which corresponds an activation energy of 1.4 eV. For other gas atmospheres a broad band

appears between 100"C and 180 *C.

Measurement of the sample surface potential distribution taken immediately after the

charging process, show that a good charge unlrformty is obtained in every experiment.
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The Effect of Efmt le Treatment

In the process of the corona discharge there is the formation of charged particles and

neutral activated species 7 "10- In order to account for the effect of each we carried out

experiments with a gas flux forced tangentially to the electret surface during the charging

process. The charged particles follow the electric field lines. The species without charge

deviated from their normal trajectories, not interacting with the polymer surface.

Figure 4 shows thermal stimulated current curves of two samples charged during 30

minutes in a CO2 atmosphere. Curve I refers to a sample charged in the normal way Le. as that

of FIgure 3. Curve II was obtained from a sample charged under the forced gas flux. The major

differences between the two curves Is the 1200C current peak which is absent In the

thermogram of the sample charged under the forced gas flux. Therefore we associate that

current peak with the neutral activated species impinging upon the polymer surface and which

are believed to change the physical properties of the surface I I by the formation of new traps.

The blowing of the gas flux over the sample surface during the charging process under other

corona atmospheres leads also to thermograms with a single peak as in FIgure 2. This suggests

that for short charging times under these atmospheres and for the corona current used, the

amount of neutral species interacting with the sample surface might be small.

1.4 ..
!1

1.2 N 2

1

o0.8

0. - r Air
S0.4

0 .2 - -

0 . .. . .I___A___ 
I_______2 ___I

110 150 190 230 -15 -7.5 0 7.5 15

Temperature [pAJ Distance Imm]

FIGURE 4 TSD results of the samples FIGURE 5 Surface Potential profiles
charged during 30 minutes in CO2 . Curve I - of samples treated under various
usual charging. Curve I1 - using a forced gas atmospheres.
flux during the charging process.

We have observed that the effects of the neutral activated species in producing new traps

can occur either during or before the charging process. Experiments were carried out on

samples exposed to the neutral activated species produced by a 20 pIA negative corona current,

with the metallic sample holder connected to ground during 30 minutes. followed by a 10
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seconds charging process with the sample holder connected to +350 V. TSD measurements an

these samples give smilar results to those obtained for samples charged during 30 minutes

under the corresponding gas atmospheres (Figure 3). The surface potential measurements

show also a good charge uniformity over the sample. As in these experiments the charging time

was only 10 seconds one would expect to get the typical results of 10 seconds charging (Figure

2). However the results obtained are comparable to those of Figure 3. Therefore one has to

assume that the exposure of the samples to the neutral activated species before charging

introduced surface modifications that are responsible for the low temperature current peaks

observed in Figure 3.

We also carried out experiments to study the effect of the activated species upon

precharged samples. The samples were charged for 10 seconds and consecutively exposed

during 30 minutes to the neutral activated species of the same gas atmosphere of the charging

process. Thermograms obtained from these samples are also qualitatively similar to those

presented in Figure 3. However in this case the surface potential measurements do not show

the usual charge uniformity for all samples. Namely, samples treated In N2 . dry air and

laboratory air atmospheres show a clear potential decay in the center of the sample surface

(Figure 5). This effect is very strong for samples treated in N2 . and if the experiment proceeds for

longer time than 30 minutes the potential decays to 0 V. No difference in this behaviour was

observed when a forced gas flux was blown tangential to the sample surface. Furthermore. TSD

measurements on theses samples show a corresponding decrease in the 200 "C current peak

that becomes null when the potential is 0 V. Experiments of polymer surface potential decrease

has been reported before and tentatively explained in terms of i) corona produced excited

molecules and photons Inducing charge from surface states to enter the bulk of the polymer

(polyethylene)}12.13; U) excited molecules emptying of surface traps by energy transfer in low

density polyethylene 10; ill) an electronic current made of hot electrons passing through the

grid of the corona triode that may create pairs when loosing their energy, the positive ions being

driven to the sample surface by the electric field4 . The possibility of such an electronic

current in a corona triode has also been investigated 1 3 . The results presented on Figure 5 show

also that for samples exposed to CO2 and 02 corona atmospheres there is no decay In the

surface potential. However these corona atmospheres seems to be good sources of excited

species, since they induce modifications on the polymer surface as can be concluded from the

TSD curves of Figure 3. These results together with the above mentioned ones for N2 and air

atmospheres cannot be explained in terms of charge injection into the sample. They seem

however to be compatible with an interpretation where the excited species indeed play a role

in the surface modifications, but the cause of the potential decay is linked with positive ions
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produced between the grid and the electret surface and being driven to the sample by the

electric field.

ONiCwmUtIO

The atmosphere of negative corona charg"n of Tefln-PEP flams Influence the charge

stability of produced electrets.ln the corona discharge process charged particles and neutral

excited species are produced. The production of these excited molecules seems to be very

efficient in C0 2 . much less In 02. humid air and dry air and almost null in N2. These excited

molecules Interact with the polymer surface, being absorbed on It or reacting with the polymer

molecules producing new traps or modifying the preexisting ones The arrivng corona charges

fill In both the preexisting traps and the new formed ones. Corona charges (an electronic

component) pawsing the grid of the corona triode are thought to produce Ions pairs In the gap

grid-electret. the positive Ions being driven to the sample and removing the negative charge

from the traps decreasing the surface potential.

The authors are grateful to Junta Nacional de Investigavcs Cientifica, e Tecniolvela
WMNCT-Portugal) for the financial support.
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STUDY OF THE POLARIZATION OF VDF-TrFE 75%-25% COPOLYMER FILMS USING
THE PRESSURE WAVE PROPAGATION IME-THOD

Christine LABURTHE TOLRA, Claude ALOUIE, Jacques LEWINER
Laboratoire d°Electricit6 G6ndrale, E.S.P.C.I, 10 rue Vauquelln, 75005 - Paris,
France

Abstract The PWP method allows the non-destructive measurement of the
homogeneity of the piezoelectric coefficient. The Influence of the conditions of
polarization (amplitude of the poling field, temperature and duration of the
polarization process), associated to various thermal treatments, is Investigated
in the case of VDF-TrFE 75%-25% copolymer samples. From these results, we
show that the thermal treatment has a large influence both on the kinetics and on
the homogeneity of the polarization. This is attributed to the variation of the
amount of ferroelectric phase resulting from these treatments. It has ilso been
observed that the Injection of electrons at the cathode plays an Important role in
the build up of the polarization.

The pressure wave propagation method (PWP) 1 "4 is well suited to study the

mechanisms involved In the polarization of piezoelectric polymers such as PVDF or

copolymers of vinylidene trifluoroethylene (VDF-TrFE)3 "6 . In this paper, the PWP

method is used to determine the amplitude and homogeneity of the piezoelectric

coefficient ezz In VDF-TrFE 75%-25% copolymer samples for various conditions of

polarization. First, the influence of thermal treatment before polarization, of the value

of the poling field and of the duration of the polarization process Is analysed for thin

films poled at room temperature. Second, we analyse the build up of the polarization

when the polarization is performed at 1000C.

THE PWP METHOD

We will only briefly recall the principle of this method applied - piezoelectric

materials3 ,4, 7 . We consider a plane sample containing a distribution of dipoles which

is supposed to be uniform in a plane parallel to the surface of the film and

perpendicular to the z axis. The propagation of a short pressure pulse travelling at the
1553U/241
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velocity of sound v along this axis produces a variation of the image charges on the

electrodes which results, in short-circuit conditions, in a current I(t). Time t is

related to the position of the wave front by t-z/v. For very short pressure pulses, the

current measured during the penetration of the pulse in the sample or its exit is

directly proportional to the piezoelectric coefficient ezz at the interfaces. During its

propagation In the bulk, I(t) is proportional to dezz(z)/dz.

The samples are typically 120 to 170 gm thick VDF-TrFE 75%-25% films. They have

been made by mold injection.

After polarization, ezz and dezz(z)/dz are measured using the PWP method. Short

pressure pulses (Ins duration) are generated by the impact of a 35 ps laser pulse on a

thin absorbing layer covering one of the electrodes. The current I(t) is measured using

a fast transient recorder.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Polarization at room temperature

The samples, metallized on both sides, are poled at room temperature by applying a

high voltage between these electrodes. Various conditions of poling are used and in each

case, the resulting polarization is determined by the PWP method.

Thermal treatment

In a first series of experiments, virgin samples are poled without previous thermal

treatment. In a second series, the samples are heated during 10 mn up to 1400C, that is

to say slightly above the Curie temperature (1200C) and then cooled down to 200C

before poling.
The evolution of the polarization as a function of the duration of the poling process is

studied by measuring the distribution of ezz at different steps.

On FIGURE 1, the results obtained for a low value of the electric field E, equal to

0,3MV/cm, are presented. For the samples with no prethermal treatment (FIGURE

1 a), the polarization develops slowly near the anode, while, in annealed samples

(FIGURE ib), a uniform polarization is observed.
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-' 4, "" 4,

(a) Without annealing (b) After annealing

FIGURE 1 Evolution of the distribution of dezz/dz with the duration of

polarization (E-0,3MV/cm). The position of the electrodes

during the polarization is indicated.

For larger poling fields (E - 0,7 MV/cm), the polarization is uniform in the two

series of experiments but the kinetics of the build up of the polarization are different.

For annealed samples (FIGURE 2b), the build up is faster than for samples without

previous thermal treatment (FIGURE 2a).

0"

0 20 410 60 80 0 20 40 6

t (inn) t (inn)

(a) Without annealing (b) After annealing

FIGURE 2 Relative amplitude of ezz in the case of uniform distributions, versus

duration of poling (E-0 ,7MV/cm )
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It can be concluded that, in VDF-TrFE 75%-25% samples, annealing above the Curie

transition before poling at room temperature leads to a fast response to the poling field

and to a more homogeneous polarization.

Hysteresis cycle

The samples are first heated above the Curie temperature at 1400C and poled during
10s, at room temperature, with different values of E. The polarizations observed by the
PWP method are uniform. Thus, it Is possible to plot the piezoelectric coefficient ezz
versus E (FIGURE 3). The resulting curve is an hysteresis cycle which shows that ezz

goes to saturation for an applied field equal to 0,6 MV/cm and that the inversion of the
polarization is possible with a field equal in absolute value to 0,5 MVIcm.

0,2 2

--1 0,5,5 1
" - , 'S JE (MV/cm)

FIGURE 3 Hysteresis cycle of VDF75 - TrFE25

Polarization at 1000C

The samples, non metallized, are first heated above the Curie temperature. They are
polarized at 1000C and ezz(z) is measured at room temperature.

A typical evolution of the signal I(t) as a function of the total duration of polarization at
0.3 MV/cm is shown on FIGURE 4a, and the corresponding distributions of ezz are

presented on FIGURE 4b.

At 1000C, a non uniform polarization develops. After a few seconds, the polarization is
localized in a thin region of width &z, close to the anode. For longer durations of
polarization, this region spreads toward the cathode, first rapidly, then slowly. We
have also observed that the spread of Az is faster for increasing poling fields.

Moreover, Az depends on the thermal history of the sample : if the polarization at

1000C occurs after a heating process, from 200C to 100°C, Az spreads out faster than
if it is done after a cooling process, from 1400C to 1000C8.
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This difference in the kinetics of the spreading of the polarized region is due to the
hysteresis of the temperatures of the ferroelectric to paraelectric and paraeiectric to

ferroelectric transitions : 1000C is intermediate between the exothermic and
endothermic Curie temperatures of the copolymer 9 . Consequently, the amount of
ferroelectric phase Is larger In the first case than in the second one.

.zz

110 mn 110 mn
0-mn 20 mn

mn 2mnlJos
100S10S

1 0 (W Z( 14 wn) Z

N polarized region

(a) (b)

FIGURE. 4 : Evolution of the distribution of dezz/dz as a function of the duration of
polarization.

According to the history of the sample, the amount of the ferroelectric phase varies.

The polarization Is more homogeneous when the ferroelectric phase is dominant. This

also explains why the the build up of the polarization is larger at room temperature

than at 1 00°C.

The partial polarization observed at 1 00C can be attributed to the presence of a

negative space charges which enhances the applied field in the region close to the anode

and stabilizes the oriented dipoles. Such a space charge can originate either from the

migration of internal charges due to the applied field or from Injection of electrons at

the cathode, also followed by a migration towards the anode. In the first case a symetric

distribution of positive charges close to the cathode should also accelerate the

orientation of dipoles and lead to a more symetrical build up of the polarization.

Moreover, the experiments prove that charge injection at the cathode plays a very

important role in the polarization of the copolymer. The Injected charges migrate
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towards the anode, accelerate and stabilize the orientation of dipoles. Such a large

influence of injection of electrons was previously observed 7 ,1 0 in the case of

polarization at room temperature.

The pressure wave propagation method was used to measure non destructively the

distribution of the piezoelectric coefficient ezz(z) through the thickness of VDF-TrFE

copolymer films. A fast response to the poling field is observed in films previously

heated above the Curie point and for applied fields equal to 0,6MV/cm. In this case, the

polarization is uniform. The polarization which develops when the poling is performed

at 100°C, is very inhomogeneous and originates at the anode. The kinetics of the

spreading of the polarized region towards the cathode depends on the applied field and on

the thermal treatment applied to the samples. According to the history of the sample,

the amount of the ferroelectric phase varies. The influence of the morphology of the

samples, and the role of injection of charges at the cathode explain the observed

behaviours.
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DIFFUSE PHASE TRANSITION IN FERROELECTRIC POLYMERS

R.L. MOREIRA and B.V. COSTA
Depto. de Fisica, ICEx, UFMG, C.P. 702, CEP 30161, Belo
Horizonte, Brazil. E-mail: OPTIKAIBRUFMG.BITNET

Abstract The first order ferroelectric-paraelectric
transitions in ferroelectric polymers are discussed in
the framework of the Diffuse Phase Transition models.
In order to describe these transitions, we use the
classical Landau-Devonshire treatment for the sample
micro-regions undergoing normal phase transition and
look for a critical temperature distribution function.
Thus, this model is applied to study the phase
transition of a vinylidene fluoride-trifluoroethylene
copolymer. We show how to obtain the correct behaviour
of the spontaneous polarization and of the dielectric
constant besides the Landau expansion parameters.

INTRODUCTION

Poly(vinylidene fluoride - trifluoroethylene) copolymers
[P(VDF-TrFE)] present a first order ferroelectric transi-
tion, for trifluoroethylene (TrFE) contents ranging from 18

to 48 mol%. The Phase Transition (PT) occurs over very
large temperature intervals, reflecting a distribution of
critical temperatures (T ) for the different regions of the
material.4- Due to this diffuse character of the PT, the
anomalies of the physical properties at the transition are
smeared out into the phase coexistence region.

Diffuse phase transition (DPT) is a very common
occurrence in solid solutions and other disordered
structures.6-1 0  In the systems presenting DPT, the
macroscopic properties can be described as weighted sums of
contributions from a large number of micro-regions
undergoing normal PT at different TC . 7,11-13

In this work, we use the basic ideas developed to study
DPT in disordered materials, in order to obtain a better
understanding of the dielectric behaviour of ferroelectric

polymers, near their transitions.

[5591/247
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EXPERIMENTAL

Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC), Dielectric
susceptibility and Thermally Stimulated Depolarization
Current (TSDC) data have been used to investigate the DPT
of a P(VDF-TrFE) copolymer with 30 mol% TrFE (sample
reference: ATOCHEN P997). These data have been published in
previous works.14" 1 5

Since the transition presents a strong dependence on
the thermal history,5 'S14 all data correspond to the first
thermal cycle. The heating/cooling rates were +- 20 C/min
for DSC and + 1.9 0 C/min for TSDC runs. For the latest
measurements, the samples (with 2.5 cm2 of area and 50 am
thick) were previously polarized by a 500 KV/cm electric

field at 65 OC for 20 min. For more experimental details,
including sample handling, see the references 14 and 15.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In the case where the macroscopic properties of a sample
with DPT are seen as an envelope of normal PT from its
micro-regions, the Landau's parameters are the same for
each micro-region (only T varies). 11-13 Thus, this

approach assumes an entropy change (per unity volume) and a
polarization jump at TC constant for all micro-regions. The

macroscopic spontaneous polarization and the reciprocal
dielectric susceptibility are given by

P(T) = P'(T,T C) f(T c)dTc and (1)

X_ (T) = x' 1-(T,T¢) f(Tc)dTc (2)

where P'(T,TC) and X' I(T,T¢) are the classical Landau-
Devonshire expressions for first order normal PT at

13,16

T1,1 and f(TC) a particular critical temperature
distribution function.
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Let us now investigate the DPT of a 30 molt TrFE
copolymer. For this material, the DSC thermograms show an
interesting profile, with the presence of two anomalies at
the PT. 14 '17 Assuming that the doubling of the DSC peaks is
originated by sample inhomogeneities, we use these data to
generate our f(Tc) functions. The assumption of a constant

entropy change for the different micro-regions allows us to
obtain, in a first order PT, an isoentropic function by:

f(T)= N 1 dH (3)Tc dT

where N is a normalization factor, and dH/dTc the
calorimetric curve, after baseline subtraction. Figure 1
presents the obtained f(Tc) functions for the 30 molt TrFE

copolymer, for heating and cooling runs.

0.10

0.068,
coofing

0.06
heoting

0.04

0.02

30 50 70 90 110 130
T^c)

FIGURE 1 Critical temperature distribution functions for
the DPT of a 30 molt TrFE copolymer, obtained from the
first DSC heating and cooling runs.

Using the f(Tc) functions of Figure 1 in Eqs. (1) and
(2), we have generated theoretical curves for the
macroscopic sample polarization and dielectric
susceptibility, shown with the corresponding experimental
data in Figures 2 and 3, respectively. Note that the
theoretical curves display the main features of the
macroscopic behaviour of the polymer - a smooth decrease of
the spontaneous polarization at the PT and a very good
fitting of the dielectric response.

The higher experimental values of the polarization at
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lower temperatures should be linked to the contributions of
sample heterocharges. In fact, since this sample has been

polarized at 65 *C, its TSDC thermogram contains a
contribution of space charges (heterocharges), with a
maximum around the polarization temperature, as in other
PVDF copolymers, irrespectively of the PT.2i In the present
case, the high value of this contribution (about 15% of the
total sample polarization) shows the important role played
by other kinds of heterocharges, besides the space charges
(maybe some orientation of the strained amorphous phase).

The dielectric constant curves, besides the f(TC) ones,
show a large thermal hysteresis presented by this polymer.
This had been taken into account on the theoretical
fittings, leading us to four adjustment parameters: P, AT

(-=T-T)0 , AT+ and AT- . These parameters come from the
0 C

conventional free energy expansion

g - 0 (T-T 0) P2 /2 + C P'/4 + C P6 /6 (4)

T0 being the Curie-Weiss temperature, and 0, C and C the

Landau coefficients. AT+ (AT}) represents the difference
C C

between the temperature where the transition occurs in
heating (cooling) and the critical temperature (where the
energy of the ferro and para phases are equal). AT is
linked to the expansion parameters by

AT= 3 (5)
16 PC

So, for the complete determination of C and C we need to
use another expression, as for instance

AS 1 3 (6)

2 4

for the entropy change per unit volume at T . Using this
equation the sample crystallinity must be taken into
account. For our material, we estimate a value of 80% for
it. Thus, with AS = 1.36 cal/gK (from our DSC data, after
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correction due to the diffuse nature of the PT), we can

propose the expansion and adjustment parameters presented
in Table I. These results are to be compared with the

Furukawa 1 9 ones, obtained for a polarized 35 molt TrFE
sample with a small diffuse character. Note, in both cases,
the high values of the expansio-oefficients, which

explain the high coercive fields in these materials.

S4.8'

FIGURE 2 Experimental
3.6 (circles) and calculated

(continuous line)
2.4 thermal dependence of

110000 the sample polarization.

0.0
0 50 70 90 110 130

T(OC)

C

S0.
C0 FIGURE 3 Temperature
o dependence of the

dielectric constant
* measured at 10 KHz
.9 30 (circles) and that

derived from the model
1 (continuous line).

0-
25 50 75 100 125

T(C)

TABLE I Adjustment and expansion parameters for the 30
molt TrFE copolymer (a), compared with the Furukawa ones
for a 35 molt TrFE polarized sample (b). In MKS units.

SAT AT+ AT-

2.6x10 7  40 8 -3 -4.2x10 1 2 3.1x101 3  (a)

3.5x10 7 63 - - -1.5x10 1 2 1.9x1014 (b)
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In conclusion, the use of an extended Landau-Devonshire

model to study the DPT of a ferroelectric polymer allows us

to describe correctly its main dielectric properties. The

critical temperature distribution function has been

obtained from calorimetric measurements. The Landau

coefficients have also been evaluated, besides the

heterocharge contribution for the sample polarization.

This work has been partially supported by the Brazilian
agencies CNPq and FAPEMIG.
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PHASE TRANSITIONS IN PLZT CERAMICS
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Abstract A set of the complex dielectric, piezoelectric and elastic constants of
lead lanthanum zirconate titanate PLZT 9/65/35 were measured under different
electric d.c. bias fields in the temperature range 77K - 380K with regard to
the polarization history. The polarization was determined by the piezoelectric
coefficient g and by TSDC spectra. We observed field iliduced ferroelectric
phase transitions from a probably rhomboedral structure to an orthorbombic
between 150K and 220K. If an electric bias field E _> 3kVcm-1 is applied during
cooling the rhomboedral phase is suppressed.

INTRODUCTION

Numerous investigations of ferroelectric ceramics with diffuse phase transition like

PLZT 9/65/35 have been reported [e.g.1]. All these materials show in the temperature

range a characteristic broadening of the maximum of the dielectric constant E. This

behaviour can be due to different local Curie temperatures caused by composition

fluctuations [2]. Therefore, between the ferroelectric and the paraelectric phase an

intermediate phase results consisting of stastistical orientated polar microregions or

dusters in an surrounding non-polar matrix. The macroscopic parameters of this

phase are generally non polar (polarization, X-ray structure[31). By applying an

electric field, the favourable orientated dusters grow until the ferroelectric phase

is induced [4). If the field is removed, the material returns into the macroscopic

unpolarized state.

In this paper we report about the dielectric, piezoeletric and elastic properties

of PLZT 9/65/35 in the ferroelectric and the intermediate phases under different

applied electrical fields with special regard to the polarization history.

[565Vi253
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EXPERIMENTAL

The measurements were performed on non-transparent PLZT 9/65/35 ceramics

prepared by mixed oxide method and conventional sintering techniques. The grain

size is about 21&m. Bars with dimensions 10mm x 2mm x 0.6 mm were cut out of the

ceramics and coated at the major faces with Ag/Au electrodes. The samples were

deaged at 470K and following aged for one week at room temperature.

A resonance technique by Smits [51 allows to determine simultaneously the

complex dielectric c33, piezoelectric d31 and elastic constant sil in a temperature

range between 77K and the depolarization temperature. The samples were cooled

down under an applied electric d.c. field ET- > 2kVcm- 1 to ensure a sufficient

remanent polarization at 77K. When the samples are heated the complex admittance

was measured at typical frequencies of about 180 kHz by a HP 4192A LF-Impedance

Analyzer. During heating and measuring an electric d.c. bias field ET+ is applied.

To avoid damage of the analyzer input, a guard circuit with Z-diodes was used. The

upper limit of voltage was restricted to 400 V (_ A 7 kVcm- 1 ).

Thermally stimulated depolarization current (TSDC) spectra were taken in

order to calculate the remanent polarization as a function of temperature. The

samples were cooled down to 4K under an applied electric field and heated without any

field under short-circuit conditions. At a constant heating rate the current measured

by an electrometer is proportional to the pyroelectric coefficient.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Different cycles of measuring the constants e33, d31 and S91 in the temperature range

were performed with varying electric bias fields up to 4kVcm-Q. Figure I shows

the known dielectric behaviour of poled and aged PLZT 9/65/35 as a function of

temperature [6]. The spectra are formed by the phase transitions of the material

(ferrolectric - intermediate - para-lectric). Generally there is no influence of the

electric field strength during cooling and heating on the dielectric constant. Only the

transition temperatures slightly increases with increase of E T+ •

Quite different results compared with e33 were obtained for the piezoelectric

(Figure 2) and elastic constant. In the ferroelectric phase we observed two states
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depending on the applied electric field E T-, when the sample is cooled. If

E T- _> 3kVcm-1 the piezoelectric behaviour measured during heating corresponds

to the upper branch (B) in Figure 2. We found no influence of the bias field E T+. For

ET- < 3kVcm- 1 , d3a starts in the lower branch (A). If the bias field during heating

is high enough (> lkVcm- 1 ), the material jumps from state A into B. This process

is thermally activated. In the intermediate phase the piezoelectric constant is only

determined by the actually applied field.

12000

E T- ET+
6 0 [kV/cm] [kV/cm]

. 4000- \4
0 442

C? 20004 2

9k 100 150 20 2s 3 00 3 50 4Wo 4o
"temperature (KJ

FIGURE 1 Dielectric constant E33 as function of temperature under

different applied electric bias fields

250.

S15o- E T-
[kV/cm] E T+

[kV/cm]

2I 4

IL A 0
-5 160 160 26 260 36 39 460 45W

Temperature [K

FIGURE 2 Piezoelectric constant d31 as function of temperature under

different applied electric bias fields
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A more detailed discussion is allowed considering the piezoelectric coefficient

g defined as the proportional factor between the deformation and the dielectric

displacement :

S1 = g31D3 with g31 - - 2Q3 1Ps633

The g coefficient can be calculated by the dielectric and the piezoelectric constant.

Furthermore it is related with the spontaneous polarization Ps by the electrostrictive

coefficient Q31. Assuming Q31 = 0.025 m4C- 2 and temperature independence of Q31,

we found a good agreement between the calculated polarization Ps(g3l(T)) and the

polarization obtained by integration of the TSDC spectra (Figure 3). Because of the

linear relation between g and Ps, it is reasonable to describe in the following the

behaviour of the polarization by the beh:., iour of the g coefficient.

8" 20

P(g9)

g PotSDC b15

14 105
00

V c is01o 260 250 300 350 40D
Temperature (1(1

FIGURE 3 Temperature dependance of polarization calculated by

g coefficient, and by integration of TSD current

Two ferroelectric states are distinguished in the low temperature range (Figure

4). If the applied electric field during cooling ET- >_ 3kVcm- 1 , the material occupies

the high polarization level B. The polarization seems to be frozen, because the

g coefficient will not be influenced by changes of the temperature or the electric

field ET+. The phase transition (ferroelectric - intermediate) is shifted to higher

temperatures with increase of ET+.
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FIGURE 4 Piezoelectric coefficient g as function of temperature under

different applied electric bias fields
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FIGURE 5 Dielectric constant and g coefficient as function of the applied

bias field at room temperature

Considering the dielectric and piezoelectric behaviour at T = 300K as a function

of the bias field (Figure 5), we identify the state B as a ferroelectric orthorhombic

phase.We observed a field-induced phase transition at Ec, = 5.5kVcm- 1, when the

dielectric constant has a maximum. When the field is decreased, the depolarized state

is restored at EC2 = 3kVcm- 1 . These results are in a good agreement with X-ray

studies of Shebanov reporting about this field-induced -eversible transition in PLZT

9/65/35 at Eci = 5.8kVcm-1 at room temperature [3]. Therefore, we conclude that
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an electric field applied at 300K in the intermediate phase causes a certain degree

of orientation of the cluster, i.e. a certain polarization (see g coefficient in Figure

5). When the temperature is decreased the material undergoes a ferroelectric phase

transition. If the degree of cluster orientation is high, i.e. the applied field is not far

away from induced phase transition at 300K, the orthorhombic state will be saved in

the ferroelectric phase.

For EDr- < 3kVcm- 1 the polarization at temperatures below 150K (state A)

reaches only half the value of state B. We assume that by the smaller orientation

of the polar dusters their interaction is high enough to favour a reorientation of the

structure, when the phase boundary is passed during cooling. It is probable that

the material has a rhomboedral structure. By applied electric fields during heating

ET+ the phase changes into the orthorhombic one. Even the transition happens

for ET+ < ErT. Therefore, we can exclude that the state A is an incomplete

orthorhombic phase. The low temperature phase transition depends strongly on the

field strength. In contrast to the transition (ferroelectric - intermediate) the transition

temperature TR-.O diminishes with the increase of the applied bias field.
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FLUCTUATIONS OF INCOMKNSURATE WAVE NEAR
PARAILECTRIC-MODUIATED PHASE TRANSITION IN

Rb2 ZnC1 4

M.P.TRUBITSYN, V.V.SAVCHENKO
Physical Department, State University,
Dniepropetrovsk, Ukrain

Abstraot The ESR spectra of 1n2+ probe have been
investigated in the temperature interval including
paraelectrio-incommensurate phase transition point Ti
of Rb2 ZnCl 4 . Near below Ti we have measured the
temperature dependence of position of the
inhomogeneously broaden ESR line. On the basis of the
simple model it is shown that ESR spectrum is
influenced by phase and amplitude fluctuations of
modulation wave.

INTRODUCTION

Recently a great deal of attention has been paid to
radiospectroscopio investigations of excitation spectra of
inoomhensurate compounds1 -3. These spectra are
characterized by additional modes corresponding to
oscillations of amplitude A and phase 4) of inoomnensurate
atomic displacement wave U = Aoos(40). Particularly phase
fluctuation effects were observed in a number of
inoomnensurate materials through complete (NKR in
Rb2 ZnBr4 , ESR in ThBr4, ThCl4 6 ) or partial (NAR, NQR in

Rb2 ZnCl 4 7,) motional averaging of magnetic resonanoe
lineshape.

In this paper we report the data on ESR measurements
of Mn2+ probe in Rb 2 ZnCl 4 crystals undergoing transition

[571J/259
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from paraeleotrio phase (space group Pnrma) to

incommensurate one at Ti=302,5 K. Investigated crystals

doped with manganese were grown from the melts by

Czochralskii method. ESR spectra were recorded using X-band

spectrometer equipped with a regulated nitrogen gas flow

cell. The temperature stability was controlled to within

±0.1 K.

EXPERIMENTAL REULTS

ESR spectra observed in the paraelectric phase of

Rb2 ZnCl 4j:Mn2+ are associated with two inequivalent Mn2 +

sites and well described elsewhere To avoid the

overlapping of the absorption lines corresponding to the

different probe sites and fine structure groups we have

measured the temperature dependence of the lowfield

hyperfine sextuplet Vs = -3/2 -* -5/2 for the magnetic field

orientation H 1 a. As Tj is approached from above the

single sextuplet observed at T > Ti splits into

inhomogeneously broaden singularity spectrum restricted by

the highfield Hp and the lowfield Ha singulari-

ties,' 3 ' 1 2 .The experimental dependence of the singularities

positions is presented on Fig.la.

It is known that (a,b) is a mirror plane for the

positions occupied by Nn2+ ions. Therefore for the

orientation chosen the expansion of resonance fields on the

powers of the order parameter U = Acosa((z)} consists of

only even terms and the second term is the lowest one. To

interpret the experimental results presented we have used

the following expression given in 7 , 8  for the case of

motional narrowing of singularity spectrum due to phase

fluctuations ("floating phase" model)

H=Ho + 1 A2 [1 + oos(2$)exp(-2o 2 )]. (1)

Here H desoribes the line position in the paraeleotrio

phase and does not depend on the temperature, h 2 denotes
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FIGURE 1. Temperature dependence of the singularities

positions (M. = -3/2 -a. -5/2 at H 11 a) :
(a) in a broad interval of inoommensurate phase;
(b) near inoommensurate-paraeleotrio transition point
Ti. The pluses represent experimental data, solid line

represents HP(T), Ha(T) oaloulated on the basis of (1),

dashed line oorresponds to the statio oase (0=0, A=O).
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the expansion coefficient depending on the paramagnetic

ions position and external field orientation, a ' (Ti-T)-P

- mean square phase fluctuation, P - critical exponent for
the order parameter. According to (1) well below Ti (a=O)

HP (P=±'./2) = H0  does not depend on the temperature while
Ha( -O,•V= H + 1/2h2 A2 shifts in accordance with inorea-
sing of amplitude A = a(Ti-T)P on cooling. At T -+ TO(Y -, a)
the singularities tend to the center of the resonance
fields distribution HP,Ha -* Ho + 1/4h2A2 .

As can be seen from Fig.la below Ti-15 K HP is
practically independent on temperature. Hence non-looal
effects can be neglected 13 and "loeal approximation" (1)
is valid. In this interval experimental behavior of

singularities positions can be desoribed by (1) with
parameters Ho = 1182 Gs, a2h2 = -8,3 Gs/KP, Ti = 302,5 K,

S= 0,37. 0=o.
On approaching Ti from below the experimental position

HP significantly shifts from stationary value Ho (Pig.lb).
According to the "floating phase" model this behavior can
be attributed to increasing of phase fluctuations (7. The
lowfield singularity curve Ha(T) deviates from the solid
line calculated by using mentioned model (1) and behaves
itself as in the static case (Fig.lb).

DISCUSSION

The discrepancy obtained can be overcome by taking into
account the amplitude fluctuations of incommensurate wave.

Considering usual quadratic expansion of resonance fields

H = Ho + 1 A2 oos 2 (4) (2)

one can express A and * as a sum of static and fluctuating

parts

A(t) = Ao + OA(t), 0(t) =o + 04(t).
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Inserting this expressions into (2) we average expansion in
time and neglect all terms of orders higher then quadratic

in 8A and 4. Following ref. 7  one can assume that the
fluctuations are fast comparing with frequency analogue of

singularities separation AH = 1/2h2 A2 and substitute time
average by gaussian distribution of phases and amplitudes

H = HO + 1j2A2 oo02 (0o) +

1 2 + 22oex(2l(3+ h2Ao(1 + oos 0 exp(-2 1  (3)

where A2 = <OA2 >,02 =<*>. Therefore for the singularities

positions one can get

th 0{o1 - exp(-2c)) ],(4a)

Ha = [Ho + A2 ] +
+ 1 2  

2 o{1 - exp(-_2 2 )) ]. (4b)

Here the static and fluctuation contributions are separated
and included into square brackets. Comparison of the
expression obtained (3,4) with (1) shows that including of

amplitude fluctuations into consideration results in

appearing of the new term 1/2h2A2 in the expression for Ha

while HP is uneffeoted by A. For the small a fluctuation
contribution in (4b) is approximately equal to

1/2h2 (A2 - A2o). Thus amplitude and phase fluctuation

contributions to Ha are partially compensated by each

other. One may expect that Ha (T) deviates from the solid
line calculated using (1) and tends to the entirely static

behavior (Fig.Ib) due to amplitude fluctuation influence.
In Rb 2 ZnCl 4 crystals ESR spectra of in12+ are sensitive

to tilting of ZnCl 4 complexes around b axis and the tilt

angle a = %oOOs(0) corresponds to the local order parameter
U9 . Although the above expressions (3.4) may only provide
the qualitative explanation we have tried to estimate the
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characteristic values of amplitude fluctuations <&2>1/2.
This rough estimation yields that <8oax 2 ohanges f112 1,0e2

to 0,70 on cooling from Ti-3K to T 0-gOK.

It seems important to note that in the case of linear

coupling between resonance fields and order parameter H =
= H0 + YAoos(4) the amplitude fluctuations should not

influence on the positions of edge singularities H (1 IH(2).a 'aIn this sense ESR experiment with orientations of magnetic

field providing the quadratic connection H U2 may be more

informative then the experiment with general orientations

providing linear low H ~" U.
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PHASE TRANSITIONS IN HIGHLY DISORDERED FERROELECTRICS

NIKOLAI K. YUSHIN and SERGEI N. DOROGOVTSEV
A.F. Ioffe Physical Technical Institute
St. Petersburg, Russia

Abstract Critical properties of disordered ferroe-
lectrics are reviewed. The broad spectrum of the rela-
xation times and the nonergodicity have been observed
in these materials. The proposed phase diagrams in-
cluding polar glassy states are discussed.

INTRODUCTION

Highly Disordered Ferroelectrics (DF) include such materi-

als as Ferroelectrics with Diffuse Phase Transition (FDPT)

- compounds with considerable nonhomogeneity of some com-

ponents ( Mg and Nb ions in such classical FDPT as PIN =

PbMg/ 1 3 Nb2/30 3 , for instance ), highly polarizable crys-

tals with impurities which induce the ferroelectric or-

dering in the centrosymmetric host lattice ( KTaO3 :Li, Na,

Nb ), solid solutions of hydrogen-bonded ferroelectrics

and antiferroelectrics ( RbH2 PO4 - NH4 H2 PO4 - RADP and its

deuterated analog, for instance ). DF become frozen into

the new inhomogeneous state below the Phase Transition

(PT) temperature, which posesses different static and dy-

namic properties than the homogeneous ordering state.

The aim of this paper is to present some common fea-

tures of the disordered ferroelectrics.

THE SPECTRA OF RELAXATION TIMES

The dielectric permittivity of DF is characterized by

strong dispersion 1"1and may be described by the distribu-

tion of relaxation times g(T ,T). For the sufficiently

smooth distribution function one can calculate the spec-
trum a11-12

trumTasH-IT) = ('/2) s ( WT)/( &.- 6..), (1)

[577]/265
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taking into account that actually all anomalies of e(u),T)

are presented in g(T ,T) in a strong smeared form.

The distribution functions for PHN and KTaO3 :Li cry-
stals were calculated using Eq. (1) from the data of ima-

ginary part of the permittivity E.(W,T)2' 3 and 6.as the
lowest frequency permittivity AL ( 0.1 Hz,T) 4 , Qr. Fo.

For PM1 at highest temperatures the spectrum is narrow,

with the temperature reduction the distribution function

broadens and becomes almost flat, T min being of the or-

der of 10-12 s for all temperatures ( See Figure 1 )121 13

The spectrum of KTaO 3:Li spreads with cooling and the

additional bands appear. These additional relaxation re-

gions can be connected with the ferroelectric domains ex-

isting in the low-temperature phase for 10 at.% Li concen-

tration5' 6 It should be noted that for lower Li concen-

trations the well separated peaks were also observed. 7

The spectrum of RADP system was also described by the

homogeneous-distribution, of relaxation times between 'r min

and 'T max* In common with other DF the spectrum of RADP

spreads with the temperature reduction.8- 1 0

NONERGODICITY AND LONG-TIME RELAXATION

When the maximum relaxation time' max reaches the macro-

scopic values compatible with the duration of the experi-

ment, the response of the system for the equilibrium con-

dition has to differ from one measured for an external in-

fluence which affects on the system during time less than

Smax* To confirm it the measurements were performed for

Field-Cooling (PC) and Zero-Field-Cooling (ZFC) conditions.

The results have shown that there is the specific tempera-

ture T below which the nonlinear electroacoustic coeffi-

cients of PWN14 differ for PC and ZFC measurements as well

as the Bragg peak intensities of neutron scattering1 5 . The

distinction between the PC and ZPC results can be inter-

preted as the manifestation of nonergodicity at DPT, what

indicates an anomalously slow relaxation process in the

low-temperature phase of these materials.
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"TIO sec -

FIGURE 1 The spectrum of relaxation times for

PIN crystal 1 2 .

The existence of such broad spectrum must be revealed
as the long-time relaxation. Indeed such processes were ob-
served for PMN in the neutron scattering experiments 15 and
the dielectric measurements16.

The history dependent behavior of the static polari-
zation was also observed for KTaO3 + 1.6 at.% Li 17 . It
should be noted that the maximum of nonlinear dielectric
permittivity takes place in KTaO3 :Na at T 18 as well as
in PUN19

Unfortunatelly there are no experiments which show

the long-time relaxation or the nonergodicity in RADP.

PHASE DIAGRAMS

The phase diagram of KTaO3 :Li is rather questionable, the-
re are two critical concentrations of Li : c1 = 2.2 and
c2 = 4 at.% 209 21. The pure polar glass state is realized

for concentrations less than c1, for concentrations bet-
ween c 1 and c 2 the random-field-indAced domain state is

achieved 2 0 . The crystals with Li concentrations more than

c2 become ferroelectrics with PT temperatures more than

65 K 5, 6, 21. The alternative point of view is supported
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by Hochli 7 ' 17 who believes that for all concentrations

this system undergoes the PT into glassy state, being the

polar glass for the concentration less than c 2 and the

quadrupole glass for the higher concentrations.

The phase diagram of Rb 1X(NH 4)x H 2PO4 includes the

ferroelectric state for x< 0.23, the antiferroelectric

state for x>0.74, the polar glassy state for the inter-

mediate concentrations (0.23< x <0.74) when there are two

specific temperatures : TM ( about 100 K ) connected with

the onset of the local ordering and T consistent with

the static glass transition (TF = 10 K for RADP).8-10

FDPT can be characterized by three specific tempera-

tures such as below. The mean Curie temperature Tm ( or

the temperature of the maximum low-frequency dielectric

permittivity),Td which markes an appearence of the local

polar moments in the materials ( Td manifests the breaking

of linear temperature dependences of many physical para-

meters 2 2 - 2 4 ), the polar glassy PT temperature T which

coincides with the beginning of nonergodicity1 4 . For PMN

these temperature are Tm = 265, Td = 600, and T = 220 K

( See Refs. 1, 22, 14 ).

Recently the microscopic experiments 25-27 have re-

vealed in FDPT the nanometer scale domains of the ordered

structure surrounded by disordered matrix. These ordered

nanodomains have either another chemical composition than

the disordered matrix25-26 or regular off-center shifts

of lead atoms 2 5 ' 27

On base of these data the following phase diagram of

PDPT can be proposed ( See Figure 2 ). At highest tempera-

tures (T> Td) all the structurely ordered nanodomains are

in the paraelectric state. While cooling below Td the

ferroelectric PT takes places in them with PT temperatures

different for each domain. The spontaneous polarization

appearing in these regions bears the polar distortion in

the surrounding disorder matrix, forming the polar cluster

which can include several neighboring ordered domains with

correlated polarizations. These distortions will grow up
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Polar Interacting I Superpara- Para-
cluster clusters electric electric
glassy state state of state
state ' noninteracting

clusters
(the model

I proposed by

I Cross 2 4  _

Tg Tm Td

FIGURE 2 The phase diagram of FDPT for ZFC.

as temperature goes down, when the disturbed volume
reaches a noticeable fraction of the sample the interac-
tion of the polarized clusters suppresses their free re-
orientations and motions. At T the clusters are frozen,
the glassy state may be presented as ensemble of static

polar clusters, each of them having an arbitrary orienta-

tion of the polar moment so that the resulting polariza-

tion is zero. By the same reason the slowing down of the

relaxations takes place in DPT, Zmax being of the order of

the inverse measuring frequency at Tm and infinity at Tg.

It should be noted that the homogenious polar state

can be created by PC below T if the field exceeds some

threshold2 8 ' 16.

SUMMARY

The common features such as the spread spectra of relaxa-

tion times, long-time relaxations, the nonergodicity beha-

vior are revealed for highly disordered ferroelectrics.

All of them have similar phase diagrams which include the

polar glassy state. The reason of the appearence of the

glassy phase is believed to be connected with the inter-

nal heterogeneity of the composition of these materials.

It may be noted that acoustical properties of DF are sem-

ilar to the properties of other glassy systems.13 However

the glassy state in Dl is different from the polar glass
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as a simple analog of spin glasses11.
We thank Prof. V.V. Lemanov for discussions.
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ABSTRACT

A phenomenological description of physical effects occurring

in polar dielectrics under hydrostatic pressure has been

presented. Pressure-electric effect consisting in an electric

charge generation on the dielectric surface due to pressure

has been shown to be observed in polar dielectrics only.

Pressure-electric properties of linear pyroelectrics and

ferroelectrics with first- and second-order phase transitions

have been discussed. Conclusions coming from phenomenological

solutions have been illustrated by experimental results for

potasium pentaborate - a linear pyroelectric. (CH 3 NH 3 ) 5 8' 2 Br 11

crystals - a ferroelectric with a second-order phase

transition, and NH 4 HSeO4 crystals - a ferroelectric with a

first-order phase transition.

Possibilities of application of the pressure-electric

effect to prepare a hydrostatic pressure sensor have been

also discussed.

1. INTRODUCTION

Pyroelectric coefficient defined as a temperature

derivative of spontaneous polarization 7, aP /aT describes

a change in the vector quantity (spontaneous polarization)

induced by a change of the scalar quantity (temperature). The

definition shows that the pyroelectric coefficient is a

[583]t271
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vector, therefore the pyroelectric effect can be observed in

crystals belonging to one of ten polar classes of symmetry.

When investigating an impact of hydrostatic pressure on

phase transitions In polar crystals either temperature

changes of spontaneous polarization can be measured for a

fixed pressure (isobars) or pressure changes of spontaneous

polarization (isotherms). In the latter case the change in

spontaneous polarization

dP, = ni dp. (1)

where p denotes pressure, whereas n 1=i8P1 /ap can be treated

as a pressureelectric coefficient with the pressureelectric

effect definition given in Eq.(1). It should be pointed out

that the pressureelectric coefficient is a vector so it

transforms itself in the same way as the pyroelectric

coefficient. Therefore the pressureelectric effect can be

observed exclusively in crystals showing pyroelectric

properties

Despite a similarity between pressure- and piezo- electric

phenomena there is an essential difference between the two.

The piezoelectric effect crasists in polarization changes due

to mechanical stress so the piezoelectric coefficients form a

symmetric tensor of the third order. It is sufficient that

the crystal possess no symmetry cent re to be a

piezoelectric. It can be stated that the pressureelectrics

are a sub-group of piezoelectrics (the same as

pyroelectrics).

2. THERMODYNAMIC RELATIONS

Let's consider the Gibbs function to show relations

between the pressureelectric effect with other phenomena

occuring in polar crystals for a constant mechanical strain:

G(p.t,E) = U - TS - pV - EP (2)

where: U - internal energy, T - temperature, S - entropy. V -
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volume, p - pressure, E - electric field intensity. P -

polarization.

In a differential form we have

-dG = SdT + Vdp + PdE (3)

and expanding the entropy, volume and polarization we get

dS = dT + a*T dp + aITp dE (4.1)d 2= T pE 5pITE dp+5ETp

dV = ZIp,E dT + aIT,E dp + EIT.p dE (4.2)

=P dT + aIe T+a
dP IT p.E CppE dT ÷ E IT, PdE (4.3)

The respective terms in Eq. 4.1 are connected with the

specific heat, pressurecaloric and electrocaloric effects,
the ones In Eg. 4.2 are connected with the thermal volume
expansion, compressibility and electric-field-inducted change

of the crystal volume (reversed phenomenon to the

pressureelectric effect), while in Eq. 4.3 the terms describe
pyroelectric, pressureelectrit effects and electric

susceptibility of the crystal. Eqs. 4.1 - 4.2 give that
coefficients in the pressurecaloric effect and volume thermal
expansion coefficients are equal, coefficients in the

electrocaloric and pyroelectric phenomena are the same, and

coefficients in the straight and reverse pressureelectric
effects are also equal to each other. Moreover. Eq. 4.3 shows
for constant electric field E that

dP = TIp. T + aITE dp. (5)

In p,T coordinates the polarization can be treated as a
unique function of p,T variables so that the pressure
-temperature dependence of polarization is represented by a
plane which lies in p-T elevation in the case of non-polar
crystals, whereas the plane is inclined both towards p as
well as T in the case of polar crystals.
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3. PRESSUREELECTRIC EFFECT IN LINEAR PYROELECTRIC
(CASE STUDY FOR POTASSIUM PENTABORATE)

Potassium pentaborate (KPB) applied to elektrooptics 2

belong to P point group3 , therefore it should show
pyroelectric properties. Unpublished studies 4 revealed that

KPB is a pyroelectric with no phase transition in temperature
range of 4.2 to 430 K. Pressure and temperature dependence of
spontaneous polarization change in KPB crystal is presented
in Fig.1 for pressure range of 0 - 250 MPa and temperature
range of 203 - 233 K. As seen from the figure the crystal
shows simultaneously pyro- and pressureelectric properties.
Pyroelectric coefficient increases from 9*10-6 Cm- 2 at 203 K

to 9.9* 1 0 - 6 Cm" 2 at 233 K. Relation between the spontaneous
polarization and pressure is non-linear. Coefficient
dP/dplp,,increases with temperature (cf. Fig.2). This
increasing can be assumed linear in the analyzed temperature
range. Moreover. it can be concluded that the spontaneous
polarization is a monotonic function of both pressure and
temperature. The remaining coefficients in Egs. 4.1 - 4.3 may
also be expected to be monotonic functions of pressure.
temperature and (or) electric field.

An unexpected result, however, is that the pressure
increase causes polarization changes of the same direction as
these inducted by the temperature rise. The pressure increase
should have decreased the inter atomic distance, so the
effect similar to that due to lowering of temperature.

4. PRESSUREELECTRIC EFFECT IN FERROELECTRIC WITH THE SECOND
ORDER PHASE TRANSITION (CASE STUDY FOR(CH.NH3 )sBi 2 Br 2 )

At 311 K methyl ammonium bismuthate (MAPCB) crystals show
the second order phase transition from Pca2 - symmetry phase5 6"
to Pcab - symmetry one5 . We have found that the phase
transition temperature increases linearly with pressure in
range 0 - 170 MPa. and pressure dependence of electric
permittivity satisfies a relation similar to the Curie-Weiss
rule. Taking the above into a count the Gibbs function for
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MAPBB crystals can be rewritten in the form similar to that

used by Jona and Schirane 7 for TGS crystals

G(PT.p) = Go p + P4 +...-E P (6)

where: A = A(T~p) = a (T - Ti), Tt = Tt 0 + 0 p. 0 = aT/ap.
Tto is a normal pressure phase transition temperature. Thus

we get temperature and pressure dependence of electric

permittivity. For T > T

i = - = cg(T-T _OP) (7)

SaP2

reverse electric permittivity is a linear function both

pressure and temperature. From the condition of the minimum

Gibbs function withi respect to the polarization we get

temperature and pressure dependence of spontaneous

polarization in the form [• ,-1 /2

P, = [N(Tto +0p-T)] 1I (9)

Therefore in ferroelectrics with the second order phase

transitions the second powder of the spontaneous polarization

is a linear function of both temperature and pressure.

P s(Tp) relation for MAPBB crystals is shown in Fig. 3 for
6 8

data taken from and . As seen in the figure the

polarization is a continuous function of temperature and

pressure in accordance with Eq. 8. The pressure derivative of

Eq. 8 gives the pressure-electric coefficient in the form

S= aps/ap = 0 - [ Tt° + 0 p - T (9)

Fig.4 shows pressure dependence of the pressure-electric

coefficient for MAPB8 crystals at 317 K. six degrees above

the phase transition temperature. As seen from the figure the

pressure-electric effect is not observed for p < (Tt,-T)/O.

Relation q(p) reminds the temperature dependence of the

pyroelectric coefficient which can be expected from Eq.9. It
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is worth mentioning that aP s/ap around the phase transition

is four orders higher for MAPBB crystal than that for linear

pyroelectric such as KPB. MAPBB crystals are a good example

for preservation of pressure-electric properties during the

second-order phase transition from the non-polar phase to the

ferroelectric one, the phase transition temperature being

increasing with pressure.

5. PRESSURE-ELECTRIC EFFECT IN FERROELECTRICS WITH THE

FIRST-ORDER PHASE TRANSITIONS (CASE STUDY FOR NH 4 HSeO4 )

First-order transition from the low-temperature polar

phase with unknown symmetry to the ferroelectric triclinic

phase was observed in NH 4 HSeO4 (AHSe) crystals at about 105K.

A step-like change in the ferroelectric component

(electric-field reversible) and in the pyroelectric

component9 (being the subject of the investigation) took

place in the above transition. Temperature-pressure

dependence of changes in pyroelectric component of the

spontaneous polarization is shown in Fig.5 for AHSe crystals

around the above phase-transition temperature. The

spontaneous polarization changes in a step-like manner in

this transition showing a temperature-pressure hysteresis

characteristic for first-order transitions. This is an

example of pressure-electric properties of crystals showing
first-order transition between two polar phases, the phase

transition temperature being decreasing with the pressure.

The pressure-electric effect can be observed in both phases

(Fig.6).

It should be pointed out that for the described phase

transition in AHSe dT /dp < 0 which remains contrary to

results of Krasikov 1. However, taking account of

calorimetric 1 1 and dilatometric data 1 2 we can obtain

negative dTt/dp from the Claussius-Clapeyron equation.
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6. PRESSURE-ELECTRIC-EFFECT-BASED SENSOR FOR HYDROSTATIC

PRESSURE CHANGES

The pressure-electric effect can be employed to measure

pressure changes due to the direct relation between changes

in hydrostatic pressure and electric energy. In the commonly

used piezoelectric pressure sensors the pressure change is

transformed into a mechanic strain. This is done usually by a

sensing membrane pushing the piezoelectric crystal through a

piston. Such a construction is complex and slow in operation

due to membrane-piston inertia which is an essential drawback

of the sensor.
When employing the pressure-electric effect these

disadvantages will be eliminated. A schematic view of such a

sensor is shown in Fig.9. This Is a plane-parallel wafer cut

out of the pyroelectric crystal in the way that the largest

surface with electrodes is perpendicular to the polar axis of

the crystal. The electrodes are connected through load

resistance. Ro. When in the surrounding medium (gaseous or

liquid) the prevailing pressure changes, then the current, I

flowing through the load resistance is the following:

aPsap
I = S (10)

ap at

The current is proportional to the electrode area S. the

pressure-electric coefficient ( n = aP./ap) of the sensor

material and the pressure change rate. As mentioned before

the n coefficient for ferroelectrics (around the phase

transition temperature) is three to four orders of magnitude

greater than that for linear pyroelectrics. This is why

ferroelectrics such as L-a-alanine-doped TGS crystals are

more recommended for pressure-electric sensors. The electric

charge flowing through the load resistance being equal to:
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Q =JI dt =Sri I dp (1

0 0

is proportional to the pressure change. Thus measuring the

charge flowing through the load resistance we directly have
the pressure change.

Based on the relation between the phase transition

temperature and the pressure, sensors can be prepared which
detect a certain pressure limit excess, the pressure
threshold being widely adjusted by the sensor temperature.
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RAPID THERMAL PROCESSING OF PZT THIN FILMS

Y. HUANG, I.M. REANEY and AJ. BELL
Laboratoire de Cwramique, EPFL, MX-C Ecublens, 1015 Lausanne, Switzerland

Abtrac Thin films of Pb(ZrO.53T1A.47)03 on Pt-coated Si substrates were prepared
by sol-gel deposition. The dielectric properties and polarization reversal
characteristics were measured as a function of sintering conditions using a rapid
annealing technique. The results are interpreted with respect to the phase and
microstructural development of the films. Their suitability for incorporation into
semiconductor devices is discussed, with particular attention given to the possibility
of low temperature processing.

INRODIUCTION

Feroelectric thin films deposited on semiconductor substrates are of interest for a number
of applications, including non-volatile memoriest, pyroelectric detectors2 and
micromechanical devices 3. Due to their favourable polarization reversal, pyroelectric and
piezoelectric properties, films based upon the Pb(ZrxTi.x)O3 system [PZT] have been the
focus of many studies. A variety of vacuumn4 and liquid phase or solution deposition5

techniques have proved successful in producing films which show adequate properties for
the demonstration of these applications. However, the logistics of the semiconductor
industry demand that for the fabrication of a device, the ferroelectric film is deposited after
completion of the semiconductor processing. Annealing temperatures required for the
realization of high quality PZT films are often quoted to be in the region 600 to 8500C.
Exposure of a processed semiconductor wafer to temperatures in this range may result in
distortion of the dopant profiles, causing damage to the semiconductor circuit In addition
this temperature range is not consistent with the use of aluminium metallisation (melting
point 659°C). Present research work is therefore targeted at minimizing the thermal energy
required in the preparation of PZT thin films. In this paper we report on the sol-gel
deposition of Pb(ZrxTil-x)03 films in conjunction with the use of a rapid thermal
annealing technique and assess the possibilities of low temperature processing.

A sol-gel technique, similar to that reported by Gurkovich and Blumb and later by
Budd et al.7 , was selected because of its potential to form Pb-Ti-Zr-O molecular units
within the gel before film deposition. Diffusion distances may therefore be minimized,
consistent with the requirement for minimal thermal treatment. However, other factors
such as the mass of organic groups within the gel, the crystallization temperature of the
perovskite phase and the densification of the i•crostructure ar important considerations in
obtaining short, low temperature annealing cycles. "Rapid thermal annealing"8 was
selected as a means of reducing the total annealing cycle time.

EXPER~IMNAL

Precursor stock solutions were prepared by a method similar to that of Budd 9. Lead
acetate tetrahydrate was dissolved in 2-methoxy ethanol in a molar ratio of 1:8. The

1597285
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solution was fractionally distilled at 1 10*C to remove the water of crystallization of the lead
acetate. 0.47 moles of titanium iso-propoxide and 0.53 moles of zirconium n-propoxide
were mixed with 8 moles of 2-methoxy ethanol. The solution was heated to temperatures
up to 1250C to remove the propyl alcohol fractions which resulted from replacement of the
alkoxide propyl groups with the 2-methoxy-ethyl groups. The two solutions were mixed
and boiled to promote reaction between the lead acetate and the alkoxides; the resulting
ester was removed by distillation together with excess solvent. The solution concentration
was adjusted to I molar, this stock solution was then stored under anhydrous conditions.

Portions of the stock solution were hydrolyzed by the addition of equal volumes of
a 1 molar solution of water in 2-methoxy ethanol and then immediately deposited upon a
substrate by s~in casting at 2500 min-1 .The substrates consisted of device quality silicon
with a 1000 A layer of SiO2 grown by dry oxidation, upon which a 200 A layer of
titanium and a 2000 A layer of platinum were deposited by sputter deposition. The gel
films were dried on a hot-plate at 250*C for 10 mins, before further gel layers were
applied. Normally, five gel layers are applied by spin casting with a drying stage between
each layer.

Annealing was carried out using a rapid heating module9 consisting of 18 x
1500 W lamps inside a gold plated reflective quartz chamber. The sample holder is such
that the wafer is exposed to radiation on both sides. The sample temperature is controlled
by a thermocouple in contact with one side of the wafer, in this case the side without the
gel coating. The chosen temperature profile consisted of a 40 s ramp to the annealing
temperature, with a dwell at temperature in the range 30 to 300 s and a 300 s forced cool to
approximately 300*C. The sample was allowed to cool naturally from 3000 C to room
temperature. Comparisons were made with conventionally annealed samples which were
subjected to a ramp of I0'C min-1 and a dwell of 60 min. at temperature, before cooling at
a rate of approximately IPC min-1. In addition, thermogravimetric analysis of samples of
dried gel was carried out.

The phase content of the films was determined using X-ray diffractometry. The
volume fraction of a "parasitic" pyrochlore type phase was estimated from a comparison of
the peak X-ray intensities of perovskite and pyrochlore reflections.

Thin foils were prepared in transverse section for transmission electron microscopy
(TEM) using initially a Gatan 'dimpler' to reduce the thickness to 50 ;nm and then a Gatan
ion beam thinner operated under conventional conditions to perforate the sample. A more
detailed experimental method has been described previouslylu. The foils were investigated
using Philips EM430 and CM20 microscopes.

For the electrical characterization, the films were sputtered with gold electrodes
0.5 mm in diameter. The complex impedance as a function of frequency from 10 Hz to
1 MHz was measured with an HP4192A impedance analyzer with a test signal of 5 mV.
The polarization as a function of field was measured with a virtual Sawyer-Tower circuit at
a frequency of 10 Hz and a maximum applied voltage of 15 V.

RESULTS

The X-ray diffractiop ,' ..ie analysis of the films r' ieals an interesting comparison
between rapid thermal annealing and conventional annealing process. All films annealed
below 400*C appear amorphous. For conventionally annealed samples, by 450*C
crystallization of the films has already :,anted, but with the presence of a large fraction of
pyrochlore phase. A steady decrease in pyrochlcre content is observed with increasing
annealing temperature, with no pyrochlore being detected for annealing temperatures of
6000C or above. In the rapid annealed samples no pyrochlore is observed above 600*C.
However, for films annealed below 6000C, the volume of pyrochlore varies considerably
with the age and history of the stock solution. In certain cases no pyrochlore could be
detected by X-ray diffraction in films which were rapid annealed at 4500C
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Figure 1 shows the results
of the thermogravimetric analysis
of the gel. A large, rapid weight 11.5
loss is exhibited up to 10C, with I
the rate of loss slowing down -- - --- -
between 150 and 3Wr0C.Thereis
no weight loss between 300C and 10.5 ---- .
approximately 440°C when again "
there is further loss. There are no 10
weight changes above 600°C

Figure 2 is a TEM image 9. . . ...
which shows part of a transverse
section through a PZT thin film 9
which has been annealed at 6000C. ' .: . .

The PZT film shows well defined 8. ....5

grains at the PZT/Pt interface with 50 250 450 650

a grain size of 50 to 100 nm, but Tamm

near the surface a layer can be FIGURE 1. Weight loss as a function of
observed which has only a poorly temperature for a gel sample.
defined grain structure (verging on
amorphous). Inserted in the image is a selected diffraction pattern from the film which
shows rings which have arisen from the outer layer along with individual maxima from the
grains near the PZT/Pt interface.

Figure 3 is a transmission electron micrograph showing part of transverse section
through a PZT film that has been annealed at 70C. In contrast to the film annealed at
600°C, the whole film has developed well defined pains. However, pores which are
approximately 50 nm in size can be observed in the interio of the film. Inserted in the
mnicrograph is zone axis diffraction pattern which can be indexed according to a primitive
cubic lattice were a = 0.40 nm.

Figure 4 is a TEM image of a PZT film annealed at 850°C. The film is completely
crystalline. Pores can be observed in the interior of the film as in the 7009C film, but are

Ti Pt PZT .6•

FIGURE 2. TEM image showing FIGURE 3. TEM image of a PZT
a transverse section through a PZT thin film annealed at 700C. Inset is
thin film annealed at 600°C. a <1 10> ZADP from a perovskite
Inset is a selected area diffraction grain.
pattern from the film.
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also seen at the PZT/Pt interface.
Deterioration of the PV7TV/SiO2
electrode interfaces may also be
observed at this temperature; this
phenomenon was not seen in
films annealed at 8000C. Inseted
in the micrograph is a dark field
imae of a grain obtained using a

reflection.

Figure 5 shows the
polarization-field hysteresis loops
for two differently annealed thin
films. That shown for the film
annealed at 800*C is typical of
films annealed at temperatures
between 650°C and 800WC. The
remanent polarization is FIGURE 4. TEM image of PZT film annealed
approximately 0.35 C m-2 with a at 850°C. Inset is a DF (hkO) image of a
coercive field of 5 to 7 MV m-1. single grain.

The series capacitance as a
function of frequency for samples
annealed at different temperatures
is shown in Figure 6. The films 0..
for the lowest and highest - a0,Wsoe oM ..... ....
annealing temperatures show very 0.6 , -
different behaviours; that annealed .0.4 --- ISO -
at 600°C has a low capacitance o |i

o.2(-600 pF), but a relatively flat p,
frequency characteristic, whilst 0 .. -. .. .
that annealed at 850°C has a .2 ... ......... . .................
capacitance at 10 kHz of almost
8000 pF which falls to less than -0.4 ---- ---- ...- ....... ..
1000 pF at I MHz. The two ..... ....
intermediate temperature ____________

specimens show increasing .0.8 ... ..... ....
capacitance with increasing -410 -210' 01O00 2107 4107

temperature but without the large FIGURE 5. P-E hysteresis loops for twodecrease in capacitance above
100 kHz as shown by the 850°C PZT thin films.
annealed sample.

DISCUSSION
The X-ray diffraction results seem to emphasize one of the major findings in this work,
that the quality of the films is strongly dependent upon the history of the stock solution.
Post-hydrolysis reproducibility for individual stock solutions was good, therefore the
effects described here appear to be a function of the pre-hydrolysis chemistry. More
detailed studies of the stock solution chemistry are now in progress. Variations in the
pyrochlore content of the films rapid annealed at less than 600°C are thought to arise from
incomplete reaction or partial distillation of the products from the alkoxide radical
interchanges or the lead aceate/alkoxide reactions. In view of this, it is perhaps supiing
that the thernogravimetric analyses display a far greater degree of consistency; the result
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shown in Figure I is typical. The
large weight loss up to 300"C is
thought to be associated with the
loss of hydroxyl and alcohol 8000 ",vow., .... .....
groups from the gel, whereas it is •w,
suggested that the weight loss -•
above 400*C is due to the j 6000 - 700eC
pyrolysis of the acetate groups. If MO*-*60C
this interpretation is correct then
the pesence of cetate in the 0 is 4000 ~-
one of the limitations to reducing

the processing temiperature of the j20films. sin 2000•d• ,oo"
The observation that _:

hysteresis loops may be obtained .....
for films annealed at 4500C with 0 2 4 6

-eaen polarization and coeive xt
fields approaching those of films FIGURE6. Capacitance of films as a
annealed at more conventional function of frequency and annealing
temperatures (8000C), is Wnpa atm.
encouraging and may be indicative
of the formation of perovskite at
relatively low temperatures. However, the complete development of the perovskite phase,
together with a dense mi*crosucture, requires higher annealing temperatures, as shown by
the X-ray diffraction analysis and the TEM investigations. The low capacitance exhibited
by films annealed at 600C and below may be interqpted as due to both the pwesence of
pyrochlore and the limited degree of cryutallizion in the films. Above this temperature
full Crystallization of the filims is observed, but the capacitance is limited by the presen of
porosity. At 80C, the large value of relative permittivity of 1250 at 1 kHz, similar to that
of dense bulk samples of PZT, su9gps that near to the optimum density of the films has
been achieved, despite the observation of some remaining porosity. The large decrease in
capacitance at high frequency, for samples annealed at temperatures above 8000C, may be
due to the presence of a high resistance in series with the film. The degradation of the
electrode region observed in these samples is consistent with this interpretation.

Figure 2 appears to show that in the rapid annealing process, crystallization of the
perovskite phase commences, or proceeds most quickly, close to the PZT/Pt interfac,ý
Conventional annealing cycles are thought to be too slow for this inhomogeneous phase
development to be observed. It is not known whether the effect is due to a catalytic or
epitaxial influence of the Pt electrode which pronmo the growth of the perovskite phase,
or whether it may be attributed to the transparency of the film. In the latter case, the
radiation would initially be absorbed or reflecte atthe filmMV interface, causing a thermal
gradient from the electrode to the surface of the film, with the highest temperatures in the
region of the electrode. Further experiments are being carried out on a variety of substrates
and electrodes which may resolve this issue.

In summary, the following scheme may be proposed for the evolution of PZT
films produced from the above sol-gel method by rapid annealing: pyrolysis of the film is
complete by 4500C, firstly by removal of hydroxyl and alcohol groups, secondly by
pyrolysis of acetate groups. Crystallization of the PZT perovskite phase has started at this
temperature and proceeds from the electrode towards the film surface, however the
presence of a pyrochlore phase in greater or lesser amounts is determined by the history of
the stock solution reactions. Conversion to 100 % perovskite is complete by 7000C.
Densification of the film progresses to 800C, above this temperature electrode and
substrate interactions degrade the contact resistance between the Pt electrode and the film.
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The thermal treatment needed to produce device quality films is determined by two
requirements: the pyrolysis of the acetate groups in the gel and the elimination of porosity
from the films. Although the drying processes in the gel undoubtedly contribute to the
porosity, it is prob at the pyrolysis of the acetate groups in the gel may itself result in
the formation of micro-pores which on coalescence limit densification until higher
temperatures It would seem that to reduce processing temperatures significantly, attention
should first be focused upon the possibility of the elimination of acetate groups from the
gel before deposition.

Previous workers have shown that the likely reactions during formation of the
stock solution are the replacement of the alkoxide propyl groups by 2-methoxy ethyl
groups and then reaction of the resulting methoxy ethoxides with Pb acetate. Dekeleva et
alI1 carried out analysis of the distillation products to show that in the first case the
complete removal of n-propyl groups is not achieved until temperatures approaching the
boiling point of the 2-methoxy ethanol. This is possibly one source of variation between
batches of stock solution. Secondly they found that only half the acetate groups present
could be removed from the stock solution by distillation in the form of 2-methoxy ethyl
acetate. This suggests that the result of the reaction between lead acetate and the 2-methoxy
ethoxides is (OR)3M-O-Pb(CH3COO), in which M is either Zr or Ti and R is 2-methoxy
ethyl, and that further reactions of this molecule, resulting in removal of the acetate, do not
occur. A partial charge model, as proposed by Livage and Henry12, has been used to
estimate the relative probability of possible reactions within the stock solution. In keeping
with the findings of Dekleva, the above mentioned reaction between the alkoxide and lead
acetate was shown to be likely, whereas the probability of the removal of the remaining
acetate group from the product by further reaction was shown to be highly dependent upon
the mixture of alkoxy groups attached to the tetravalent cation.

Further partial charge calculations and experiments are in progress to determine the
conditions required to remove all the acetate groups from the stock solution before
hydrolysis.
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GROWTH OF PARA- AND FERROELECTRIC EPITAXIAL
LAYERS OF KTu1.iNbxO$ BY LIQUID PHASE EPITAXY

ROL.AND OUTMANN, JORO HULLIGER and HERMANN WOEST
Inttt of Quantum Elcrois F~lu Htnguabe• 0-8093 Zmrich

Abstrnz Poam- and ferroelecuric layers of KTali1 NbxO3 (K'TN) could be grown on
pure and Sn-doped (100) KTaO3 substrates by liquid phase epitaxy from

KF/KTN, K2MoOs/KTrN and KTN/K20 solutions. Deedng on the required
layer thickness either dilute solutions of KTN and KF, K2MoO. or a KTN melt
with an excess Of K20 were used. Lattice fitting could be achieved by the growth
of KTN:Na layers. The epitaxially grown samples were analysed by optical

microscopy, wavelength dispersive electron probe microanalysis, scanning

electron microscopy, x-ray and dielectric measurments. Ferroelectricty at room

temperature was demonstr'ated by hysteresi loop measurements.

INTRODUCTION

The growth of homogeneous epitaxial layers of KTal~1 NbxO3 (KTN) by liquid phase
epitaxy (LPE) for pyroelectrical, ferroelectrca or optical use is a chalienge in regard to
existing growth problems for homogetneos KTN bulk crystals. Depending on possible
applications either thin (1 - 10 pmn) or thick (> 50 ptm) ongocrystailine layers are
necessary. Such thickness requirements cannot be fulfilled by only one solvent because
the fgrowth time in case of a dilute solution (necessary for thxin layers) would be too long

to obtain thick layers of a homogeneons thickness. In contrast, from concentrated

solutions the reproducible growth of layers with thicknesses h < 10 ptm seem not to be

possible.
For optical investigations any kind of lattice defects related to misfit relaxation

should be avoided. This implies a reduction of the lattice misfit between the cubic

KTaO3 substrate and the KTN(x) layers. For pm thick paraelectric and cubic
KTN(x = 0.29) layer~s a misfit of 10-i exceeds a critical value and creates dislocations

[603]/291
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due so a lanice relaxation of the ectaxial sysmim. Vrimus apprahes for the reduction of

the latice misfit ae possible. An increma of the substrate lam constant as well as the

growth of buffer layers seems more difficult than a reduction of the layer constant

achieved simply by exchanging the A-ion of the ADO3 1 by a smauler isovalent ion.

Solid solution formation of KTN with Na was successfully performed and the

replacement of a relatively small amount of K by Na (y < 0.15) did not change the

dielectric or ferrelectric behaviour of the Kj.^NaTaj.1NbO layer effectively.

GROWTH OF SUBSTRATE CRYSTALS

LPE investIgations will need KTaO3 crystals of a low defect density. Both, pure and
doped crystals were grown from a high temperature KTaO3/K2O solution with 5 mol%

K20 by the top seeding mehod. After a superheating period (- 4 h, 1370 °C) a (100) or

(110) KT• O3 seed was brought in contact with dte meL Pulling rates of- 0.3 maVh and

a tenperature decrease of- 0.04 °C&h lead go tsnsparent and colouress crstals of up to

2 cm3. To control the growth rate and crystal diameter the weight change was recorded

by a digital balance. The addition of 500 to 2000 ppm Sn02 to the solution increased the

crystal quality and reduced the electrical resistivity from o = 1.2 x 10"1 am for pure

crystals to a = 3.6 x l03 frn for a crystal grown from a solution containing 1000 ppm

SnO3. The effective distribution coefficient for Sn is approximately kff(sn) = 0.44. The

reduction of the resistivity will facilitate the use of the substrate as a back electrode for

dielectric measurements, poling experiments and for device applications, where the

physical popertms are conutlled by electric fields.

EPITAXIAL EXPERMENTS

Epitaxial growth from dilute solutions using KF or K2MoO 4 as a solvent were

performed in a highly temperature stabilized, 3 zone, resistor heated furnacel. The

growth from a concentrated 'solution with K20 as solvent was done in a Czochralski

apparatus with temperatus of up to 1400 oC In this case the growth was controlled by

a digital balance with mng resolution. To ensure homogenization of the solution both set-

ups were equipped with the accelerated crucible rotation technique (ACRT).

Growth experiments from KF solutions

Preliminary dissolution, crystallization and epitaxial experiments with KTN in a

KF/KTN solution gave promising results in regard to the dissolution and crystallization
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behaviour of KTh 2 . Homogeneous and heterogeneous nucleation produced blue
coloured crystals or layers of prm thickness. The blue colour could be completely

removed by 02 annealing at 950 °C for 20 h. To elaborate the suitable concentration

range and the width of the metastable regions the corresponding part of the
KF/KTN(x - 0.68) phase diagram for 92 5 cxp 5 99.5 mol% was determined. The
liquidus and solidus temperalu , shown in Figure 1, was obtained with a heating and

cooling rate of 2 0C0mf.

1100

10.50 'Nq
K]li + KF•+ i

-1000 SMest~abk Region
950 _/KFiq + KTI~iq + Sol _ ..

950

KFUso + KTNSOI
8W . I . I I . I 'I

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

CKTN(x - 0.68) in KF [mol%]

FIGURE 1 Partial phase diagram of KF/KTN(x = 0.68).

Epitaxial growth on cm 2 sized (100) KTaO 3 substrates gave Pm thick paraelectric

KTN(x = 0.29) layers from a KF/KTN(x =0.68) solution. Ferroelectric KTN(x = 0.45)
layers were obtained from a KF/KTN(x = 0.82) solution. Lattice misfit induced defects

could be avoided by the incorporation of Na, which reduced the lattice constant(s) in the
cubic and tetuagonal phases. A misfit minimun without lattice relaxation defects could be
achieved by the use of a solvent mixture of 88.5 mol% KF and 11.5 mol% NaF for

cubic layers (x = 0.29), and 87.9 mol% KF and 12.1 mol% NaF for tetragonal layers
(x = 0.45). For growth temperatures between 870 and 945 °C growth rates of

0.1 - 2 pnVmin for pure and Na enriched layers were found. Detailed information on the
growth of lattice fitted paw- and ferroelectric KTN layers will be published elsewhere 3.

Growth experiments from K2MoO4 solutions

Epitaxial experiments growing KTN from K2Mo0 4 solution gave colourless layers of

good crystal quality showing a higher distribution coefficient for Nb in comparison to

KF solutions. In contrast to KF solutions, substrate orientations other than (100) e.g.
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(010) could be used to obtain flat layer by post-growth polishing The growth rates for

a solute concentration of cr S 2 mol% and growth temperatures between 910 and

960 °C varied between 0.1 and 1 Im/min. The main problem with the use of K 2 MO4 is

the low solubility of KTN (cK' < 2 mol%) and the dependence of the distribution

coefficient for Nb on the growth temperature. An effective lattice fitting was not

possible, because the addition of Na 2MoO4 to the solution changed the layer

composition (x) and reduced the already small solubility of KTN.

Growth experiments from K20 solutions

The epitaxial growth behaviour of KTN from concentrated K20 solutions with

cKTN = 95 mol% showed a different behaviour with regard to a variation of the growth

rate from 2.5 to 30 tm/mnin. Also, the supercooling tempeture was only a few degrees

above the temperature where heterogeneous nucleation occured. At a growth temperature

of - 1190 *C and growth times of I - 10 min layers with thicknesses between

15 - 150 pun were typically obtained. For layer thicknesses above 20 pm a slightly milky

appearance was created by domains. Solutions containing 68 and 72 tol% Nb produced

KTN(x) layers with x = 0.37 and x = 0.41, respectively. These samples were

completely colourless and showed the known misfit induced defect pattern at the

substrate/layer boundary. This defect region did not extend through the whole layer

thickness but was restricted to a few ;Lm near the interface. Therefore, lattice fitting

experiments (e.g. by the addition of Na2O or Li 20) seem not to be necessary. In the top

part of such a 50 pm thick KTN layer a 7 iLm thick optical waveguiding structure was

produced by He+ implantation4.

ANALYSIS

The investigation of the KTN layers was performed by a variety of analytical methods

including optical microscopy (OM), scanning electron microscopy (SEM), wavelength

dispersive electron probe microanalysis (EPMA), Rutherford backscattering (RBS),

x-ray diffraction measurements, channeling experiments with electrons and a-particles,

Auger electron spectroscopy (AES), x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), dielectric

and hysteresis measurements.

At first the quality of the as grown layers was investigated by OM and SEM. OM

with polarized light or differential interference contrast showed defects like domains,

lattice misfit relaxations at the substrate/layer interface and macrseps at the surface. For

KF/KTN solutions layers of optical quality can only be obtained for (100) substrates.
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For surfaces without macrosteps the mis ion should be < 0.50 1.

The layer thicknesses were measured either mechanically or by RBS in cases of

thicknesses below 5 pm. The dependence of the thickness on the growth time and

supersaturation gives information on the growth mechanism and the thermodynamical

behaviour of the growth system.

Further work concentrated on the d of the lattice quality of the layers.

Extensive x-ray diffraction measurements of 001 peaks with I = 1 to 8 established

monocrystalline epitaxial layers. A high resolution x-ray diffractometer system allowed

the determination of the lattice misfit f < 104. For cubic layers the 001 reflections were

sufficient but for ferroelectric (tetragonal) layers the asymmetric Bragg diffraction

technique had to be applied 3. In addition, the crystal quality of the substrate and the layer

was inspected by x-ray rocking curves and channeling experiments 3.

The chemical composition and homogeneity of the KTN layers was investigated by

FPMA, AES, XPS as well as by dielectric pernittivity measurements. EPMA enabled a

precise quantitative determination of the main elements including F and 0 if appropriate

reference samples were used. The chemical homogeneity was explored by AES and

XPS5. XPS also offers the possibility of checking the chemical oxidation state of the

layer forming ions. This was applied to blue layers before and after the discolouration by

02 annealing 5. The fact that KTN bulk crystals6.7 and also tIhin l.yersi exhibit

composition dependent phase transitions (Figure 2) leads to a further method to

1.0-

0.8-

0.6-

S0.4-

S0.2 -

-100-80 -60 -40 -20 0 20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160

Temperature [OCI

FIGURE 2 Phase transitions of a KTN(x = 0.45) layer, grown on a (100) KTaO3

substrate from a KF-KTN(x = 0.82) solution with cKf = 8 mol%, h = 12 pm.

determine the Nb content of discoloured layers. The discolouration is necessary since
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blue layers show a low asistivity of o - 5 Om, while for the colourless state a value of

o-2.9 x 10 Oim was measured. The influence of Na doping on the physical properties
of KTN layers was also investigaed by dieectric usa-1 -r nt- Beside a small inc'ease

in Tc of 09 0.. mol% due to Na incpaton, no degradation effects were evidnt.

Feroelecmucty for epitaxia K7N layers was demonstrated by dielectric hysteresis
measurements. With 2 parallel strip gold electrodes placed on the layer surface

(separation 0.2 mm) and the application of an ac voltage of 110 V, 50 Hz a hysteresis

loop as shown in Figure 3 could be recofled.

FIGURE 3
Ferroelectric hysteresis loop of
a KTN (x = 0.45, y = 0.125)
layer with h = 28 Irm and
Tc = 61 °C; Ec - 2 kV/cm at
T=230 C.

Further analytical and material specific measurements such as the determination of the

pyroclectric coefficient and an analysis of the domain structure are in process.
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SPUTTERING
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GEC-Marconi Materials Technology Ltd, Caswell, Towcester, Northants,
NN12 8EQ, UK.

Abstraa PLZT thin films have been deposited using the emerging PVD technique
of dual ion-beam sputtering (DIBS). The DIBS process produces high quality
orientated perovskite films of bulk refractive index, good stoichiometry and full
density, i.e., few pinholes. Films have been formed at 500-600°C onto sapphire,
fused silica, MgO and silicon substrates by sputtering from an adjustable
composite PLZT ceramic/Ti and Pb metallic target. Some substrates were coated
with platinum prior to deposition to allow longitudinal electrical measurements on
the films. Perovskite lead titanate PLZT (0/0/100), PLZT (10/0/100) and PLZT
(28/0/100) films have been grown, the former two are of interest for thin film
pyroelectric detectors whereas the latter is a quadratic electro-optic suited to optical
waveguide, shutter and switching applications.

INT1RODUCTION

The quarternary solid solution of PLZT(x,y,z)

Pbl. 3/2xLax(ZryTiz)0 3  (1)

is a well known ferroelectric material that exhibits piezoelectric, pyroelectric, linear and
quadratic electro-optic properties depending on the composition. In bulk form, it has
been applied to a wide variety of ferroelectric devicesl. Thin films of PLZT are of
interest for enhanced pyroelectric detectors2 , optical waveguides and switches3 and
non-volatile memory applications 4. In particular, full monolithic integration of such
films with semiconducting materials would yield significant advantages in terms of
increased speeds, reduced voltages and enhanced response. Due to the high
temperatures required for the formation of the ferroelectric perovskite phase and the
complex stoichiometry, the production of thin film PLZT has not proved easy and, at
present, a wide variety of thin film synthesis techniques, such as MOCVD, sol-gel, RF
magnetron and ion beam sputtering, and laser ablation are subject to intensive
research5. In this paper, we report the use of the emerging PVD technique of dual ion
beam sputtering (DIBS) for the synthesis of PLZT thin films. The compositions PLZT
(0/0/100) (i.e. pure lead titanate), PLZT (10/0/100) and PLZT (28/0/100) have been
selected. The former two have been reported as useful for thin film pyroelectric
detectors 2 and the latter for a large quadratic electro-optic effect relevant to optical
shutter and waveguide applications 3 .

(609j/297
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FIGURE 1 Schematic diagram of the DIBS system.

EXPERIMENTALEPQCE.URE

The Nordiko 3450 DIBS system, Figure (1), is composed of a cryo and turbo-
molecular pumped chamber, base pressure 5 x 10-8torr, a target turret, an 8000 C
rotating heater platen and two RF plasma driven ion guns capable of generating ion
beams from reactive or inert gases for extended periods of time. The chamber is also
fitted with two filamentless electron sources for beam neutralization and two faraday
cups for measurement of beam current density. Generally, a high energy argon ion
beam in the range 600-700eV, 80-1OOmA and beam current density (BCD) l-5mA/cm 2

is used to sputter material from a target while the substrate is immersed in a pure
oxygen ion beam of 0-100eV, 0-40mA and BCD 0-0.2mA/cm2 . More energetic
oxygen or argon ion beams can be used to clean the substrate prior to film growth. A
neutralisation level of 110% is used to ensure stability during the deposition of
electrically insulating films. The DIBS process has a number of advantages, including:
low pressure deposition (typically 10-4torr); low film contamination (no filmamnents);
excellent film adhesion; high film density and refractive index; and full anion
stoichiometry for reactive deposition.

For PLZT deposition, an adjustable composite target has been developed and is
depicted in Figure (2). Pieces of titanium metal and PLZT ceramic are bolted to a
copper backing plate through a lead sheet using high purity titanium bolts (>99.9%
purity). By varying the configuration and utilising various PLZT ceramic
compositions, films of the desired stoichiometry were obtained.

PLZT films have been grown onto (1102) sapphire, (100) MgO, alumina capped
silicon and plain silicon substrates. Films of interest as thermal detectors have been
grown onto substrates previously coated with 1500A of platinum to act as a bottom
electrode. Films aimed at optical applications were deposited on double polished
sapphire or fused silica to allow transmission measurements.

Film composition has been determined by microprobe EDAX using 7.5 or 10 keV
electrons over a 1001±m square; in combination with film of thickness in excess of
0.5gm, the signal from the substrate could be minimised. Structure was determined
by X-ray diffraction (XRD) using Cua radiation. Optical properties have been
assessed by UV/visible spectrophotometry. Electric and pyroelectric properties were
determined either from surface interdigitated electrodes or top and bottom electrode
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FIGURE 2 Typical Target Configuration for PLZT Sputtering.

using standard bridge techniques.
Some films were annealed after deposition in a tube furnace at 550-750'C in static

air or flowing oxygen for 10 hours to induce or improve the perovskite phase. In
some cases, PLZT spacer powder was placed around the film during annealing.

RESULTS

For all PLZT films it has been found that the DIBS process suppresses the formation
of the pyrochlore phase. Generally, most deposition processes produce the pyrochlore
phase in the 450-550"C range and perovskite between 500-650"C 5. DIBS films are
amorphous up to 400*C above which perovskite peaks begin to appear. Above 550'C,
the perovskite phase becomes dominant. Trace pyrochlore peaks occasionally
appeared on Si, SiO2 and MgO substrates, but never on sapphire. It is suggested this
effect is due to the oxygen ion bombardment which prevents oxygen deficiency. In
flowing molecular oxygen (ie, no plasma or ion beam) films were virtually lead free
(<l.0At%) above 450'C and were amorphous. Thus, the effect of the oxygen plasma
was retention of significant quantities of lead in the film even up to 6500C. Up to
beam energies of 150eV, above which the film growth rate was reduced, the
generation of an ion beam from the plasma had little effect on film stochiometry, phase
or growth rate, although the refractive index of bombarded films tended to be higher.

In all cases, the dominant parameters controlling the lead content of a film were the
target configuration and the substrate temperature. The temperature dependence is an
effect common to all vacuum based PLZF thin film deposition processes and is caused
by the high volatility of Pb and PbO. Since perovskite formed only above 5500C, the
target configuration was adjusted to give the correct composition in this temperature
regime. For example., for lead titanate at 5800C a metallic Pb/Ti target that gave a 9:1
Pb:Ti incident atomic. fiix on the substrate (as measured cold) was required to give 1:
stoichiometry in the fim'n.

For PZT (l(10//1) an P1.Zr (28/0/100), it has been found that an increase in the
La dopant level occurs between the target ceramic and the film. A PLZT (28/0/100)
target gives PLZT (35-40/0/100) films. Extra titanium on the target or a lesser La
doped target ceramic were used to correct this problem. Growth rates have been in the
range 0.1-0.25pn/hour. Surprisingly, in view of their relative known sputtering
rates, the faster growth rates occurred for ceramic dominated targets and the slowest
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platinum capped (100) silicon, (1102) sapphire and (100) MgO. A measure of film
orientation has been defined 2

S00(ii (2)

For lead titanate powder = 0.033, for a film on platinum on silicon 70 = 0.10, for
sapphire or platinum on alumina capped silicon, ( = 0.51 and for MgO A = 0.80. Tie
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orientation behaviour is attributed to thermal expansion mismatch stress between film
and substrate. The high thermal expansion coefficient of MgO (14 x 106 K- 1) places
the film in compression on cooling and at the cubic-tetragonal phase change forces the
longer (001) c axis out of the plane. This is beneficial to thin film pyroelectric
properties, but implies that a lead titanate film on silicon for integrated devices tends
towards the unwanted (100) orientation due to the small thermal expansion coefficient
of silicon. However capping silicon with alumina does force the orientation towards
(001) as compared with plain silicon.

To examine the electrical properties of the film I mm diameter chrome/gold
electrodes were applied to the top of the film. For thin films (<0.5 micron) most
electrodes were found to have shorts to the bottom electrode but once the film
thickness approached 1 micron this proved less of a problem. For the lead titanate
films the room temperature dielectric constant was 300 and the loss was 0.033. For La
doped films the dielectric constant was higher at 450 and a loss of 0.015. Some
pyroelectric activity was observed in films as deposited but this was improved by
poling with fields up to 7 kV/mm. Pyroelectric coefficients in the range 0.5-2.5 x10-4
Cm-2K-I have been measured which translate into a figure of merit FD of 2.6 xl0-5 Pa-
0.5 for both pure and La doped lead titanate films.

The effect of La doping on lead titanate is to reduce the tetragonality at a given
temperature and for PLZT (28/0/100) the structure remains cubic at room temperature.
Figure (4(i)) shows an XRD pattern for randomly orientated polycrystalline PLZT
(28/0/100). For post annealed films, the XRD trace reveals an identical randomly
oriented polycrystalline structure. For in-situ grown perovskite films, the crystalline
quality is much higher, but the orientation behaviour is complex. Figures (4(ii), (iii)
and (iv)) show XRD traces for (100), (110) and (111) orientated Ipm thick films
grown under near identical conditions onto (1102) sapphire. Generally, films with
two of these orientations in any combination can occur but complete random
orientation never occurs. There is some critical process parameter that controls the
resultant film orientation which remains to be identified.

In appearance in-situ depositied perovskite films are smooth, highly transparent
with a slight yellow tinge with the PLZT (28/0/100) having a short wavelength
transmission limit of 330nm and a refractive index of 2.5-2.6. The PLZT(28/0/100)
films have a dielectric constant of 1500 at room temperature but as yet no electro-optic
activity has been observed. The reasons for this are unclear but it is suggested that the
nature of the DIBS process produces an unusual morphology that inhibits activity; the
process has not yet been fully optimised in this respect. Annealed films have a much
poorer morphology with a rosette-like structure, extensive cracking and a dielectric
constant half that for in-situ deposited films. Uniformity of thickness and composition
of the order 2% over 50mm has been achieved for both types of film.

Part of this work has been carried out with the support of the Procurement
Executive Ministry of Defence.
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Abam Thin lead zirconate titanate (PZT) ferroelectric films am cuentdy being
used in a variety of applications. One of the more novel uses is in non-volatile
random access memory devices. In this study, polycrystalline ferroelectric thin
films were rf-sputtered on Pt-metallized Si wafers. La-doped as well as undoped
PZT films were analyzed. The microstructure was examined by X-ray diffraction
and TEM. The electrical ch cizion was carried out on discree PZT capacitrs
by using switching measurements between 20 and 1500 C. Nanoprobe analysis of
the composition of the films has also been performed and the difficulties of
obtaining reliable analytical results we explored in detail. The data obtained from
these electrical and microstuctural studies were correlated and modeled in order to
directly relate switching to the microstructure required for improved device

pefix ance.

INTRODUCTION

Thin film PZT ferroelectrics are currently being used as elements in non-volatile
memories'. In this application, their thickness is usually less than 0.5 micron. The most
important issue in semiconductor memory fabrication is the integration of the fearoelectric
films in a complete process without significant degradation. For example, in a typical
semiconductor process flow, PZT will experience a variety of anneals in several
ambients. Thus, stability in morphology and composition is of utmost importance.

In this study, various PZT compositions have been analyzed at both room and
elevated tempratures in order to understand any degradation mechanisms that may occur
in the thin films with thermal cycling. The sample compositions are described by the
standard PLZT formalism (.a/ZrTfri at%). A, stands for a PZT sputtering process using
an eight inch ceramic target and B stands for a PZT sputtering process using a five inch
target. Both undoped and La-doped samples have been included in this analysis. Based
on the bulk ceramic phase diagrams 2,3, these compositions should produce the tetragonal
perovskite ferroelectric phase.

Room temperature and in-situ hot stage TEM was used to analyze the morphology of
all the films and to record any structural changes with temperature. Only a La-doped
sample was heated in the microscope for this study up to 5000 C. Several other PZT
films have been thus analyzed and results have been reported in an earlier paper4.
Detailed nanoprobe analyses were carried out on all samples to investigate any
compositional inhomogeneities. Accurately measuring the Pb content in the films is quite
difficult. Only thicker areas of the samples give a more reasonable measure of Pb. The
very thin, ion-milled areas are always Pb-poor, so they cannot be used for analysis.

[615Yo
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There is quite a variability in the lead content of the samples which also affects the
measured Zr/fT ratios obtained However, if all the potential problems are recognized,
reasonable analyses can be obtained

TEM and X-ray diffraction (XRD) show that all rf-sputtered samples ar amorphous
in the as-deposited state. XRD has been performed at temperatures between 400-65O0 C
in order to document the perovskite formation. Interesting differences have been
recorded on the formation temperature of the perovskise phase. In this investigation, La-
doped films develop the perovskite phase at a lower temperature than the undoped
samples.

Electrical characterization was performed on all films from 20° C to 1500 C.
Significant degradation with temperature was found on films sputtered under the same
conditions using 5 inch targets. This degradation is characteristic of an increased non-
ferroelectric "gap" region in series with the feiroelectric material and a decrease in the
spontaneous polarization (Ps) and coercivity. This occurs only when the films are heated
in a poled state and is fully recoverable when the samples are rapidly annealed at 5500 C.
The film sputtered under different conditions using an 8 inch target exhibited much less
degradation which was characterized by only a slight reduction in the spontaneous
polarization. Although the specifics of the above sputtering processes cannot be
disclosed, the most significant point to be made is that the processing variables are as
important as the film composition. The above mentioned degradation has also been
interpreted by an electrostatic model 5 (conceptually similar to that reported earlier by
Selyuk6) which agrees with the data reported in this study.

2RIMMENTAL

PZT films were rf-sputtered on Pt- etlied Si wafers. The thickness of the ferroelectric
films varied between 2,500 and 3,500 A. Pt was also used to form the top electrode
material for electrical characterization. TEM and AEM examinations were performed
using a JEOL JEM 200CX AEM operating at 200 kV. The 200CX is equipped with a
KEVEX System 8000 and two X-ray detectors: (1) a high angle EDS detector and (2) an
ultra thin window EDS detector for light elements (Z = 6 and up). Further, the hot stage
work was done using a Ta heated specimen holder Gatan 628-Ta. The samples used for
the TEM work were first mechanically polished, and then ion milled from the substrate
side. The sputtering rates of the various components in PZT differ appreciably from each
other and it is possible that any kind of sample preparation process that involves
sputtering will cause some degradation or artifacts. Therefore, milling was kept to a
minimum whenever possible. All TEM samples were mounted on Molybdenum grids.

All PZT samples were further analyzed by in-situ hot stage XRD as a function of
temperature. As-deposited samples were heated in air on a Ta strip heater with a
thermocouple attached. Temperature control was better than +/- 1 C. Traces were
started after about two minutes at temperature and run at a rate of 5 degrees per minute
over a 20 range of 20 to 60 degrees. The samples were then ramped up to the next
temperature and the traces repeated. The total annealing time at each temperature was 10
minutes per sample.

Electrical characterization was carried out on 100 x 100 guM2 discrete capacitors
using an HP 8175A arbitrary waveform generator and a Tektronix 2430A digital
oscilloscope. Hysteresis loops were measured with a 3 cycle 50 kHz trianglar wave
burst starting and ending at 0 V. Pulse switching measurements were made with a 5
pulse sequence consisting of one pulse at the measurement potential to set the state
followed by a switching pulse, a non-switching pulse of the same polarity, a switching
pulse of opposite polarity and a non-switching pulse. All pulse widths were I pts with a
delay between pulses of I s. Switching kinetics were sufficiently fast to obtain saturated
charge values in the requisite times. Measurement configuration was a simple Sawyer-
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Tower capacitor divider with load capacitance lOOx the ferroelecuic capacitance, thereby
ensuring that the applied potential dropped primarily across the ferroelectric capacitor.
The charge was calculated from the potential across the load capacitor, 0.8 Ia after the
leading edge of the pulse.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Representative XRD spectra and the corresponding TEM micrographs of all samples
analyzed are included in Figure 1. The micrgraphs are showing the final peovste
phase after annealing at 6500 C in oxygen. There is grain size variability between the
samples. Sample A(0/48/52) has well forped, uniform grains with clean grain
boundaries. Grain sizes vary between 3-5 kA. The domains are clearly seen in this
sample. B(0/48/52) has smaller grains (1-2.5 kA) and a significantly different
morphology. This is important to note since the two above-mentioned films come from
targets with the same composition but different processing. Sample A(0/48/52) has better
overall ferroelectric characteristics than sample B(0/48/52). The two La-doped samples,
B(1/48/52) and BQ(3/070) show relatively non-uniform grain size with several grains in
the range of 1-2 kA and then some large grains rlpging between 4-5 kA. It is interesting
to note that only in the larger grains (close to 5kA) domain sructure can be seen. This
might indicate the existence of a critical grain size for twinning (and domain formation) to
occur. Thus far, results have been quite consistent in a variety of films analyzed. Out of
the B-process samples, the best morphology is exhibited by sample B(3/30/70).

Analysis of the XRD spectra in Figure I shows that at 4000 C there are no perovskite
peaks. However, there might be a hint of a peak (visible only after expanding the spectra
significantly) at about 300 20 (for clar;ty, the (111) and (200) platinum bottom electrode
peaks have been removed). Wi,,a a subsequent increase in temperature to 500( C, the
peak at 300 20 increases although it is still very broad. Also, very small peaks begin to
appear near 22 and 450 20. For the B(3/30/70) sample at this temperature, the latter two
peaks are distinctly better defined than for the other samples. A further increase in
temperature to 525 C produces much larger and sharper peaks at 220, 380 and 450 20, but
the broad peak near 300 actually shrinks. Increasing the temperature to 5500 C, produces
even larger peaks at 220, 380 and 450, with the complete disappearance of the 300 peak.
Proceeding to 6500 C does not change the traces appreciably.

Although it is difficult to identify a phase from only one peak, the breadth of the 300
peak indicating high disorder and the lack of stability above 5500 C strongly suggest that
this peak belongs to the pyrochlore phase. The other peaks are readily identified as
belonging to the perovskite phase. Since these films have a composition on the titanium
rich side of the morphotropic phase boundary (MPB), one would expect to see the
tetragonal phase for bulk samples. Near the MPB, 1L and r lattice constants differ by
approximately 3%2. This is easily determined by pairs of peaks such as (100) and (001)
near one another. However, in thin films there is only one peak. This could correspond
to a cubic phase but the ferroelectric behavior seen in all these films rules this out. It
would be tempting to conclude that the film is rhombohedral, in which case the resolution
of XRD is incapable of seeing the pairs of peaks. It is also possible that the small grain
sizes and effects of stress cause the small difference in Land !r values to be
indistinguishable. It is not possible to resolve this difficulty at the present time.

The formation of perovskite at slightly lower temperatures for sample B(3/30/70)
could be due to either the 3% La, or the difference in Wr/Ti ratio or even to the different
amounts of excess PbO in the various films which can act as a flux during grain growth.
At this time, the exact cause for this lower formation temperature is not certain. In fact,
it is highly likely that this would also be a function of the film deposition conditions, the
machine and the technique used for sputtering, and the overall processing of the films.
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CUMnoitional Analysis
The compositional characterization of all films was carried out by nanoprobe EDS. All
analyses were performed at room temperature. Electron beam sizes of 65, 100, 150 and
200A were used. In this study, some hydrocarbon build-up was seen on the specimens
examined at room temperature but it was not serious. The analyses were pe-formed
either with spot mode or rastered beam conditions. At least three different areas were
analyzed per sample. Good counting statistics were difficult to obtain from very thin
areas. Also, these areas were consistently Pb deficient and thus not reliable for analysis.
Good data were obtained from relatively thicker areas of the foils. The matrix in all the
PZT samples is Pb-rich and it absorbs X-rays. Thus, significant errors can be introduced
in the absolute concentration of each element.

A

3

FIGURE 2 TEM micrograph of sample B(3/30/70) at 5000 C. A: degraded
area and B: remaining PLZT area.

Figure 2 is a plan-view of sample B(3/30/70) at 5000 C. Part of it has been
transformed to a Ti-Zr-O containing material and all the Pb has been completely removed
from the original sample. This can be compared to Figure Id, where the same sample is
shown at room temperature and before any heating. It is obvious that the sample at 5000
C and by further local heating from the beam has been irreversibly changed. This is
interesting for two reasons. Firstly, when an analysis was performed on sample
B(3/30/70) before the hot stage treatment, the Zr/Ti ratio was close to 40/60. La was
very close to the expected 3%. The Pb concentration was a bit higher than stoichiometric
as expected since all sputtering targets have excess PbO. However, after the heating run
in the microscope, and since all the Pb was lost, a repeat analysis of the same sample
produced Zr/Ti ratios of about 30M70, the nominal composition. The La was basically the
same. Thus one can easily experience an error of 10 atom % in the Zr and Ti
concentrations due to the Pb influence. In general, variability in the Pb content in the
films will also cause Zr/Ti variabilities in the EDS measurements. In this study, the best
results were obtained by analyzing thicker areas of the samples where milling had not
significantly altered the Pb content. After all the above-mentioned problems were taken
into account, all samples showed Zr/Ti ratios reasonably close to nominal for each
composition with slight variability which is not totally unexpected for these films4. The
La in the doped PZT samples was fairly uniformly distributed and no indication of
segregation was found. Depending on the process and deposition conditions for each
sample, the Pb content is the most variable and difficult to control and analyze reliably.

The second reason the complete Pb loss in sample B(3/30170) is interesting is the
fact that this may be associated with the amount of excess PbO in PZT thin films. PZT
should not break down to its component oxides at temperatures less than at least 1200-
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13000 C2. It is doubtful that the temperature reached locally on the sample was that high.
However, local heating by the electron beam could aid the melting and evaporation of any
significant excess PbO and the subsequent breakdown of the perovskite. This
phenomenon is still under investigation.

Electrical Characterization
Films were characterized with pulse switching and hysteresis loops as a function of both
potential and temperature. Figure 3 (Q vs. V vs. T) shows the results of these
measurements for all films. The upper surface in these plots shows the switching results
for a single polarity while the lower surface shows the non-switching results for the same
polarity. The procedure used was to measure Q vs. V characteristics at 200 C then
increase the temperature in 300 C increments to 1500 C. AftUr taking measurements at
1500 C, the temperature was decreased using the same steps back to 20P C. Note that loss
of switching with temperature is essentially recoverable for A(0/48/52), but is not
recoverable for the other samples. B(0/48/52) has the same nominal composition as
A(0/48/52). Note that the decrease in switched charge (2Ps) and the increase in non-
switched charge for A(0/48/52) is linear with temperature as has been reported previously
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FIGURE 3 Q vs. V vs- T plots for: a) Sample A(0/48/52); b) Sample B(0/48/52);

c) Sample B(1/48/52) and d) Sample B(3/30170).
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for other samples 4 . The linear Q vs. T characteristics for switched and non-switched
charge intersect at the Curie point where the switched charge goes to zero. Recovery
upon temperature lowering is greatly reduced for the samples sputtered from the smaller
targets. Representative room temperature hysteresis loops for B(0/48/52) and B(3/30/70)
are shown in Figure 4 for the same triangular pulse voltage sweep both before and after
thermal cycling.
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FIGURE 4 See text for details.

To first order, the dominant switching effects for the samples in this study are the
ones resulting from the particular sputtering conditions and are composition independent.
However, there seems to be a correlation between grain size of the films and observed
switching characteristics. Sample A(0/48/52) has the best morphology and the best
characteristics. Out of the B-process samples, B(3/30/70) shows the best properties.
The hysteresis loops shown in Figure 4 are consistent with capacitor degradation as an
increasing non-ferroelectric "gap" region (slope of the hysteresis loop) and a decrease in
the spontaneous polarization and coercivity.

The working hypothesis is that the B-process samples are sputtered under conditions
resulting in a highly defected perovskite. As in the case of other perovskites 7, vacancy
defects are charged and migration is fast under the large fields present in these thin films.
As these defects segregate to the electrode and grain interfaces, they cause more disorder
and the ferroelectric lattice distortion disappears. This increases the non-ferroelectric
"gap" in these regions. As the.bulk is depleted of vacancies, compensating interstitials
and anti-site defects form and reduce the ferroelectric distortion thereby making the
material easier to switch and Ps smaller.

The changes in switching characteristics at constant temperature were simulated
using a multi-grain, one-dimensional, quasi-static model by increasing the non-
ferroelectric interface "gap" and decreasing the spontaneous polarization, coercivity, and
bulk permittivity while maintaining constant film thickness. This simulation is shown in
Figure 5. Note that both upper surface (switched charge) and lower surface (non-
switched charge) are consistent with the measured data before and after the temperature
excursion.
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FIGURE 5 Switching surfaces simulated as a function of increasing non-
ferroelectric gap and potendal for a coeiciviy and PS fit to the
room temperature data shown in Figure 3b. See text for details.

CONCLUSIONS

1) In ferroelectric memory fabrication, processing is the major factor affecting the
properties of thin PZT films.
2) Depending on the film, there is degradation with temperature characterized by both an
increased "gap" region in series with the ferroelectric material and a decrease in Ps. In
good quality samples, the degradation mechanism is mostly manifested as a slight
reduction of Ps.
3) There are slight compositional inhomogeneities in the films analyzed and the Pb is the
most variable and difficult to control and to analyze reliably. La does not segregate in the
samples used in this study.
4) Hot stage XRD analysis has revealed that in the La-doped samples (especially sample
B(3/30170)) the perovskite forms at a slightly lower temperature than in the undoped
samples.
5) A multi-grain, one-dimensional, quasi-static model of the observed decrease in
switched charge with thermal cycling shows a good fit to experimental data.
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LJubljana and J. Stefan Institute, Ljubljana, Slovenia

Abstract The system considered is a ferroelectric film
between metal electrodes with polarization normal to the
interfaces. The critical temperature Tc is depressed by the
depolarization field, the film thickness Ic for Tc to be reduced
to zero being or order 103 times the Thomas-Fermi screening
length of the electrodes. For a film with no electrodes the
ferroelectric phase is completely suppressed. The variation
of Tc with I > Ic follows a simple hyperbolic law which
should be open to experimental test.

ITRODUCTION

The experimental evidence concerning the influence of surfaces
and sample size on ferroelectric phase transitions, reviewed briefly
elsewhere, 1 does not exhibit any simple uniformity of results. In
some materials, it appears that a surface layer orders before the bulk
of the sample, 2 whilst in others3At the opposite seems to occur. The
influence of depolarization in reducing the critical temperature of a
film was studied by Wurfel and Batra,5 following earlier theoretical
work,6 in a study of a TGS film between one metal and one
semiconducting electrode.

Two different mechanisms have been investigated

theoretically. As mentioned, Batra et a16 studied the influence of
depolarization. They stressed that the phase transition is that of the

[625)/313
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complete system of ferroelectric film plus electrodes and showed
that semiconducting electrodes lead to a depression of the critical

temperature and can change the nature of the phase transition from

second order to first. Somewhat later, various authors 7 10 studied

the Implications for phase transitions within the Landau-

Devonshire theory of the symmetry-allowed boundary condition

n. VP+&- P=O (1)
The extrapolation length 8 can have either sign. If it corresponds to
an increase of P at a surface then on a semi-infinite sample a

separate surface-ordered phase appears at a higher initial

temperature than that of the bulk material, and in a thin film the

critical temperature is enhanced above the bulk value. If P
decreases at a surface there is no separate surface phase transition on

the semi-infinite material and the critical temperature of a thin film
is depressed. A fuller summary of the results has been given
recently.1

Depolarization effects for the special case of perfectly
conducting electrodes have been included previously within the

Landau theory.9 ,10 The free-energy expression for a ferroelectric
film between metallic electrodes in which screening is described

within Thomas-Fermi theory has been derived and applied to show
that depolarization generally reduces the critical temperature.1 This

expression contains as a special case a description of a film in which
no boundary condition like Eq.(1) is assumed. This is of interest
since there is as yet no experimental evidence to support Eq.(1),

whereas the influence of depolarization is obvious on general

grounds and is also experimentally established. 5 Furthermore, the
question has some practical significance for ferroelectric thin film
devices. In this paper, therefore, we consider the effects of

depolarization alone by studying the implications of the previous

formalism in the limit 8 -- .

FeRMALrIM

The starting point is the general expression for the free energy of a
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ferroelectric film of thickness I between metallic electrodes of

thickness (L-O; this is given as Eq.(35) of ref.1. We take the

special case of zero applied voltage, Vo - 0, and thick electrodes,
L >> I and L >> 1g, where Is is the Thomas-Fermi screening length.
This means that the quantities a and 5 of ref.1 are both equal to

unity. As stated previously, it is also assumed that & -+ e-, so that

the condition at the film-electrode interface is simply dP/dz - 0.

Thus P is independent of z within the film and the integrals

appearing within the free-energy expression become constants. The
expression for the free energy per unit area of the film-electrode

system reduces to
F 4S -IC!Ap2 +1 BP4) + p2

S+ 4 eoCF (21a + t)

+ t2 f 2$(2+e pez2O +0

Here A and B are the usual Landau-theory expansion coefficients, A
= Ao(T/Tco - 1) and B > 0, where Tco is the bulk critical temperature.

It is assumed that the bulk phase transition is of second order; the
potentially important extension to first-order phase transitions
would require B < 0 and the addition of a term GP6 with G > 0. eF
and ee are the background dielectric constants of the film and
electrodes, and I and t. are the film thickness and the Thomas-

Fermi screening length. The second and third terms in Eq.(2),
which are both positive, result from incomplete compensation of
the polarization charge.s They increase the coefficient of p2 in
Eq.(2) and since the critical temperature Tc is found by equating this
coefficient to zero their effect is to reduce Tc below the bulk value
Too. This is the same effect as occurs with semiconducting

electrodes.6 The explicit equation for Tc is

A T I +ts
-0 (2,022 cO(3

Two limits of Eq.(3) are immediately apparent. First, for
ts -+ 0, corresponding to infinite conductivity in the electrodes and

perfect charge compensation, the second and third terms vanish so
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that Tc is not shifted from Tco. Second, for t, -+ -in effect the

absence of electrodes,
S1) +"A TS -_ M-o (10

This can be derived in a more elementary way.11 For a free-

standing film with polarization normal to the interfaces the salient

terms in the free energy are
F-1 AP2. EP+IBP4 (5)

Since D - 0 outside the film the boundary condition is
P+eo eF E -0 (6)

Substituting for E from Eq.(6) into Eq.(5) and equating the coefficient

of P2 to zero one recovers Eq.(4).
One further result may be derived from Eq.(3). It is dearly of

interest to know the thickness Ic for which Tc is reduced to zero.

This follows from putting Tc - 0 in Eq.(3):
2 + =A (7)

(249 + £C)CoEF (219 + jd2e Ce

RESULTS

The susceptibility for T > Tc is X = A0I7 (T - Tc)-I, so Ao is just the

Curie constant; a typical value for a displacive ferroelectric is
2 x I05 JmK-lC- 2 (J.F.Scott private communication). With eF - 1000,

Eq.(7) yields

1 2 +F xc (8)
2. xc E+ 2(2 +xc82

where xc = Qc/ts. Clearly the solution is xc >> 1, so it is satisfactory

to retain only the leading terms in xc; this gives
4 + CF/Ce (9)
2= O oeF

Here the main uncertainty is the value of ce- It is the long-

wavelength limit of the Thomas-Fermi static dielectric function,

which is formally infinite. 12 It enters Eq.(2) via the boundary
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condition on normal D at the electrode-ferroelectric interface. Since
this could be modified by trapped charge we take the view that

eF/ee should be treated as a parameter. With eF/Ce - 0 and the

values in Eq.(8), Eq.(9) gives xc = 1.13 x 103. For Au electrodes, for
example, in which 1. - 0M&A, U gives a critcal value, - 940k

The variation of Tc with I is given by Eq.(3). With the

retention of only leading terms in x -- £ti4, WO) and (9) lead to

1 - t = ms (10)

where t - Tc/Tco. This simple variation is illustrated in F1g.1.
For the film without electrodes, the value of AoeOCF

appearing as the left-hand side of Eq.(8) means that Eq.(4) becomes
TC - I - -5.65 x 102 (11)

which dearly has no solution Tc > 0, so the phase transition is

completely suppressed in this case.

1.00

t

0.5

0 5.00 " 10.00x

FIGURE 1 Variation of film critical temperature Tc/Tco
with thickness t/4, where tc is the thickness for which Tc = 0,
given by Eq.(9).
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The infl ce of depolarizatin on the critical temperature of a
ferroelectric film encased in metal electrodies is described by Eq.(3).
The critical value of thicknes I€ at which the critical temperature

vanishes is given by Eq.(9), in which it is suggested that eJ/e2 may be
treated as a parameter. Typical numerical values give 4€ - 103 I,
where 1. is the Thomas-Fermi screening length in the electrodes.
For a good metal t. is of order 0.s to UA, giving c s; 1o0o0 which it

is hoped might be accessible to experiment. The variation of critical
temperature with thickness I > Ic is given by Eq.(10) and illustrated

in Fig.1. The slow approach to the bulk value arising from the r-1

dependence in Eq.(10) should also be capable of experimental test.
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Abstract Lead titanate(PbTiO3 ) thin films were prepared by
reactive coevaporation of lead and titanium with an electron bean
gun. Each of evaporation rates of lead and titanium was Independ-
ently controlled by each quartz crystal thickness monitor. To
promote oxidation of deposited films, a mixed gas of oxygen and
ozone was used. When the ratio of lead to titanium was controlled
properly, perovskite phase PbTiO3 was obtained at substrate
temperature of 550 0 C without post thermal annealing on glass
substrates. The deposition rate was 110nm/min, which was larger
than that of prepared by sputtering method and that of prepared
by coevaporation without ozone. The ratio of lead to titanium of
the perovskite phase films was nearly equal to that of standard
PbTiO3 powder sample. The film prepared without post thermal
anneafing had a smooth surface and was transparent in the visible
region.

INTRODUCTION

In recent years, ferroelectric thin films, such as lead titanate

(PbTi0 3 ), PZT and PLZT, have been fabricated for the purpose of infra-

red sensors, electro-optic devices and so on. Usually they were

deposited by sputtering method1 ' 2 , but there were some disadvantages

as follows, (1)high substrate temperature, (2)stoichiometric change,

(3)low deposition rate. Several authors were engaged in other methods,

such as metal-organic CVD3 , sputter assisted plasma CVD4 , laser abla-

tion5 and activated reactive coevaporation6 .

In previous paper 7 , we reported high deposition rate(lgm/min)

of PbTiO3 films by coevaporation with post thermal annealing. But to

obtain a transparent film, it was necessary to avoid post thermal

annealing and to keep deposition rate very low(13nm/min). In this

report, to promote oxidation of deposited films, a mixed gas of oxygen

and ozone was used.

f63 11319
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EXPERIMENTAL

Figure 1 Is schematic diagram of the reactive coevaporation apparatus

for preparation of PbTiO3 films. Pb metal and Ti metal were used for

evaporation sources because of their stability and their small impuri-

ties7 . Lead and titanium were evaporated simultaneously by an electron

beam gun which had triple source controller. Each of evaporation rates

of lead and titanium was Independently controlled by each quartz

crystal thickness monitor. The substrate temperature was measured by

thermocouple which was located near the substrate. Typical deposition

conditions are listed in Table 1.

TABLE I Deposition conditions of

the PbTiO3 films.
02÷ 03 C====

Substrata Vacuum chamber 520um x8OOmmh

r: Diffusion pump 1700 I/sec
Thick,...
Monitor Sbutte% , Evaporation Ti metal(99.98%)

T1 Pb source Pb metal(99.99%)

Electron beam gun max lOkW,

am. Gun triple source

Substrate Corning 7059 glass

Oxygen pressure max O.lPa

to Vcuum Substrate temperature max 5500 C

Film thickness 0.2-1u a

FIGURE 1 Schematic diagram of Ozone concentration max 5 %

the reactive coevaporation

apparatus.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Crystal Structure

Crystal structure of deposited films was investigated X-ray diffrac-

tion(XRD) method. Figure 2 shows examples of XRD patterns of the films

deposited on glass substrate at substrate temperature of 5500 C with

various conditions. The crystal structure was sensitive to the ratio

of lead to titanium. When oxygen pressure was small, the XRD pattern

contained Pb metal peaks((FIGURE 2(a)). When Pb was a little excess,
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the XRD pattern contained pyrochlore phase lead titanate and PbO(red)

(FIGURE 2(b)). When the ratio of lead to titanium was kept moderately

close, a tetragonal perovskite phase was obtained at substrate temper-

ature of 550°C(FIGURE 2(c)). When Ti was in excess, signal intensity

of XRD pattern was very small((FIGURE 2(d)).

(a)

- - j50-

S~ 10 0

0 50 100
n Evaporatmb RaemVnlnr)

20 40 60
20(CUK.)

FIGURE 2 X-ray diffraction FIGURE 3 Plots of deposition

patterns of the films deposited rates of perovskite films vs. TI

at substrate temperature of 550 0 C. evaporation rates.

Deposition Rate

Deposition rate of the films was changed by the various experimental

conditions such as evaporation rate, oxygen pressure, substrate tem-

perature and so on. FIGURE 3 shows the deposition rates of the perov-

skite phase PbTiO3 films vs. titanium evaporation rates. Pb evapora-

tion rate was controlled to obtain the perovskite phase for the

respective TI evaporation rate. Oxygen pressure and substrate tempera-

ture were 0.1Pa and 5500 C, respectively. When the deposition rate was

170nm/min, diffraction peaks of other phases were present. When depo-

sition rate was smaller than llOnm/min, perovskite phase films were

obtained. This rate was much larger than that possible by sputtering
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and that of coevaporation without ozone 6 ' 7

Chemical Composition

In order to study the chemical composition of the films, X-ray photo-

electron analysis was carried out. Figure 4 shows example of the X-ray

photoelectron spectrum of the perovskite phase PbTIO3 film. Binding

energy of TI and Pb were similar to that of TiO2 and PbO, respective-

ly.

The compositions of titanium and lead were determined from

Ti2p(459eV) and Pb 4 f(138eV) peak areas In X-ray photoelectron spectra.

PbTIO3 powder sample was used for a standard. Figure 5 shows Pb/Ti

atomic ratio of deposited films vs. Pb/TI evaporation rate. When Pb/Ti

evaporation rate was greater than 2.3 and smaller than 3.1, perovskite

phase films were obtained.

3

Pb 0a qh

Ti pb 0
0Oo

C 
0

A

600 400 200 0 01

dM EnsEy(eV) 1 2 3 4 5 6
Pb(g /cui 2 )fCg lCM 2 sOc)

FIGURE 4 X-ray photoelectron FIGURE 5 Plots of Pb/Ti atomic

spectrum of the perovskite phase ratio of deposited films vs. Pb/

PbTIO3 film. Pb/Ti atomic ratio TI evaporation rate. o;perovskite

of the film was 0.94. PbTIO3 , O;Pb rich, & ;Ti rich.

Optical Properties

The surface of the perovskite phase PbTiO3 film prepared without

thermal annealing was smooth and this film was transparent in visible

region. FIGURE 6 shows transmission spectrum of a 200nm thick PbTIO3
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10

20-

0
400 600 S00

Wave Lengtt*1Tn)

FIGURE 6 Transmission spectrum of a perovskite phase PbTiO3 film of

which film thickness was 200nm.

CONCLUSION

PbTiO3 thin films were obtained by reactive coevaporation method.

Using ozone to promote oxidation of the films, high speed formation

was achieved. Maximum deposition rate of perovskite phase films was

ll0nm/min, which was much larger than that of prepared by sputtering

method and that of prepared by coevaporation without ozone.
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THIN-FILM ZnO ULTRASONIC TRANSDUCER ARRAYS FOR OPERATION
AT 100 MHz
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KAZUHIRO SUGAWARA* and HARFUMASA ONOZATO*
Central Research Laboratory, Hitachi Ltd., P.O.Box 2, Kokubunji,
Tokyo 185, JAPAN

*Technical Research Laboratory, Hitachi Construction Machinery Co., Ltd.,
Tsuchiura, Ibaraki 300, JAPAN

Abstract Thin-film ZnO ultrasonic transducer arrays for operation at 100
MHz were developed and evaluated. Epitaxial, high acoustic quality ZnO film
layers of 10 gtm thickness could be produced by sputter deposition on well
(111)-oriented gold films with chromium sublayers evaporated on (0001)
sapphire. Using a photoresist etching mask of the desired pattern, the upper
Au/Cr electrode and subsequent ZnO film were etched to form grooves
separating the multi-layered film into array elements with a 100 g±m pitch.
It was found that the ultrasound beam in the azimuth plane for a 32-element
array could be electronically focused in the 100 MHz range to obtain a half-
amplitude width of 60 gtm at the focal depth in water. This value reasonably
agrees with the theoretically calculated value.

High-frequency transducers are currently being developed to obtain high image

resolution in nondestructive evaluation1 and in medical diagnosis. 2 A fast imaging

time is also required for most applications and can be achieved by electronic scanning

with a linear array transducer.

Although linear array transducers operating at frequencies as high as 30 MHz 3 ,4

were successfully produced, none operating at higher frequencies have been reported.

The authors have developed thin-film ZnO linear array transducers operating in the

100 MHz range. The use of thin-film ZnO is favored because it can be easily formed

into a very fine array using photolithographic techniques and has no adhesion layer to

the substrate, allowing for high uniformity in response. 5

This paper describes the preparation procedure and crystal quality of ZnO films

which are well suited for fabrication of transducer arrays. It also describes the

structure of the transducer and its electronic beam focusing characteristics in the

azimuth plane at a frequency of 100 MHz.

[637V/325
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AEXERIMENTlAL

Figure 1 shows the schematic structure of a thin-film ZnO transducer array and an

SEM micrograph of a part of a fabricated array. The array consists of thin-film ZnO

sandwiched between two metal electrodes; the lower electrode is deposited on a

sapphire plate whose front surface is shaped in the form of a cylindrical acoustic lens.

The sapphire plate was 0.5 mm thick and had a 5.5 mm radius of curvature. As the

lower electrode, a chromium layer was first formed on the (0001) sapphire surface

and gold film was successively deposited over the chromium layer by vacuum

evaporation at 200 to 300 0C. The thickness of the chromium film and gold film were

2 - 5 nm and 150 - 200 nm, respectively. Details on the film preparation procedure

were presented previously. 6 A 10 gim thick ZnO film was then grown on the gold

electrode by rf magnetron sputtering. The sputtering was done with a 100 mm

diameter ZnO ceramic target under a gas (50%Ar-50%O 2 ) pressure of 2 Pa and at a

substrate temperature of 260 0C. The rf input power was 75 W, resulting in a

deposition rate of 0.7 jim/h. On top of the ZnO film, a gold/chromium film was

vacuum deposited at room temperature to form the upper electrode. In addition , a 12

gim thick SiO 2 matching layer was deposited on the curved lens surface by sputtering

at room temperature, giving rise to the improvement of the transmission of acoustic

energy into water.

T0.5mm

3.2mm

Acoustic lens
Array elements

Au 194, 90 Jim

Cr -r iop
Au
Cr I

~~Sapphire 1

FIGURE 1 Structure of a thin-film ZnO transducer array and SEM micrograph
of a part of an array
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The division of the multi-layered film into array elements was performed as

described in the following. Using a photoresist etching mask of the desired pattern, the

upper Au/Cr electrode and subsequent ZnO film were etched to form grooves (gaps

between elements). For pattern definition of ZnO, HCI and HNO3-based solution was

used at room temperature. The etching rate was about 0.15 Rm/s.

After each element was wire-bonded to a focusing circuit, experiments were

conducted to determine the beam focusing characteristics in the azimuth plane by

applying each array element with appropriately phased, time-delayed signals at a

frequency of 100 MHz. The transducer array emitting a beam was mechanically moved

across a knife-edged reflector in water and the variation in signal amplitude of the

reflected echo was plotted against the position of the transducer. Then, the beam width

profile was obtained by differentiating the plotted curve with respect to the position.

In this experiment, the elevation direction of the array was adjusted to be exactly

parallel to the edge of the reflector.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

ZnQthinfim
To obtain ZnO thin films, the most suitable growth conditions were determined. It was

reported by the authors 1 and other researchers 7 ,8 that highly c-axis oriented ZnO

films having good acoustic qualities could be produced on a well crystalline (111)-

oriented gold film with chromium sublayer evaporated on a quartz or a (0001)

sapphire substrate. The standard deviation, a, in the X-ray rocking curves of the

(002) plane of ZnO films is shown as a function of that in the X-ray rocking curves of

the (111) plane of gold films in Figure 2. The a of ZnO decreases almost linearly with

decreasing a of gold. Thus, well (11 1)-oriented gold films must be produced. It was

reported previously6 that the degree of a preferred orientation of gold films

remarkably depends on the thickness of the chromium sublayers formed prior to the

gold deposition. In particular, chromium sublayers with a thickness of less than 5 nm

gave rise to a significant improvement in the alignment of the gold films. This could be

explained in terms of the formation of the epitaxial Cr2 0 3 thin layers. In this way,

gold films with a of 0.2 to 0.5 0 were successfully produced to allow the formation of

ZnO films with a of 0.3 to 0.5 0

Cross-sectional high resolution transmission electron microscope lattice images

of the interface regions between sapphire substrate, gold/chromium and ZnO film are

shown in Figure 3. It can be seen that each layer is well epitaxially grown from the

sapphire substrate to ZnO. The lateral 0.26 nm periodicity present in the ZnO layer
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region corresponds to the (002) lattice plane of ZnO. The 0.24 nm layer spacing in

the gold region is consistent with the growth of a (111) oriented gold film. The 1.8

nm thick layer between the gold film and sapphire substrate is composed of Cr203, as

reported recently.6 In this multilayered epitaxial system, the misfit of ZnO, Au and

Cr 2 03 overgrowth arrays of atoms at the interface against the sapphire substrate are

21, 7 and 4 %, respectively. Consequently, it is concluded that both the Au layer and

Cr 203 layer act as buffer layers between ZnO and sapphire to induce the easy epitaxial

growth of ZnO films.

1.5

;R 1.0

Nb0

C 0

0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0

" Au (111) ()

FIGURE 2 Standard deviation a in the
X-ray rocking curves of the (002) plane
of ZnO films versus that of the (111)
plane of gold films.

FIGURE 3 Cross-sectional transmission
electron microscope lattice images of the
interface between sapphire (a-A12 0 3 )
substrate, gold/chromium and ZnO film.

Transducer arrays

An array was constructed using the ZnO thin film by photolithographic techniques. The

dimensions of individual array elements were 90 ;Im wide, 100 Ixm pitch, 3.2 mm

long and 10 Irm thick, as given in Figure 1. Each element had a capacitance of 2.8 pF.

A V-shaped groove bounded by the (1T01) or (1122) planes of ZnO was formed as a

gap between adjacent elements. The grooves were obtained using an anisotropic

etchant, HCI and HNO 3 -based solution, which preferentially etches the c-plane of ZnO.

An array with well V-shaped grooves could be produced, when such highly epitaxial

ZnO films as mentioned above were employed. When poor c-axis oriented ZnO films
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were used, the shape of the grooves became irregular. The response of Individual

elements received through an echo from the back of the sapphire plate varied within
±1 dB over 160 elements. The small amount of scatter in the response is an excellent

characteristic of the present thin-film ZnO array. This characteristic is very

important for ultrasound beam forming of the transducer array.

Ultrasound beam focusing

We carried out ultrasound beam focusing experiments using the present thin-film ZnO

transducer arrays operating in the 100 MHz range. In the azimuth plane of the array,

focusing was accomplished by applying each array element with appropriately phased,

time-delayed signals. The beam profiles were measured as the number of elements

employed for the beam forming was varied. In this experiment, the focal length was

chosen to be 2.0 mm in water. The measured half-amplitude beam widths are plotted

against the number of elements in Figure 4. In the figure, the calculated widths are

also given. It is clear that the beam width decreases with increasing number of

elements. All experimental values agree well with the theoretically calculated values.

This result indicates that the beam in the azimuth plane of the transducer array can be

electronically focused. Finally, the ultrasound beam profile measured in the azimuth

plane for a 32-element array at a focal depth of 6.4 mm in water is shown in Figure 5.

It was found that the half-amplitude width was 60 lm. This value reasonably agrees

with the theoretical value of 57 prm.

200 1.0
.4 0 Experknonad

% ~--Thoomtcd.4

101 j 1 0. L I~

0 4 s 12 16 20 -200 -100 0 100 200
NUIABIR OF FJ.PAENM' POSITION (pm)

FIGURE 4 Measured and calculated FIGURE 5 Ultasound beam profile In
half-amplitude beam width in the the azimuth plane for a 32-element
azimuth plane versus the number of array at the focal depth.
elernents employed.
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The fabrication procedure and beam focusing characteristics of thin-film ZnO ultra-

sonic transducer arrays for operation at 100 MHz were shown. Epitaxial, high

acoustic quality ZnO film layers with a thickness of 10 gam could be produced by

sputter deposition. An array was successfully constructed using photolithographic and

chemical etching techniques. It was found that the ultrasound beam in the azimuth

plane for a 32-element array with a pitch of 100 jun was electronically focused to

produce a half-amplitude wldt of 60 tun at the focal depth in water. This value

reasonably agreed with the theoretical prediction. The results indicate that the

present transducer arrays could possibly lead to electronic scanning in the 100 MHz

range and are promising for nondestructive evaluation as well as for medical imaging.
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53/47 PZT FILMS BY METALLO-ORGANIC DECOMPOSITION
TECHNOLOGY FOR NON-VOLATILE MEMORY APPLICATIONS
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School of Materials Engineering, Purdue University, West Lafayette, IN 47907,
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Abstract Films of PbZro.53Ti0.470 3 (53/47 PZT) were prepared by the metallo-
organic decomposition (MOD) technique on platinum coated silicon wafers. The
films were nearly pin hole free with uniform composition and thickness. The
crystal structure and the polarization reversal characteristics which are
important for memory applications were studied. The switching characteristics
with 5 V pulses both initial and after 10'0 reversals were promising.

INTRODUCTION

The potential application of ferroelectrics for the non-volatile storage of information

has long been recognized, as the polarization state can correspond to binary digital

information. The most recent approach to ferroelectric memories has been using

ferroelectric thin films to construct semiconductor random access memory (RAM) into

a non-volatile form. The PbZrl,.TiO 3 (PZT) material is a very stable and refractory

ferroelectric, and has been intensively studied for such applications'.

The metallo-organic decomposition (MOD) process is a technique for producing

inorganic films without processing in vacuum or going through a gel or powder steps.

The advantages of the MOD processing of ferroelectric films include: low processing

temperature, near theoretical density, easy control of stoichiometry, uniform

composition, grain size control, and high volume output2 . This paper describes the

application of the MOD process to 53/47 PZT films, with the composition near the

morphotropic phase boundary, on silicon substrates.
[643V/331
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EXPERIMENTAL

Thie metailo-organic compounds used in this study for PZT were lead di-ethyihexanoate

Pb(C.,H,,C00) 2, Titanium di-methoxy-di-neodecanoate Ti(OCH3)2 C-9,H 1 C00)2, and

zirconium tetra-neodecanoate Zr(CH,,COO)4, all in xylene solution. The compounds were

synthesized following the procedures given by Vest and Singaram3 . The thermal

decomposition behaviour of the compounds was studied using thermo-gravimetric analysis

(TGA). figure I shows the thermogram of a Pb(Zr0 .53Ti0 47)O3 formulation solution at a

heating rate of 2OC/min in air with a flow rate of 75 mI/mmn. At a temperature below

150*C, the weight loss of the samiple was due to evaporation of the xylene solution. The

precursor compound began to decompose at about 200C, the decomposition being

completed by 3200C.

YE100r~E.

Fig. . Thrmogrm of53/4 PZT oluton hAtdCmiinar
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A conventional spinning technique was used to form uniform wet films on (001)

single-crystal silicon substrates. The substrates were coated with a titanium layer and then

with a platinum layer on the top, each layer being about 100 nm thick. The wet film was

then pyrolysed in a fused quartz tube furnace at 350*C for 10 minutes, which produced

crack-free single-layer films. The film thickness was measured using a Tencor Alpha Step

200 surface profilometer. A Siemens D500 X-ray diffractometer was used to analyze the

crystalline phases and preferred orientation in the films. The pulse polarization and fatigue

were measured using a RT66 Ferroelectric Test System made by Radiant Technologies,

Inc. Figure 2 shows the pulse train used to obtain pulse polarization data. As shown in

Figure 2, a capacitor is first set in the negative -P, state. The first positive pulse applied

(P) switches the polarization vector from this negative state to a positive polarization state.

The second positive pulse (P+) is then applied. The difference between P" and P+ equals

P,'. This value is important for memory application since it corresponds to the total

remanent polarization.

5.00v P" P+

-5.0ov 1 1-2ms

Fig. 2. Pulse train for switching tests.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A 53/47 PZT film deposited on a silicon (001) substrate with a spinning speed of 1500 rpm

for 15 seconds was amorphous to X-ray after pyrolysis. The film was then annealed in air

at 600*C for 10 minutes. The thickness of the fired film was 210 nm. Figure 3 shows the

X-ray diffraction pattern of the fired film. The intensity of the (111) peak is low as

compared to the (100) and (200) peaks, indicating that the 53/47 PZT film is near the

morphotropic phase boundary4W 7 . T r.e also shows a good structural development of

the film, even though the sample was annealed in such a short period of time.
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20 30 40 50 60

20 (DEGREE)

Fig. 3. X-ray diffraction pattern of the fired 53/47 PZT film.

ILtC/cm
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20 ., .. .
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Fig. 4. Ferroelectric hysteresis loop of the fired 53/47 PZT film.
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Figure 4 gives a ferroelectric hysteresis loop of the fired film before cycling. The

curve shows that the 53147 PZT film has higher initial polarizations than those of 60/40

films', indicating ferroelectric contribution from the tetragonal field at the morphotropic

phase boundary. The value of coercive field is about 52 kV/cm calculated from the

coercive voltage value of 1.1 V and the thickness of 210 nm. This k value is about 3 to

4 times larger than that of PZT bulk material with the same composition4 . The value of the

coercive voltage shows that 1.5 V is sufficient to switch the polarization states of the 53/47

PZT films. The lower value of the coercive voltage is compatible not only with the current

Si-based semiconductor technology, but also with the GaAs.

The fatigue behaviour of the film was studied using a square wave at 5 V and I

MHz frequency. After cycling each decade from 10i to 10"0, the film was measured using

the RT66 Ferroelectric Test System. The fatigue behaviour of P and P,', which represents

the total remanent polarization, is presented in Figure 5. This figure shows a general

decrease of P" and P," with a number of polarization reversals and a steeper slope than that

of 60/40 PZT films'. It is encouraging to note that the value of P,' after 1010 cycles is of

3.2 /uC/cm2 , giving the promise of the utilization of 53/47 PZT films for non-volatile

memory applications.

30

25s

S20=

"• 15

10-

p.

5
P;

Cycles (Powers of 10)

Fig. 5. Fatigue behaviour of P" and P: for the fired 53/47 PZT film.
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SUMMARY

Nearly pin hole free ferroelectric 53/47 PZT films were obtained by the metallo-organic

decomposition process. The films were uniform in composition and thickness. The

structure of the crystalline PZT films was well developed even when annealed in a very

short period of time. The value of the total remanent polarization after 10'0 reversals was

3.2 /tC/cnm, giving the promise of the utilization of 53/47 PZT films for non-volatile

memory applications.
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Abstract Magnetoelectric susceptibility have been studied in fe-
rrczugntic and ferroelectric-ferrcaagnetic films. The existence
of the surface ferroelectricity and surface linear Magnetoelect-
ric effect (IME) is predicted in magnetics of any symmetry. The
largest value of TIE is supposed in ferroelectromagnetic films.
The temperature dependence of TM is studied near magnetic and
ferroelectric transition temperatures supposing different rela-
tions between them.

Keywords: magnetoelectric effect, polarization, surface, film.

The linear magnetoelectric effect (UIEE) was predicted by Landay 1 for

the hom~geneoas state of soae magnetics without the centre of the sym-

metry. In our work it is shown that the electric polarization and LMEE

exist in magnetics of any synmetry near their surface in the magnetic

order state. These effects are induced by the change of the value of
exchange energy and hence an effective magnetic moment near the surface.

They are described by the scalar energy P(M 2 /1dr) wthrep -elecric

polarization vector, M - magnetic moment, a -the vector of the rmal

to the surface. This expression is the inhoncqneos exchange magneto-

electric ME) energy. The induced surface ferroelectricity and LUE we-

re studied in ferromagnetic and ferroelectric-ferramagnetic films.

Moreover,the contribution of the homo•eneous exchange ME interaction

in LMEE was calculated in a ferroelectric-ferranagretic film in the

case when the ferroelectric (FE) transition te--erature 6 and the

magnetic transition Isuerature 9. are close. The te__erature depen-

dence of IL4E near 6. and was shown in the general case of

different relations between and 0

SURFACE rF rSE.IR. ICITY AND IM IN A CfIROS~YNETRICL kF WGNEMIC
FnXM

We shall consider the centrosymmetrical monodomain ferrcmagnetic film

[649V/337
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which has a thickness 2L in the normal direction Z to the surface.

The direction of the magnetic manent ( in the film's plane or perpen-

dicular to it ) is unimportant later on. The functional of the free

energy is the following:

F s- ..Sf aNa { 2F-p, M L r.M' a M (',,,

I~e S - th fim's ,*, coefficients A, •, .,, A are positive, a-t,(I''L-T,
Q..is the magnetic transition temperature in an unlimited crystal.

The terms with the coefficients f and A are the surface energies 2 ,

M1= M (Z=-L), Pt = P (Z=tL).The inhrmogeneous exchange ME energy in

(1) has the coefficient r , hcmogeneous one has the coefficient .

Here we consider Y, 0 (spontaneous polarization is absent).

After the variation of the functional (1) with respect to M and

P=P. we find the following differential equations and boundary condi-

tions for the moments:

"dLM"+ aM - &M3 + rMP'+oMP H

P,, rP 
2 E (2)

M T M (Z=IL) p'=

It is seen from the equation (2) that the electric polarization is in-

duced by magnetic manent in the regions of its inhcmogenety. We shall

calculate the irduced polarization near 9m in the first approximation

by the ME interaction using the following expressions for M and 9L

in the film2 if PO:

Lijf'= X-/Lx Oo 2 (2)
Fran ' (2)• a-d (3) (wfo)

From (2) and (3) we fiid :
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Here e =,JF If 7>0 it is necessary to changeR by, by.

We see that electric polarization (4) arising under magnetic phase

transition is the odd function of the ooordinate Z and has an opposi-

tive sign on opposite sides of the film.

The other aspect of the described phenomenon is the existence of
the IMEE near the surface of the magnetic (it may be ferro-, ferri-

or antiferrcmagnetic) of any symmetry. IMEE is characterized by ME

susceptibilities X T dP/dH .and Xp= dM/dE.. The equations for these

differential susceptibilities and boundary conditions to them may be

obtained by the differentiation of equations (2) by E and H . We rece-

ive in the first order by ME interaction the following expressions:

,qmed (5)

where ,X (O,, T )-I is the magnetic susceptibility.

The change of the magnetic moment near the surface occurs in the

layer of the thickness -III<< L. Hence the predicted ME effects are

the surface effects. If L |jO11 , I m> ac( ac- the lattice constant)

X--, oo Q X0 , we have from (4) the following order of the

surface polarization P tI1af' .The order of the ME susceptibility
will be estimated below.
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LUE IN A F IC -FERROMAGNrIC FILM

In a ferroelectrouagnetic crystal, the FE phase transition exists,

hence *.- k, (T- o) where 0., is the ts'erature of the FE transiti-
on in an unlimited crystal.The expressions for 0e and P are similar

to those in (3) if dwe hne M--PP, 19,v~,J-A 'q
The existence of the spontaneous polarization in the ferroelect-

ric-ferrozagnetic state leads to the contribution of the hanogeous

exchange ME interaction to I in the first aproximation over the

ME interaction. The --- ME interaction leads to an odd

(with respect to Z) effect, and the I xogsieius ME interaction induces

an even effect. In the case when Oe and 0,. are close and taking

0 0, A<0, L > Al If>:ii-a,, near the phase transition we have:

X -, C+cy'h, E , . n'= cAfqz .+q""c4J,,

C4 3 Lc4 ýIK(AZ.$r)J (6)
di gr.,49 14
"C 3fZAf (1+" e7 0to-I ON; T

4[- fi me,.4.N.( T ;.-T j

T16e tota4

RESULTS AND DISWJSSIONI

The surface electric polarization and U4EE in a ferrauagnetic film nea4

have the foliloing critical behavior (see (3)-(5)) : p- (•-)

X ( G.-,1 )1/2, Z" (0-' )-1/2. The toa values of P and ME sus-
ceptibilities are zero.
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In a ferroeletromagnetic film under T1 , 19. there are oam (sur-
face) effects (terms with coefficients CO in (6) and even (volume)

ME effects (terms with coefficients C. ). From (7) we see that ME su-

sceptibilities of the volume effect have the temperature depenee

(9-T -1/2 near q Thetemperature deperiez-es of the surface MuE
near 0. in a ferroelectrangnetic film are similar to those in a

ferranagnetic film. If 6,'E, the value of the surface susceptibility
X" has no anomaly near eQ meanwhile XW(7 (6-7' )-1 (T-). Hence,

the FE order ( just the large values of the dielectric susceptibility)
intensifies the surface ME effect. Our analys shows that the described
critical behavior of 1MW near the phase transition temperatures takes
place in the general case when 9, and 0, are not close as well

see Table 1, where X$ is the surface ME susceptibility, %X, is
the volume one).

TABLE I Temperature e of T near Ot and Q. in a film.

Teffiperature X X XV

Q&c T --< i (1-r )-,1/2 _ (.-T )1/2 -

without /
T;ý1e• < 00, anomaly (097T)-1/ (• )- (0,7T )-1/-I

T* Q. < O)e (•.•)-1/2 (09 )-1/2 (9_711/2

Before to estimate the value of TMEE we note that the constant
of the imnhageneous exchange ME interaction r- Pra where r
is the coefficient in the homogeneous ME energy rPPM . The
last energy appears in the lower order of the perturbation theory
than the energy r pm , henc e irop << r A t>> rPa.

We shall compare the value of the predicted surface ME effect
with the volume ME effect in the case when these effects have similar
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critical behavior near 6, '< Ge . Using (6) , (7) and comi-
dering iAI-Ifl, P-z.6", we have:

7C, 8 ~ t.-Pa, a, , , o V

If A 70, the exponential multiplier in (8) is absent but as L -c

'>> >rPa the value of the surface ME susceptibility is significan-
tly larger than volume ME susceptibility. This fact raises hopes in
the experimental discovery and use of the predicted mE effects.
For example, the change of the electric surface state under the mag-
netic order temperature would use for the definition of magnetic
phase transition temperature.

Note that the scalar energy P(de2 /dg3) exists in any finite
systtm where 2 is the order parameter ( for example, it may be
a supercrxictive parameter, strain etc.). Hence, any ordering in the
system is accu ied by electric polarization near the surface in
the direction perpendicular to it.
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PHYSICOEMICAL PROPERTIES OF SOL-GEL DERIVED LEAD SCANDIUM
TANTALATE Pb(Sco.5Taoj)03 THIN FILMS

ANIL PATEL, NICHOLAS SHORROCKS & ROGER WHATMORE
GEC-Marconi Materials Technology Ltd, Caswell, Towcester, Northants, NNI2 8EQ

Abstract Thin films of lead scandium tantalate Pb(ScO.sTaO.5)03 (PST) have been
prepared by a novel sol-gel process. The process involves two deposition steps. In
the first, layers of ScTa04 are deposited by spin coating a solution of metallorganic
compounds of scandium and tantalum. A film of lead oxide is deposited intermittently
onto the surface using a solution of lead acetate, and the process repeated to obtain
thicker films. After firing, the composite film, a transparent film of PST is obtained.
The crystallographic and morphological properties of the films have been analysed by
X-ray diffraction and SEM and elemental analyses determined using EPMA. The
films' electrical properties have been measured against field and temperature, showing
a strong induced pyroelectric response (3.8 x 10-3Cm-2K-1 ), peak permittivities of

4500 and low loss. A high material figure-of-merit (11 x 10-5Pa-1/2) was obtained.
Results are presented which illustrate the relationships between the properties and the
observed structure of the films, with the processing conditions. A possible mechanism
for the formation of perovskite PST is outlined.

PINRODUCTION

Ferroelectric materials have attracted considerable interest recently, due to their unique

range of dielectric, pyroelectric and optical properties. Due to the need for

miniaturisation and integrated processing, techniques have been developed to deposit

these materials as thin films directly onto a given substrate. Conventional routes to thin

film production rely on complex mixing and chemical reactionof the appropriate oxides at

elevated temperatures and subsequent lapping and thinning operations. This is costly and
time consuming and in cases, not particularly suited to complex specifications.

Consequently, there has been renewed interest in the deposition of thin films directly by a

variety of means, including physical vapour deposition (eg, sputtering), chemical vapour

deposition (CVD), and solution methods (sol-gel). The method described below involves

film deposition by sol-gel processing1, which is attractive because of its simplicity. Films

can be readily deposition from partially polymerised solutions by spinning or dip-coating

techniques followed by pyrolysis of the film in air. In this present study, the sol-gel

process has been utilised for the deposition of PST, by spin-coating a stable sol onto

substrates such as sapphire, GOG (Gd3Ga5Ol2) and magnesium oxide.

[655J/343
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PST is a perovskite structured relaxor ferroelectric oxide, and is an important member of

a class of ferroelectric compounds exhibiting diffuse ferroe'ectric-paraelectric phase

transitions. These so-called relaxor materials are the subject of considerable interest on

account of their novel dielectric behaviour, and their potential applications. PST

conforms to the general formula (A(B'xB"O-x)03) with the lead atoms occupying the A-

sites and the scandium and tantalum atoms located on the B-site2 (Figure 1).

"A.Q 9- r-O 0..

Figure 1: SMrctural model of ordered PST

XPERIMENTAL RCEURE

Various types of precursors have been used previously, to deposit a wide range of

materials by several groups. These include organic acids, metal A-diketonates and most

popularly, metal alkoxides. A combination of materials have been used here, mainly

limited by the availability of a suitable scandium precursor. Previous studies by Shrout et

a13, have shown that conventional processing of A(BIB2)03 type ceramics invariably lead

to the formation of a detrimental pyrochlore type phase. Therefore, a similar approach

was used to that pertaining in bulk PST ceramic4, whereby the two B-site elements are

prereacted first to form the wolframite phase (ScTa04) before reaction with lead oxide. A

flow diagram for the preparation of a typical PST film is shown in Figure 2.

Scandium acetylacetonate was prepared according to the method of Morgan & Moss5 .

Tantalum ethoxide was obtained commercially and distilled prior to use. The reaction

between Sc(acac)3 and Ta(OEt)5 leads to the formation of a complex whose structure as

yet has not been identified. The lead sol was prepared by dissolving lead acetate in 2-

methoxyethanol and refluxing. The films were processed by multiple depositions with

pyrolysis of 'organics' at 450*C between layers. Using this novel process, a composite

film structure consisting of ScTaO4 interspaced with PbO layers was sintered in a lead rich

environment to attain the correct film stoichiometry.
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Sc(R') 3 + Ta(OR1)s _R__H..m RO) 3Ta(OR) 2SC(R') 3 . Stock Solution

R - _CH CH OCH3CH 3 0CCHCOCH 3  Spin Cast 2000 rpm

R= -CH2CH 3

Substrate Coating - -- -

I Repeat

Pb Stock Solution Bake 450"C-------t
(Single Coating) R----4 Repeat

ake 4at 4500 RCt-----

Sinter in Air, Upto 9000C in PbZrO 3 Spacer

Figure 2: Flow diagram for th preparatkm of PST thin films

The PST films were characterised by a number of techniques including (XRD), Scanning
Electron Microscopy (SEM) and Electron Probe Microanalysis (EPMA). The films'
dielectric properties were measured using Cr/Au interdigitated, and simple wire-mask
patterns on the surface. Measurements were obtained using a General Radio bridge type
1615A and Wayne Kerr 6425 LCR meter.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

As shown below (Figure 3), a cubic perovskite phase was obtained for a film grown on
GGG substrate. The lattice parameter value of a0=4.075A was obtained, which agrees
with values obtained for bulk ceramic 4. Additionally, there was evidence of superlattice
reflections at (111) and (311), indicating some degree of ordering between Sc 3+ and
Ta5+, ie, in a fully ordered system Sc and Ta alternate with each other in 3D, effectively
doubling the lattice parameter. All the films, irrespective of substrate, show a high degree
of preferred orientation along the (200) axis; this is probably related to the layering
process and the film thickness, leading to different film textures. The surface and cross-
sectional microstructure of a 2.7prm PST film grown on GOG are shown in Figure 4(a)
and (b). The film exhibited a typical granular morphology with an average grain size of
1.59m. The films were also fully dense and exhibited none of the fine scale porosity
normally observed in sol-gel derived thin films. EPMA analysis on the deposited and
fired film gave typical values of Pb0_*(Sc0.5Ta0.49)03.
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Figure 3: X-ray diffraction pattern of 2.71lm thick PST film on G(;0

The mechanism of film formation has, as yet, not been fully elucidated, but from the

results obtained thus far, and from high resolution cross-sectional TEM analysis6, the

mechanism involves the formation of a weak ScTaO4 phase which has some degree of

inherent porosity. At the reaction temperature used (900*C), above the melting point of

lead oxide, a liquid phase is formed, which diffuses through the ScTa04 layers, reacting

to form PST. Any remaining P10 is lost to the surrounding atmosphere, as equilibrium is

achieved.

Figure 4: SEM micrographs of (A) surface, and (B) cross-section
of a PST film grown on GGG

The variation of dielectric properties of a 2.7p1m thick PST film on GGG at zero bias field

against temperature are shown in Figure 5. The relatively sharp characteristic in the
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dielectric constant is indicative of first older type behaviour. The peak at 4500 is lower
than expected, for example, average bulk ceramic values are close to 15000. Increase in

the bias field shifts this peak towards higher temperatures, with a slight increase in the
permittivity. The dissipation factor (tanS) had a minimum value of -0.2% at 700C, which

is higher than expected, and the increase with applied field is probably due to domain wall

motion. The measured induced pyroelectric coefficient (P) at 300C and 5V/Im gives a

va',¢ of (3.8 x 103Cm-2 K-1), which compared to conventional pyroclectrics such as
PbTiO3

7, is over a magnitude greater. The material figure-of-merit (Fd) described as Fd =

P/(C-J(e,tan6)), where C = volume heat capacity (2.7 x 106 Jm-3K-1) was calculated to be

11 x 10-5 Pa-1/2 where equivalent bulk ceramic values can be as high as 17 x 10-5 Pa-/12.
A comparison of Fd value's for typical pyroclectric materials is given in Table 1. In

addition, the PST films also show high dc resistivity and dielectric strength, typical values

of >10100m and 106V/m respectively.

400 0v 2V.
4000- \\

-2
E

" 2000 C
I,-

\ o
\OV 1 "J

1000o

S '-. 50V

6 040 60 0

Temperature (*C)

Figure 5: Variation of permittivity and dissipation factor, under bias
Vs temperature for a 2.719m thick PST film

CONCLUSINQ

The preparation of suitable sols for the deposition of PST thin films has been made
possible by the availability of suitable precursors. A novel 2-stage deposition process has
been devised to produce good quality highly preferred orientation perovskite PST films

on sapphire, and GGG substrates. The dielectric properties of the films indicate
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behaviour similar to bulk ceramic, and relatively high materal figure of merit's have been

obtained. With further development, this is likely to come a preferred route for the

fabrication of large 2-D arrays, suitable for IR applications.

TABLE I Comparison of Materials Meit with Conventional Pyroelectic Materials

---------------------------------------------------------------

TGS SBN PZ PST SOL-DERIVED
FAMILY FAMILY CERAMICS CERAMIC PST FILM

-------------------------------------------- ~ -----------------

TCOC 49-75 70-120 166-230 20-30 0-20

FD (10"5paI/2) 6-8.3 6-9.8 3.5-6 12-15 5-11

-------------------------------------------------------------------------
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GROWTH OF PLZT THIN FILMS USING CLUSTER MAGNETRON TECHNIQU

K F Dexter, K L Lewis sad J E Chadney
DRA Malvern, St Andrews Road, Malvern, Wrcs WR14 3VS, UK

The deposition of PLZT thin films by cluster magnetron techiques is desaibed
X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy has been used to determine film compo•tion
over a range of substrate temperatures. As-deposited films have been stldied
by X-ray diffraction techniques and the role of post deposition anntealing has
been assessed. The morphology and growth rates have been determined.

INTRODUCTION

Thin films of PLZT have been studied extensively In order to exploit their ferroelectric

and electro-optic properties (1,21. Deposition of PLZT (x/y/z), where x, y and z are

defined by:
Pbl-xll00 Laxll00 (Zryll00 Tizll00)l-xl40003 131

is achieved In this study using r.f. cluster magnetron sputtering. This technique offers

advantages over other routes in terms of film quality, surface morphology and

compositional control. In common with other methods, such as aol-gel deposition 14,51,

and single target r.f. sputtering 16,7,81 control of lead stoichiometry is a key issue and

using a cluster magnetron (Fig 1), we report incorporation of Pb Into our PLZT films up

to and in excess of the chosen stoichiometric value. This allows the exploration of two

step deposition/anneal processes, where films containing an excess of Pb can be

sputtered at room temperature and annealed into the perovkIdte phase 191

EXPERIMENTAL

The work was carried out in a UHV system with 50mm planar magnetrons (Fig 1). The

sputtering targets used In this work are PLZT (8/75/31.5) ceramic and metallic lead

(99.9% purity). Polished c-plane sapphire substrates, 25mm diameter, were positioned

at 110mm from the targets. A calibrated substrmteheater was used to generate

temperatures of up to 640"C. Sputtering was carried out in mixtures of argon and

166WY349,
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oxygen, whose composition was controlled using Brooks 5850R series mass flow

controllers. The effect of plasmna thermalisation was studied by variation in deposition

pressure over the range IxlO" 3 to 8xlOn2mhar. All experiments reported in this work

were carried out at 2xl03mbar. The composition of the films was determined after

deposition by X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS). These meaurmets were

calibrated using a PLZT 9/65/35 optical grade ceramic standard. All surfaces were

etched in Ar* at 5000,A, 2.5kV for 30 mlns to remove surface contamination before

analysis. Studies of films deposited In situ in the UHV system used for XPS analysis

confirmed the reliability of this technique, and demonstrated the absence of

preferential sputtering effects. One particular advantage of using this technique is the

ability to determine reliably the oxygen content of the films. The crystal structure was

determined using a Siemens D5000 dlffractometer, using NI filtered CuKa radiation.

A Wyko TOPO 3 white light interferometer was used to assess the effects of a post-

deposition anneal on film morphology. Growth rate data has also been determined using

this technique and cross-referenced with a Dektak 2000 step meter. Annealing

experiments were carried out using a fused silica resistive heater furnace with in situ

temperatures monitored by a Pt:Pt/Rh thermocouple.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The effect of power applied to the secondary lead source can be seen in Fig 2. The Pb

content value required for stoichiometric 9/65/35 PLZT is 0.91 (for oxygen -3), and so

an excess of lead can clearly be Incorporated into the films, provided that 5% oxygen

is added to the sputtering gas. The importance of oxygen in controlling the

incorporation of lead into the films is clearly evident from Fig 3. This is fundamental

to the achievement of the correct stoichiometry of films at growth temperatures in

excess of 600"C (Fig 4). However, both the input of oxygen during deposition, and the

application of power to the secondary lead target have the effect of reducing the

growth rate. Films deposited at room temperature are amorphous. At intermediate

temperatures (400C), mixed phase deposits are obtained, but even at the highest

temperatures examined it has been difficult to produce 100% phase pure perovskite

material. Films of highly oriented pyrochlore (Fig 5) are readily obtained at
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temperatures between 500 and 6400C.

The ability to deposit films containing excess Pb allows the exploration of 2-step

annealing for the production of perovskite films. This process uses a room temperature

growth stage followed by post deposition anneal. Films deposited at room temperature

can have lead contents In excess of 200% of the required value, and in common with the

higher temperature deposition excess lead films, they are black in colour. Subsequent

annealing at 600C for 2 howrs in air produced single phase 110 perovskite films (ao a

4.153A). The films then have an optical transmission close to the Fresnel limit of 75%

at 632.8nm.

Studies of surface morphology using whi.e light interferometry have highlighted an

Increase in surface morphology produced as a result of the anneal process. This is

related to the exact amount of lead present in the as-deposited films, and In the worat

cases can be in excess of 5nm, with pinholes 2-3mn in diameter. These are clearly the

result of grain growth phenomena and the ensuing crystallisation of the film.

SUMMARY

Cluster magnetron techniques have proved to be a very effective method for controlling

the incorporation of lead In PLZT thin films. As-deposited films can be either

amorphous or pyrochlore phase. Subsequent annealing of films can produce single phase

perovskite layers.
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Fig. 1: UHV cluster of 50mmn magnetron sputter sources with shutters, gas rings
and a fast 2tom source (courtesy of Atom Tech Ltd).
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Fig. IiI: Variation of Pb content (normalised to oxygen - 3) with oxygen level for

a fixed power level to the Pb source of IOW and substrate temperature
540°C.
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Fig. IV: Variation of Pb content with RF power applied to Pb source for films

grown at two different temperatures. This shows the steep variation in
Pb content with change in deposition temperature
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Fig. V: X-ray diffraction spectrum of a thin film of PLZT grown at 560"C,
showing the high level of preferred orientation found in pyrochlore films.
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3I63 8IZED OPTO-LB]CTRONIC NON-DNSTIUCTI•V EIMDOUT
IROx IraRUoLuCTRIC THIN FILM CAPACITORS

Barite Thakoor
Center for 8paCe Microelectronics Technology
Jet Propulsion Laboratory
California Institute of Technology
Pasa4ena, California 91109

Abstract Polarization dependent photoresponse from
ferroelectric lead zirconate titanate (PbZro.5 3Tio.47 03 )
thin films sandwiched between metal electrodes in a
capacitor configuration is reported. This phenomenon
has potential application as a non-destructive
readout(NDRO) of nonvolatile polarization state of thin
film ferroelectric memories. High speed readout using
laser pulses with full width at half maximum of -Ions,
at 532 nm wavelength is demonstrated. The polarization
direction of the ferroelectric capacitor is reflected in
the direction of the photocurrent response. The rise
time of the photocurrent response is as fast as 25 ns
and the relaxation time is fraction of a microsecond.
The readout signal from individual polarized elements is
repeated over a million times with no detectable
degradation in the photoresponse or the remanent
polarization as verified independently by the
conventional destructive readout technique. In
principle, both electronic as well as thermal mechanisms
could be triggered by such photon exposure of
ferroelectric thin films. Comparison of the
photoresponses from a device with a semitransparent top
electrode and an opaque top electrode respectively
suggests that the observed NDRO signal is predominantly
due to thermally triggered mechanisms.

INTRODUCTION

Compact on-chip, radiation hard, non-volatile memory storage
with high speed interactive access is desired in a wide
variety of applications that need 'power-off' memory
maintenance. Such applications appear in all spheres ranging
from alternatives for battery backed defense needs, power-
off memory maintenance aboard space missions, and in the
commercial arena for a wide variety of needs including data

[667V355
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storage for intelligent navigation in the automotive

industry, notebook computers, solid state voice messaging
systems for telephones/pagers, frame and configuration memory

for high definition television. Ferroelectric non-volatile
memories are promising for these applications. With the
advances in technology to deposit thin films of PZT (lead
zirconate titanate) and integrate them with conventional
silicon technology, ferroelectric non-volatile memories are
now well into their development phasei' 203 . The memory
element consists of a thin film ferroelectric capacitor, in
which the non-volatile storage is based on the remanent
polarization within the ferroelectric thin film. The
established readout technique relies upon the transient
displacement current (or absence thereof) induced by polariza-
tion reversal under applied switching pulse. However, such
"a process destroys the stored information, which necessitates
"a rewrite operation after every read cycle and complicates
the hardware.

Alternatively, a "poled" ferroelectric thin film
element, when illuminated with photons, generates a small
photocurrent proportional to the remanent polarization
(stored memory). There are two broad classes of possible
mechanisms that could be triggered by such photon exposure of
ferroelectric thin films (a) photocarrier generated responses
such as photovoltaic effect 4"6 , or localized electronic

transitions",7 , or transient space charge currents8 11 ; and
(b) effects arising due to heating of the device such as
pyroelectric effect 5' 12.13  (associated with temperature
change) or a piezoelectric effect 13"15  (associated with
propagation of an acoustic deformation wave through the
ferroelectric film). If radiation-hard, nonvolatile,
ferroelectric memories could be read non-destructively in
terms of the photoresponse (photocurrent or photo-emf) with
such contact-less optical addressing, they would clearly have
a major impact on the growing need for rugged and robust
solid state memory systems. Furthermore, a strong motivation

for such a readout arises from the fact that the highly

parallel photoresponse output from an array of memory pixels
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would be ideally suited for high performance computing
applications9,16, especially those involving parallel

processing and architectures such as large scale artificial

neural networks. In addition, such a non-destructive

readout(NDRO) may allow use of the ferroelectric capacitor as

a nonvolatile analog memory. Non-destructive readout from

bulk ferroelectric ceramic elements has been demonstrated'

utilizing the remanent polarization dependent photovoltaic

photo-eaf. The polarity of the photo-emf depends on the

direction of the remanent polarization.
This paper reports the observation of repetitive, high

speed polarization dependent directional photocurrent
response, generated from ferroelectric thin film capacitors
of sol-gel deposited PZT at zero applied bias. The
applicability of such photoresponse to non-destructive
readout of the stored memory is further demonstrated.

EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

The sol-gel lead zirconate titanate (PbZr 0o.Ti 0.47) thin
films (provided us by Raytheon Equipment Division, Sudbury,
MA) were deposited by a modified Sayer's Technique'T on
oxidized silicon substrates covered with an evaporated Ti/Pt
(-1000 A/1000A) base electrode. The lead zirconate titanate
(PZT) film contained -18% excess lead and were -1700 A thick.
Crystallization of the as deposited PZT was accomplished by
annealing the films at 550"C for 10 minutes in oxygen
ambient. To complete a standard sandwich capacitor test
structure'0 , thin transparent films of platinum (- 1OA -
150oA) were deposited as the top electrode. The top
electrodes were patterned by conventional lift-off techniques
as dots of 100Mm to 250Am diameter. Optical transmission
through the top electrode films (I - 300 to 800 nm) was about
30%. The high speed photoresponse from the thin film
ferroelectric capacitor (TFFC) is measured using a coherent

energetic laser pulse that is capable of heating the device.
A Nd-YAG pulsed laser at the wavelength of 532 nm is utilized

for these experiments. The incident photon energy is lower
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than the PZT bandgap (3.5 eV, as determined from optical

transmission studies11' 18  on the PZT film on sapphire
substrates) and is therefore weakly (< 1%) absorbed by the

PZT. The laser pulse, with a full width at half maximum of
10 ns, has a winged profile and delivers -10 AJ per pulse at
532 nm at a 10Hz repeat frequency. For the measurement of

(a) POSITIVELY
POLD CAPACITOR

[ mA

E

'LI

Zw

w

z

0.w

0

(b)NEATIVELY
PLEDCAACITOR

5nsý-
TIME (ns)

FIGURE 1 First readout of photoresponse current from
thin film ferroelectric capacitor (TFFC) with
semitransparent top electrode (a) 'positively polarized
state (b) negatively polarized state
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the photocurrent, the top and bottom electrodes of the TFFC
are short circuited across the 500 internal impedance of an
oscilloscope, which records the zero bias photoresponse from
the TFFC on illumination with the laser pulse. The capacitor
was poled positively by using a +4 V pulse for lpsec or
negatively by a -4 V pulse for the same duration.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

(a) POSITIVELY
POLED CAPACITOR

I mA

Z I

Uj
'U

0
Co

0
0.

(b)NEGTIVELYIPOLED CAPACITOR

- 5ns---
TIME (ns)

FIGURE 2 Millionth readout of photoresponse current
from TFFC with a semitransparent top electrode
(a) positively polarized state (b) negatively polarized
state.
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Figures l(a) and 1(b) respectively show the first readout of
the photoresponse current from a TFFC in its positively and
negatively poled states respectively. The polarization state
of the TFFC is clearly reflected in the direction of the
photoresponse current. The laser pulsing was continued
repetitively at a 10 Hz frequency. Even after over a million
readouts from the TFFC, the photoresponse was virtually
unchanged, and the polarization state (as verified by the
conventional DRO technique) was unchanged. Figures 2(a) and
2(b) show the millionth readout of the photocurrent response
from the TFFC in its positively and negatively poled states
respectively. No degradation on the amplitude of the peak
photoresponse in either direction is observed. The asymmetry
in the magnitude and the shape of the photoresponse signals
in the two oppositely poled cases (Figs. 1 a and 1 b and/or
2(a) and 2(b)) could be due to a photocurrent offset 9-10, a
photovoltaic contribution from the pair of asymmetric (back
to back) Schottky junctions at the two PZT-electrode
interfaces of the TFFC. In fact, the photoresponse from a
device with an opaque top electrode (Pt thickness - 3000 A)
shown in figure 3 (replotted for a longer duration) is
observed to be almost symmetric mirror images for the
positively and negatively poled cases respectively. The
opaque electrode prevents light from reaching the PZT, thus
avoiding any photocarrier generation and consequently the
photovoltaic component is absent.

Furthermore, figure 3 shows that the charge flown in one
direction giving rise to the photocurrent, when the light
pulse is turned "ON", is essentially matched in magnitude (-
0.12 ± 0.02 nC) by charge flowing in the opposite direction
(current in opposite direction), following the end of the

primary photoresponse signal, due to turn "OFF" of the laser.
This current reversal at the end of the primary signal takes
place in case of both polarization directions. The observed
response profile with charge conservation confirms that the
phenomenon is a thermally triggered pyroelectric5 .12. 13

(associated with temperature change within the PZT) and/or
piezoelectric effect t 3 "15 (due to propagation through PZT of
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the turn-off of the optical signal was attributed to a
pyroelectric effect by Chynoweth12 . However, it is possible
that the pyroelectric response from PZT in our experiment
may be blocýked by the highly reflective, opaque top
electrode. On the other hand, based on the reported19

piezoelectric coefficient of PZT, the observed AQ could arise

due to an estimated stress of - 10 N/m2 . Assuming the
Young's Modulus for Pt top electrode to be identical to the
reported20  bulk value, even a small fraction (-1%) of the
incident energy being absorbed could result in stress levels
as high as 9x107 N/m2 .

The rise time of the photocurrent response is as short
as -25 ns, whereas the relaxation time is a fraction of a
microsecond. More study of the rise time and relaxation time
of the primary photoresponse as a function of the top
electrode thickness and the illumination wavelength is
underway to establish the exact nature of the underlying
mechanism, and to differentiate between the pyroelectric
effect and/or photostimulated deformation initiat4d
piezoelectric effect.

CONCLUSION

In conclusion, this paper presents a clear observation of a
high speed, repetitive, polarization dependent non-
destructive-readout signal (a photocurrent), with a rise time
as short as -25 ns from thin film ferroelectric capacitor
structures, when illuminated with laser (I = 532 nm) pulses.

Comparison of readout signals from devices with
semitransparent and opaque top electrodes respectively
suggests that the observed NDRO signal component is primarily
due to thermally triggered mechanisms.
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r IROXLUCTRIC THIN FILMS FOR MICROBLECTRONIC
APPLICATIONS

L.V. ORLOVA, V.I. PETRO3SKY, Z.F. PEVTSOV,
A.S. SIGOV, AND K.A. VOROTILOV
Moscow Institute of Radioengineering, Electronics and
Automation,117454, Vernadsk prosp.,78, Moscow, Russia

atract Some mioroeleotronic applications of ferro-
eleotric films, such as MISFET, CCD, memory, and solid
state image sensor are discussed. Certain results on
preparation of thin films by sol-gel method are given
as well.

INTRDUCION

Having unique physioal properties ferroeleotrios are promi-
sing oandidates for mioroeleotronic applications in data
prooessing and memory devices. However, their integration
with silicon teohnology had been hampered, mainly, due to
worse film performance oompared to bulk ones. A sufficient
progress in PZT film teohnology aohieved during last few
years opens new ways, and some first FeRAN are entering the
market nowadays. 1 In the present paper we try to give a
review of some our results ooncerning microelectronic ap-
plioation of thin ferroeleotrio layers in metal/ferro-
eleotrio/semiconduotor devioes, suoh as MISPET, COD, MFeS
memory, and also in solid state image sensors. Certain re-
sults on preparation of ferroeleotrio films by the sol-gel
method are discussed as well.

n DIM'.MC CONSTANTS QrPIERZ=,S M OR F

A D MC

In this section we consider possibilities of increasing the
dielectric constant ei of gate dielectrics in MIS transis-
tors and CCDs. In contrast to memory applications, it is
desirable that one deals with a paraeleotrio phase, other-
wise a semiconductor surface potential may be changed owing

[677136
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to oarriers motion oaused by the spontaneous polarization.

For MISPET we have oaloulated maximum ohannel oonduo-

tanoe g(L/Z) (Figure 1) (or the transoonduotanoe ooinoiding

1II I

g(L/Z), IN
0-1

10 -

I0o2 _ I 
- o

FIGRE .mhe deen 4n'e oflA *(L/Z ntedee

In1 ~As

10-3 *InP

1044'

10-5

10-6

10 102  103 104 8 1

FIGURE I The dependencies of g(L/Z) on the dieleotrio
oonstant Si with the surfaoe state density N., as a

parameter.

with the oonduotanoe to the first approximation) normalized

to the gate length L and width Z.In MOS teohnology low 6

of silicon dioxide requires small ( 4 1010 om- 2 eV- 1 ) values

of N., to obtain aooeptable transistor oharaoteristios:

g(L/Z) o 3.10-4 0-1. Further decrease in Nso doesn't impro-

ve devioe performanoe significantly. It can be seen in Fi-

gure 1 that essential increase in transistor amplifioation

(power) characteristics can be reached if 8 > 100 even for

high values of N., (Nos 0 1012_1013 om- 2 eV -). In this case

one can obtain very high values of the parameters (up to

g(L/Z) w 10- f0-l), whioh are almost inaccessible by other

means (e.g., by inoreasing the electron mobility iL). For

the sake of illustration, we expose in Figure 1 extreme va-
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lues of g(L/Z) of MISPET on the base of some semiconductor
compounds with high j. In calculations we have used the
bulk low-field mobility, while real values of surface mobi-
lity in such structures are 2-3 times smaller. 2 Trapping
has not been accounted as well. In addition, it should be
only noted, but not enumerated, a great number of wellknown
difficulties existing in MISFET semiconductor compounds

teohnology.3
One of the most important practical applications of

CODs are readout registers of solid-state image sensors. To
improve picture quality in thic devices it is required to

increase the amount of information transferred through the
register during frame soanning (B). B is defined by the CCD
cell data-storage capacity (i.e., the dynamic range 7) and
data-transfer rate (i.e., the register clock frequency I):

B -T 7.
We have calculated maximum B - Bmax as a function of

for different N., as it is shown in Figure 2. It can be

Bmax
sit/see

10134

1010

S102

10 10 13 104

FIGURE 2 The dependencies of Berx on the z5 with Nss
as a parameter.
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seen that at Neagm 1010 ao- 2 eV- 1 and Sia 1000, the amount
of information transferred through the register during fra-
me soanning may reaoh 1012_1013 bits/seoond, what is coop-
letely inaooessible by other means.

The oaloulations above relate to one CCD register
oell. Charaoteristios of the COD matrix depend on its spe-
oifio design. For example, for standard matrix 320 X 512
and B = 1013 bits/seeond the oontrast level number is
5.103, that essentially exoeeds the up-to-date level and
oan be important, for instanoe, for inorease of oolor pio-
ture transmission quality in high-definition television.

Integrated ferroeleotrio memory is now a reality, but to
our surprise, the main attention foouses on memory devioes
using ferroeleotrio oapaoitor struoture, and a negligible
attention is devoted to devioes with ferroeleotrios an gate
dieleotrios, suoh as MFeS transistor. It is oonneoted, on
the one hand, with suffioient problems of interaotion bet-
ween ferroeleotrio and semioonduotor and interfacial per-
formanoe, whioh are arisen in the last oase. But on the
other hand, nondestruotive data reading in NieS memory
gives it obvious advantages over ferroeleotrio oapaoitor
memory: more reading/writing oyoles, lower time and power
spending during reading, eto.

The operation of lPeS memory is based on changing se-
mioonduotor surface potential by alteration of spontaneous
polarization veotor direotion. An example of suoh a devioe
is a wellknown VPeS transistor shown in Figure 3a. Prinoip-
le of reading, used in MFeS transistor, is not the unique
one. Figure 3b shows lieS memory with COD reading. A slanal
oharge moves under the first transfer eleotrode and is
transferred along the interfaoe for further prooessing.

Analysis of operation of MieS memory oell will be per-
formed in term of oharaoteristio fields that enables us to
remove from oonsidering its dimensions. Charteristio

.. .... ....
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terroelectric
4pte

a)

terroelectrIC
Aranster electrodes

"-- potential Ol I I

- P-S-

b).

PIOURI 3 Prinolples of data reading in 31eB mmory
a) VeS transistor
b) ieS memor' with the COD reading

fields in lieS memory must be tied up with the following
relation:

%s " Ps/1('los) < Z<s <• A

where EBS=4kTN ln(N/ni)/(SoS.)]/_ 2 is the field at the
interfaoe, oorresponding to the ohange In surface potential
of semioonduotor by the value needed for distinot informm-
tion reading (in this ease, frou flat band to strong inver-
sion), k is the Boltzmrnn oonstant and N, n1, es are oon-
oentration, intrinsio oonoentration and dieleotrio oonstant
of silioon; PS is the spontaneous polarisation; 8 oo8i are
dieleotrio oonstants of vawouum and fer-roleotrio; Iý is the
coercive field; RA is the field in ferroeleotrio, oreated
by applied voltage; % is the breakdown field.

Thus, the figre of merit of PeOS meSMry is Ps/(eo0 i)
desoribing the eleotrio field at the ferroeleotrio/semioon-
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duotor interfaoe and, therefore, the effioienoy of ferro-
eleotrio layer influence on the semioonduotor. A similar
figure of merit in foumd for pyroeleotrio devioes. But for

ferroeleotrio oapaoitor memory an appropriate figure of me-
rit for ferroeleotrio material is the ratio PS/(ao0Eic)

oharaoterizing the ratio of nonlinear switohing response to

linear nonswitohing response.4 Thus, different prinoiples

of data reading in oapaoitor and IfeS memories lead to dif-
ferent requirements -o ferroeleotrio performanoe.

Relation (1) is displayed in Pigure 4. The upper limit

K/c, LB1 I-

S pemissilbe values

1061 EA

1,5
Es I

i806

1oP 104 1o5 106 PS V

FIGURE 4 The representation requirements to

NieS memory

of pezvisible values of PS/(SoSi) is defined by Be and
the lower one by IS. The whole permissible area is shown

for 3 = 5.10 V/am, i, = io 6 V/om, Re = 5.105 V/am, 33 -

4.103 V/om (N = 1014 Oc-3), when one finds Ps/(8o8j) =

4.1o0- 5.o10 V/Om.
For a real EfeS struature it is necessary to take into
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aooount the quality of interface between semiconductor and
ferroeleotrio, and one obtains the following relation:

PS - (C), + %S) > (2)

oei

where QC1 is the- fixed charge, and QSS is the charge

captured in surface states.
Usually, a mechanism of (1, and QSS generation is oon-

neoted with broken and weakened bonds at the dieleotric/se-

mioonduotor interface strongly depending on processing con-
ditions. For example, for films deposited by sputtering
techniques it is diffioult to provide appropriate quality

of the dieleotrio/semioonduotor interface due to bombard-

ment of the substrate by high energy partioles. 5

But there may exist a generation mechanism of QSS that
is directly oonneoted to ferroeleotrio nature of the film.
It is known that the charge in dielectric of MIS structure
can generate surface states at the interfaoe. For instance,
the interface trap density increases with the number of mo-
bile charges driven to the Si-Si02 interface when the capa-
oitor is bias-temperature stressed or exposed under the

ionizing radiation. 6 To interpret this fact the charge mo-

del 7 introducing the interface states by semiconductor mo-
bile charge carriers bindi to oharge centers in the oxide
in the imnediate vicinity of the interface have been sug-

gested. The fluctuation model of surfaoe states,8 develo-
ping this approach, deals with the interface three-
dimensional potential pits caused by space fluctuation of
fixed charge. The influence of the spontaneous polarization
in ferroeleotrios induces a number of surface statesd:

I (P /qX) 5/8  [ Wg 2A

A (4"~)3/8 4x A

where = [q2/(4sa8)].C(1 Ps/q)1 / 2 , is the characteristic
energy scale of fluctuations; a = (a + ES)/2; an I ap are
electron and hole Bohr radii; Wg is the gap energ; •. is

I I inD l I• l I H
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the differenoe between the oonductivity zone and the lezwI
level energies at the interfaoe; Oo is the minim= of the

surfaoe states energy distribution. It oan be seen (Figure

5) that PS oan oause intensive generation of surfaoe states

NSS,

cm-
2 eV-1

1012

1010

109

0.1 1 10 Ps. jPCccm-2

FIOURE 5 Dependenoies of Nes at the middle of the
gap N" (ý = 4) on P8 for different values of Si.

(N.as 1013 om-2Vý-1 for Si = 20). But if 81 inoreases the

influenoe of P. upon Nsi diminishes.
For small fluotuations A, < «W and 0 = 0, the induoed

oharge QSS may be estimated as

5/8

[s (4)

where A = q3 / 8 /(•5/Sao 3 / 4s 0o3/ 8 ) = 5535 for the Bohr radius

ao = 5.29.1079 am.
The oorresponding changes of permissible values Ps/(So
found from Zqs. (1-4) are shown in Figure 4. The influence
of surfaoe states induoed by spontaneous polarization is

suffioient at Ei 4 500. So if a, 4 20, the density of indu-
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oed traps is so high that the most part of spontaneous po-

larization field is baffled and the required oha g in the

surface potential is not realized. With inoreasing s6 the

influence of induced traps falls down. Therefore for opera-

tion of EFeS memory device it is practically necessary to

provide E i 100.

Pyroeleotrio properties of ferroelectrics are widely used

in thermal image sensors.10 One of the key problems is to

provide a good coupling between detectors and signal pro-

cessing IC with keeping high thermal insulation of the sen-

sitive layer. For this purpose, the integrated solid-state

pyroelectrio CCD sensor was analized and some its fabrica-

tion techniques based on deep chemical etching were

developed.
1 1

Pyroeleotric signal has a differential nature and

brings a very low voltage on detector cells, therefore, an

input signal is usually transformed before it enters COD. 1 2

We proposed a simple detector input stage1 3 , whose charge

diagrams are shown in Figure 6. During a time period t 1 ,

the chopper opens incident radiation and the detector (D)

charge change is compensated by the charge transferred from

diode Vs under Lhe input diode VI. During a period t 2 , when

the charge on the detector reaches its maximum value, the

voltage is applied to the diode VS and the charges under

the gates Vp, 01 and 2 are deleted. Thus the potentials of

the detector and the nearest gate Vp become equal. During a

period t 3 , the diode V. is isolated from the gate Ie. After

closing the incident radiation, the polarization of the de-

tector changes and the corresponding signal charge is gene-

rated under the gate (1. During the next period t 4 this

charge is clocked into the line register 03 and the detec-

tor input stage returns in its initial state.

Perroeleotrios offer new feasibility for thermal ima-

ging arrays. For instance, it is possible to carry out pre-

liminary signal processing in the input circuit by changing
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FIGU= 6 Charge diagms the deteotor input rtage
of COD Imag sensor.

spontaneous polarization of eaoh deteotor due to oharges
from OD registers. We have used this prinoiple for sensi-
tivity oorreotion of eaoh deteotor element in order to de-
orease sipnal non-unifozmity at uniform illtuination. Suoh
an idea may be used also for image storage and oonvolution
of two IMages.

We have investigated general phenomena of film formation,
inoludizg influenoe of initial ol oomposition and film
fozution oonditions on morpholoU, miorostr-ture and
eleotrio properties of different film, inoluding some

simple oxides (Si02 , Ti02 , et.)14-17 as well as oomplex
ones (e.g., ferroeleotrios). It should be noted, that sol-
gel 8102 and TiC2 film are not only appropriate model
objeots, but also have praotioal importance in mioro-
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eleotronios teohnoloy, for instanoe, for planarization of
Interlevel dieleotrio of multilevel metallization of

VLS118, for tapered etohing of silioon oxide 1 9 , and as pas-

sivation layers on GaLs.2 0 At the same time TiO2 films, ha-

ving high dieleotrio oonstant from 20 up to 150, oan be

used as a gate dieleotrio in MISFI or COD as it was men-

tionod earlier. We have also investigated prooesses of film

preparation and examined eleotrioal properties for a number

of thin ferroeleotrio films, inoluding ithium niobate2 1 ,

barium titanate2 2 and PZT. Common problems of these films

formation on silioon substrates are a growth of Si0 2 sub-

layer on the film/substrate interfaoe due to silioon oxida-

tion and ohemioal interaotion between film and substrates.

The role of these prooesses inoreases with growing tempera-

ture of annealing (the thiokness of SiO2 sublayer oan reaoh

up Lo near hundred nm2 2 ) and deterioration of KFeS struotu-

re performanoes takes plaoe. To prevent this, it is neoes-

sar7 to form a barrier layer. For example, the proteoting

Si 3 N4 layer is appropriate to prevent growth of SiO2 sub-

layer during BaTiO3 film formation. 2 2 This leads also to

deoreasing the surface state density on ferroeleotrio/semi-

oonduotor interfaoe, and, moreover, the interfaoial per-

formanoe of sol-gel films beoomes better than that of sput-

tered ones. 2 1 92 2 The preparation of ferroeleotrio films on

metallized substrates is an easier task. Thus, PZT films
with the thiokness 0.2-0.4 pm prepared by in oooperation

with M.T. Yanovskaja (L.Ya. Karpov Institute of Physioal

Chemistry) on Pt and Si-Si02 -Pt substrates have ooercive
voltage w 1 V, spontaneous polarization t 20 gC/om2 and

dieleotrio oonstant w 500.
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Cdifor Papers

Special Issue on Piezoelectric
and Electrostrictive Actuators

A special issue of the international journal Ferroeectrics is scheduled for 1992 on the
subject "Piezoelectric and Electrostrictive Actuators."

Recent developments in piezoelectric and electrostrictive ceramics are remarkable,
especially in the field of optics and precision machinery. Camera shutters, dot-matrix
printers, and air valves have been widely commercialized. Ultrasonic motors will
partially replace conventional electromagnetic motors in the future.

This special issue will cover the fundamental studies of ceramic actuators and ap-
plications:

1. Ceramic actuator materials - piezoelectrics, electrostrictors, phase transition-
related ceramics

2. Fabrication processes - powders, tape casting
3. Micro/macrostructure - grai size dependence, monomorph, electrode

configuration
4. Control technique - polarization control, pulse drive method
5. Applications - deformable mirrors, positioners, pulse drive motors
6. Ultrasonic motors

Invited and contributed papers are welcome. All manuscripts will be reviewed.
Manuscripts should be prepared according to the instructions on the inside back
cover of "Ferroelectrics."

Authors are cordially invited to submit their papers to the Guest Editors below:

Professor Kenji Uchino
Department of Physics
Sophia University
Kioi-cho 7-1, Chiyoda-ku
Tokyo 102, Japan

or
Materials Research Laboratory
The Pennsylvania State-University
University Park, PA 16802, USA
(July 1-September 30)

Professor L. Eric Cross
Materials Research Laboratory
The Pennsylvania State University
University Park, PA 16802

For further information, please feel free to contact the Guest Editors.



First Announcement

The Eighth
INTERNATIONAL MEETING OF FERROELECTRICITY

8-13 August 1993
National Institute of Standards and Technology

Gaithersburg, Maryland USA

The scope of the conference will be similar to that of the preceding IMFs. Both invited and con-
tributed papers will be presented on fundamental and applied research on ferroelectrics, including
but not limited to:

Phase transitions and critical phenomena Disordered and glassy systems
Electronic structure, quantum effects Domains, domain boundaries, and imperfections
Lattice dynamics, lattice instabilities, and soft modes Raman, Brillouin, IR, and submillimeter
First principles calculations spectroscopy
Low-temperature properties NMR, ESR, PAC, and other types of spectroscopy
Superconductivity in oxides Electron microscopy
Charge de-oy waves, polarization fluctuations High-pressure effects
Structure and crystal growth Polymers and liquid crystals
X-ray and neutron scattering Ceramics and composite materials
Acoustic and ferroelastic properties Sensors, actuators, and transducers
Dielectric, piezoelectric, and pyroelectric properties Thin films and surfaces
Optical properties and phase conjugation Ferroelectric/semiconductor integration
Modulated and incommensurate systems

Wallace A. Smith L Eric Cross George W. Taylor
Office of Naval Research Pennsylvania State University Princeton Resources
IMF8 Chairman IMF8 Vice Chairman IMF8 Vice Chairman

Ms. Kathy Kilmer, IMF8 Conference Manager
To receive future announcements, National Institute of Standards and Technology
send your name and address to: Administration Building, Room A917

Gaithersburg, MD 20899
TEL (301) 975-2776; FAX (301) 926-1630

Title and Name
Institution

Department
Street

City/State/Zip

Country
Phone

FAX

C]1 will present a paper entitled:

C I will be accompanied by - guests.
0 1 will attend, but will not present a paper.

13 I will not attend, but would like to be kept informed.
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First Announcement

Magnetoelectric Interaction
Phenomena in Crystals

2nd International Conference
September 13-18, 1993

Centro Stefano Franscini, Monte VeritA
Ascona (Ticino), Switzerland

GENERAL INFORMATION Ormnizatioo

Conference Site Organized by the Department of Mineral,

The conference will be held at the Centro Analytical and Applied Chemistry of the

Stefano Franscini, Monte VeritY, Ascona, on University of Geneva, in collaboration with

the banks of Lago Maggiore in the Italian- the Laboratory for Neutron Scattering at the

speaking part of Switzerland. Paul Scherrer Institute, Wurenlingen and
Villigen, Switzerland and with the Institute

Accommodation for Theoretical Physics, University of Nijme-

The possibilities of getting suitable accom- gen, The Netherlands.

modation are limited. Lodging facilities are Financial support
available at the Centro itself for about 60
participants. For the others, hotels in nearby Swiss Federal Institute of Technology,
Ascona are foreseen, but it cannot be guar- Zuirich.
anteed that accommodation can be found for Motivaflon
all participants. Moreover the lecture room
available also limits the total number of par- The magnetoelectric effect foreseen by Lan-
ticipants. dau and Lifshitz in 1956 has been predicted

to occur in chromiumoxyde CrO1 by Dzy-
Second Circular aloshinskii (1960). It is characterized by the
A second circular with a call for papers and appearance of an electric polarization on ap-
more detailed information will be sent in De- plying a magnetic field and a magnetization
cember 1992 to all those returning the at- on applying an electric field. The experi-
tached form to: mental observation of the effect in Cr,0. fol-

lowed rapidly (Astrov 1960, 1961; Folen, Rado
Mine Odide Hirth/MEIPIC and Stalder 1961). Thereafter the effect was
Scrietariat de Chimie appliqu~ e observed and studied in many more mate-
Universite de Geneve, Sciences I! rials.
30.' Quai Ernest Ansermet The status of theoretical understanding and

CH-1211 Gen~ve 4 experimental work after the first decade of

Suisse/Switzerland research in magnetoC'x-tricity is well re-
flected by the book 1 ne Electrodynamics of

E-mail: MEIPIC@sc2a.unige.ch Magneto-Electric Media of O'Dell (1970) and
Phone: (+41)22-702-6408(Hirth) the pý -ceedings of the conference Magne-

-6419 (Rivera) toelectri," Interaction Phenomena in Crystals
-6418 (Ye) held in 1973 (F•,eman and Schmid 1975).
-6111 (Exchange) During the following two decades of research

Fax: (+41) 22-329-6102 more theoretical and experimental know-how
Telex: 421.159 SIAD has been accumulated, but many problems



still remain unsolved. It has become clear. • Frontier fi.'lds (toroidal moments, ki-
however. that the magnetoelectric effect is netoelectric and kinetomagnetic effects,

an invaluable tool for studying materials, for problems of magnetoelectricity and re-

example the magnetic symmetry and phase lated symmetry phenomena in quantum
transitions of magnetically ordered phases. magnets, e.g. anyonic systems and chiral

These facts are to a great extent still ignored phases).
by the scientific community working in solid • Synthesis. structural and physical prop-
state physics. erties of magnetoelectric materials (sin-

gle crystals, ceramics, composites): or-
Organizing Committee dinary magnetoelectrics and complex

H. Schmid (chairman), ones, such as ferromagnetic, ferrimag-
netic or antiferromagnetic ferroelectrics.

A. Janner, H. Grimmer. J.-P. Rivera, antiferroelectrics and ferroelastics
Z.-G. Ye. ("Seignettomagnetics").

I Magnetoelectric effect in incommensu-
rate crystals (modulated, intergrowth and

Czechoslovakla: V. Janovec. quasicrystals).
France: F. Bertaut, M. Clin, P. Toldano * Magnetoelectrically monitored magnetic
Germany: H. G. Kahle phases and phase transitions.
Great Britain: G. Gehring, D. Tilley • Field induced effects. Static magnetic field
Israel: S. Shtrikman, R. M. Hornreich induced polarization, electric field in-
Japan: J. Kobayashi, K. Kohn, K. Siratori duced magnetization, quasistatic, pulsed,
The Netherlands: T. Janssen dynamic and high frequency.
Poland: J. Barnas • Optical properties (crystal optics of mag-
Russia: M. I. Bichurin, netoelectric materials in transmission aid

A. S. Borovik-Romanov, reflection; magnetoelectrically genei-
R. V. Pisarev, ated non-linear optical effects).
Yu. Venevtsev * Domains and domain walls (switching,

Switzerland: E. Ascher, P. Fischer, symmetry aspects, coupling with applied

P. Guinter fields, stress, etc.).

Ukraine: I. E. Chupis • Elementary excitations in magnetoelec-
USA: I. Dzyaloshinskii, G. T. Rado, tric materials.

J. F. Scott - Inhomogeneity and defect induced mag-
netoelectric effects.

- Measuring techniques.
SCIENTIFIC PROGRAM - Applications.

Fields and Special Topics Contributions and Proceedings

"• Linear and higher order magnetoelec- Plenary sessions of tutorial expositions and
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See Hofmann et al., Figure 2.
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